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THE TRIUMPH OF LOVE

THE TWO HEADS

"Therefore, as through one man sin entered
into the world, and death through sin; and so

death passed unto all men, for that all sinned:

—for until the law sin was in the world: but sin

is not imputed when there is no law. Neverthe

less death reigned from Adam till Moses, even

over them that had not sinned after the likeness

of Adam's transgression, which (the transgres

sion) is a figure of that which was to come (the

righteous act of Christ). But not as the tres

pass, so also is the free gift. For if by the

trespass of the one the many died, much more
did the grace of God, and the gift by the grace

of the one man, Jesus Christ, abound unto the

many. And not as through one that sinned,

so also is the gift: for the judgment came

of one unto condemnation, but the free gift

came of many trespasses unto justification. For

if, by the trespass of the one, death reigned

through the one; much more shall they that

receive the abundance of grace and of the gift

of righteousness reign in life through the one,

even Jesus Christ. So then as through one tres
pass the judgment came unto all men to con

demnation; even so through one act of right

eousness the free gift came unto all men to jus

tification of life. For as through the one man's

disobedience the many were made sinners, even
so through the obedience of the one shall the

many be made righteous. And the law came in

beside, that the trespass might abound; but

where sin abounded, grace did abound more ex

ceedingly; that, as sin reigned in death, even so

might grace reign through righteousness unto

aionian life through Jesus Christ our Lord."
(Rom. 5:12-21).



2 The Triumph of Love

2. THE TWO HEADS

In the previous paper we have seen that the whole natural

and spiritual creation is not only "through Him", but "unto

Him". He is both efficient and final cause of all, and the

efficient because the final: as is the case in all purposeful

activity, it was the Divine conception of the end that caused

the beginning of the creation: all final cause in God is

efficient, or effects itself. God can never be content to

remain always apart from a universe of which love is both

the final and first cause, which has been created by love for

love. It came into existence from Him, and it is as much

to return into as it came forth from Him. The natural

creation is for the spiritual; the world is for Adam, and

Adam is for Christ, and Christ is God; and so the universe

flows back into its source.

Humanity was foreordained to sonship by Jesus Christ.

The definite form of our spiritual manhood, the exact

relationship which is to subsist between God and ourselves,

and what we are to become through it, is objectively con

stituted for and revealed to us in the human personality of

Jesus Christ. According to Paul, we were predestinated

unto sonship by Jesus Christ; we were made sons by

Christ's resurrection; we were taken up into Christ's sonship

by our faith; we shall enter into the full inheritance of sons

in Christ in our final resurrection.

The point here is that Jesus Christ is the very image of

the thing, which, through Him, we are to become; the exact

heavenly pattern after which we are to be in Him spiritually

created. The truth of His deity is manifested and proved

in the perfection of His humanity. Because He is a man

fulfilling the definition and reflecting perfectly all that

belongs to the conception of manhood; because the whole

Divine meaning of man, the whole thought and will and

purpose of God concerning man, is fulfilled and expressed

in Him, therefore He is the Divine Word or Expression.

It was also pointed out that, according to the Scriptures,

humanity is an organic whole. Full proof of this is found

in the passage before us—Rom. 5:12-21—where we have

the Two Heads, Adam and Christ, and the ways in which
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we stand related to the act and person of Adam on the one

side and those of Christ on the other. Adam is not a natural

man only, but natural humanity; and Christ is not the spir

itual man only, but spiritual humanity. And His exaltation

through death is and means humanity's exaltation. All that

is involved in the fall of Adam is potentially reversed by

the "much more" comprised in the death and resurrection of

Jesus Christ. Just what the fall has been as a general and

universal act and fact—the death and resurrection of our

Lord is the reversal. All that happened to man in Adam is

reversed or undone by what Christ has done, as the author

and representative of human redemption.

Let us observe here, by the way, that the death and life

spoken of here, as vital to the argument, are not natural but

spiritual death and life. The death is the death that sin is,

and the life is that what holiness is. We are described as

dead or alive according to these, and altogether independent

of the physical facts.

Through one man sin as a dominating power entered into

the world, and the death of alienation through sin. This

death passed unto all men, for that all sinned, that is, the

consequences of the fall as they extend and affect the mere

nature of every man prior to our personal activity or life in

it. Every man inherits in his flesh not only such physical

consequences of the fall as bodily disease and death, but

such as are moral and spiritual. As a matter of fact all men

are through the inherited weakness of their nature actually

involved in moral and spiritual consequences of the fall and

subject to sin. The weakness of the flesh as an organ of

the spirit amounts to a natural inability of the spirit in the

flesh to obey its law, and this constitutes our bondage and

the need of redemption. But though the spirit is unable, it

is not impossible that it should be enabled to put off the

corruption and bondage and death of the flesh and be raised

to its proper power, freedom, and life. As the fall consti

tuted Adam the fleshly or carnal man, so His reversal of the

fall constituted Jesus Christ the pneumatical or spiritual

man. That is, as Adam was he in whom the spirit fell under

the bondage of the flesh, so Jesus Christ is He in whom the

flesh thus become dominant was subdued to the spirit, and
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the spirit which had become subject was delivered out of its

bondage and raised out of its subjection to the flesh. He,

taking the likeness of the flesh of sin, subdued the en

throned flesh to the dethroned spirit, and so became the

reverser of what had taken place in Adam and the restorer

of our lost liberty and life.

He continues, for until the law sin was in the world;

but sin is not imputed where there is no law. This assertion

can be explained only by the old distinction between the

matter and form of a thing. What the apostle says is

that the matter of sin exists even when and where there is

no law. But the form of sin is not imputed when there is

no law. It is the law only that imparts a sense of sin by

informing of its sinfulness. Nevertheless, the apostle goes

on to say, death reigned from Adam till Moses even over

them that had not sinned after the likeness of Adam's trans

gression. Let us put this to ourselves in a different way.

The natural consequences of sin follow all the same whether

the individual, informed by law, is aware of its sinfulness,

or whether he is innocent or ignorant of it, and therefore not

formally sinful.

It would very much lighten up the whole teaching and

thought of the passage if we read the last clause of v. 14

"which is a figure of that which was to come". "Who is a

figure of him that was to come" and "which is a figure of

that which was to come" are equally correct translations of

& coriv twos tov fitWovTos. Hence the trend of the passage

must determine which rendering represents the apostle's

thought. Obviously, it is not Paul's object or intention to

introduce Adam as a type of Christ, as is generally assumed,

but to emphasize the analogy underlying the transgression

of Adam and the righteous act of Christ. The following

verses are wholly occupied with the contrasts and com

parisons between the disobedience of Adam and the obe

dience of Christ. It would make our treatment unnecessarily

difficult if we should attempt to follow the subtleties and

intricacies of the simile. I will give only the conclusions

which we can all see to be both true in themselves and

necessary to the apostle's argument. Humanity being in

Adam, Adam's act was wrought in humanity, and so in-
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volved it in the consequences of his transgression. And in

order that the righteous act of Christ—that act is His

lifelong and death-completed conquest of sin—might be

wrought in humanity and affect it as universally as did

Adam's sin, the Word was made flesh. So then as through

one trespass unto all men to condemnation; even so through

one act of righteousness unto all men to justification of

life. For as through the one man's disobedience the many

were made sinners, even so through the obedience of the one

shall the many be made righteous." The meaning and

intention of these words is too obvious to need comment.

The apostle does not unravel the tangled web of ways and

methods by means of which the redemption of the whole

of humanity is to be accomplished: he simply states the

fact that, as the act of the first man was the condemnation

of all, so the act of the second man is the justification of all.

The act of Adam was generic and affected the whole of

humanity. We are all in the race, and are what the race is,

as an individual. We have participated in all its acts, have

shared all its fortunes, and are involved in all its conditions.

Our relation to Christ is certainly analogous, however far it

may be from being identical. Christ became man. His act,

therefore, the act by which humanity in His person was

freed from sin and raised out of death—that act could be

accounted the act of us all only because of our relation to

Him. Because humanity was in Christ in God's forepurpose,

before its actual creation, it was potentially in Him in His

resurrection and redemption, in His human personal attain

ment of righteousness and life. The one act was imputed

to all men for righteousness, because the one man's obe

dience or righteousness was to make the many men right

eous.

As the fall was as a single act and our human condition

in consequence of it a single universal fact, so our redemp

tion by Christ and our altered condition in Christ are to be

viewed as a single act and fact. The act in Adam brought

us into and left us in a state of spiritual, moral, and natural

condemnation. Ungodliness and unrighteousness reigned

supreme, and the wrath of God was revealed as a just

judgment upon them in the self-inflicted penalties they
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brought upon themselves. The law came in with all its

awful sanctions and demands, not with the promise of

effecting a cure, but with the express purpose to reveal and

intensify the situation and so to prepare for the one only

effectual remedy and help. That remedy came in Christ,

and was manifested and proclaimed as including in Him

in all its operation and consequences all who were involved

in Adam's fall. As this latter constituted in itself a state of

universal condemnation, so its reversal begins with a

proclamation and status of universal justification or acquit

tal, based upon the sole necessary condition of a proper

sense of our sin and death in Adam and of our holiness,

righteousness, and life in Jesus Christ. The proper sense

of these is expressed in our confessing Jesus Christ as

Lord, which, by the grace of God working through it, will of

itself work in us death to sin and life to God which is

the divine salvation in Christ. But the beginning is an

absolute acceptance with God and an invitation to appro

priate to ourselves and treat as our own all that is Christ's

or that is Christ Himself, on the ground that so making it

our own in faith and hope will be to make it our own in

reality and fact. How it will do so in those who receive the

gospel now and in those who reject it at present is not

touched upon here.

I have read many books by opponents of universal recon

ciliation, but am still waiting for some good, some impartial

and candid, book on the "orthodox" side of the question.

But no such book has yet appeared; or, if it has, it has

not been my good fortune to meet with it. And I am

obliged to ignore those who cite from Ecclesiastes (11:3)

the phrase, "If a tree fall toward the south, or toward the

north, in the place where the tree falleth, there shall it

be" in proof of the endless punishment of the wicked,

when they must know both that Ecclesiastes had no such

dogma in any of his thoughts; and that the context asso

ciates it with ideas having no relation to punishment. Nor

do I see how any man with some sense of self-respect can

condescend to argue with those defenders of orthodoxy who

suggest that only those doubt the fires of hell to be

everduring who deserve to be flung into them. To meet
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biblical facts with such assertions of personal bias amounts

to a virtual acknowledgment that the popular view is not

grounded on truth.

The only weighty objection against the final reconcilia

tion of all mankind—though I have not seen it urged by

advocates of endless torment—is the expression "the many"

in vv. 15 and 19, which apparently implies that many but

not all will be finally saved. A moment's thought, however,

will prove that even this apparently formidable argument

against the reconciliation of all mankind is really in its

favor. In v. 18, where we have the phrase "all men"

both in connection with condemnation and justification, the

point in question is the way in which the act of Adam and

that of Christ affected the men themselves as well as human

ity. The disobedience of Adam and the obedience of Christ

necessarily reacted first of all on the heads themselves,

resulting in the death of the one and the resurrction of the

other. But in vv. 15 and 19, where "the many" are spoken

of both in connection with Adam and Christ, the apostle

contemplates the two heads themselves in their universal

relation to the rest. Once the fact is grasped that one man

is distinguished from the rest, it becomes apparent that the

phrase "all men" would be out of place. In other words,

"all men" is used of either natural or spiritual humanity

including the head; "the many" is employed when either

natural or spiritual humanity is spoken of as distinct from

the head.

The popular interpretations of this passage limit almost

every assertion by a "those who believe." The exegesis

which thus arbitrarily restricts the meaning which obviously

inheres the language proclaims itself as an attempt to

reduce Scripture in harmony with a preconceived theory

and foregone conclusion. A limiting qualification is in

serted when necessary, as in v, 17, "for if, by the trespass

of the one, death reigned through the one; much more shall

they that receive the abundance of grace and of the gift

of righteousness reign in life through the one, even Jesus

Christ." The difference between believers of the gospel and

its rejectors is that while the former reign in life during

the ages, the latter do not. This fact receives further sup-
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port from other statements of the same apostle. "God is

the savior of all men, especially of them that believe"

(1 Tim. 4:10); "Therefore I endure all things for the

elects' sake, that they also may obtain the salvation which

is in Christ Jesus with aionian glory" *(2 Tim. 2:10). All

men will be saved; but while believers receive salvation

with aionian glory, the rest will receive salvation without

aionian glory. Well might the apostle exclaim, "Where

sin abounded, grace superabounded. So far as extent is

concerned grace is commensurate with sin, both reaching

unto all men. But how did sin abound? The judgment

came of one trespass unto condemnation. How did grace

superabound? The free gift came of many trespasses unto

justification.

In my next paper I will endeavor to give an exposition

of the resurrection in relation to humankind as a whole as

we find it in the fifteenth chapter of Paul's first epistle to

the Corinthians.



THE PROBLEM OF EVIL

IN ECCLESIASTES

2. THE POST-EXILIC THEORY

We have already shown that neither the title nor the

contents of Ecclesiastes can be used to sustain the traditional

opinion that Solomon is the author of it. Our immediate

object is to point out that the post-exilic theory of its

origin is untenable.

The time of the composition of our book is variously

set down by the critics. Every period from the time of the

Return to that of King Herod has been suggested. Four

reasons are adduced to support this theory.

1. The numerous Aramaisms are said to be one of the

surest signs of its late origin.

2. Minutiae of language, which, it is said, fix the date

of a book as clearly as handwriting betrays the age of a

manuscript, point to a late period of writing.

8. The description of prevailing religious and moral

conditions reflects the situation under Persian and Greek

rule.

4. The title "Words of Koheleth, Son of David, King

in Jerusalem," and the inscriptional material of the Bible in

general, is no part of the text.

We proceed to consider these points seriatim. The first

Aramaic expression is found in Genesis. In the narrative

of the covenant between Jacob and Laban each named in

his own language the stone pile erected in testimony of their

amity. Jacob called it "Galeed"; Laban used the Aramaic

equivalent, "Jegar sahadutha" (Gen. 81:47). Jeremiah

10:11 is in Aramaic. In the book of Ezra the documents

containing the history of the Second Temple are repro-
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duced in the original Aramaic (Ez. 4:8-22; 5:1-6, 12; 6:12-

26), but the connecting narrative itself is written in Hebrew

(Ez. 4:23, 24; 5:5; 6.13-18). Daniel begins his narrative

La Hebrew, but when he introduces the Babylonian wise men

as speaking to the king, he continues in Aramaic (Dan.

2:4-7:28).

It is indeed astonishing how accurately certain critics

claim to know the linguistic peculiarities of the numerous

authors and of every period of a language of which but little

literature is left us. Grotious found only four Aramaisms

in the whole book of Ecclesiastes. Hengstenberg admits

ten; Zockler affirms that almost every verse contains some.

Thus the number of Aramaisms ranges all the way from

four to at least one in every verse. Peculiar or strange

expressions are at once called Aramaisms. One cannot help

noticing how varying man's conception of an Aramaism is.

The opinions on this point are so conflicting as to force the

conclusion that the philological basis for such pronounce

ments lacks fixity.

The presence of Aramaisms is not a feature peculiar to

Ecclesiastes. According to Herzel there are ten in Genesis,

eight in Exodus, five in Leviticus, four in Numbers, nine in

Judges, five in Ruth, sixteen in Samuel, sixteen in the

Psalms, and several in Proverbs. Now, if some four or ten

Aramaisms in Ecclesiastes are a decisive factor in establish

ing its post-exilic origin, this may be used with equal force

as an argument for assigning the other books just named to

the same period.

Rare grammatical forms and verbal features are of no

weight in deciding questions of date. The book of Proverbs

—a compilation with collections by and for Solomon—con

tains, according to Haverick, forty words and phrases which

are often repeated and which are found in no other book;

the Song of Songs, another Solomonic writing, has still

more peculiarities. On the contrary the prophets Haggai,

Zechariah, and Malachi are without any of those traits which

are supposed to indicate a late period.

From the preceding considerations emerges a strange in

congruity: an insignificant number of Aramaisms and un

usual grammatical forms warrant our taking Ecclesiastes
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as a product of the time when the influence of Greek phil

osophy was felt among the Jews. Pitted against this is the

fact that certain pre-exilic books likewise contain Aramaisms

and exhibit linguistic peculiarites, whereas those writings

which proclaim themselves post-exilic present none of those

features.

Moreover, the envoy of Sennacherib, who reviled the God

of Israel in the Hebrew language in the hearing of the

people sitting upon the wall, was requested by the scribes of

King Hezekiah not to speak in Hebrew, but in the "Syrian

language" which they alone understood (2 Ki. 18-26;

Isa. 86:11). Here is positive proof that court officials and

scribes in Jerusalem were conversant with Aramaic over a

hundred years before the exile. This fact accounts for any

Aramaisms that may be found in a pre-exilic book, while it

invalidates the argument of their being a sure sign of post-

exilic orgin.

We know that Ecclesiastes taught the people (Eccl.

12:9). The book embodies the substance of his teaching,

founded, as we saw, on personal experience. This circum

stance precludes a liberal use of foreign words, since public

instruction must perforce have been expressed in terms

familiar to the average run of people. Hence, if the book

is pre-exilic it cannot be saturated with Aramaic, because,

as the event already referred to testifies, it was not under

stood by the general public. If post-exilic, it is not likely

that it would have been written in Hebrew, seeing already

in the time of Nehemiah the people could no longer "speak

the Jews' language" (Neh. 13:24). Hence the public

reading of Scripture was accompanied by comment "to

make the people understand the reading" (Neh. 8:8). If it

be objected that the prophets of the Return wrote in Hebrew

when it had ceased to be the vernacular, we answer that

those prophecies are formal communications relating to

the affairs of the Jewish commonwealth and were, as such,

primarily addressed to the rulers, priests or special repre

sentatives of the people (Hag. 1:2, 2:2, 10, 20; Zech. 7:2;

Mai. 2:1); whereas Ecclesiastes is a literary work epitom

izing the teaching of its author.

The circumstance that in regard to most Aramaisms in
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the book the critics have so differed as to refute one another

furnishes ample grounds to conclude that in the present

stage of knowledge the question of Aramaisms is largely a

matter of guesswork. A criticism resting on such a premise

must be uncertain as a process, and prove untrustworthy

in its results. Even prominent scholars adduce Aramaisms

which are shown to be Hebraic by clear proofs or manifest

analogies from other books. Until the knowledge of Semitic

languages makes further progress and comparative phil

ology is established on firmer basis, we regard the so-called

Aramaisms and peculiar grammatical forms, as genuine

ancient Hebraisms, which have survived here and there in

certain books.

Minutiae of language are said to betray a late period of

writing. It is an indisputable fact, though in criticism it

is frequently overlooked, that the Hebrew of the Old Testa

ment represents one style or age rather than several. In

course of transmission, the face of the text has undergone

continual change; in particular the orthography has been

dealt with more or less systematically. Hence, between

two writings, one coming down from the time of Moses, and

the other belonging to the era of the Return, the difference

is accidental rather than typical.

Furthermore, the labors of Sopherim and Massoretes,

who from time to time subjected the text to a process of

rejuvenation, have tended to reduce the Hebrew of the Old

Testament to one common style. Hence the Masoretic text

cannot serve the ends of literary criticism, in regard to

language. Verbal peculiarities are of no value in settling

questions of age. If we had the autographs, such features

would furnish material for comparative study; but since

our copies are transcribed from other copies, which have

undergone repeated editing, we can find no safe criteria

for such study. The primitive text presented a physiognomy

very different from the text we have today. It is certain

that what the ancient authors wrote had the appearance of

the Phoenician text of the inscription on the tomb of Ash-

munazar, in which neither vowel letters nor separation of

the words appear. The Massoretes and their predecessors

replaced the Phoenician characters by the so-called "Assy

rian"; they modified the spelling by inserting the quiescent
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letters, and then by placing the vowel points and accents

have stamped upon the text such a meaning as they ap

proved. Plainly a text which has come down from remote

antiquity through such experience, cannot represent the

age of the author, but that of the editors, according to the

tone of mental and spiritual feeling which was common to

them all. By editing and re-editing, later Hebrew overlaid

the ancient: the newer language concealed the primitive as

a fresh coat of paint conceals the original color of a wall:

individualities of expression have been effaced by the uni

form style of the editorial guild. It should also be remem

bered that the text was edited, in the last instance, cen

turies after the fall of Jerusalem and the dispersion of the

Jewish nation. Hence, having regard to the history of the

text, it is not possible, on the mere ground of verbal fea

tures, to fix the age of a work or distinguish different

ages and various writers.

The assertion that the religious, moral and social vices

and evils lamented by Ecclesiastes are those which ob

tained in Palestine under Persian and Greek rule is no

more convincing than the preceding arguments. Much

confusion arises from regarding the book as an abstract

ethical and didactic treatise, with its topical and rhetorical

arrangement. This is at variance with its subjective, emo

tional aspect, hence much strained interpretations. Eccle

siastes does not write history: he surveys the individual and

universal phases of the present condition of affairs. He

soliloquizes,—talks to himself, puts in form, for himself,

his own reflections and emotions. The language is sug

gestive rather than descriptive. The passionateness with

which he dwells on the mournful mysteries and paradoxes

of our existence vents itself in a museful style devoid of the

precision of formal statement. He speaks of human ex

perience in general. The evils he deplores are general and

universal rather than special and local; they are as much

in evidence in our own time as in that of the Greek dom

ination or any before or since. The phrase "I have seen"

does not necessarily imply that the evils described were

actually witnessed by the writer, though doubtless that was

the case with some of them; it may mean no more than that

he had cognizance of those wrongs.
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The alleged historical allusions, such as 4:13-16; 6:2;

8:10; 9:13-15, 10:16, 17, are based on forced textual ex

planations. As these passages will be dealt with in their

proper place, it is unnecessary to enlarge here. But even

admitting that they enshrine lessons derived from actual

fact, it does not follow that the events were contempo

raneous; they may as well belong to a time antecedent. As

a matter of fact, Ecclesiastes describes only what has hap

pened or may happen somewhere "under the sun" or at

some time; he does not speak of political situations, but of

the experiences of the individual; he has not in view his

people alone, but mankind in general.

It seems reasonable, then, alike from the character of

the book and force of context, to understand in these pas

sages something other than historical allusion. They are

maxims of general experience in the form of parables; on

this view, also, the Septuagint translation of 9:13-15 is

based (it has the subjunctive Vidy /WiAcus elthee basileus,

"there may be a king"). Later on, when these Scriptures

will come under examination, it will be shown that the

strings of sayings which fill the gaps between the several

"books", or parts, rest on a series of antitheses or "opposi

tions". Vv. 9-12 of chapter four deal with the Value of

Friendship; vv. 13-16 are a maxim on the Vanity of Adula

tion. Ch. 9:11-15 also presents two contrasts. Having

stated that capacity does not always secure attainment, but

favorable and adverse occasions ("time and chance") *

come alike to all (v. 11), Ecclesiastes goes on to say, in v.

12, that, incapable of discerning the propitious time, men

are snared by unforeseen calamities, which overtake them

unexpectedly. In opposition to the general unprepared-

ness of the masses is the wisdom which foresees and averts

evils (vv. 13-15). But though wisdom achieves where

strength fails, it is often despised because associated with

poverty. This leads to a series of reflections—"Then said

I" (9:16-11:6).

"Words of Koheleth, son of David, King in Jerusalem."

There is no evidence to show—so we are told—that such

titles are part of the original works. This is gratuitous.

There are no manuscripts without the titles. The Septua-
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gint found them in the text over two thousand years ago;

and they proclaim themselves as anterior to the time of

the Greek domination by the confused renderings of the

various Greek versions and the faulty vocalization of the

Massoretes. Herein is proof that the titles belong to one

age, the translators and editors to another, when changed

customs governing the preservation of documents led to

their misapprehension.

We have not far to seek for an explanation of the origin

and nature of the titles. When King Darius ordered

a search for the edict of Cyrus, the royal scribes who

searched the archives of Babylon and Ecbatana, found in the

library of the latter city a roll bearing the headline "For

a record" (Ez. 6:2), which proved to be the desired docu

ment. Here we catch a glimpse of the customs which gov

erned the keeping of state and other records in the libraries

of the East. King Cyrus authorized the Jews to rebuild

the temple at Jerusalem. The draft of the concession is

filed in the royal library where it is furnished with a title,

indicating its importance. Without this measure it could

not have been laid up or fetched when required. Ez. 5:6-17

is another example. The letter of Tattenai and his com

panions begins* with the formal greeting "Unto Darius

the king; all peace" (v. 7 b). The letter was forwarded to

the king; the duplicate, which remained with the governor,

was supplied with a headline, indicating the parties con

cerned (v. 6).

A survey of the titles reveals the purposes they served.

The book of Isaiah is made up of messages delivered on dif

ferent occasions to the Jewish people and the citizens of

Jerusalem. With Kings and Chronicles in our hand, we

can picture to ourselves the stirring scenes in the days of

Uzziah, Ahaz, Hezekiah. We can imagine the prophet ap

pearing from time to time before an anxious assemblage

to deliver a message from the Lord. On one occasion his

message concerns Judah and Jerusalem; on another it is

directed against Babylon; still on another he denounces

the doom of some hostile nation. When these messages

*This is certain from the comment of Ezra in the first part of

verse seven.
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were written down and introduced into the library, they

were furnished with appropriate titles "The word that

Isaiah the son of Amos saw concerning Judah and Jerusa

lem" (2:1); "The burden of Babylon" (13:1); "The bur

den of Moab" (15:1), etc. In course of time, after the

prophet's departure, when the Isaiahnic discourses were col

lated, the editor prefixed the general title "The vision of

Isaiah, the son of Amoz, which he saw concerning Judah and

Jerusalem, in the days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Heze-

kiah, kings of Judah."

Further examination of the inscriptional material tends

to produce the impression that there was a regular style

of title writing. Some of the titles indicate authorship:

"A Psalm of David", "The Vision of Obadiah", etc. Some

specify occasions for which the compositions were intended

—"A Psalm", "A Song for the Sabbath day" (Ps. 9:2).

Others associate the work with historic situations or in

dividual experiences—"A psalm of David, when he fled

from Absalom his son" (Ps. 3). Still others serve as a

general index to the subject matter—"The burden of Nine

veh. The book of the vision of Nahum the Elkoshite,"

etc. Sometime headlines take a chronological form, the date

of their delivery serving as an introduction to the prophecy

—"In the year that king Uzziah died" (Isa. 6:1); "In the

year that king Ahaz died was this burden" (Isa. 14:28).

This kind of headline predominates in the prophets of the

Exile and the Return (Ezek. 1:1; 8:1; 24:1; 26:1; 29:1,

17; 30:10; 32:1, 17; 33:21; 40:1) Dan. 1:1; 2:1; 7:1;

8:1; 9:1; 10:1; Hag. 1:1; 2:1, 10, 20; ech* 1:1,7; 7:1).

We are now in a position to understand the function of

headlines and appreciate their value. Speaking generally,

they are connected with the writer and the writing. Their

primary function, however, was to serve as a dividing line.

When writings presented the appearance of a solid, un

broken mass of characters, there was no other way of

separating poems from one another or indicating the liter

ary divisions of a composition. In this connection, we may

remark that due regard to the headlines as internal divisions

is sure to yield a rich harvest of results.

A few decades ago, owing to the paucity of available ma-
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terial, there might have been some excuse for the assertion

that the titles in the Bible are no part of the original works.

But since then, thanks to the excavator, the literary treasures

of Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, have come out of their dusty

graves to tell us that headlines in the text are in no wise

a phenomena peculiar to the Hebrew Scriptures, but a regu

lar literary practice among the ancient nations of the

Orient. Their state and other records are also provided

with titles, and their hymns and prayers, in point of form,

are like the Psalms of Israel* In other words, the head

lines of Scripture stand explained in the light of the ancient

literatures of Assyria and Babylonia. That they served def

inite ends, has already been shown. Without them the re

cords would be unintelligible at this distance of time. Brush

the titles aside, and the splendid visions of Isaiah instead of

a connected whole unified by a historic situation, become a

conglomeration of pieces; the prophecies of Ezekiel lose

their connection with the happenings in Palestine; Haggai

and Zechariah cease to illumine the Restoration era.

When tablets or cylinders bearing titles similar to those

found in the Bible have been unearthed in the ancient East,

experts have not contemptously set them aside as "later in

terpolations" of no value. On the contrary, they have ren

dered them with all care as worthy of serious consideration,

none complaining that, in so doing, scholars have disre

garded "modern literary methods". But, so far, we have

been slow to accord similar treatment to the biblical titles.

We have formed certain ideas how records should have

been kept; how this or that truth should have been ex

pressed. With these foregone conclusions it was inevitable

that headlines should be treated as "late guesses" or fic

titious embellishments, and whole passages expunged as

glosses. We have forgotten that the work of criticism is

not to theorize on how things should have been done, but

to find out why they were so done. Neither is it for us

to say this or that might have been differently or better ex-

*The reader is referred to the translations of such documents

as given in Records of the Past (Second Series); also the volumes

of the Hebraica and the The American Journal of Semitic

Languages.
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pressed. The truth had to be expressed once for all in

a particular time, and it is useless to object that it was

viewed and expressed through some of the transient aspects

of the time.

Until irrefragible proof demands it, to be true to "scien

tific" methods, we must admit the titles as genuine. If not

placed where they are by the writers themselves, they must

have been placed by the scribes when the documents were

deposited in the royal library. The headlines stand from

time immemorial where we find them today, and call for

serious consideration and earnest study. With the burden

of proof on the side of the headlines, there can be no room

for the post-exilic origin of Ecclesiastes. The title, accord

ing to which the writer is a king of the Davidic dynasty,

places it in the Kingdom period; the text confirms the de

claration of the title (ch. 1:12); the weight of internal evi

dence supports it; and the self-destroying post exilic hypo

thesis proves how impossible it is to place it elsewhere.



THE SON OF GOD

WHERE IS HE?

Having shown Himself to be, in blessed fact, Emmanuel,

and having completed the work necessary to reconciliation,

Heaven flung wide its portals to receive the victorious Heir

of All Things. Now He becomes, and is, Man with God;

rather than what He was distinctively in the flesh—God

with man. Now in Himself He becomes the finished, per

fected type of what humanity is yet to be. He Himself is

the meeting-place between Heaven and Earth, the point

where the finite is taken up into, and lost in, the Infinite.

In the Cradle we see the Fulness of Deity expressing

itself in human form. There we see the Absolute assuming

the form and circumstances of the Conditioned; the In

finite becoming, for a time, subject to the limitations of

finite form; Omnipresence localizing Itself.

In the Life we see all that God is robing itself in true

humanity. A description of God to men in the form of

man. There we behold anthropomorphism—no more a doc

trine to be ridiculed, but—a living fact: a God who feels

with human hands; a God who weeps with tears of ten-

derest manhood; a God who can teach as human prophet;

and a God who can sacrifice Himself as human priest.

In the Cross we see the travail of Deity. A lone form

against a darkened sky. A world in rebellion, and a silent

heaven. The sun hiding its radiance, earth shuddering in

horror untold. Why? "This man," said one, "died as a

god."

In the Resurrection we see Messiah, still retaining the

humanity in which He bore God's judgment upon human

sin. He carries it in triumph up from the prison-house

of death, out into newness of eternal life, and up into the

immediate presence of the Father, there to sit in victory

upon the Father's throne, a risen, ascended and accepted
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man. Excarnation was foreign to the purpose of Deity.

Entering into humanity, God came in, never again to

depart therefrom.

The Birth has not detracted from His Deity, nor has

the Death lessened in aught the fulness of His true

Humanity. He is man and yet we cry in the language of

Thomas, "My Lord and my God!" He is "God over all,

blessed for ever," and yet is not ashamed to call us breth

ren, though we be but men.

"What is man that thou are mindful of him?" For what

purpose does God keep in existence such an ingrate race?

Why does He not efface for ever a world with such a

blood-stained, filthy record of injustice and of crime? How

can He be so patient with such giddy, self-centered atoms

as men are? The answer to all such queries is on the

Throne, proclaiming the wonderful truth that God loved us,

not because of what we are, but because of what we are

to be. He loved us, and bore with us, because of His pur

pose in andjhrough the ages to transform us into a humanity

of which the ascended Christ is the Pattern and the Head.

On the Cross we see the judgment on man as he is: on

the Throne the prophecy and type of what man, in grace,

is yet to be.

"What is man that thou art mindful of him?" Why

does the sculptor spend so much time and energy on such a

shapeless mass of rough and ragged stone? What can

the artist see in those soiled and paint-smeared tubes of

color that he should smear his figures so in handling them?

The marble form of grace and beauty rewards and justifies

the sculptors' pains. The work of art, enshrining the ideal

of a life-time, explains its creator's persistence. In like

manner, when the Temple of God—the Universe restored

and reconciled—is occupied by its Owner, and His Shekinah

Glory shines unhindered through each component part of

His habitation, then shall we understand why God is mind

ful of His creatures, why the very hairs of our heads are

numbered, and why our value to Him exceeds that of many

sparrows.

And the question will be asked, sooner or later, what is

He doing there? How is He occupied? In our reply we
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do not wish to enter dispensational ground, though this

can never be entirely disregarded without some loss result

ing from it; nevertheless there are truths which extend

through all dispensations, and are the common property of

every age; on these then we meditate.

"He ever liveth to make intercession." The intercession

consists rather in what He is, than in what He does. It

is passive, rather than active. What hideous pictures have

been created in the minds of God's children by the mis

conception of what intercession is! An angry God, because

of offended righteousness, seeks to vent His rage upon those

whom He has already accepted as righteous, whose sins

He has forgiven, and to whom He has imparted the price

less gift of holy spirit, being stayed from executing judg

ment because of the continuous pleadings of One who is

more propitious to men than He is! And this is supposed

to be going on, day and night, year after year, without a

break, for if but for a moment Christ ceased to plead for

mercy, that moment such a deluge of wrath would break

forth upon the world, and upon the Church, as would erase

both forever from the realms of space. Such misconcep

tions have forged the iron shackles of fear and dread upon

those who should have known instead the holy liberty and

access of beloved ones. It is worth noting that the word

translated "intercession" means literally "to hit the mark",

as the original term for "sin" signifies the missing of it.

He is seated. In the Tabernacle the priest knew not

what it was to rest. The furniture of the Tent included the

altar, the mercy-seats, the laver, and the lamp-stand, but

no chair or couch on which the sons of Aaron might rest

themselves. Their work was never done. His has been

finished "once for all".

He is waiting. The God of all patience again manifests

Himself in the patience of the rejected King. Can we

think of Him as indifferent to the passing of the years

until He comes to claim His own? Can we think of Him

who entered so fully into the feelings of humanity as not

entering just as fully into the experience of this age as a

time of waiting? He hears the incessant groan of a bur

dened creation, and has made its cry His, and made our
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hope His own. "Behold/' said He, "I come quickly."

The Father runs to meet the returning son; the Spirit

descends with a rushing sound to seal the redeemed; and

Christ comes "quickly" to take them to His Father's home.

He is working. "I go," said He, "to prepare a place for

you." In the Father's house He is preparing "abiding-

places". We are not to be His transient guests, they are

places where we will stay. This world, scene of rebellion as

it has been, though its acres have been baptized in blood,

though its hills and valleys have echoed the defiances of

humanity to its God, has nevertheless borne ceaseless evi

dence of its Creator's care. He has stocked its deeps with

vast wealth of gold and silver and precious stones. Its

crystal springs have ever flowed for man's refreshment.

Beast of the field and fowl of the air, cedar of Lebanon and

hyssop from the wall, have been provided for man's con

stant use. What then will the glories be of those celestial

worlds destined to be the habitations not of a rebellious

but of a redeemed people? Scripture does not describe

them, and perhaps we would not understand it if it did.

But not only is He there preparing the place, but in the

Spirit He is also here preparing the people. Humanity

is destined to be a vehicle for the expression of the glories

of Deity. The God who is now All in One will yet

be All in some, and ultimately All in all. To that goal of

all aionial time the work of God is progressing. Living

stones are being quarried for the Temple. Human sin and

human obstinacy cannot defeat that grand purpose of the

ages to head up all things in the Son of the Eternal. Every

knee shall bow in glad, full-hearted acknowledgment of

His claims. In perfect unanimity the Universe redeemed

and restored will render worship to the Victor over sin,

and death, and hell, and freely own His right to the place

He now occupies on the Father's throne.

A. Burns.



THE TABERNACLE OF

TESTIMONY

Moses was admonished when about to make the tabernacle:

"For see, saith He, that thou make all things according to

the pattern (type) shown to thee in the mount". Accuracy

of construction was strictly required. But, since the days

of Moses, the model makers have departed variously from

the original exactitude of construction; and also have dif

fered more or less among themselves as to just how the

original model was made. Hence the motley variety of

models now before the public for exhibition.

About thirty years ago Dr. Eph. M. Epstein (a Chris

tian Hebrew) published a pamphlet entitled "The Key to

the Construction of the Tabernacle, the 47th of Euclid".

The writer of this paper, having diligently endeavored for

several years to rightly construct a model, but without suc

cessfully removing the difficulties that he met, was greatly

delighted to examine and use the suggested key discovered

by Dr. Epstein. Believing that the key would unlock the

bolts of difficulty, the writer proceeded to construct a

model, which, so far as is known, was the first to be so

builded.

The chief difficulties of construction disappeared, one

after another, with the right rendering of one Hebrew

word, viz: Vfy\> qeresh. This word qeresh (plural qerashim)

has been rendered in all our versions, "board" (plural

"boards"). But, if the qeresh be a single board, insuper

able difficulties must be encountered.

The specifications rigidly require that every qeresh must

be a cubit and a half wide. Exodus 26:15-25 is unyield

ingly accurate. Verse 22 demands six qerashim for the

western side (end). But verse twenty-five demands eight

qerashim for the same side (end). But, on the single

board plan, with a right angle at the northeast and the
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northwest corners, with the boards standing perpendicu

lar, the model makers all get "cornered". For six boards

one and a half cubits wide give but nine cubits for the width

of the tabernacle if we place the western edges of the twen

tieth and last southern, and the twentieth and last northern

boards, flush with the western face of the building. But

eight boards one and a half cubits wide make twelve cubits.

So we have a hopeless conflict concerning the width of the

building, on the plan of a right-angle corner. It must be

abandoned.

Fig. 1.

Perspective of Tabernacle with Coverings and Curtains removed

in order to show the Structure of the. Walls

We herewith submit a better and correct plan of the

corners, together with a cut of the entire building. It will

at once be seen that the walls are hollow. (See Fig. 1.)
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No specifications are given for cords and pins to support

single upright, perpendicular boards. None are needed

with the plan we offer. The building is self-supporting.

Furthermore, thick, heavy planks would be needed to give

sufficient strength for the single board plan; and all too

heavy to be transported on the six ox wagons provided for

this purpose, together with the more than five tons of the

silver sockets on which the building stood. The plan we

offer requires but thin, light planks for the qerashim.

Without supporting ropes and pins, a single board build-

ing would collapse under the weight of the four great cov

ering curtains. Not so with the plan we offer.

Again: Not two tenons under each board, into two

sockets, but two arms (of the two qeresh planks) into two

sockets. Each socket was as long as the planks were in

width, viz., one and a half cubits. Hence there would be

two continuous lines of sockets, end to end, forming two

grooves, into which the planks would enter and stand. See

the subjoined ground plan of the building (Fig. 2). Beau

tiful in its simplicity. Circles were introduced in Solo

mon's temple; while in the tabernacle all things were

angular. The tabernacle, Solomon's temple and Ezekiel's

temple represent a progression of symbols, from angular

simplicity to spherical complexity.

The qerashim planks must diverge from each other at the

top, at a specific angle, just great enough to make an open

ing at the northwest and southwest corners, a cubit and a

half wide. (See perspective view of northwest corner.)

This specific angle Moses must have known, in order to

have these corners accurately fit together. Just here ap

ply the forty-seventh problem of Euclid: the square on the

hypotenuse of a right angle triangle, is equal to the sum

of the squares on the other two sides of the triangle. Two

applications of this problem gave to Moses just the re

quired angle at which the planks should diverge.

They tell us that Pythagoras discovered this problem.

But Moses must have been quite familiar with it a thousand

years or so before Pythagoras was born. The solution of

the corner problem lies at the floor. The subjoined dia

gram will make it plain to all who know this problem.
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Let the center lines A B C D (Fig. 4) be the ridge of

the northwest corner of the tabernacle dropped to the

floor. The lines E F and G H are the bases of the twenty-

second qeresh planks (see Fig. 2), the first on the west

side. The lines H J and I K are the bases of the twenty-

first qeresh planks, the last on the north side.

J

F

X

V

V
z

21

K
v

Figure 4

The Ridge and Base at the N. W. Corner

It will be observed that the base of the corner qeresh,

W Z X Y, is a perfect square one and a half cubits in

size. Since the other qerashim planks must diverge at a

greater angle, the bases of each of these does not form a

square. Hence E F and G H are more than a cubit and a

half apart. The same is also true of H J and I K.
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The points F X Y I are in a straight line. The square

formed on the hypotenuse B C of the right angle

triangle B H C is equal to the sum of the squares formed

on the other two sides B H and H C. But F B is half of

F H, which is the spread of the qeresh E F G H. Likewise

H C is half of H I, which is the spread of qeresh HJIK.

So Moses obtained the requisite angle, so as to have an

opening (B C) between the ridges of the twentieth and

twenty-second qeresh of just a cubit and a half. Figure five

shows the edge and angle of the forty-six side qerashim,

placed in line from front to rear of the building. The

planks diverge from each other at an angle of twelve

degrees and twelve minutes. Six degrees and six minutes

is the divergence of each plank from the perpendicular.

Eighty-three degrees and fifty-four minutes is the angle

of divergence from the horizontal base.

Figure six shows the edge and angle of the two corner

qerashim. Eight degrees and thirty-six minutes is the angle

of divergence of these planks. Four degrees and eighteen

minutes is their divergence from the perpendicular. Eighty-

five degrees and forty-two minutes is the angle of diverg

ence from the horizontal base.

The walls of the tabernacle being hollow and wide enough

apart at the base for two men of average size to walk abreast

unhindered, there is also ample room for all the bars of

shittim wood overlaid with gold, to pass from end to end

of the building, inside the hollow walls (Fig. 7).

Rings (or staples) in each and every plank of the

qerashim, placed in line from front to rear of the building,

receive the bars and firmly hold in place the several planks

of the qerashim. And in like manner also inside the hol

low western wall, five bars pass through similar lines of

staples. Thus the whole building is strongly locked to

gether and is wholly self-supporting with no need of ropes

and pins to hold it up. Indeed, of ropes and pins for this

purpose there is no mention whatever.

This plan requires no bars outside the building to in

terfere with the curtains, but it leaves the outer surface, as

well as the inside rooms, quite free from all obstructions,

with a flat and smooth face for the covering curtains to

closely rest upon.
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The Bars and Staples
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"The middle bar in the midst shall reach from end to

end" (Ex. 26:28). This statement has greatly puzzled

the model makers who follow the single board plan. So

they cut the upper and the lower bars in the middle, thus

making four bars out of two bars. The remaining fifth

bar they extend from end to end of the side walls. The

pernicious result is that in the middle of the wall from

east to west, where it needs the most strength, that of five

bars, it has the least strength, that of only one bar. Such

folly a common builder would scarcely be guilty of. But,

driven to this folly by a wrong idea of what the qeresh

was, they could do no otherwise.

All five bars go from end to end, and inside the qerashim

walls. Figure seven is the eastern edge of qeresh number

one, on the north wall. The eastern ends of the five bars

are clearly seen in right position. That perplexing "mid

dle bar in the midst" is not at all the midst from top to

base of the qeresh, but in the midst across from the one

to the other of the sloping planks of the qeresh. It is in the

midst from the right to the left plank as we face the east

ern ends of the bars. Moreover, the fifth bar, at the divid

ing midst of the qeresh, passes through two sets of staples,

one set in either row of qeresh planks, and so closely inter

locking the planks, that they cannot separate, even if out

of the sockets.

Furthermore, the two bars that pass through the staples

of the inner planks of the north wall, and the correspond

ing two bars that pass through staples of the inner planks

of the south wall, together with the corresponding bars of

the west wall; these six bars pierce through and firmly

lock together the two inner diagonal corner qeresh planks.

Thus we have a marvelously simple and wondrously strong

pair of corners. And the three top bars also, at these two

corners, touch and press against the edges of the four inner

corner planks.

The tops of all the qeresh planks, being beveled to the

requisite angle of divergence, fit closely together, with a

knife edge at the ridge, and are clasped firmly together

by a solid gold housing band (rendered "ring" in our

bibles).
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Surely the Jehovah Architect of this wondrous building

knew precisely how it should be constructed for strength,

lightness, beauty and perfection. Every work of God is per

fect. Silver at the bottom: gold at the top: wood covered

with gold between the earth end and the heaven end.

Founded upon redemption's symbol, and crowned with

glory's symbol.

Six covered wagons and twelve oxen offered by the

princes of Israel were ample provision for transporting

the tabernacle and its silver sockets (weighing a hundred

or more pounds each) from place to place on the march.

"So Moses finished the work. Then a cloud covered the

tent of the congregation, and the glory of the Lord filled

the tabernacle. . . And when the cloud was taken up

from over the tabernacle, the children of Israel went on

ward in all their journeys. But if the cloud was not taken

up, then they journeyed not till the day it was taken up."
J. S. Mabie.



ISRAEL THRUST ASIDE
'Tis the year of King Uzziah's death, and I

behold the Lord sitting on a throne, exalted
and uplifted, and His skirts encompass the

temple. Burning ones are standing from

above, each with six wings. With one pair he

covers his face, and with a pair he covers his

feet, and with one pair he flies. And one pro

claims to the other and says, "Holy! holy!

holy! Jehovah the Warrior: the plenitude of

the whole earth is His glory." And the cubits
of the threshold stagger at the sound of the

proclamation, and the house is filled with

smoke. And I say "Woe is me!" For I am

silenced, for a man of defiled lips am I, and

in the midst of a people of defiled lips I dwell,

for my eyes behold the king, Jehovah the

Warrior. And one of the burning ones flies to

me with a flag stone taken with tongs from off

the altar, and touches it to my mouth and

says, "Lo! this touches your lips and your per

versity is taken away and your sin is ex

piated."

And I hear the voice of the Lord saying,

"Whom shall I commission, and who will go

for Us?"

And I say, "Lo, here am I; commission me."

And He says: "Go and say to this people:

'Hear when you hear,

And you shall not understand;

And see when you see,

And you shall not know.'

Make the heart of this people lusty,

And its ears heavy,

And blindfold its eyes

Lest some time it should see

with its eyes

And hear with its ears

And understand with its heart

And return

And He should heal it.'"

And I say, "Until when, O Lord?"

And He says, "Until the cities without
inhabitant crash to ruin, and houses are with

out a human being, and the ground becomes

a desolate waste, and Jehovah deport man

afar, and many forsake the interior of the

land. And again a tenth will be in it. And

it returns and comes to be burned. As a tere

binth and as an oak, which, upon casting their
leaves are bare trunks, so the holy seed in it
are a monument."



THE MYSTERY OF THE GOSPEL

ISRAEL THRUST ASIDE

Access into God's presence is the most solemn and awful

consideration which can occupy the human heart. In ar

ranging for presentation to an earthy potentate, there are

various rules and customs to be observed. The monarch

has a right to prescribe the manner in which he may be

approached. So the great Jehovah made it clear how He

should be approached by His people Israel. To neglect

His provisions, to override His commands, was to invite

the direst disaster.

KING UZZIAH's TRESPASS

This is the solemn lesson the mighty king Uzziah learned

to his sorrow. Jehovah had decreed that none but those

upon whom the holy anointing oil had been poured might

enter His sanctuary. Uzziah was one of the few kings

who had the enviable record that "he did that which was

right in the sight of Jehovah" (2 Chron. 26:4). He was

prospered in war and in peace until he became famous and

exceeding strong. "But when he was strong his heart was

lifted up to his destruction: for he transgressed against

Jehovah his Elohim, and went into the temple of Jehovah

to burn incense upon the altar of incense. And Azariah

the priest went in after him, and with him four score

priests of Jehovah, valiant men: and they withstood Uz

ziah the king, and said unto him, 'It appertaineth not unto

thee, Uzziah, to burn incense unto Jehovah, but to the

priests, the sons of Aaron, who are consecrated to burn in

cense: go out of the sanctuary; for thou hast trespassed,

neither shall it be for thine honor from Jehovah Elohim.'

Then Uzziah was wroth, and had a censer in his hand to

burn incense: and while he was wroth with the priests, the

leprosy even rose up in his forehead before the priests
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in the house of Jehovah, from beside the incense altar.

And Azariah, the chief priest, and all the priests looked

upon him, and behold, he was leprous in his forehead, and

they thrust him out from thence; yea, himself hasted also

to go out, because Jehovah had smitten him. And Uzziah

was a leper to the day of his death, and dwelt in a house

of retirement, a leper; for he was cut off from the house

of Jehovah." (2 Chron. 26:16-21).

Uzziah was not the first to presume to take upon himself

the functions of the priesthood. Korah and his company,

in the wilderness, were swallowed alive by the earth for

this same presumption (Num. 16:31-88). Jehovah had

kept their sin before His people as a warning. Their

censers had been made into broad plates to cover the altar,

so that the sons of Israel might always see and remember

Koran's trespass. These plates were to be a memorial

that no stranger who is not of Aaron's seed, might come

near to offer incense before Jehovah (Num. 16:37-40).

But in spite of this solemn warning and example Uzziah

appears before Jehovah. Perhaps he thought that his

record for half a hundred years as ruler of Jehovah's

people gave him the right of access. If that could avail,

surely he could draw nigh. Perhaps his private walk,

in strict accord with Jehovah's law, gave him confidence.

If so, that confidence was treacherous.

In this democratic day, few have any true sense of the

honor due to dignitaries. And with it has gone the sense of

the awfulness of the Divine presence, into which each soul

must surely come. It is hard for us to see a lifetime of

service for Jehovah, such as Uzziah's was, suddenly re

warded by loathsome leprosy on account of what seems to

us a trivial offense.

But it was no light matter. His case should be a warning

to those who expect to stand unabashed in the presence of

the Divine Majesty, lacking indeed the anointing oil which

qualifies for access, but boasting in a life spent in God's

service.

Such were the events which constitute the setting of

Isaiah's vision. The action of the vision and the temerity

of Isaiah are easily understood when we remember the
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solemn and awful dread of Jehovah which the leprous king

and his death compelled.

THE ENTHRONED ALL-RULER

Jehovah, He is the Elohim of Israel. He is engaged to

her by covenant. He will surely bless her.

But Adonai, the All-Ruler, or Governor, presents a differ

ent thought. Israel's sins are not hid from His eyes. The

scales of justice are impartial in His hands. Nor is He

confined to Israel. Jehovah could say "Israel, My glory".

But Adonai's rule extends to the limits of the earth, em

bracing every nation. "The fullness of the whole earth"

constitutes His majesty.

We see this in the vision before us. Jehovah's throne was

on the mercy seat, within the sanctuary, behind the veil.

But Adonai, the All-Ruler, is too great to be confined within

the temple. His glorious throne is exalted far above the

house. The hem of His robe alone is enough by itself to

compass it. Just as the high priest's garments touched the

earth only at the hem, so the All-Ruler came in contact with

the earth on Moriah's mount. And if the hem of His robe

could not be crowded into the temple, how great must be

the wondrous Adonai Himself, the Ruler of All!

Before we proceed, let us remind ourselves once again

that He is not seated upon the blood sprinkled mercy seat.

If that were His throne, the action of the vision would have

been entirely different. He is exalted high above the

temple. It is but the place of His feet and His gathered

robe cannot be contained within its precincts.

THE SERAPHIM

The throne attendants of the Divine Majesty vary ac

cording to the character and title which He assumes.

Jehovah is attended by the Living Ones, or Cherubim.

They are intensely animate and are incorporated into the

very throne itself. They conform to the scene about them.

When they are first seen, guarding the way to the tree of

life, no wings are mentioned (Gen. 3:24). When they form

part of the mercy seat, they seem to have had two wings

(Ex. 25:20). When Ezekiel sees them they have four wings

(Eze. 1:6). The seer of Patmos sees them once again, this

time with six wings (Rev. 4:8). Ezekiel notes them as look-
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ing like burning coals of fire. John sees them full of eyes.

Ezekiel, in his second vision, says, "This is the living crea

ture that I saw under the Elohim of Israel by the river

Chebar; and I knew that they were the Cherubim." (Eze.

10:20). John does not identify the living creatures he sees

with the Cherubim, but they are so similar that it seems im

possible to mistake them. So it seems beyond question that

these spiritual powers are not confined to a set physical

manifestation, but conform to their spiritual activity and

environment.

So now, when Isaiah sees Adonai's throne, the attendants

are known by the name of "Burning Ones" or Seraphim.

The title Adonai, as we have seen, speaks of rule and judg

ment in connection with the whole earth. So the name and

utterances of these creatures blend with this manifestation.

Rule, in connection with such a sinful scene, can only call

for Burning Ones to execute the judgment due.

The Cherubim are associated in form with the four heads

of animate creation, the lion, the ox, man and the eagle. No

such description is afforded us of the Seraphim. Their

name, however, cannot but recall that scene in the wilder

ness as Israel journeyed from Mount Hor by the way of

the Red Sea, to compass the land of Edom. The soul of

the people was much discouraged because of the way. And

the people spoke against God and against Moses, "Where

fore have ye brought us up out of Egypt to die in the

wilderness? For there is no bread nor water, and our

soul loatheth this light bread". And Jehovah sent sera

phim among the people; and much people of Israel died.

Therefore the people came to Moses, and said, "We have

sinned, for we have spoken against Jehovah and against

thee; pray unto Jehovah, that He take away the serpents

from us". And Moses prayed for the people. And Jeho

vah said unto Moses, "Make thee a seraph, and set it

upon a standard: and it shall come to pass, that every one

that is bitten, when he looketh upon it, then he shall live".

And Moses made a serpent of brass, and put it upon a

standard, and it came to pass, that if the serpent had bitten

any man, when he gazed upon the serpent of brass, he

lived (Num. 21:4-9). In this judgment scene we notice
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that Jehovah never speaks of "serpents", as they appeared

to the people. He does not tell Moses to make a "serpent"

but a "seraph" or "burning one".

The antitype of the wilderness apostasy is recorded in

the book of Acts. As of old the nation once more despises

Jehovah and His Prophet even as their fathers had done in

the wilderness. The cause of dissatisfaction is the same

in both cases. God's food, which came down from heaven,

was loathed. They could not bear the "light bread". God's

spiritual provision is unpalatable. They always resisted

the Holy Spirit (Acts 7:35-39; 51).

And even as Seraphim or burning ones were active in the

wilderness judgment, so now the heavenly "seraphim" are

active in the judgment about to be pronounced upon the

soulish nation. To appreciate Isaiah's vision in its clear

spiritual light we must view it in connection with the time

of its final fulfilment as recorded in the book of Acts. Its

minutest detail will then vibrate with a sympathetic har

mony and be suffused with a most prophetic radiance.

From behind the covert of their wings the seraphim call

one to another "Holy, holy, holy, Jehovah Tsebaoth, the

whole earth's fulness is His majesty". The effects of this

call unmistakably mark its import. When Jehovah first

entered the house at Solomon's dedication, His glory was

seen as a cloud, for He was not clearly manifest (2 Chron.

5:13). But now, the house is filled with smoke. Smoke is

but the after effect of fire. So we see that Jehovah is indeed

seen in the character indicated by "Tsebaoth", or the great

War Lord. His judgment begins in His own house.

But more remarkable than this (and indeed mentioned

first) is the somewhat enigmatic statement that "the cubits

of the threshold staggered at the sound of the proclamation".

This is the key to the passage, but it has been obscured by

the rendering "the posts of the door". The word for

"posts" is HfcN ammah, which is consistently rendered

"cubit" in two hundred thirty-five instances, "measure" once

and once, in this passage "post". Three other Hebrew words

are translated "post", one of which is here rendered "door".

This word *|p saph is generally changed to "threshold" in

the margin. Thus we have "the cubits of the threshold"
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which tells us that the great question of access into the

presence of the Divine Majesty is brought before us.

What ails the threshold? Why are its cubits staggered?

Why should the proclamation disturb its settled size?

Even as the temple could not contain the great All-Ruler,

so too, it seems, that the majesty and honor to be brought

to Him from the whole earth could not enter the ten cubits

of the threshold. Israel's fulness, the fruit of His ten com

mandments, might easily find entrance there, but how is the

fulness of the nations to come in? Well may the cubits of

the threshold stagger, and—but we will not anticipate our

secret.

This is the effect of the seraphic cry upon the temple in

the vision. In its fulfilment as recorded in the book of Acts

we will find that Jehovah's spiritual house is brought into

judgment and the portals of access are amazingly disturbed

and enlarged in order to bring in the glory of the other

nations.

ISAIAH AND HIS PEOPLE

But it is not the seraphim that appal Isaiah, for they

themselves cover their faces with a pair of wings before the

awful majesty of the great War Lord. And Isaiah cries:

"Woe is me! . . . For a man of defiled lips am I, and

among a people of defiled lips I dwell. For my eyes behold

the king, Jehovah Tsebaoth."

In the wilderness apostasy the words they spoke against

Moses and Jehovah brought the seraphic serpents. So now

the prophet apprehends that the most dreadful sin which

such a God must judge is not of a moral or physical nature,

but a spiritual one. Their high words against Himself and

His Messiah—these sound loudest in His ears. But has

Isaiah been guilty in this respect? Has he not already been

the mouthpiece of Jehovah in reproving the people? How

can he then be guilty of such impurity as this ?

Among men he doubtless would never have acknowledged

it. But those who try to speak of Him, once they are in His

own awful Presence, not only know the plague of their own

hearts, but the doleful lack of their highest efforts in His

service. Job stoutly defended his own integrity before his

friends and not without cause (Job 27:6). But when he
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gets a glimpse of Jehovah he exclaims: "I have heard of

Thee by the hearing of the ear, but now mine eye seeth

Thee. Wherefor I abhor myself and repent in dust and

ashes." (Job 42:5-6).

And how strange the remedy! Surely nothing but judg

ment can enter this scene! A temple filled with smoke, and

Burning Ones glowing with heat are not all. Still hotter

is the fire upon the altar. One would think the Burning

One could handle the stones with his burning hand. But no,

he does not dare, but takes the tongs, and grasping a flag

stone with it, he flies to the prophet and lays it upon his

mouth, saying: "Lo! this touches your lips, and your per-

verseness is removed and your sin is expiated". What the

seraphim cannot touch, may be laid upon Isaiah's mouth.

A flag stone from off the altar! The fire that consumed

the Sacrifice, consumes Isaiah's sin! That Sacrifice, Who

acknowledged no sin, had been made a Sin Offering for

him, that he might have release from his transgression and

infirmity (2 Cor. 5:21). All he needs is a vital contact with

that judgment, to stand unabashed in the awful Presence.

Such is the power of Messiah's death.

THE MESSAGE

Now the great All-Ruler can speak to him without the

least danger of destroying him with His words. On the

contrary the prophet becomes confident and forward and

bold. When Adonai asks "Whom shall I send, and who

will go for us?" he answers straightway "See! here am I,

send me".

And He says "Go and say to this people:

'Hear when you hear,

And you shall not understand;

And see when you see,

And you shall not know.'

Make the heart of this people lusty

And its ears heavy

And blindfold its eyes

Let at some time it should see

with its eyes

And hear with its ears

And understand with its heart

And return

And He should heal it."
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THE CAUSE OF ISRAELIS DEFECTION

Hard and stern is this mandate. It behooves us to in

quire most carefully into the sin which brings down such

fearful displeasure upon Jehovah's people. The trouble is

connected with their ears and eyes. Yet it is always in

sisted that they do hear and they do see.

But they do not understand. Neither do they perceive.

And this led to severer judicial blindness and deafness.

They claimed to see, consequently their sin was reckoned

against them.

Lack of spiritual discernment, of spiritual understanding,

is the root cause of Israel's defection. This it was that led

their hardened hearts to refuse Messiah's message. This

fact urgently claims entrance into the hearts of God's peo

ple today. Now, as then, spiritual intelligence is the rarest

of all precious things and the least valued. In God's sight

it is the only true wealth. Why should we despise what He

esteems so highly?

Evidence abounds which shows their intense zeal for the

ordinances, which proves their fanatical insistence on the

most minute details with which their commentaries had bur

dened the law, and their almost insane devotion to their own

religious sect. But what is all this to Jehovah? They

compassed sea and land in their missionary efforts, but, so

long as they cannot impart more light than they themselves

possessed, their proselyting found no favor with Jehovah.

How like them is the church today! The Bible is studied

and studied and studied until they are becoming tired of

studying the Bible. Human glosses on the word of God

are the standards around which His people rally. Instead

of receiving all that God has revealed, a fragment is taken

to discountenance the rest. Paul's letters are ignored. How

rare has true spiritual discernment become! May the solemn

lesson of this vision sink deep into the hearts of the saints

of God so that they may place a true estimate upon that

which He deems of such priceless value.

THE FULFILLMENT OF THE VISION

The bare fact that this solemn message is recalled in seven

different instances and the whole of the passage is recorded
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three distinct times is alone sufficient to urge our most

earnest attention. No other part of His word receives such

reiteration. Our God is generally content to speak once.

Strict quotations are few. Strictly parallel passages are

hard to find. Not indeed, that the Master's message to the

Jews is an exact quotation of Isaiah's message. In Isaiah

the action is future. In Matthew it is past. Isaiah was

told to fatten their hearts, and dull their ears and shut their

eyes. The Master does not need to do this, for it has been

done. So He witnesses to the fact that their heart is fat

tened, their ears are dull, their eyes are shut.

THE MASTER^ EARTHLY MINISTRY

When our Master proclaimed the kingdom at the first, He

spoke to all Israel. But it was soon apparent that they were

blind and deaf to the spiritual import of His words. They

reject Him and He changes His plain proclamation into

parabolic teaching, ending His parable with the significant

words: "He that hath ears to hear, let him hear". His

disciples inquire why He has changed and He tells them

"Because it is given to you to know the mysteries of the

kingdom of heaven, but to them it is not given. For who

soever hath, to him shall be given, and he shall have abund

ance ; but whosoever hath not, from him shall be taken away

even that he hath. Therefore speak I to them in parables:

because they seeing see not; and hearing they hear not,

neither do they understand. And in them is fulfilled the

prophecy of Isaiah. , . " (Matt. 13:10-14).

Thenceforth He never spoke to the multitude except by

parables that they might look most closely, yet not perceive,

and listen most carefully, yet not understand, lest perchance

they should turn and be forgiven.

It will be difficult for the average "Christian" of today to

acknowledge these solemn truths. Parables are popularly

thought to be stories intended to illustrate the truth, not to

hide it. They are deemed fit pabulum for the youngest

Sunday School infant, instead of too difficult for the under

standing of the well taught life long religionist. But, to

our shame let it be said, the mass of Christians, so-called,

are as deaf as Israel ever was.
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Israel's leaders were blind guides of a blind people. On

the Sabbath day, when they could do nothing, our Master

opened the eyes of the man who was blind from his birth.

And He said, "For judgment I am come into this world,

that they which see not might see; and that they which see

might become blind." And some of the Pharisees who were

with Him heard these words, and said unto Him, "Are we

blind too?" He said unto them "If you were blind, you

should have no sin: but now you say 'We see;' therefore

your sin remains."

One of the signs of His Messiahship was the fact that He

gave sight to the blind. These were more than miracles:

they were signs, that is, they were significant; they carried

a spiritual meaning. Take the case we have just considered.

Why did the Master mingle His spittle with the cursed earth

and anoint the man's eyes with it? This could only, if

possible, increase his inability to see. The Jews took their

stand upon the law, which, like the earth, brought forth the

fruits of the curse. He took this law, and, mingling with

it the words which proceeded from His own mouth, He made

it more heart searching than ever. But it only increased

their blindness. But to those who know their blindness He

reveals Himself as the True Light, the One "Sent" (Siloam)

for their enlightenment. It was not until the blind man

beheld Siloam that he saw (John 9:1-7).

THE SPIRIT'S MINISTRY IN ACTS

The ministry of our Master while on earth is clearly

divided into two distinct parts. He began by proclaiming

the kingdom of the heavens, but, after it had been rejected,

He forbad its further proclamation (Matt. 4:17; 12:16).

The public proclamation of the kingdom commenced after

His baptism, when God opened the heavens and acknowl

edged Him as His Son, (Matt. 3:16-17) and continued until

this is revealed to Peter and he, too, acknowledges Him to

be the Messiah, the Son of the living God (Matt. 16:16).

The second part of Messiah's ministry began at the trans

figuration when, once again, God bears witness saying "This

is My Beloved Son, in Whom I am well pleased: hear ye

Him." (Matt. 17:5). It continued until the centurion and
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those with him keeping guard at the cross, exclaimed,

"Truly this was the Son of God." (Matt. 27:54).

At His baptism He had been empowered by the divine

Dove to fulfil the office of Prophet. Upon the holy mount,

like the priest of old, He was clad in garments of glory and

beauty, in view of His priestly work in offering up Himself.

He had come unto His own, and being rejected, He would

go back to the Father.

The proclamation of the kingdom gives place to private

teaching concerning the suffering and shame of the cross.

The power given the apostles is withdrawn and they wonder

why they cannot heal the lunatic (Matt. 17:9, 14-20). Nor

is this power restored to them until fifty days after the

resurrection.

Then the ground is once more clear to take up the king

dom of which Daniel and all the prophets had spoken. This

was the subject of His first ministry, of what He began

both to do and to teach (Acts 1:1). And this is the subject

of His conversation with them during forty days. It was

"of the things pertaining to the kingdom of God." (Acts

1:3). Before beginning His first proclamation the Master

had been baptised by John and by the holy Spirit. So He

says to them "John truly baptised with water: but ye shall

be baptised with holy spirit not many days hence." (Acts

1:5). And later when one was to be chosen to fill Judas'

empty place, the prime qualification was that he had been

with Him from the baptism of John onward, that is, from

the beginning of the proclamation of the kingdom (Acts

1:22).

No wonder they ask Him saying, "Master, wilt Thou at

this time restore the kingdom to Israel?" (Acts 1:6). Was

Isaiah's query "How long" to be answered at last? For us,

who are meditating on the Divine Mysteries, the answer He

gave is full of significance. He said unto them: "It is not

for you to know the times or the seasons which the Father

hath kept in His own jurisdiction." (Acts 1:7).

To have given them an answer would have involved the

revelation of the secret concerning the duration of Israel's

blindness. But this was not to be made known at this time.

Had it been known the events recorded in the book of Acts
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would never have taken place. The whole action of the

book depends upon this ignorance. It is a treatise on the

kingdom of God as proclaimed by God's Spirit and its

rejection by Israel both in and out of the land. It con

tinues the earlier part of Messiah's ministry, the things He

began to do and teach, in plain words, the proclamation of

the kingdom. The signs and wonders which had been tem

porarily dropped are taken up again to confirm the word.

The second section of the earthly ministry of our Master

followed His rejection by Israel. It was based upon His

sufferings, then future. It ended with His resurrection. So

after Israel has once again rejected Him by His spirit, the

administration of the mysteries is likewise based upon His

death and His resurrection. The nations, like the centurion

and those with him, acknowledge Him to be the Son of God.

The question the disciples asked at the beginning is the

one absorbing query throughout the whole record of the

Acts and is not answered until the very end, when it is made

known to the assembled Jews at Rome that the Kingdom

was postponed by the fact that God's salvation was to be

sent to the other nations.

Throughout the book, however, one instance follows an

other, showing the fulfilment of Isaiah's words until there

was no remedy. Two main divisions are clearly evident.

Peter is prominent in the first, heralding the kingdom in

the land. Paul is at the head of the second, proclaiming

the kingdom to Israelites outside the land and to the other

nations.

PETER IN THE LAND

The proclamation of the kingdom had been inaugurated

by the descent of the Dove upon our Master at His baptism

and was followed by mighty signs and wonders in the land

of Israel.

This proclamation was renewed after His resurrection by

the descent of the Spirit on the day of pentecost. It, too,

was immediately followed by signs and wonders in the land

of Israel. Peter stands up and proclaims the resurrection

of Jesus of Nazareth and that He is the Messiah, the Son of

David, in Whom all hopes of the kingdom are centered. The
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immediate effect was encouraging but the rulers and the

bulk of the nation reject his message. Peter and John are

taken before the council and commanded not to speak in

His name. The opposition grows. Stephen is dragged

before them and is stoned to death, calling upon the name of

the Lord Jesus. Herod kills John's brother James and

imprisons Peter, who is released by divine^ interposition.

Persecution scatters all but the apostles. The bright hopes

that pentecost inspired gradually fade away. The myriads

who allied themselves with them take the outward profes

sion but reject the spirit of grace and go back to the slavery

of Sinai. Paul's very life is in danger at the hands of the

"faithful" (Acts 2 to 22, passim). Finally the apostles, who

had held their place at Jerusalem, the city of the great

King, are also scattered and Peter, as a sign of what the

nation had come to, dwells at Babylon (I Pet. 5:13). The

kingdom is as far away as in the days of the captivity. But

Paul's proclamation of the kingdom had a brighter side.

PAUL AMONG THE NATIONS

When Paul and Barnabas are about to proclaim the glad

tidings to Sergius Paulus, Elymas the sorcerer withstood

them (Acts 13:7-11). He was a Jew, named bar-Jesus, a

false prophet, all of which makes him a true type of those of

Israel living amongst other nations who were indeed of our

Master's kin, but were false mouthpieces for Jehovah. They

hated the thought of blessings for the other nations, amongst

whom they dwelt; forbidding the apostle to speak to them,

and, like Elymas, come under the holy Spirit's condemna

tion. Bar Jesus' judgment is a perfect picture of that which

Isaiah foretold for the whole nation. "And now, behold,

the hand of the Lord is upon thee, and thou shalt be blind,

not seeing the sun for a season". Is this not a good likeness

of Israel's present state? Yet it is only for a season; for

they shall yet behold the Sun of Righteousness.

The ministry of our Master amongst the people in the

land had manifested the fulfilment of Isaiah's message in

them: the ministry of Paul among the dispersed outside the

land showed that they too were blind. So it is no wonder
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that our Master, after His proclamation of the kingdom

fails, quotes, or rather restates Isaiah's message in full,

showing its fulfillment in the case of those to whom He

spoke. And how fitting, to, that Paul (after having demon

strated time and time again that the Jews with whom he

came in contact outside the land were just as blind as those

living in it) how fitting that he should follow His Master's

example and quote with perfect exactitude the restatement

of Isaiah which his Master had previously pronounced!

Hitherto the other nations had received the word which

"was sent to the sons of Israel". (Acts 10:36). But now

for the first time the apostle makes it publicly known to

the Jews themselves that God's salvation was to be sent

directly to the other nations and that they will hear it (Acts

28:28).

What! The nations, who had no advantages whatever,

have they ears that can hear? Yes, for such are God's

ways; for Isaiah had said on another occasion:

"To whom He was not spoken of, they shall see,

And they that have not heard shall understand."

"how long?"

But to return to the vision. Adonai has ceased speaking.

The awful nature of the message Isaiah was to bear to the

people has made its impress upon the prophet. Will Jehovah

cast off His people forever? That cannot be. So his first

thought springs into words at once: "For how long,

Adonai?" And He answers: "While towns fall to ruins

deserted of inhabitants, and dwellings have no occupant,

and the ground becomes a desert waste, and Jehovah deport

men far away and vast members desert the midst of the land,

And again a tenth shall be in it and they shall return and

be consumed. As a terebinth and as an oak, which, upon

casting their leaves, are bare trunks, so the holy seed in it

are a monument."

How long? is the prophet's earnest inquiry. So Adonai

deigns to give him a brief but comprehensive sketch of the

first part of the period, but leaves its length still undeter

mined. Secret things belong alone to Him. But He closes
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with the assurance that, as the deciduous oak and terebinth

became gaunt and bare when their foliage have fled, so

would it be with that land. It might be stripped of its

inhabitants and as desolate of life as the boughs of a winter

tree, yet its roots and life are there, and it will yet bud forth

with a spring-time youth.

Meanwhile the cities of Judah are laid waste and the in

habitants deported to Babylon. Jehovah had sent them

word by His prophet Jeremiah to be subject to the King

of Babylon, but they did not hearken to His words (Jer.

27:11). And later, when He told those who were left not

to fear for the king of Babylon, they would not hearken to

this counsel either, but deserted the land and went down to

Egypt to die there (Jer. 44:12). But there was a return

both to the land, and in spirit, to Jehovah, in the days of

Ezra and Nehemiah. It was but for a time, however, and

our Master finds them fast ripening for Jehovah's wrath.

This time they were not carried away, but consumed in the

land itself, indeed, in the very city Jerusalem, for the whole

land had repaired thither to meet their doom when Titus,

with his Roman legions, leveled it with the dust.

That even this was to be the end of their blind career is

not hinted, neither is there any further interval spoken of.

That Israel's blindness was to endure adown the present

economy was a secret which, though in perfect accord with

the vision, could never be gleaned from its words.

The unsettled dimensions of the threshold and the insig

nificance of the temple compared with Adonai's greatness

might lead us to look for some change in the portals of

access to the Divine presence and expect a theophany over

shadowing the temple system. The very fact that a definite

answer to Isaiah's question was not forthcoming might

arouse inquiry (as indeed it did) as to the manner of time

which must elapse before Israel's enlightenment. But such

symptoms as these were dumb and never could reveal the

secret in their day.

But now it is no longer hid.

God has come forth as God of all the nations. The way

of access has been immeasurably widened. The duration of

Israel's blindness has been fixed. Even before the public
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repudiation of Israel, Paul, by the spirit reveals the secret

to the Roman saints (Rom. )

For I do not want you to be ignorant of

this secret, brethren, lest you may pass for

prudent with yourselves, that callousness is

come upon Israel, partially, while the pleni

tude of the nations may enter.

—A. E. K.
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"SHALL NOT SEE LIFE"

The contexts of a word determine its meaning. This

has often been illustrated in the pages of Unsearchable

Riches. All human definitions must give way before the

Divine contexts. And now we wish to impress still another

lesson in contextual criticism. It is this: "The scope of a

passage determines the scope of its words. For instance, in

Rom. 11:26 we read "And so all Israel shall be saved,

even as it is written . . . " If we detach this passage

from its context we will drift into various swamps of error.

We might infer from this that every Jew of the present day,

and even those who crucified Him will enter into the bless

ings of the Kingdom. For, does it not say all Israel? But

if we take account of the context we cannot drift. For then

we are limited to the times and circumstances foretold in the

prophets.

Similarly, we could easily "prove" that when the Son of

God bore witness of what He had seen and heard "no man

receiveth His witness." (John 8:82). By wrenching this

statement from its context we will come to the conclusion

that absolutely no one (for the negative is one of absolute

denial) had received Him, and that, consequently there were

no disciples and no apostles. But the very next statement

assures us that there were some who received His witness,

and as a result, there were two classes in those days, those

who believed on the Son and those who were obstinate. This

is based upon the fact that the Father loves the Son and has

placed all things in His hand. But it is not stated that this

condition of affairs is a changeless, unalterable fact. The

very fact that all has been given to the Son of God shows

that, in the past all had not been in His hands. And we

know from 1 Cor. 15:24 that, in the consummation, He

will deliver all up to God. This is the scope of the pas-
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sage. It must not be forced beyond these limits. It is not

eternal truth but a transient administration. And in per

fect agreement with this those who believe are enjoying

eonian life, and the obstinate do not see life, but God's in

dignation in abiding upon them. When the Son Himself be

comes subject and God is all in all that part at least of

this passage which speaks of all things being in His hands

cannot be applied. Why then should we force the balance of

the passage into that glorious consummation? If the be

liever's life, so far as it is connected with the Son, is limit

ed to the eons, then the wrath of God must also be limited

to the eons. And since eonian life is the only life in ques

tion, it is this life which the obstinate shall not see.

Whether we will or not, we all are influenced by associa

tions. Our understanding of a passage of Scripture is most

apt to be that which suits the "context" of our own creed.

Let us strive henceforth, however, to leave each text in vital

union with its context, for then only shall we be sure that we

have the true intent of God's words.

Another instance in point is found in Acts 8:21. "Whom

the heavens must indeed entertain up to the times of the

restoration of all which God speaks through the mouth of

His holy prophets from the eons." This restoration or

"restitution" is not of all things absolutely at the consum

mation, but is confined to that which accompanies the reve

lation of Jesus Christ from heaven and the restoration of

Israel. It is earthly and temporal, as is witnessed by the

prophets. It has no bearing upon the unbelieving dead,

who are not raised until the thousand years are over.

A. E. K.
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THE RESURRECTION

But now hath Christ been raised from the dead, the first-

fruits of them that are asleep. For since by man [there is]

death, by man [there is] also the resurrection of the dead. For

as in Adam all die, so also in Christ shall all be made alive. But

each in his own order; Christ the firstfruits; then they that are

Christ's, at his coming; then the end, when he shall deliver up

the kingdom to God, even the Father; when he shall have abolished

all rule and all authority and power. For he must reign, till he

hath put all his enemies under his feet. The last enemy that

shall be abolished is death. For, he put all things in subjection

under his feet. But when he saith, All things are put in subjection,

it is evident that he is excepted who did subject all things unto

him. And when all things have been subjected unto him, then

shall the Son also himself be subjected to him that did subject

all unto him, that God may be all in all. (1 Cor. 15:20-28).

3. THE CERTAINTY OF RESURRECTION.

The resurrection occupied a prominent place in apostolic

testimony. The importance they attached to it may be in

ferred from the circumstance that when the eleven met to

elect a successor to Judas Iscariot, they deemed it essential

that he should be a witness of the resurrection of the Lord

Jesus (Acts 1:21, 22). The apostle Paul, who had never

seen our Lord in the days of His flesh, but met the Risen

One on the Damascus road, lays more stress on the resur

rection than any other New Testament writer. How vital

a place it holds in his system may be seen from the fifteenth

chapter of the First Epistle to the Corinthians.

The doctrinal teaching of this Epistle has to be disen

tangled from the coil of knotty practical questions. Paul

writes under constraint, unable to say all that is in his

mind (2:6; 8:1). Instead of giving full play to his re

flexions, he is compelled through the greater part of the

letter to correct disorders and answer questions addressed
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to him. At first it is difficult to observe any continuous

teaching in the epistle; a doctrinal analysis of its contents

seems out of place. But close attention discovers a real

coherence behind this disconnectedness of form. There is

a unity of thought in this letter as real as that stamped upon

Romans,, a unity the more impressive because of the baf

fling conditions under which it is realized.

Some members of the Corinthian church denied the

resurrection, compelling the apostle to enter on a systematic

defence and exposition of this Christian doctrine. While

standing apart from the local and personal questions upon

which the Epistle turns, this dissertation has two important

points of connexion with them—(1) the divisions prevalent

among the Corinthians (cf. 15:12 and 1:10); and (2) their

moral laxity (cf. 15:32-34 with 5:2; 6:8; 8:10, 10:14, 21;

11:21, 29). Two things are brought into full contrast—

the alert, virile spirituality of the apostle and the antinomian

tendencies and low moral sensibilities of the doubters of the

resurrection. "Why do we stand in jeopardy every hour?

I protest by that glorying in you, brethren, which I have

in Christ Jesus our Lord, I die daily. If after the manner

of men I fought with beasts at Ephesus, what doth it profit

me? If the dead are not raised, let us eat and drink, for

tomorrow we die. Be not deceived: Evil communications

corrupt good morals. Awake to soberness righteously, and
sin not: for some have no knowledge of God: I speak to

move you to shame" (vv. 80-34). This vivid contrast en

hances the practical results of faith or unbelief in a future

resurrection.

Paul's argument is in two parts: concerning the fact, vv.

1-34; concerning the manner of resurrection, vv. 35-57.

He first establishes the truth of the doctrine and the cer

tainty of the event, and then proceeds to set forth the man

ner of its occurrence and the nature of the new body to

be assumed. To establish its certainty, the apostle begins

by rehearsing the historical evidence of Christ's bodily

resurrection, which had been preached by himself and so

received by his readers. Six different appearances of the

Risen One to different witnesses are enumerated. There

were more than five hundred persons—most of them living
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at the time the Epistle was written—who had seen the risen

Christ and had companied with Him. The resurrection of

our Lord is no mere ideal and abstract conception, but an ac

tual event accredited by the same kind of evidence oh which

rests our knowledge of all historic facts—the testimony of

ocular witnesses. Moreover, the actuality of Christ's per

sonal resurrection is not only certified by abundant truthful

testimony to the fact, but also by the experimental reality

of its effects. Paul's own transformation is a concrete ex

ample of its magic potency; nay, the Corinthian church

itself was the fruit of Paul's preaching a crucified and risen

Christ (vv. 1-11).

Paul has intrenched his own position; he advances to

demolish that of his opponents. His negative demonstra

tion takes the form of a destructive hypothetical syllogism,

which has two branches. In vv. 18-15 he deduces from the

(supposed) non-existence of the fact of resurrection, the

falsity of the faith accorded to it, and of the witnesses

attesting it; in vv. 16-19, from the non-existence of the fact,

the unreality of the effects derived from it. While abso

lutely denying the resurrection, the Corinthians may have

allowed that of Christ as an exception. Paul's argument

is that if resurrection is impossible, then there is no risen

Christ; on the other hand, if He is risen, the axiom, "There

is no resurrection" is disproved, the spell of death is broken,

and Christ's rising carries with it that of the dead. He

presses on the impugners twice (IS, 16), that their general

denial logically and in principle excludes Christ's resur

rection, and so makes the gospel witness false and its sal

vation illusive. The effect of unbelief in the resurrection

is already painfully apparent in the relaxed moral tone of

a certain section of the Corinthian church.

The dogma of unbelief has been confuted in fact by
Christ's bodily resurrection; in experience, by the saving

effects thereof; therefore in v. 20a he affirms it uncondi

tionally, and goes on to speak of it in relation to humankind

(vv. 20-28). First, he explains the identification of the risen

Christ with humanity. It rests on the fact of federal head
ship. Christ is the antitype of Adam, the medium of life

to the race as Adam was of death. Paul returns to this
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analogy in vv. 4-6-49, where it is applied to the nature of the

resurrection body, as here to the universality of the resur

rection. These two paragraphs complete the antithesis of

Romans 5:12-21, and extend it over the entire career of

the race as a history of sin and redemption. "For since

through man (there is) death, through man also (there is)

the resurrection of the dead." The first fact necessitated

and shaped the second. As man was the channel of con

veying death to his kind, through the same channel the

counter current must flow. Further, the resurrection of the

dead is bound up with the resurrection of Christ. He has

risen as the type and founder of spiritual humanity, the

first-fruits of a great harvest whose ingathering is essen

tial to the fulfilment of the Divine purpose. His rising

shows that bodily resurrection is not only possible, but in-

dispensible for the realization of human destiny. The

relation of Adam to humanity is all-inclusive; we have

learned in Romans that through the sin of one, death passed

upon all men. We are now to learn the further truth that

the effects of Christ's resurrection are not less extensive;

"for as in Adam all die; so also in Christ all will be made

alive." Christ here stands forth as the countertype of

Adam, who forfeited our estate, winning for Himself and

the race deliverance from death which seals His conquest

and sets "all things under His feet." The New Testament

use of the verb faoiroUo) zoopoieo, make alive, proves

that it must not be restricted to the rising of the body, in

which case cyctpco egeiro would be used, as elsewhere in

this chapter; but means restoration to life in the full sense

of the word.

Paul has opened up before us a vista of risen humanity;

he proceeds to declare that in this universal resurrection all

are not raised at once, but at intervals, and according to an

appointed order: "each in his own class." Tay/*a tagma

signifies a military division, troop or cohort. There are

three classes of the resurrection host: Christ, the Victor

of Death, the file-leader, in His solitary glory; then, at a

subsequent point in the course of time, those that are

Christ's; then, still farther on in futurity, the end, that

is the end-class, the last installment, the resurrection of the
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rest of the dead. TcXos telos never means cessation, but

completion, consummation; and since the apostle speaks of

the various classes of risen ones, the tc'Xos necessarily

refers to the culmination of the act of resurrection. It is

the correlative of the "first-fruits". For a similar use of

tcXos the reader is pointed to Matt. 10:22 and 24:6, 18,

14, where it applies to Christ's return in glory mentioned in

the verses immediately antecedent.

The time when the last two classes arise is clearly in

dicated. The resurrection of those that are Christ's, that

is, those who died in faith, takes place "at His coming",

when He returns in like manner as He went into heaven.

The two stages of His coming in their bearing on the Body

and Israel are not here discriminated: both are included in

the term "presence", which always refers to His future

coming. The last class rises "when He shall deliver up

the Kingdom to God, even the Father; when He shall have

abolished all rule and all authority and power". The two

verbs denote distinct, but connected and complementary

acts. The abolition of all rule is in the very nature of the

case antecedent to the delivering up of the Kingdom to

God. Not till every enemy of God is vanquished can

Christ's Kingdom reach its end. Death is abolished last

among these enemies. If all enemies must be subdued,

and death is last to fall, then the culmination cannot come

until Death's sceptre is broken and its victims are ran

somed from its power. Vv. 27, 28 are a supplement to

vv. 20-26. They reaffirm, in other words, the unlimited

dominion assigned to Christ, in order to reassert more im

pressively the truth that only through His absolute victory

can the purpose of God attain to fruition. When His re

demption is complete, when His enemies throughout crea

tion are overcome, then Christ proclaims the victory at last

achieved; He reports that, with the abolition of death, His

commission is ended, and the travail of His soul satisfied.

With the termination of the reign of sin and death comes

the denoument of the drama of sin and redemption in which

the Adam and the Christ have played out their respective

parts. Then He will lay at the Father's feet an empire

wholly subdued and everywhere accordant with the Crea-
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tor's will. Then the Son himself will give the crowning

example of submission, that God may be all in all. In

this sublime issue the teaching of the chapter culminates.

It is apparent that these verses constitute the climax of

the apostle's argument in his refutation of the error in v. 12:

Some say, "There is no resurrection"; Paul replies, "There

is to be no death/"

We have seen that the last instalment of the resurrection

host synchronizes with the Son's abdication and the aboli

tion of death. This fact settles conclusively the question

as to the parties that make up the last class. We must

now remind our readers of the confusion into which es-

chatology has been thrown by the assumption (for it is

nothing more) made by the majority of expositors as to

the time of death's abolition. The point assumed is that

the abolition of death takes place at the expiration of

the Thousand Years, and that Rev. 21 and 22 describe the

"Eternal State". As a matter of fact, the last two chapters

of the Apocalypse are antecedent to the delivering up of

the Kingdom to God. This is clear from the fact that John

beholds rule as still in existence: angels hold their princi

pality; kings rule over the nations; the twelve apostles

hold authority; whereas at the abdication all rule is done

away. The grand assertion that death shall be abolished

must not be arbitrarily construed to imply no more than

that people shall cease to die: it means that the death state

itself—the Second Death—shall cease to exist. The first

death, the death which since Adam's failure has daily

carried away multitudes, ceases its operations at the close

of the Thousand Years, when it is cast into the Lake of

Fire together with Satan and other enemies of God. Hence

we read that in the New Earth "death shall be no more"

(Rev. 21:4). The ranks of humanity being then no

longer thinned by death, the mourning, pain and cry

caused by bereavement will be no more. But the Second

Death commences its operations at the expiration of the

Thousand Years, when the other enemies are subdued, and

continues until the consummation, when the Son delivers up

the Kingdom to God. The apostle has already stated the

fact that death is to be abolished. But when, in vv. 58-56,
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he returns to the epoch of the consummation, he tells us

how the abolition is to be effected. Whereas death as it

now operates is abolished by being cast into the Second

Death, the Second Death is abolished by being swallowed

up in victory. The victims of its rule will come forth in

resurrection glory, and thus absolute triumph is secured

for Christ and mankind. Paul's system has no place for

the Manichean dualism, which makes evil endlessly co

existent with good. The belief of current Evangelical

Theology in the deathlessness of sin, the indestructibility

of error, and the permanence of evil; its dogma of an

"eternal state" where sin continues to exist side by side

with holiness, indestructible, unconquerable, ineradicable,

endless, is essentially Manichean.* Jerome complained

that "The whole world groaned, and was astounded to find

itself Arian". The triumph of Arianism, however, was not

lasting. Ere long a counter-reaction ensued. On the death

of Constantine, the Western Church, relieved from external

pressure, resumed its support of the Deity of Christ. It is

just as true that the church finds itself Manichean. Let us

hope that now, as then, there will follow a recoil from

error, and God's people will return to anticipate with Paul

the glad occasion when heaven and earth shall once for

all be purged from every stain of sin's pollution; when

every heart shall beat in unison with the Heart of God;

when the Second Death shall be conquered and destroyed,

and the universe enter the bless of absolute sinlessness.

The subjoined analysis is designed to assist the reader

*Manicheism (so called from its founder Mani in the third
century) seems to have been the result of an effort to incorporate
into the Christian system certain features of Persian philosophy.

It purported to be the true synthesis of all the religious systems

then known, and actually consisted of Zoroastrian Dualism, Baby
lonian folklore, Buddhist ethics, and some small and superficial
addition of Christian elements. Like Gnosticism, it identified evil

with matter. It represented the universe as under the dominion

of two rival principles of Light and Darkness, Good and Evil,
which are eternally coeval, and man as composed from elements
derived from both principles. Christ was a prophet, sent to eman-
icpate elements of light from those of darkness, and Mani him
self was the promised Paraclete. It overspread East and West

with astonishing rapidity.
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in following the trend of the apostle's argument. The dis

sertation is in seven distinct sections, the first three contain

the evidence in support of resurrection. Having proved

its actuality, the apostle seeks to impress upon his readers

the practical worth of the doctrine, by pointing out the

contrast between his own exemplary conduct and the low

spiritual level of the Corinthian Christians. From this

point the transition to the nature of resurrection, which

is the subject of the last three sections, is quite natural.

The analysis brings out the remarkable manner in which the

sections of the second part of the argument develop and

complement those of the first part, the two branches of the

discussion mutually amplifying and explaining each other.

There is a symmetry and correspondence of sections, thus:
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ANALYSIS OF I CORINTHIANS 15:1-57

The Fact of Rfsuerection

1. Historic Evidence of Christ's

Bodily Resurrection: Its ac

tually attested by—Abundant

and truthful testimony—Ex

perimental reality of its ef

fect (1-11).

2. The Resurrection of the

Deadi Christ's rising proves

the possibility of resurrec

tion—Denial thereof excludes

Christ's resurrection (12-19).

3. The Consummation: Analogy

between Adam and Christ

proves the certainty of uni

versal resurrection— Death

abolished—Unlimited domin

ion assigned to Christ—Old

Testament quotation, Ps. 8.

(20-28).

The Nature op Resurrection

5. Nature's Analogy of Resur
rection: The mystery raises

no prejudice against its real
ity, for the same mystery is

wrapped up in every vegetat

ing seed—Nature of resur

rection body illustrated by

the difference between the

seed and the perfect plant

(35-41).

6. The Resurrection of the

Dead: Endless variety of

material forms, instanced in

animal organisms and heav

enly bodies, illustrates how

the future body is of a

higher order than the present

frame—(42-44).

7. The Consummation: Analogy

between Adam and Christ

proves that investiture with
a docetic body is as unneces

sary a consequence of

Christ's relation to mankind

as our investiture with a psy

chic body is a consequence of

Adam's relation to the race

—Death swallowed up in

victory— Absolute victory

predicated of Christ—Old

Testament quotation, Isa. 35:

8, Hosea 13:14. (45-57).

4. Practical Value of the Doc

trine: The contrast between

Paul and the Corinthians a

concrete example of the ef
fects of belief and unbelief
in a future resurrection—

Paul: in jeopardy; dying

daily; fighting beasts—Side

by side the Corinthians:

keeping evil company; drink
ing; sinning (29-34).

V. G.
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Am I a mere passing flash in the universal pan—a tran

sient spark struck off on the anvil of Chance—an accident

in the realms of Space? Have I just "happened"? or am I

instead the partial fruition of some great design—a finite

expression of an infinite thought, atomic in proportions,

divine in grand potentiality? If there be a "Power not our

selves" behind the phenomena of creation, have I a place

in His purpose? Have I been included in the wide sweep of

His extensive plans ? or am I of as little consequence to Him

as is the dust upon the chariot-wheel, or the mote in the

sunbeam's path? Such is the problem as it affects the indi

vidual; and full evidence of its universal interest may be

found in the never-ceasing attempt to dissolve those mys

teries which hide its solution from the eyes of men, as also

in the ease with which priestcraft has gained its unholy as

cendency through claiming a special knowledge of, and

power over, such matters.

When we rise from the problem as it affects the individ

ual to the problem in its relation to the race, the sheer im

mensity of the question stuns us. The mere thought of an

ocean of souls sweeping with unceasing flow over the falls

of death makes us realize how impotent we are to find a solu

tion of the enigma through a mere process of logic.

Such problems are the heritage of every man; and every

religion which men have followed, and every philosophy

which has engaged the mental powers of humanity, owe

their existence to the pressure with which such problems

have borne in upon the human heart. Religion—the man-

made kind—need not even be considered by us here; in its

most presentable forms it is but a pious agnosticism—a

devout ignorance. Religion seeks for feeling: Philosophy
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knowing; but neither the head nor the heart are competent

in themselves to grapple with the problem of destiny. Philos-

osophy must necessarily prove itself inadequate for the task,

for it has nothing from which to reason as a starting-point,

and beginning nowhere it naturally ends nowhere. Philos

ophy being nothing more than a comparison of possibilities,

ending in the selection of the most probable, cannot ever

hope to attain to assured certainty. From such broken

reeds we gladly turn, and all the more gladly since God has

not left us like

"Orphans crying in the night;

Orphans crying for the light;

And with no language but a cry!"

He has graciously revealed Himself, and in His word has

given us all necessary knowledge concerning "things to

come".

In Christianity alone can we find the solution of this

great mystery. Its teachings bear no trace of the labored

speculations of the Philosophers. Its assertions have no

affinity with the rash dognatism of mere cultured guess

work. Its pronouncements have the finality of truth. It

lifts the veil between things present and things to come

without the slightest vestige of that timidity which naturally

springs from uncertainty of mind. It pushes materialism

aside as being nothing but the weird fancy of disordered

brains and callous hearts, shows that man is more than a

product of blind forces with an origin in the unknown and

a destiny in chaos, and instead traces his genesis to the

God of a love which knows no ending, a patience which

never wearies, and a wisdom able to overcome every obstacle

with which rebellious wills would seek to thwart His pur

poses of grace. It declares that this earth is not a whirling

speck of matter severed from all other spheres of being,

but rather that its past and future are intimately linked with

the history and destiny of all other worlds, and that instead

of its being—like a straw in a whirlwind—the sport of
gigantic forces, is guided on its onward course by the Finger

of God to a place of government and rule in the reconstruc

tion of the Universe. Nor must we imagine that the plans
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of the Creator include merely the majority of men, for
the God of the surplus sparrow will have no ultimate
"waste" in the fulfilment, of His will.

But the truth of Christianity and the theories of Chris
tians are not synonymous terms, and as we are about to

examine the latter the question as to how we may distingu

ish the true from the false here presents itself, or if every

theory contains something of the truth then we must deter
mine how we may separate those elements we should accpt

from those we should reject. If we bear in mind that there

is in truth a symmetry between its parts, then we shall

find that harmony is one of the best tests we can apply to

any doctrine submitted to us for examination. If a belief

does not harmonize in full with the teaching of Scripture,

and the revealed character of God, or if it emphasizes one

of God's attributes so as to exaggerate it over His other per

fections, then it must be more or less untrue. In reading a

poem if there is not a perfect balance maintained between

the different lines we become aware of its imperfection of

the lack of rythm which it betrays, and we know that the

metre has been thrown out of balance either by the presence

of a superfluous syllable, or the absence of a necessary one.

God is the great Poem of the Universe, and His ways are

but the poetry of His attributes in their activity. When,

therefore, we seek to translate His ways into the terms of

doctrinal statement, and our translation betrays a lack of

the poise and balance belonging to His perfections, we

know that such lack of harmony owes its existence to our

having put into our statement something that should have

been left out, or having left out something we should have

put in.

In studying the theories of human destiny, instead of

finding this symmetry and balance in them, we find the re

verse: and, as this doctrine does not stand alone but is inti

mately connected with such vital subjects as the atone

ment, etc., we are not surprised to find that incongruity here

has transmitted itself to these other articles of faith. And

we may consequently expect that clearness of vision in one

of these doctrines must exert a clarifying influence on our

views in regard to those other subjects.
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The importance of the doctrine of human destiny may

also be inferred from the fact that so many departures

from the Christian faith owe their existence to a revolt of

conscience against those dogmas we call "traditional".

Much of the deplorable teaching in regard to such doctrines

as Inspiration is but the result of a revulsion against intol

erable conceptions of God. If we can show that Scripture

gives us a view of God marvelous in its perfect harmony,

and altogether foreign to the caricatures of the Creeds,

then we shall have deprived Error of the main apology for

its existence.*

Without further preface we will proceed to the examina-

ton of the principal theories which men have held, and still

hold, in relation to the future life.

A. Burns.

*It is not denied that in many the apostosy is due to a moral

antagonism to evangelical truth, with which we cannot have the
slightest vestige of sympathy, but this should not blind us to the

fact that with others the departure from traditional views arises

larely from intellectual difficulties. The latter class call for

sympathy rather than caustic stricture*



THE PROBLEM OF EVIL

IN ECCLESIASTES

3. WISDOM AND TOIL

While the title of this series suggests the theme of our

book, it must be borne in mind that the Problem of Evil,

rather a certain phase of it, is not faced at once: it is ap

proached gradually and arrived at by successively subject

ing to review the strange riddles of individual and racial

experience.

The Prologue (1:2-11) states the two questions which

the quest is to answer. (1) "Vanity of vanities, says Kohe-

leth: vanity of vanities, the whole is vanity (1:2)." Not

everything in the universe, as the reading "all is vanity" im

plies, but every department of human labor of v. 8. "Van

ity," used of that which soon vanishes. The point here is the

fleetness of the works done under the sun, which is elabo

rated, in vv. 7:9, in a series of illustrations from the nat

ural world. In things of nature, as in the succession of

events, there is no advance: everything, moves in a circle, like

motion in a treadmill—an unceasing round of monotonous

repetition without novelty or progress. (2) "All the words

are words of weariness: man cannot utter it" (1:8). &*?-Wn

rendered "things", is best rendered by the more

common and primary meaning of "words": all words weary

in expressing the vanity. The translation "words", besides

being more natural, emphasizes a differentiation between

"words of weariness" and "words of purpose", a differen

tiation sustained all through the book and finally established

in the Epilogue.* The verses immediately following

(9-11) expand the thought by showing that the continually

recurring circle of history underlines the inadequacy of

human theories to account for the vanity of man's works

under the sun. Existing theories are insufficient; and fail to

♦For "words of weariness" see 1:8; 5:2, 3, 7; 6:11; 7:8, 21;
8:3, 5; 10:13, 14, 20; for "words of purpose," 8:4; 9:16, 17; 10.12;

13:10,11,13.
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satisfy the mind. Though one theory has replaced another,

nothing new has been evolved, the changes that have taken

place have only modified their form. Formulae have

changed, methods of expression have altered to suit the

speech of succeeding generations, but the substance of

man's theories of the universe is unchanged.

The introduction has touched two subjects: The vanity

of "works", and the weariness of "words", and has mar

shalled an array of facts in support of each thesis. Subse

quent chapters embody a detailed discussion of those themes.

Of the five "books" of the treatise the first and the third

analyze the works under the sun; the second and the fourth

discuss words relating to God's plan of the universe; while

the fifth takes in both fields at once, and dwells on the two

positive thoughts which analysis has yielded. The Epilogue

draws the inference from the data attained and formulates

the moral.

At the close, then, we get the Epilogue (12:8-14), in

which the author returns to the questions with which he

started on his quest, and restates them in the light of the

results which his analysis of things has yielded. The

vanity of man's works upon the earth is reaffirmed (12:8).

Extensive experiment embracing various fields of human toil

has but accentuated and confirmed the transient character of

present activities. Examination of the various theories of

the universe, however, has demonstrated certain fundament

al principles which carry a self-evident, self-manifest light,

by which the truth is sealed to the conscience in the sight

of God with a certainty transcending all conjectures, and

superior to all changes of human feeling. We can surely

appreciate the contrast between the "words of weariness"

and those "words of truth and purpose", which, in the

absence of power to solve the mystery of the whole, warn us

against indulging in fruitless speculation and profitless dis

cussion. The Divine purpose behind things as they are

is so far off and so exceeding deep, that man can never reach

it; nevertheless reason can lay hold of principles which in

stil reverence for God and enjoin conformity with His

commandments. To discover these principles was the aim

or "end" of our author's "word" or treatise. The func-
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tion of reason is limited to the gathering of wise thoughts

which stimulate an ordering of life in the light of a coming

rectification, but to go further is to take a leap into the

realm of fancy. It only remains to sum up all duty in one

conception—human works regulated by wise words pointing

to a future readjustment.

It must be borne in mind, for the sake of clearness, that

the "commandments" here spoken of do not refer to the

law. The nature of Ecclesiastes' inquiry, as well as the

means for carrying it out, as has been already shown, ex

clude revelation from the range of this book. They con

note those "ordinances of God" which are written in the

hearts of the Gentiles who have no law, and which they vio

late (Rom. 1:82; 2:14, 15). Ecclesiastes, like Paul, in

sists that the invisible things of God—His everlasting

power and divinity—since the creation of the world are

clearly seen, being perceived through the things that are

made (Rom. 1:20).

In the first "book" (1:12; 2:26) the author analyzes

the perplexing problems of individual experience in the

spheres of Wisdom and Toil. First of all he takes up wis

dom, and in tracing knowledge finds that the condition of

affairs under the sun is not what it should be, and that it is

beyond man's power to correct it.

That which is upside down cannot be set in order:

And that which is defective cannot be numbered.

Further pursuit of knowledge yields nothing beyond this

positive idea. To go beyond is useless labor ("a striving

after wind"), which, while augmenting vexation and sorrow,

contributes nothing of value towards the solution of the rid

dle of the universe (1:12-18).

He turns to the sphere of toil. As a king, he is endowed

with the combination of all objects of human envy, and

enters upon an experiment, by which the several kinds of

good things are successively subjected to review. First, he

accumulates without limit all possible objects of pleasure,

and then engages in all kinds of human effort. The experi

ment includes the pleasures that are called follies; he gives

himself freely to them, but while experimenting in folly he

retains all the while "wisdom" that could reflect on the folly.
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The experiment is successful considered as an experiment.

Success in achieving these enterprises brings with it an im

pression of pleasure; but when reflection is turned upon

them there is no satisfaction. Ability to gratify his every

wish and carry out his extensive undertakings has, after

all, only met the wants of physical existence. Dainties have

pandered vanity, pleased the eye, tickled the palate, but

have only appeased the feeling of hunger the same as a com

mon meal, providing nothing for the spiritual cravings

(2:1-11).

Next, with burdened heart, Ecclesiastes turns reflection

on to wisdom itself, together with its opposite madness and

folly, to see if here any genuine satisfaction is to be found.

He sees at once that wisdom excels its opposite as light ex

cels darkness; but this is neutralized by the further con

sideration that both are involved in the same death; so that

in the presence of the King of Terrors the pursuit of wis

dom, despite infinite superiority to its opposite, seems not

only profitless but "evil".

The event to the wise and to the fool, is the event even to me;

And why was I then more wise?

Then said I to myself that this also was vanity.

In this paragraph (2:11-17), where the writer beholds

wisdom, he has in mind the person of Solomon, "The one

who was made Xing long ago", as supreme in wisdom.

This fact gives force and meaning to the words "more" and

"then" in the above cited verse. They point to the prede

cessor referred to in v. 12: in the light of his example is

there any use of further experimenting in wisdom? Seeing

his case exemplifies the failure of wisdom I am warranted to

draw the conclusion that this (being wise) also was vanity.

Next he returns to survey the fruit of his labors wherein

he had toiled under the sun. But this again appears hate

ful in the light of death, and the necessity of leaving to a

successor, who may prove to be a fool. The thought and

energy expended in the accumulation of goods do not even

guarantee that after his departure they will be used in ac

cordance with his wish. The survey has in all its depart

ments ended in illusion (2:18-28).

The concluding verses (25-28) gather up the results.
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Thus far the experiment has shown that while the processes

have been satisfactory and enjoyable the result has invari

ably been disappointing, even despairingly so when consid

ered in the light of the future. Evidence forces the conclu

sion that present enjoyment is man's only portion. But the

thought occurs that even appreciation of life as it passes is a

gift of God, and is not in the power of the seeker.

PROLOGUE 1:1-11

The Whole is Vanity

1. 2, 8. The Vanity of Works.

1. 4-7. In things of nature there is no movement that is

not movement in a circle. Illustrations: Passage of

generations—Motion of the sun—The coarse of the

wind—The flow of rivers.

1. 8a. The Weariness of Words.
86-11. There is no novelty or advance under the sun.

Illustrations: In human inquiry there is no attainment—

In the succession of events there is no progress—In the

succession of generations there is no remembrance.

BOOK FIRST

Wisdom and Toil

1: 12-18. "IKoheleth". Effort to "know" wisdom. 1
It reveals the defectiveness of the existing condition V,
of things: to go farther and attempt to solve the (
mystery of the whole thing is lost labor. )

2: 1-11. "I said". A "proving" of glad
ness and toil. Pleasure and labor bring a sense

of satisfaction, but not commensurate with the

fatigue.

2: 12-17. "And I turned". The "beholding"
wisdom. Its advantage over folly indisputable
but in the light of death this superiority seems useless

and evil.

2: 18-23. "And I hated". A survey" of toil
(mentioned in vv. 1-11). The sense of pleasure,

marred by anxiety and disappointment, turns to

despair at the thought of succession: who knows

whether he will be wise or foolish?

2: 24-26. .Summary. Apparently
man's only portion is present enjoy

ment: appreciation of life as it flows

along is the gift of God.

V, G.



EXHORTATION TO PEACE

When, then, we are justified by faith, we
_iay be enjoying peace towards God, through
our Lord Jesus Christ, through Whom we have
the enjoyment of the access, also, into this
grace in which we have been established, and
maybe elated in expectation of the glory of God.
Yet not only so, but we may even be elated in
afflictions, having the perception that affliction
is pioducing endurance, and endurance tested-
ness, and testedness expectancy. Now expect
ancy is not mortifying, seeing that the love of God
has been poured out in our hearts by means of
the holy spirit which is given to u s.
For while we are still weak, still in accord with

this era, Christ dies on behalf of the ungodly.
For anyone will hardly die on behalf of a j us t man,
for on the spur of the moment on behalf of a go od
man, some may even be daring to die. Now God
is recommending His love for us, seeing that while
we were still sinners, Christ dies on our
behalf. Much rather, then, when we are now

justified in His blood, will we be saved from
indignation through Him.
For if we are conciliated to God through the

death of His Son while we are enemies,
much rather, when we are conciliated, will
we be saved in His life. Yet not only so, but
we are elated, also, in God, through our Lord,
Jesus Christ, through Whom we now receive
the conciliation.



THE MYSTERY OF THE GOSPEL

EXHORTATION TO PEACE

God is gracious. Our acquittal from God's just sentence has

no foundation whatever in ourselves; it is but the outflow of

His favor. On our part the acquittal followed faith. And

why faith? There is a fitness, doubtless in the fact that

man must thus retract the slander that has made the breach

between him and his Creator. Unbelief, mistrust, it was

that caused his downfall. It is the first and chiefest sin of

all, the cord that binds all others to him.

FAITH

But what potency is there in faith to cleanse our every

stain and make us spotless in His sight? Is He not Truth

and all His words most pure? Unbelief makes Him a liar

and deserves the judgment of a slanderer. But will the

Judge pronounce us just merely because we withdraw the

insult? What merit can there be in faith?

FAITH FITS FAVOR

"It is of faith that it might be by grace." Discover, if

you can, a way by which His bounteous blessings may flow

forth to guilty man. Remove each hindrance, every hedge

or intervening barrier. We must not turn lean Penury aside,

nor pander to the pride of Opulence; tardy Weakness must

not faint, nor Strength have power to force his strenuous

way. Pave all with love, and arch the whole with grace.

And what way can there be that meets all these require

ments? Not another one, but that which He has chosen—

FAITH.

It flows from faith to agree with grace—such is

His reason. How the very thought unveils His heart and

kindles a responsive flame in ours! Faith does not tarnish
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grace. It conspires to make the blessing all His own, and

cuts out all man's efforts.

And what is faith? Is it a settled confidence that God

will do what we desire? The certainty that He will bend

His will to acknowledge ours? This certainly is faith—

faith in ourselves. Self-confidence has long arrayed itself

in gospel garb and played the part of Faith. But faith in

God despises self and leans alone on Him—not on our

thoughts of Him or on His works—but on His holy, stead

fast word. Fixed firm upon the word of God, faith has a

fearless, steadfast stand. Faith elsewhere placed will totter

to its fall. The throne of God is not more firmly founded

than His word, and we believe Him true.

Because we believe Him, He accounts us righteous in His

sight.

How blessed to be righteous! How much more blessed

still to have it as a gift from God. The merest trifle which

speaks the love of some dear heart is transmuted into a

priceless treasure in our eyes. His great gift—itself so

precious—should magnify the love that prompted it.

Our God has drawn us with the cords of grace. Shall we

not follow after Him? And shall we not bend to hear His

voice as He unveils still further the yearning of His heart

towards us?

PEACE

"When, then, we are justified by faith, let us be enjoying

peace toward God * *."

Let us not fritter away the marvelous favor here unfolded

by making it a mere consequence of justification.

Does the accused criminal, acquitted though he be,

straightway find himself upon the judge's list of friends,

the object of his favors, the inmate of his home? Acquittal

leads to no such favors.

Nor is justification the grace which establishes. Peace

alone can do that. Acquittal flows from that which God has

done; what He is, is the basis of peace. We point back to

the redemption wrought by Christ Jesus as the ground of

our acquittal. We look up to the Son of God, pinnacled in

highest glory, eternally beyond the reach of death, and to
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God Himself, Whose Image He is, and find in Him the

living, loving, everlasting ground of peace.

Peace would be impossible apart from acquittal from the

guilt of sin, but it is a favor immeasurably beyond it. Many

of the saints have never known the stability, the solid satis

faction, the exultant joy, which justification by itself can

not produce, but which comes to those who use the Way

God has provided—Christ Jesus—not only to unburden

their sins, but as the road leading to His very presence, giv

ing admission to this far greater grace—the Reconciliation.

We stood without and saw His mighty arm made bare on

our behalf. He laid help upon the Mighty One. There is

no "atonement" now—no covering from the eye of God.

All is open; everything is out. Our sins are not merely

pardoned; we are clad in Divine righteousness. And now

that His hand has revealed His heart, He draws us to Him

self.

Nor need we fear to respond. Christ is the Passport by

Whom we may approach. In Him the shadows of the law

are overfilled and vanish as before the noontide blaze.

Through Him we have the access.

And what a prospect lies before us! The "glory of God"

is our goal. Once we read our sentence thus: "All have

sinned and fall short of the glory of God." What that glory

comprehends we may learn as we contemplate the only Man

who never sank below its lofty standard. As high and spot

less as the snow-capped mountain peak; as lowly and sweet

as the wild forget-me-not. All this we were not, and it was

our condemnation: all this we shall be, and shall .we not

exult? This is our hope and joy: this reaches far beyond

forensic righteousness.

Such is our expectation. But what of the path that lies

between us and our goal? It is beset with trials that op

press ; afflictions and distresses that would dim our eyes with

tears and blur the ecstatic vision. Can exultation find a

place in such a scene as this? We ask our hearts, by sick

ness straightened, riven by distress, sinking in a sea of sor

rows, and not a sign of His hand to help; and find its only

answer in a doubt: "Doth God know?" Are not all these

tokens of His displeasure, His indignation, or His wrath?
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Our rebel heart denies that there is peace. Our traitor

heart would breed sedition in the very citadel of Love. O,

how it swells and heaves our bosom with tempestuous waves

of fear and pain, distrust and unbelief! And is there one

whose eyes have scanned these lines, who has not harbored

these? And is there one, who, musing in the shadowed

hour, has not been galled by chains of dark distrust?

But One alone can calm us, and He rises as He did on

Galilee, and see! the tempest flies before His face!

Peace, be still!

He has made peace.

Let us, then, be at peace.

And let us exult, not only in that future bliss, in that en

chanting glory, but even in the tribulations of this present

hour. So take the trial, plant it in the love of God, and

see it spread its roots of patient endurance and rear its

stalwart trunk of testedness and bear its pleasant fruit,

expectancy.

God's love has been poured into our hearts by the holy

Spirit which has been given to us. Here is the spring of all

true happiness.

It is the way of love to give. But God's spiritual bless

ings cannot be entertained except by His own Spirit. Our

spirits can grasp the things pertaining to humanity, but

Divine affairs lie beyond its sphere. And so God gives us

His Spirit first of all, preliminary to His further blessings.

This is the channel through which His love has found en

trance into our hearts. Only thus can we rejoice in trials,

afflictions and distresses. Apart from its balmy strength

they are far more than we can bear. When the issue stands

in doubt the dread of future ill breeds death. But when we

rest assured that His almighty power is guided by a heart

whose every pulse beats thoughts of love to us, then we can

bear with patience every stroke. And as we endure the

storms in this His strength, we become established, like the

enduring oak whose sturdy trunk has drawn its strength

from adverse winds. And so, stripped of that which pleases

us below, our eyes turn upward and we rejoice in hope.

Not alone that sorrows will then cease, and sighing flee

away, but that we shall yet be all that we desire, yes, all
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that He desires, so that His love will find even in us a fit

recompense and rest. O, to be like Him! to be with Him!

we will satiate our hearts with Him.

HUMANITY HELPLESS

Among men self-help receives encouragement and praise.

And he who will not help himself need scarcely look for

help from others. God's way is the exact converse of this.

It was when mankind had proven its own helplessness and

impotency that He laid help upon His mighty Messiah.

Since the day when Adam sinned man has been indus

triously employed to better his own condition. His one

great aim is happiness—apart from God. He devised in

struments of music to soothe his shattered senses, he quaffed

the cup of pleasure to its bitter dregs; he cultivated his

spiritual nature; he tried the round of governments from

despotism to democracy. But every device to uplift himself

has proved an added weight to progress.

What have we in these latter days that they did not wear

to shreds?

Rome was once a republic, and her laws are still the

standard upon which our codes are founded.

Greece had fountains of intelligence to which the learned

of our own days still repair.

Israel had both a law and a literature which were Divine;

and besides had the only religion God has ever given for

men in their natural state.

But with all of these mankind had not attained its object.

It was impotent. Sufficient opportunity had been given to

prove beyond a doubt that mankind neither had nor ever

would have gained strength to extricate itself from the

slough into which it had fallen.

Since the death of Christ two more opportunities have

been given man. Messiah's advent and the strength and

hope imparted by His death and resurrection injected new

life into the corrupting mass. But as the truth was lost,

mankind plunged into the Dark Ages.

The only thing which rescued the race from its dismal

plight was the word of God as proclaimed by the heralds of

the Reformation.
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And now that men enjoy the blessings which have fol

lowed in its wake, they are most anxious to throw overboard

the Word that saved them and which is their only hope.

Soon they will find a man—their Messiah (and Satan's,

too)—who will bring in the golden age they dream about.

But their dream will be exceeding short. In the midst of

peace they are called upon to muster the most imposing

armament this world has ever seen in order to stamp out

the last vestige of God's Name still left upon the earth.

Then comes Christ, and by a word destroys the horrid

host. Then He brings in what men have been seeking for—

righteousness and peace and joy—and He supplies the

power which they lacked, by virtue of His death.

Before His death and after it, to .the very last, men are

impious, godless. That is, they want happiness, but refuse

to tolerate any interference on God's part. They cast Him

out of their plans, though they readily follow and co-operate

with Satan in his schemes to better the lot of mankind. But

though they refuse Christ, whom God has given power and

authority to bless them to the full, and though they had

fully proved their own inability and impotence, yet even

thus Christ dies for them, laying the foundation of everlast

ing happiness. The weakness of that death is stronger far

than the combined efforts of man and Satan. "For, while

we are still weak, still in accord with this era, Christ dies on

behalf of the ungodly."

MESSIAH, THE MAN OF MIGHT

Christ, or Messiah, or the Anointed One, is the titile of our
Master which denotes His spiritual enduement and capacity

to carry out God's purposes.

What men cannot do, Messiah can.

The various offices He holds, such as Prophet and Priest

and King, all depend upon this anointing, or Messiahship.

By virtue of it He will yet be the Ruler of the Universe.

But when God speaks of Him as His Son, we think im

mediately of His most holy spirit. When He speaks of Him

as His Christ, the emphasis is on His spirit, too, but rather

as connected with the Man of His counsels. He is the Man

of transcendant spiritual capacity.
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We shall do well to keep His personal name, by which He

was known among men, His titles, which spring from His

Messiahship, and His appellations, which describe His rela

tions to God and men, all in their distinctly separate place.

What God does we learn through His Christ.

What He is we may learn through His Son.

MANKIND SINNERS

How constricted is the human heart! A merely righteous

man would never move us. He may be square and upright

in his dealings with his fellow men; but none of them would

think of making any sacrifice for such a one. Still, some

have braved death for one whose goodness called forth ac

tive sympathy.

But in God's sight there is none worthy, not one good, no,

nor even just. Were He to copy man, His love would never

find an outlet. The peculiar and excellent quality of His

love is this: that it makes its greatest sacrifice for those

who least deserve it. Not for the good, not for the just

(for there were none of these), but for the bad, Messiah

died. This is what commends it to us.

THE BLOOD OF CHRIST

Such was His way towards us when we were sinners.

But now that Christ's death has secured our acquittal His

blood before and one the throne of God speaks with untiring

tongue the unceasing and abiding merits of that death.

The blood is for the eyes of God. "When I see the blood,

I will pass over you."

Abel's blood had cried for vengeance; and Cain was

doomed to spend his days far from the face of God, accursed

from the very ground he trod upon. Messiah's death, too,

drew down a curse: but not upon His murderers. He bore

the curse Himself. The blood He shed speaks better

things than Abel's. "Vengeance" was the one unvarying

cry of Abel's blood, but "Grace" is the refrain the blood of

Christ calls forth. And its power will never cease. Its

unabated energy but seems to gather strength the more it is

expended. Time never can destroy its vigor, for when
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revolving eons have revealed its potent power to purify and

bless, that death, the blood that speaks of it, will still abide

the firm foundation of that perfect bliss and pledge of its

unending stay.

This alone should be enough to establish our hearts be

fore Him. But no, our hard, human heart knows nothing of

such grace. It reasons thus: "If He has shown me favor

and I return it not in piety and good deeds He will thrust

such an ingrate from Him." And right well He might, were

He such a one as we.

Away with such false reasonings! The Divine logic

drives such darkness from our minds. God reasons thus:

If Divine love wrought so mightily on our behalf when we

were still sinners, how much more _(now that we are ac

quitted from all guilt) shall we be delivered from God's

wrath through Him?

He will not do less for a righteous man than for an un

righteous one He will not provide an acquittal at such in

finite cost and then desert the object of His love. The time

must indeed come, and may soon be here, when God will

visit the earth with fearful indignation and destroy those

who destroy the earth. But He can never find it in His

heart to pour His indignation upon one who wears His own

righteousness.

Helpless and sinful, we have found in Christ relief and

righteousness. But deeper and more desperate was our

case than even this, as seen in our strained relationship to

God.

THE ENEMIES OF GOD

God counted man His enemy. Helplessness alone might

call for pity; sin's deserts is death, but enmity draws down

the thunderbolts of war. How terrible to have almighty

God arrayed against us! Well might we fear and say, like

Saul of old, when David spared his life: "If a man meet

his enemy, will he let him well away?" And if the mighty

£1 gird His armor on who can stand before Him?

God was arrayed against the race. His justice and holi

ness absolutely required that this be so. To have been
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otherwise would have sullied His holy Name. In the case

of Israel and the rare instances of favor to an alien the

sacrificial knife alone could clear a bloody way into His

presence.

But now that the cross is past, His justice can no longer

be called into question. His holiness is put beyond denial.

Apart from Messiah's cross He would still be against man

kind, but now He is conciliated, and that without the least

reflection on the purity of His great Name.

The fact that katallassoo expresses a one-sided reconcili

ation, especially in the passive, is clear, not only from its

usage in the inspired record, but in Greek authors and

Josephus as well. Thus in Xen. An. 1, 6, 1, one is received

by Cyrus into favor; Josephus Ant. 5, 2, 8, the Levite re

gained the woman's favor. It is used but once in the

Septuagint at Jer. 48:39 to represent the Hebrew ™%

to turn, which connects it with such passages as Lev. 26:9,

"I will have respect unto you"; II. Sam. 9:8, "What is

thy servant, that thou shouldst look upon such a dead dog

as I am"? Ps. 102:17 (18), "He will regard the prayer

of the destitute" (Isa. 54:6). In all of these the favor is on

one side only.

By rendering conciliation "atonement" this Scripture has

been connected with the atonement so often mentioned in

connection with the Levitical offerings. But that is really

propitiation or expiation. It is unfortunately rendered

reconciliation in a number of instances.

Conciliation and propitiation are decidedly distinct truths.

Propitiation has to do with sins; conciliation with offenses.

The former leads to righteousness; the latter to peace.

Propitiation was secured to Israel by the blood sprinkled

on the propitiatory, while God was not conciliated so

far as the other nations were concerned. And in the future,

when the conciliation withdraws and Israel is once more

before Him, then again there will be propitiation—not for

Israel alone, but also for the other nations. (Jno. 2:2.)

Man's attitude towards God has not changed even in the

face of all His favor. Because a few accept the concilia

tion, we may not conclude that mankind has changed its

front. Even when He was man's enemy, His favor flowed
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to a few, especially in Israel. But the few were not the

clue to His main attitude towards mankind in general.

So we may conclude that, so far as the mass of mankind

is concerned, there has been no change. They have not

softened Godward. The cross means nothing to their hard

hearts.

But on the other hand, when we look above, it is as though

the sun rose for the very first time after the darkness of

Calvary, when God was conciliated.

God had withdrawn Himself from men lest He should

break forth on them when His indignation was kindled but

a little. At Sinai's mount, in spite of all their cleanliness

and holy fear and awe, He bade them stand afar, lest fire

from His presence devour them all. But at that time man

kind had not yet reached the full maturity of enmity. Even

as the Canaanites were not destroyed until the cup of their

iniquity was overfull, so God waits until man's cup should

overflow before His hand takes up the sword of Vengeance.

THE SON OF HIS AFFECTIONS

When the time was ripe He sends His Son. The fate of

all depends upon their treatment of His Beloved One. He

might overlook His servants' wrongs, and all the hatred

men had shown to them. They but imperfectly displayed

His heart. But now One came Whose physical frame veiled

a perfect likeness of the Deity, One by Whom He could

display to men the very essence of His gracious Self.

Would He not melt their stubborn hearts and win them by

His love?

0, how His grace stirred all the bitter, hateful depths of

enmity and made them boil with envious rage! They could

not rest till they had dragged Him to the death; till they

had exhausted all their wrath upon His head.

Concentrated here we see the enmity of man to God. His

Son, the unceasing and delightful source of His purest joy,

the effulgence of His glory, His Son is rejected, despised,

cast out and crucified!

The Son of God, though the same Person as Christ, pre

sents Him in a distinct, exalted light.

Messiah is the Man Who can. He is the power of God,
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His strong right arm. His anointing fits Him to do things.

The Son of God speaks not so much of God's Executive

as His Image. What God is, shines forth in Him. Dwell

ing in the bosom of the Father, He reveals His affections

towards His creatures.

Let us distinguish between the various, glories of our

Master, or we shall lose very much indeed. We have been

considering the work of Christ; His might when we were

helpless; His death when we were sinners, delivering us not

only from the natural effects of sin, but also from God's in

dignation on account of it. We are safe because His work

has an abiding value, which is figured by the blood.

And this has proved God's love to us. It is the portal by

which we may enter into an acquaintance with Himself in

His Son.

As the Son of God, His death does not furnish either

strength or righteousness, but supplies the long lost love

link which was left behind in the gloomy retreat from Eden.

Adam's fall has many aspects, but its direst phase was the

estrangement made between God and His creatures, so that

He withdrew from his companionship and expelled the man

from the garden and all the delights His love had planted

there.

To provide a righteousness He bathes His sword in an

innocent victim's blood and thus makes coats of skins.

That sword cannot reconcile; it may only preserve the way

to the tree of life until it finds a sheath in the bosom of His

Son.

But that way is open now. It leads, not merely, as in the

new earth, to a paradise as Eden was, with God Himself

as man's Companion, but into the heights where the As

cended God was first offended and where the light of His

loving favor shines as the sun in his shadowless strength.

By all means let us exult in our justification by the death

of Christ and the security sealed by His blood. But this is

only the means to a glorious end. If we stop here we fail to

reach God's purpose in it all.
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THE DEATH OF THE SON OF GOD

We were conciliated to God by the death of His Son.

This speaks, not of our weakness or our sins or anything

of ourselves. It tells us of God's side of that wondrous

transaction on Calvary.

Men hated Him, they hated Him, with all their hearts

they hated Him. And that which maddened them the most

was that "He made Himself the Son of God."

Surely now is man's iniquity full blown and now shall

Vengeance bathe its sword in blood. Deep darkness comes,

but darkness turns to light again, and all seems as before.

What has God done? Can He pass by an outrage such as

this, and done upon His Son? The light of Nature, with

sealed lips, is dumb; but from the lips of Him Who is the

Light, we learn that, with the darkness, judgment, too, has

passed away.

"Eloi, eloi, lama, sabachthani!" "My God, My God, why

didst Thou forsake Me?"

Here would we take our shoes from off our feet and with

bowed heads repeat His words until our dull hearts are filled

to fullness with His praise. Why did God forsake Him

and leave His enemies unharmed? Why did darkness cover

Him and light return to them? Why should His sword

awake against His Holy One and never touch the murder

ous crew? And why should the arrows of His quiver reach

His heart and none be left for those who nailed Him there?

And more than all, why should He send His murderers a

message of forgiveness and an embassy of Peace? And

why should He be conciliated to those whose rich deserts

were wrath?

Such love as this is far too bright for mortal gaze. But,

though the sun's beams are blinding1 bright so that we can

not gaze upon its glory, we may enjoy its light and life, and

bask in its blessings manifold.

We know that, not only did God forbear dealing with

man's offenses then, but, most blessed to relate, He, by

that death, has conciliated mankind to Himself.
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THE LIFE OF THE SON OF GOD

All the virtue of Messiah's death abides in the blood.

Not so with the Son of God. He is a Spirit, and we may

not speak of blood in relation to the spiritual separation

from God which constituted His death. Nor nails, nor

spears could touch the life of the Son of God. He laid it

down of His own volition and of His own volition He has

taken it again. This was what His Father had charged

Him to do. And so, in place of the blood to plead its value,

He Himself, alive forevermore, beyond Death's reach, is

the assurance of the love-life to which it is the introduction.

He is the living love link which binds us with bonds un

breakable to the Father's heart.

Such was the affection shown us when we were still

enemies. But now that His love has subdued our stubborn

hearts, we may enter into settled and everlasting peace.

How little need we fear for future weal! If such rich favor

is dealt out to enemies, what shall be the portion of His

friends!

What though the death of the Son of God, as a token of

God's affection, has no blood to prove its everlasting value,

have we not Himself on our behalf, beyond the reach of

death, alive forevermore? What greater pledge than this

of safety and preservation?

Suppose the confederate powers of darkness, the realms

of Satan and the lesser dignitaries of His heavenly hosts,

suppose the armaments of the Occident and the Orient, sup

pose that the very demons, too, were arrayed against the

feeblest child that nestles in His bosom? Could they touch

a single hair of His beloved's head?
O that we may grasp these precious, these glorious dis

tinctions. We will not exult a whit less in the death of

Christ for sinners, gracing them with strength and right

eousness when we discover that the death of God's Son in

troduces us to the nearer and dearer sphere of God's affec

tions, for He dies for God's enemies and reconciles them
to His God and Father. Do we rob Christ's blood of aught

of its abiding value when we point beyond it to the Living

Son at God's right hand? The blood spells safety; but the

life illumines love. There has not been enough stress laid
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upon Christ's death—but alas! the life of the Son has al

most been forgotten and with it the truth of which it speaks.

Let us preach Christ for sinners, but let us not forget to

implore God's enemies in view of the death of His Son!

Let us set forth God's righteousness which is secured by

Christ's death, but let us not ignore the conciliation which

flows from the death of His Beloved.

Let us point to the blood and banish every fear! But

let us also disclose the living, loving Son, whose life is

pledged to all who know the peace His death provides.

Christ for sinners; God's Son for enemies! Christ for

righteousness; God's Son for reconciliation! The blood

of Christ for safety; the life of God's Son for love!

There is a remarkable parallel between the relation which

the Kingdom of the Son sustains to the Kingdom of Christ

and the truth here set forth. The throne of the Son is

els tov alwva rov aluvos (the singular twice) for the eon

of the eon. That is, it not only follows the reign of Christ

in point of time, but flows from it as a moral consequence.

The Kingdom of Christ will bring in righteousness for a

thousand years, but the throne of the Son will assure recon

ciliation of a thousand generations.

THE RECONCILIATION

Let us charge our hearts again and say: "There is peace.

God Himself has made peace. He did it through the death

of His Son. Before that death God put barriers between

Himself and mankind. Yes, He shut the nations from Hi's
presence altogether. But now every barrier has been re

moved. Conciliation has been made. And we have re

ceived it."

We can easily exult at the bright prospect before us.

Grace can constrain us to exult in the tribulations of the

present hour. But let us get beyond both pain and expecta

tion and find in God, the Reconciler, our highest exulta

tion. His was the heart that purposed all; His the love

that labored. Through His Beloved Son we have learned

to know Him.
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GOD OUR BOAST

What a God is our God! He has marvelously magnified

Himself. His ways are not our ways, nor His thoughts our

thoughts. He is established forever, and we may be estab

lished by an apprehension of His favor.

Our appeal is to those who have been justified. Multi

tudes have known their sins put away; some have the enjoy

ment of forensic righteousness. But how few have accepted

the conciliation! How few are certain of God's attitude

towards them! If they sin, they fancy He wears a frown;

if they are cold, He seems indifferent. Their thoughts are

centered in themselves and they judge Him by their own

feelings.

They are not established.

To find aught in themselves on which to rest were to de

feat the one great purpose of the fall and the redemption of

which the fall was but a necessary incident.

In God, and in God alone, can mortal man find rest,

and satisfaction and delight. The grace by which they

may be established is the Reconciliation which He has

wrought.

The widespread hunger after a better and more constant

experience has given rise to a variety of systems of belief,

all purporting to be founded on the Bible. And so they

are. Some have seized upon those Scriptures which describe

Israel's condition in the regeneration when they actually

will not sin, and "appropriated" these to themselves. And

with commendable enthusiasm they refuse to acknowledge

the undoubted facts of their experience, but pit against

them a so-called "faith." But they do not rightly divide the

word of truth, turning, as they do, God's words to Israel

to themselves, and coloring other passages with this error.

Then comes the inevitable introspection. They watch

their own actions and the motions of their own hearts. The

discovery is made that all is not as perfect as it might be.

Then comes the toning down of God's thoughts as to sin.

The result is the lowering of God's holiness, and the exalta

tion of a supposed human sinlessness, leading to a boast in

themselves, but not in God.
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Had we nothing better to offer, it were cruel to speak

thus. But we have. It is not merely "in the Bible," but it

is God's word suited to the purpose in hand and intended

by Him to establish those who have been justified, by faith,

in this present economy.

It is quite possible, nay it seems well nigh universal now

adays to have a sense of "salvation" and miss the enjoyment

of justification, and it is quite possible that justification by

faith is held, and the conciliation is not received. Sins are

indeed put away and destiny settled by faith in the blood,

but there is a great dearth of that settled place which can

only come by getting a grasp of God's present attitude of

grace.

Immediately following the conclusion of the argument on

faith-righteousness in the first four chapters of the Roman

letter comes the exhortation to those who have been justifed,

"Let us be at peace toward God." So, too, immediately

after a sinner is justified it behooves him to consider and

accept the Conciliation.

The Reformation restored, in measure, the truth of justi

fication by faith. So powerfully did this mighty doctrine

take hold of Luther, that he repudiated whatever seemed to

contradict it, even in the Scriptures. He did not "divide"

the Word of truth. But so clear was his grasp of this truth

that he had to acknowledge James' conflict with it. Being

unable to account for this, he fain would have set James'

epistle aside, calling it, in his German way, "an epistle of

straw."

But James' epistle, like all of the Divine records, is

perfect in its place. A Canadian dime circlates freely in

Canada; in the United States its very likeness to the ten-

cent piece demands that it be sent to its proper place, where

it can pass for its face value. Let us not undervalue these

Divine records, but let us not seek to pass them in a foreign

sphere.

James' epistle, out of its place, can only confuse and do

harm. It was never intended for the Nations, but for the

twelve tribes of Iserael in their national physical standing,

with special reference to the opening of Jehovah's day.

At the Reformation, only the first four chapters of
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Romans were recovered. Next in order was the Concilia

tion in the fifth chapter, through which alone we can in

telligently enter the sixth, the seventh and the eight chap

ters, with their marvelous unfoldings.

Justification has to do with sin, wrongdoing or mistakes.

Its happiest scenes are laid in the court room where the

great Justifier (as we may call the Judge Who always gives

a favorable decision) acquits us of our sins.

The Reconciliation reaches far deeper. Love, not justice,

is its theme. This could not be entertained until the ques

tion o£ righteousness had been set at rest.

As we have seen, Adam's act was not only wrong and an

express breach of God's command. It was an offense. It

reflected upon God's care and affection for His creatures.

It as much as said that He was withholding some good

things, lest they become His rivals.

. Nor has man's heart been softened by his exile from the

garden. Even religion, though of God's devising, but

kindles this enmity into a fiercer flame. Which of the

prophets were not maltreated even by the people He called

His own? The touch-stone is His Son. His neighbors in

Nazareth would have hurled Him over the brow of the hill

on which their city was built. The rulers oft would have

killed Him had they dared. And, though they could not

take His life, He laid it down Himself when God, His

Father, bad Him do it.

Men are not the enemies of religion. They would sacri

fice everything to the God of this eon, but they are the

enemies of the God and Father of our Lord, Jesus Christ.

For such is was He gave His Son. Mark well the ap

pellation. Not Christ, but His Son. Christ can cope with

sin, He will tread God's enemies beneath His feet in the day

of His indignation. But in this deep realm of the affections,

God must needs part with His Beloved, even for His bit

terest enemies.

This is the rock on which Conciliation rests.
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THE RECONCILIATION

My life is in Thy favor.

My joy is in Thy smile.

To Thee of Christ I savor,

Though in myself so vile.

I'm free from Sin's dominion.

No laws can me enthrall.

Thy Spirit's law, life-giving

Has freed me from them all.

0 God, His God and Father,

My God and Father, Thou

1 boast in Thee and bless Thee

As now my heart I bow.

Thy Son, by human hatred

Was crucified, reviled,

And Thou didst turn against Him!

Yet thus we're reconciled!

With blessings we would bless Thee!

With praises we would praise.

For Him Who died and liveth

For us, to endless days.



"HELL'

The word "hell" is defined as "the abode of evil spirits;

the infernal regions, especially as a place of eternal pun

ishment for lost spirits; the state of eternal punishment."*

Whatever may have been its meaning in the old Saxon it

is now almost universally applied to the state and place

of endless punishment—the final state of wicked men. The

mere mention of it quickens in the mind an image of some

vast fiery furnace, in which myriads of wicked men are

tasked, and tantalized, and tormented in the burning

agonies of a flame that will never be extinguished; or a

vast cesspool of immoral and degraded beings, continually

existing in opposition to God, eternally sinful, vile, and

morally hideous. In a word, the orthodox dogma is that

at death, or after the resurrection, the wicked will be con

signed to a place of torment, torment physical and meta

physical, to be ceaselessly consumed by pangs compared

with which the horrors of a furnace would be a paradise.

Now there is no Hebrew or Greek word which at all

answers to this theological conception. In our current

versions the word "hell" is used to render three Greek

words, Tartarus, Hades, Gehenna; and since it is axio

matic that the meaning of words is established by their

usage, we will examine the occurrences of each word in

turn.

1. Tartarus occurs but once in the whole New Testa

ment (2 Pet. 2:4). Let us note the setting of this singular

passage. In the three preceding verses the apostle predicts

the doom of the false teachers that shall rise among the

people. To prove the point that their "sentence from of

old lingereth not", Peter instances the overthrow of Sodom

and Gomorrah, and the sweeping away of Noah's contem

poraries in the deluge. From these examples is inferred

•Standard Dictionary.
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that "the Lord knoweth how to deliver the godly out of

temptation, and to keep the unrighteous unto the day of

judgment to be punished". The actual thought is not the

final state of wicked men, but their being reserved for pun

ishment unto the day of judgment. The judgment of Sodom

and Gomorrah and the destruction of the antedeluvian world

are preceded by a reference to the angels that sinned. The

verse is as follows: "For if God spared not angels when

they sinned, but cast them down to Tartarus, and committed

them to pits of darkness to be reserved unto judgment".

It is useless to explain the term Tartarus by the aid of

Greek mythology, as is customary with expositors, for the

conceptions of the Greeks carry no authority in points of

Christian doctrine. All that can be known of Tartarus can

only be gathered from the passage itself. The phrase "pits

of darkness" suggests a vast prison subdivided into dark

compartments, or pits where the offending angels are held

as prisoners until the day of judgment.

The following points are certain: (1) Tartarus is a

place of confinement for angels alone; (2) it does not

refer to the -final estate of fallen angels, but to a state in

which they are held until the day of judgment; (3) there is

not the faintest intimation of any torment. Hence, Tar

tarus by no means answers to our "hell", and whatever

excuse may be pleaded for the translators of the Authorized

Version, there is not the slightest justification to retain

a word which conveys erroneous ideas and calls up in the

mind the most terrible conceptions.

2. The word Hades occurs ten times in the New Testa

ment, and in every instance our version renders it by "hell".

The biblical use of the word Hades proves that its mean

ing is in harmony with its etymology. It means the unseen,

from a not, and i&jw to see. When the thread of life is

snapped at death, men depart from among the living.

Whither have they gone? Into a region unseen to us. At

death all men, saints and sinners alike, pass into Hades

where they remain until the resurrection. An examination of

the passages proves that Hades is never used of the final

state of men, but of the state between death and resurrec

tion.
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In Matthew 11:23 and Luke 16:18 our Lord said: "And

thou Capernaum, shalt thou be exalted unto heaven? Thou

shalt go down to Hades." He meant that that great and

busy city would, in the not distant future, disappear from

the stage of history, leaving behind ho trace of its former

greatness.

In the next instance (Matt. 16:18), in answer to Peter's

confession, our Lord said: "Thou art Peter, and upon this

rock I will build my church; and the gates of Hades shall

not prevail against it." The powers of Hades here referred

to are the principalities and powers frequently mentioned in

the New Testament, and with which, according to Paul, we

wage our warfare (Eph. 6:12). They are real powers,

as real as any now existing on earth; but because invisible

to us they are called "powers of Hades", unseen or in

visible powers. The thought here is warfare between

Christ's disciples and the powers of the unseen world. The

spiritual hosts of wickedness in the high places would be

unable to overthrow this congregation, which, like Peter,

is the recipient of the Father's revelation of the Son.

The story of the rich man and Lazarus presents many

exegetical difficulties. I have read a good deal on that

Scripture by writers of every shade of thought, but, thus

far, have not found any cogent interpretations. I am wait

ing for light. But while unable to interpret this Scripture

myself, I can clearly see the glaring contradictions of cur

rent interpretations. Augustine and other teachers of the

early church, take the dispensational view, the Rich Man is

the Jew; the poor beggar at his gate is the Gentile. But

does this view harmonize with the facts? Abraham said

to the Rich Man "Between us and you there is a great grief

fixed". This was unquestionably true once of the respective

position of Jew and Gentile. But the Ephesian letter

teaches that Christ has broken down the middle wall of

partition, and has reconciled Jews and Gentiles in one body

unto God through the cross. The impassable gulf which

formerly intervened between Israel and the other nations

has been bridged by the cross. The distinctive truth of the

present dispensation is that Israel has no pre-eminence over

the other nations; but Jew and Gentile share equally the
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celestial honors belonging to the body of Christ. It is for

this reason that the Augustinian view falls wholly beside

the mark.

The more general interpretation is involved in more

flagrant contradictions. The Rich Man and Lazarus is the

keystone passage on endless suffering with orthodox

writers. The "great gulf fixed" is supposed to teach that

the punishment o£ the wicked is both unending and irre

vocable. A few considerations show convincingly that this

treatment is as fallacious as it is unwarranted. .Peter af

firms that in saying "Thou wilt not leave my soul in Hades,"

David spake of the resurrection of Christ that "He was not

left in Hades". Thus we learn that resurrection is the

exit from Hades, as death is the entrance to it. And Rev.

20:13, 14 reveals the added fact that Hades must give up

its dead ere the judgment of the Great White Throne takes

place. Consequently the righteous dead of Israel will be

liberated from Hades by the first resurrection at the return

of Christ, and the wicked dead are released from it a thou

sand years later to appear at the judgment. Our Lord is

speaking only of the state which follows after death.

Neither Lazarus nor Dives has reached his last state, his

final condition, or can reach it until the dawn of the resur

rection day.

Nor will a true exegesis fail to take into account the

moral effects of the "torment" on Dive's character. For

obviously the beautiful flower of repentance has begun to

unfold itself, and has even now attained a remarkable

degree of development. He whose thoughts had been ex

clusively preoccupied with gorgeous apparel and sumptuous

fare now evinces solicitude that his five brethren should be

diverted from pursuing the path of luxury and idleness,

which he had followed himself, and should be renewed in

the spirit of their mind. Surely, a torment producing such

salutary effects cannot be enduring.

Acts 2:27, 31 has already been referred to. It was fore

seeing the resurrection of Christ that the Psalmsit wrote

"Thou wilt not leave my soul in Hades". That the word

"hell" is grotesquely inaccurate is evident. Just men do

not go to "hell", but at death they enter Hades; and while
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God suffers just men to remain there, Christ was not suf

fered to remain there. His soul was not left in Hades, as

ours are, any more than His flesh saw corruption, as ours

does.

There are four places in the Apocalypse where the word

Hades occurs. They are as follows: Rev. 1:18, "I have the

keys of death and Hades"; Rev. 6:8, "His name was Death,

and Hades followed him"; Rev. 20:18, "Death and Hades

delivered up the dead that were in them"; and Rev. 20:14,

"Death and Hades were cast into the lake of fire." In none

of these is there the remotest reference to torture or the

final state. Indeed one is puzzled to know what those who

hold the "orthodox" view can make of the last of these texts,

if they retain the word "hell"; for surely the lake of fire

comes nearest to the idea of hell; and if Hades also be

hell, their hell is to be cast into hell!

I have now cited every passage in which the word Hades

occurs; and it is clear that in none of these cases does it

answer to the theological conception of "hell". For whereas

our word "hell" is now applied to the place and state of

endless torture, there is not a single instance in which the

word "Hades" is used in that sense. It simply denotes

that unseen region in which the good and the bad alike

await the resurrection morning.

3. It remains to examine the word Gehenna, which both

our versions render by "hell".

As I have already stated, it is useless to go outside the

Bible in search for light on Scripture terms. The meaning

of Gehenna must be established from facts furnished by

the Bible itself. Gehenna is the Greek form of the Hebrew

Ge Hinnom, or "Valley of Hinnom". This valley, situated

to the southwest of Jerusalem (Josh. 15:8; 18:16; Neh.

11:30), in the days of the Kings became a center of idola

trous worship, where altars were erected to various deities,

and children were burned on the horrid fires of Molech

(2 Chr. 28:3; 88:6). The Lord foretold by Jeremiah that

for these crimes the valley of Hinnom would be called the

Valley of Slaughter, because in days to come the carcases

of the idolatrous Jews will there lie exposed to the wild

beasts and birds of prey (Jer. 7:31-33). This threat was
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carried into effect by King Josiah, who "defiled" the Valley

of Hinnom and made it forever unclean (2 Kings 23:10).

To the readers of the Old Testament Gehenna can only

mean a verdict which, besides condemning a man to death,

also ordains that, after death, his body should be cast into

the loathsome Valley of Hinnom. This being the sense of

Gehenna in the Old Testament Scriptures, we may be sure

that this is the sense in which Christ used it.

Before examining the occurrences of Gehenna in the New

Testament, we must bear in mind that, in the era of Israel's

restoration, there will exist in the contiguity of Jerusalem a

place similar to the Valley of Hinnom. In the last chapter

of Isaiah we read that the bodies of those criminals who

at the time of the Lord's return are to be slain with fire

and sword will be thrown into a cesspool adjoining the

city. There their carcases will remain unburied: worms

will prey on their corrupting flesh; and fires will always be

at work to purify the air from pestilential infection. The

representatives of the nations, who will come to Jerusalem

at stated seasons of worship, will go forth and look on the

carcases of the men that have transgressed against Jehovah

(Is. 66:24).

The first three occurrences of Gehenna are in the Sermon

on the Mount. Now, whatever principles of perpetual ap

plication may be found in it, it is evident that the Sermon

as a whole embodies the code of laws which will be in force

when the Kingdom is set up. The best proof of this is the

fact that those who take it as a standard for believers now,

do not practice its precepts; not because of insincerity,

surely, but because they are impracticable at present. The

Millennial Kingdom, as the last eight chapters of Ezekiel

testify, will be a reign of law. The Sermon on the Mount

is but an explanation and amplification of the law. The

word Gehenna is used by Christ in vv. 22, 29, SO, in com

menting on the laws relating to murder and adultery. The

old law is expanded so as to condemn the angry passions and

unchaste thoughts in which murder and adultery take their

rise. The disciples are warned to nip those passions in

the bud, otherwise they run the danger of committing the

acts which the kingdom code punishes with Gehenna. Matt.
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18:9 and Mark 9'AS, 4*5, 47, contain teaching to the same

effect.

Matthew 10:28, which is repeated in Luke 12:5, repre

sents our Lord as saying, "Fear him which is able to destroy

both life and body in Gehenna". The context shows that

these words were spoken to the multitudes and the disciples

in warning them to beware of the leaven of the Pharisees,

which is hypocrisy. Later on, in Matt. 23:15, a woe is

pronounced against the Scribes and Pharisees because they

compassed sea and land to make one proselyte, whom they

made "twofold more a son of Gehenna than themselves".

"A son of Gehenna" means what "son of Belial" means in

the Old Testament, namely, a worthless person, a wicked

and abandoned man, "a child of the devil". Our Lord

meant that the Pharisees corrupted the proselytes they were

so zealous to make; corrupted them by making them hypo

crites like themselves. Hence in v. 83 of the same chapter

He demands of them, "How shall ye escape the judgment

of Gehenna?" Taking all these passages together, we see

that hypocrites and rebels will, at the return of the Messiah,

be executed and their bodies cast into the Gehenna, the

unclean valley outside Jerusalem.

The last passage is James 3:8, "The tongue . . .

setteth on fire the wheel of nature, and is set on fire by

Gehenna". There the language is figurative, and the mean

ing is that the invective of an unruly tongue is like the

noxious flames which will burn night and day in the loath

some valley outside the walls of Jerusalem.

Every passage in which the word Gehenna occurs is now

before us. We have found that it means the verdict of death

pronounced against idolaters, apostates, and traitors and

the casting of their bodies into the unclean valley, to be

come the prey of the worm or of the fire. Therefore, the

word "hell", in the sense in which it is now used, is a mon

strous perversion of the idea conveyed by the original term.

We have seen that neither the Lord Jesus Christ nor the

inspired writers of the New Testament had any word bear

ing the faintest resemblance to the theological sense of

"hell". The words employed are Tartarus, which is a sub

terranean prison where the angels that sinned are confined
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until the day of judgment; Hades, which stands for the

region which all men enter at death and leave at resurrec

tion; and Gehenna, which stands for the penalty of death

with denial of burial, which will be inflicted on the King's

enemies at the return of Christ.

We are bound, therefore, to expunge the word "hell"

from the pages of the New Testament. It should never

have been allowed to defile them. There is not the least

excuse for retaining it once we have learned that the Greek

words it is employed to represent never mean more than

imprisonment, a temporary state which reaches at the farth

est only to the day of judgment, or a death sentence fol

lowed by the casting of the body to the place where the

city offal is thrown. The barbarous and heathen dogma of

endless torment is refuted by the very passages on which

orthodoxy depends for its support. V. G.
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"Slow of heart to be believing all which the

prophets speak." (Lu. 04:25.)

One rebuke fell from the loving lips of our gracious

Lord when He rose from among the dead and communed

with the two disciples on the way to Emmaus. How He

longed for their recognition and response! He had drunk

the bitter cup to the very dregs for them, and yet they

refuse to quaff the cup of love which He holds to their

very lips! And why? Do they not believe the Scriptures?

Ah, yes, they do, and not alone their lips, but their hearts

are occupied with the Word of God.

What then is it that deters them? THEY DO NOT

BELIEVE ALL.

Right well did they know that Jehovah would redeem

Israel. And full sure had they been that Jesus was the

Messiah. But the visions of glory had dazed their eyes

so that they could not see the sombre side of the Mes

siah's work.

We would seek to press this lesson on the hearts of our

readers. Let us belieje aU that God has written. How

many there are of His people who believe the Scriptures

and yet let one truth eclipse another equally true.

These reflections have been forced upon us lately by the

opposition which has been accorded the universal reconcili

ation on the part of some dear brethren. They insist upon

the truth that death, in the Scriptures, means death, and

that such words as "perish," "destroy," "consume/* etc.,

when examined in the light of their contexts, clearly mean

what they say. When the time comes we hope to add to

the evidence that when God uses these terms He, as usual,

means just what He says. But this does not in the least

conflict with the universal reconciliation.

Furthermore, those who hold to this truth are very care

ful to avoid the use of the term "annihilation." For, if any
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of these words mean absolute extinction of being then the

truth that " all shall be made alive" is also annihilated, and

the great white throne judgment is impracticable and resur

rection impossible. The Son of Man came to seek and to

save "that which has perished." (Luke 19:10.) In the

disruption the earth "perished" (2 Pet. 8:6). Christ Him

self "perished" for the people (John 18:14 "die"). It is

clear that in none of these cases is there any thought of

annihilation. The same will be found the case with the

very strongest terms in the Hebrew. There may be the

extermination of the nations in Canaan, but this must not

interfere with God's great oath,

"As I live, saith the Lord,

To Me every knee shall bow,

And every tongue shall confess to God." (Rom. 14:11)

They are exterminated, but not annihilated. They will

be raised to stand before God.

If, then, they are not annihilated, they may be brought

back to life again. And this is just what other Scriptures

teach.

1 Cor. 15 teaches plainly that, at the consummation, after

the wages of sin have been paid, then God will raise ALL. _

The fifth chapter of Romans teaches that ALL will be

justified.

The first chapter of Colossians teaches that ALL will be
reconciled.

Why should we reject these Scriptures? There is no

conflict between these and the other Scriptures. There is

is no need of reconciling them to one another. They are

in perfect harmony.

While, then, we have pleasure and fellowship with our
brethren in the Scriptures which they present we beg them
not to pit them against the other Scriptures, but to acknowl

edge both and thus to receive and believe and appreciate
ALL which God has graciously given. Let us not be
slow of heart to believe ALL.

"Slow of heart/' It is with the heart that man believes
and it is an overflowing heart that urges us to herald forth

this, the grandest truth, the most glorious goal of all God's
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revelation. What though we forfeit funds and fame and

frierifls ? What though we are stigmatized by good men and

zealous, who think they are doing God service by opposing

what their hearts have never entertained? Most gladly do

we suffer in these things and exult in the privilege.

Those who suppose that God teaches eternal torment in

His Word, should bow in obedience to His wisdom and will.

But it is impossible that it should engage their hearts or

win their affectionate applause. To glory in it is to gloat

over those who are no less unworthy than themselves. There

is a strong tendency, on the part of those who have a mature

experience in God's service to "leave the future to God/'

which is only another way of expressing their conviction

that there is something in the doctrine which is incompatible

with the God Whom they have learned to know. This is

the case with many who hold the doctrine of eternal torment

we are sure. It is voiced for us in a letter just received.

The writer anticipates that our effort in unfolding this truth

will bring "* * * riches above earthly computation.

Already such riches have come to me. I wish the light of

the fuller truth had come into my life earlier. I used to

criticise our heavenly Father, but now He has become my

Ideal, through a better knowledge of Him."

Many are like this case. Though they may not openly

criticise God's supposed treatment of the unbeliever, yet

they find it difficult to acquiesce and impossible to commend

it. They shrink from the subject and leave it to God to do

what He deems just.

No other solution of the grand problem of human exist

ence satisfies or gives a permanent resting place for the

heart. Heart rest, heart ease cannot be found in the dogma

of eternal torment even if it is confidently believed to be the

word of God. The heart shudders even if it bows to this

unspeakable mandate. The comfort derived by others from

the fact that the punishment of sin is not torment, but death,

does not satisfy the heart. For though it avoids the un

utterable agonies of eternal torment and relieves God of the

charge of vindictiveness, it fails to arouse any response but

a sigh of relief. Eternal Sin may be thus dethroned, but it

gives place to eternal Death.
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Nor would universal restoration or "restitution" fill our

hearts. To restore the universe to its former state of sin-

lessness and perfection would still leave unanswered the

greatest of all questions—the question of sin. If sin is to

effect nothing but the corruption and misery and death

which we all must share, why did God allow its entrance?

What master would put such a burden upon his slave with

out cause? What father would bring such sufferings upon

his offspring without reason? And if the work of Christ

leads only to restoration, then Sin's pains and penalties are

valueless and vain.

But those of us who have tasted of the grace of God have

already begun to learn the universal lesson. We first know

Him as our Saviour, delivering us from sin's penalty; as

our Lord, from its practices; as Christ, from all its disabili

ties; and as the Son of God, from the estrangement which

sin has brought about. We are saved, we are justified, we

are reconciled. But not one of these blessings could have

been ours except we were sinners- Not one of these glories

could be His apart from our failure! We know in our

hearts and are glad, not that we were sinners, but that

being such we are able to appreciate Him and enjoy Him

and adore Him as otherwise we could not do.

This, the function of sin in our individual experience, is

its universal function. We do not need to keep on sinning

in order to enjoy His grace. Indeed, that would be sub

versive of the very object for which sin has been allowed.

Just so in the experience of the universe. When all have

been enclosed in Sin's meshes, and all have been delivered,

then Sin itself is banished with all its bitterness and woe.

But this is far from all, for because of sin God garners

untold glory and His creatures untold grace. He becomes

the Saviour of all mankind, the universal Father. Redemp

tion has restored His creatures to Him and in restoring has

placed them beyond Sin's power. But reconciliation arouses

in each heart such an instinctive response and affectionate

gratitude, such a cordial appreciation of His love as will

transform this rebellious universe into the home of blessed

ness and beatific bliss.

If we will but let this vision sink into our souls it will
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transform our lives, it will strengthen our hearts, it will

kindle our affections. For such a God is worthy of our wor

ship and deserves our highest service.

Our message is to the heart. Not that we found ought

upon human feelings, but we exult that the grand truth of

universal reconciliation, unlike the oppressive dogmas of

theology, liberates our hearts and captivates them with the

vision of a victorious God Whose very name is Love.

A. E. K.

A Correction—On page 59 of the December number,

in the analysis, No. 7, The Consummation, it was stated

that a docetic, or glorified body is as UNnecessary a con

sequence of Christ's relation to mankind as our investiture

with a psychic body is a consequence of Adam's relation to

the race. We hardly need to say that it should read

"necessary," instead of unnecessary.

Volumes I. and III. are out of print. As there is a con

stant call for these, we would be glad to know the address

of anyone who would be willing to part with their back

volumes for either cash or a year's subscription. We hope

thus to be able to put those who are through with their

back numbers in touch with those who have been disap

pointed in not being able to obtain them.

"His Glories" and "The Son op Man/' the last two

articles in the present issue are republished in one pamph

let. We expect (D. V.) to have a series of pamphlets

dealing with His glories, in which His Christhood and

Lordship and His personal Name, as well as His Sonship

in relation to Abraham and David and to God will be

set forth. What ought to be nearer our hearts than these

glories?

Those wishing prompt attention on merely business mat

ters should address their mail impersonally to "Unsearch

able Riches, 2823 E. Sixth Street, Los Angeles, Cal."

Personal letters to the editors may be enclosed, if desired.

If addressed to the Editors personally there may be an

unavoidable delay.



THE CONCILIATION OF MANKIND

Emphasized Version ofRomans 6:1241 Framework

Therefore, just as sin enters into the world One man sins
through one man, and death through sin,
and thus death passes through into all mankind,
ra which a 11 «n—-for pin was in the world up to

law, yet sin is not being taken into account The law
while there is no law; nevertheless Death reigns Death's reign

from Adam along to Moses, over those, too, who
do not sin in the likeness of Adam's transgres- j Adam's transgres

sion, which is a type of that which is impending. ; sion: its antitype
But the offense is not to be compared to the j

grace. For if many die of the offense of one, i Oneman'soffense
much rather the grace of God and'the gift by j! Death
grace, which is of the one Man, Jesus Christ, is jj
lavished upon many. And the grant is not j One sin
through sinning once (for the judgment, •;•
indeed, was out of one unto condemnation) ij; One sin
but the grace is out of many offenses unto just- j:j
ification. For if of the offense of the one, \\
Death reigns through the one, much rather jj Oneman'soffense
shall those receiving the superabundance of grace ;! Death

and the gift of righteousness reign in life j;
through the One, Jesus Christ.—

Accordingly, then, as it is through one offense j The one offense:
for all mankind for condemnation, thus i its counterpart
also it is through one just act for all mankind
for life's justification. For just as many One man disobeys

are constituted sinners through the disobedience
of one man, thus also many shall be constituted
just through the obedience of One, Yet law The law
slips in alongside in order that the offense may N
become excessive. Yet where sin becomes Death's reign
ex cessiye, grace super abounds, in order that,

just as Sin reigns by Death, thus also Grace may
reign through righteousness for eonian life,

through Jesus Christ our Lord.



THE MYSTERY OF THE GOSPEL

THE CONCILIATION OF MANKIND

God only wise—such is the ascription that ascends from

the heart of the apostle in his postscript to the epistle to

the Romans. His fervent desire that they should be estab

lished is transformed into praise for Him who alone has

the power to do so. "Now to Him who is able to make

you steadfast, in accord with my joyful message and the

proclamation of Jesus Christ, in accord with the revelation

of a secret of which eonian times have hushed, yet now is

made apparent through prophetic writings, in accord with

an injunction of the eonian God, being made known unto

all the nations for faith's obedience—to God only wise,

through Jesus Christ—to Him be glory for the eons!

Amen!" (Rom. 16:25-27.)

To this same God, who has the monopoly of all wisdom

and who alone has the ability to ground His holy ones in

the truth, we appeal. We also desire with the apostle that

His saints may be established, grounded, settled; unshak

able amidst the storm which these last evil days are sure

to brew.

But how is it to be done? Innumerable remedies have

already been proposed, and we dare not add another to the

list.

So we fall back upon God's word. There is light and

power and blessing, and there alone. And so we proceed

with limitless confidence in the means of God Himself

has proposed to effect His purpose.

THE GOSPEL OF OOD.

"My glad tidings," and "the proclamation of Jesus

Christ, in accord with the revelation of the secret"—are the
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two distinct and separate smpports which can uphold the

believer in all circumstances and at all times.

The latter only is the subject of our meditation at this

time. The former, which the apostle calls "my" glad tid

ings, in contrast to the ministry of the other apostles, was

no secret. This is clearly shown in the opening of this

same letter. "Paul, Jesus Christ's slave, called, commis

sioned, set apart, for God's joyful message (which He

promises before through His prophets in holy writings)

concerning His Son, Jesus Christ our Lord."

Paul was not sent out in fellowship with the rest of

the apostles. In the historical record in the Book of Acts

we read that the holy spirit separated him for the work in

hand. Here once more, in writing to the Romans, he re

minds them of this. His letter to the Galatians is vehement

on this point.

Both he and the other apostles preached the kingdom of

God, as recorded in the book of Acts, which chronicles the

affairs of this kingdom, and nothing else. But the twelve

preached from the standpoint from which John the Baptist

and our Master had proclaimed it, and confined themselves

to Jews and proselytes. As it became increasingly mani

fest, in view of Stephen's martyrdom and the persecution

of the saints, that Israel was rejecting Jehovah's message,

God takes up another manner of procedure, though still

concerned with the kingdom.

Entrance into the kingdom was conditioned upon repent

ance and baptism. Thus only could they hope to escape the

fiery judgments which are to clear the scene in the day

of the Lord.

The unrepentant have wrath for their deserts.

The most zealous and fierce of the persecutors of God's

people was Saul of Tarsus. Though the very first in the

rank of sinners, he is shown divine favor beyond the wild

est dreams of the faithful. His conversion is a pattern,

not of those before him, but of those who should come after.

It introduces a new principle in God's dealings. Jehovah

had shown mercy, and compassion and even grace. But

such grace as this deserves a distinct and unique place.

It is the foundation of the Gospel of God.
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This Gospel must be kept distinct from the preaching of

the kingdom by the twelve. No repentance or law-keeping

or ceremonials are attached to it. Being concerned with

grace it could not be withheld from the other nations.

The twelve did not proclaim Messiah as the Son of God,

but were confined to Him as the Son of David. They knew

Him as Jehovah, the God of Israel. John's epistles and

gospel were not written till long afterwards.

But to preach Him as the Son of God meant to change

both the character of the message and its extent. God is

God of all nations and cannot be confined to Israel's narrow

pale. His Son's kingdom is a spiritual dominion stretching

far beyond the bounds of the land as given to David's

Son. So the Gospel of God goes out to all nations, with

Israel at their head.

The doctrine connected with this ministry is fully set

forth in the first four chapters of this letter to the Romans.

Abraham is the great figure brought forward for con

sideration. Acquittal from guilt, by faith, through grace,

apart from law or works of any kind, sealed by Messiah's

resurrection—this is the burden of this ministry.

It is the spiritual counterpart of the ministry which will

be extended to the Nations in the day of Jehovah, as wit

nessed by John's gospel and epistles.

It is, moreover, still connected with God's earthly king

dom, and in it the Jew is first and the Nations occupy a

secondary place.

During the apostle's personal preaching of this good

news, the kingdom was still being proclaimed to Israel by

the other apostles.

But Israel became "a very froward generation, sons in

whom there is no faith." The cross had revealed the aliena

tion of their hearts. But God lingered over them still.

The sin against the Son of Man is forgiven. The king

dom is once more proclaimed by Peter and the apostles.

"Repent ye therefore," said he, "and turn, that your sins

may be blotted out, so that the times of refreshing may

come from the presence of the Lord, and He may send the

Messiah Who was appointed for you before, Whom the

heavens must indeed receive until the times of restoration
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of all things which God has spoken by the mouth of all

His holy prophets of old."
The preaching was confirmed by miracles and wonders

done by the power of the holy Spirit. But the represen

tatives of the nation, in council assembled, both once and
again opposed the testimony of the Spirit. This could not

be forgiven. Still, in long-suffering, He lingers until, not

only Jerusalem, but Samaria and the uttermost parts of the
earth have heard the gospel of the Kingdom.

But the dispersed among the Nations will not be judged
for the sins of those in the land. Paul himself, in his

journeys amongst the Nations, always preached to the Jews

first. This course nearly cost him his life on several

occasions. Now that he has fully preached the Gospel of

Christ, from Jerusalem even as far as Illyricum, one thing

is evident. The Jews among the Nations are no more willing

to receive Messiah than their rulers in Jerusalem. Thus all

of Israel, in the land and out of it, have been given an oppor

tunity to repent.

With this fact in view, he writes to the Romans regarding

their apostacy, saying, "As the record runs: 'God gave

them a spiritual stupor, that their eyes should not see, that

their ears should not hear, till this very day,' " And again,

"For I do not want you to be ignorant of this secret,

brethren, lest you may pass for prudent with yourselves,

that callousness is come upon Israel, partially, while the

plenitude of the nations may enter, and thus all Israel shall

be saved. * *" (Rom. 11:25-26.)

Now the circumstances and condition of affairs are

changed. Israel is no longer a factor for the time being.

Now the way is cleared for our secret.

THE CONCILIATION

The kingdom is concerned with the throne of David. The

gospel of God reverts still further to the faith of Abraham.

But the grace we are considering leads our thoughts still

further back and engages us with Adam and his one offense.

And though not the theme of our present meditation, the

Secret Economy antedates all earthly rule and faith and
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sin and concerns us with Christ Himself, in Whom we are

selected.

In harmony with this, the Secret Economy was an abso

lute secret, while the conciliation was shadowed forth in the

type we are about to consider, but "hushed" through the

eons since. Now, at last, the type, if we may so call the

dark silhouette, is unfolded. The type itself needs to be

clearly in view before we can consider the antitype. The

point and pith of the whole matter lies in the word "one,"

repeated a dozen times in this short passage. All turns

upon one act of one man. And the emphasis is laid upon

that lamentable aspect of sin we call offerne, which leads to

the estrangement between Adam and his Creator.

THE ESTRANGEMENT.

The loveliest of Eden's lovely scenes was not the beauti

ful garden with its pleasant trees, nor the living creatures in

meek subjection to Adam's gentle rule, nor even in the lov

ing companionship of the helpmeet Jehovah Elohim gave to

Adam, very flesh of his flesh. In that primeval innocence

these were all perfect in their way and very delightful to

behold. But the most engaging vision, and the very climax

of them all, was when Jehovah came, in the cool of the even

ing breeze, to enjoy the companionship of the man whom

He had created.

What greater honor, what greater joy, could Adam crave

than to hear His voice, to be admitted to intimacy with His

thoughts, to be the companion of the Great Creator? He

it was Who had made all that fair scene and provided the

goodly fruits for Adam's delectation. Nor did He leave him

alone in it, but watched over him to anticipate his every

good. When the trees and the creatures were found inade

quate to meet the needs of Adam's heart, He made the

woman to satisfy his affection. In all this He proved His

love for him.

But in an evil hour, when Jehovah was not there, it was

insinuated that Jehovah was not really desirous of their

good, but jealous lest they become His peers! The dart was

not aimed at Jehovah's power or His wisdom alone. It was

aimed at His affections, at His very heart.
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The woman hearkened to the insinuation, and the man

hearkened to the woman, and Jehovah's loving kindness was

trampled under foot !

Adam's fall has various aspects. It questioned the wisdom

of God and destroyed His works. It questioned His justice

and assailed His character. It questioned His love and

wounded His affection.

It was a sin; it was a transgression; it was an offense.

As a sin it threw the grand machinery of the universe out

of gear, so that it grinds itself to pieces. And with the ruin

it brings the groans and travail under which creation labors

and turns all to corruption. It wrecks the beauteous

cosmogony into fuel for the universal conflagration.

As a transgression it brought down the curse of a right

eous God.

But worse than sin, and sorer than transgression, was the

offense which ached God's heart, the estrangement between

Himself and the creature upon whom His affection had been

so freely lavished.

For Adam's sin and for his transgression Jehovah pro

vides a covering. The first warm blood earth's startled soil

drank was shed in that primeval paradise. And Jehovah

Himself it is Who slays an inoffensive beast to provide a

covering for the guilty pair: Fit picture of the blood of

God's holy lamb, which not only covers sin and transgres

sion, but puts it quite away!

This much was done for Adam. But the breach was

never healed. Confidence was not restored. Adam was still

estranged. To prevent the mischief taking an irradicable

root, Adam is driven from the garden. Cherubim are sta

tioned at the eastern side and a flaming sword, which turned

every way to preserve the way of the tree of life.

Does this look like reconciliation? I trow not. And in

Adam's descendants, except a favored few, the breach grows

wider and wider, until Jehovah destroys them by the flood.

Noah and his family alone find favor in the judgment. But

his descendants in their turn run counter to God's thoughts

and are scattered far and wide. Abram and the patriarchs

find favor with Jehovah, and in them He chooses a nation

for Himself. But so far from this being a reconciliation, the
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partiality shown to one nation only widened the breach be

tween Himself and the rest of humankind. And though

He did presence Himself with Israel, it was behind thick

curtains and a veil, with access most limited and difficult.

His very dwelling, which He had them make for Him, was

full of proofs that He was a distant God. But their sins

and transgressions became unbearable at length, so the

Shekinah leaves the temple tenantless. The "God of

Heaven" now becomes His name.

Once more he comes, this time in lowly human guise. Not

to all mankind, however, but to Israel's seed, to whom the

promises were made. This shows that the Nations were

still estranged. And it is not long before it is clear to all

that Israel, too, is a stranger to the God she boasts as her

peculiar Deity.

And then comes the crowning proof of man's utter aliena

tion and bitter enmity towards God and all that savors of

Himself. His own beloved Son, Whom He deems worthy of

the highest place this universe can give, they deny the right

to a decent death, but gibbet Him, in Roman style, upon

a stake, between two robbers and two malefactors.

That something was then done to stem the tide of right

eous wrath against the guilty race seems manifest, or else

the judgment day had been dismissed lest it delay their

instant doom.

But for a time it only operates to give the guilty nation

one more opportunity to refuse His favor. This they do

and the estrangement seems complete. The only nation with

whom He shared His thoughts has turned against Him!

The law He gave to Israel only magnified their sin. It

could not keep them right. Until the law came, sin was done

in darkness. Its searching rays laid open to view all the

hideous corruption of men's hearts. And sin became exceed

ingly sinful.

But prior to Moses, Adam's posterity was not given any

commandment, hence could not break His law. They could

not be called "transgressors." None the less, sin swayed

over their hearts, urging them to do those things which were

displeasing to God. Enoch testified to their ungodliness

and warned of the coming judgment about to overtake those
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who had "ungodly spoken against Him." In God's ab

sence, they did things they would not dare to do had He

been present with them.

Dark, indeed, was this period, extending to Moses' day,

marked by the judgment of the flood, the dispersion of

Babel, the judgments of Egypt. Can such a dismal scene

portray the glorious conciliation? Yes! so it does. And

the more we ponder it, the more we marvel at the wisdom

and excellent skill of our God, which can clothe such dark

outlines with such effulgent glory.

THE CONCILIATION.

Let us meditate for a time upon this type as it is devel

oped in our chapter. A cursory glance will show that

sin's reach was universal; every human being was affected

by it. Is the Conciliation like this, too? As the best of

English versions mar the exquisite poise and balance of this

argument as it stands in the inspired original, we will call

to our aid a literal translation, arranging the lines so as to

show this clearly.
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Sin fixes its fangs firmly on every one of Adam's sons.

There is no escape for anyone. Sin is not evil theoretical,

but actual and practical. It is not presented as a matter

of choice. It is powerful and sovereign. The grand proof

of this is Death. Death can enter only through sin. But

Death has claimed every single son of Adam (excepting per

haps Enoch and Elijah) down to the present day.
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These universal results have come through a single

offense.

For the present at least, the acceptance of the concilia

tion is not universal. But Adam's offense did not merely

make it possible for men to sin and merit condemnation, it

made it impossible for them to do otherwise. And we dare

not refuse to believe that the work of Christ is "THUS,

ALSO." So that it is beyond denial that Christ's one

righteous act is the basis upon which all humankind will yet

be freed from every effect of Adam's offense. Truly, God

incloses all in obstinacy in order that He may be merciful

to all. (Rom. 11:32.) And we may well ask, upon what

other grounds could God justify the inclusion of all under

sin ? In order that He might condemn them ? Never! But

in order that He might create conditions in which He can

reveal His love to them.

It is possible to conceive of the offense as the result of

several acts of disobedience. It is possible to conceive of

its taking effect in Adam's posterity, only upon their repe

tition of a like offense. But these suppositions are not true.

On the one hand it was a single offense. On the other it

had a universal effect. "Thus also," with the work of Christ

on Calvary. It was a single act. Not his lifelong service,

but His death. And its acceptance is not based upon a repe

tition of a like act by each participant, but is as universal

as in the antitype. Show me one man who is untouched by

Adam's offense and I will allow that one man will not share

in the grand benefits which Christ's death provides. The

difficulties and objections to this truth will be entertained

when dealing with the reconciliation of the universe.

And right here we challenge all who reverence the word

of God to array their strong reasons against a universal

reconciliation before the adamantine fortress which these

words provide. It seems passing strange that men would

wish to discount the work of Christ, and stop His conquest

before the citadel of sin. But it is still more distressing

to find them branding as traitors to the word of God those

who believe God's record concerning the perfection and

omnipotence of that work.
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The damnable dogmas of interminable sin, of estrange

ment irreconcilable between God and man, of endless tor

ment, of a vindictive God—all these, shuddering, flee before

these verities like foul vapors before the ascending sun.

Christ's work has no limits, either in power or extent!

It restores far more than sin has taken away! It vitally

affects all humanity who were mortally affected by Adam's

sin.
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This statement explains the previous announcement, be

cause it is introduced by the logical conjunction "for." The

emphasis has been upon the single act of Adam and the

resulting condemnation and the single act of Christ and its

acquittal as these affect all mankind. Now the contrast is

not between one act and all mankind, but between a single

human being Adam and Christ, respectively, constituting

many sinners and many just.

The Greek ol ttoXXoi hoi polloi, is literally "the many."

To English ears this suggests the greater part, or the major

ity. But that this is not the thought conveyed by the phrase

is evident from the other occurrences. It is used of the

body (Rom. 12:5) and the loaf (1 Cor. 10:17). It is not

a majority of the members which make up the body, but all.

Yet it is "the many" members who make up the one body.

The contrast is not between all the members and many, but

between "the many" and "one" Just so in the fifth of

Romans. The contrast is not with all mankind of the pre

vious verse. Just as the many members means all the mem-
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bers, which make the one body so here, "the many" includes

the all of the previous verse. They are constituted just

through the obedience of One. The disobedience of one con

stituted not only him a sinner, but it included many others,

just so the obedience of One constitutes not only Him but

many others just

And we can easily test this conclusion. Adam's disobedi

ence constituted "the many" sinners. How many? Is

there any human being (one excepted) who is not included

in "the many?" Are not all constituted sinners? Is not

this the clear testimony of multitudes of Scriptures?

"There is none righteous—no, not one." The contrast then

is between one and many.

One man was the cause of all our woe: and One Man is

the cause of all our weal. A single act of disobedience on

Adam's part made many sinners. A single act of disobedi

ence will yet make many righteous.

"Are we to suffer, then, for what Adam did?" expostulates

the sinner. How easy it is to see the point when it looks
like a loophole to escape God's justice!

No, we answer, there is no need of that.

Disabuse your mind of the obstacles you fancy are in the

way of becoming righteous. Acknowledge the fact that, so

far as you are concerned, it is just as simple to profit by

Christ's obedience as to be doomed by Adam's disobedience.

Believe God's record concerning that obedience and the

highest court in all the universe will acquit you of the en

tire calendar of crimes should you be guilty of them all.

The destiny of mankind does not depend upon the indi

vidual conduct of each one. All are sinners. All deserve to

be sentenced. None deserve acquittal. And they are abso

lutely helpless. No one who acknowledges descent from

Adam but must acknowledge, too, that through his dis

obedience they are sinners. Stubborn facts crowd in on

every side to bear witness that cannot be gainsaid—sorrow,

sickness, death—and a heart that cannot cease from sin.

But what of that?

If Adam alone is to blame for this, then Christ alone will

be to "blame" (may He forgive the word!) in the case of

those who are acquitted! Just so. What encouragement
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there is in this! Make your case as bad as you can, O sin

ner ; heap everything on Adam's head! I do the same with

Christ. I did not have any chance to show what I could

do to make myself what I am in God's sight Christ did it

all and by a single deed.

In its universal application, type and antitype balanced

perfectly. We dealt with the Reconciliation itself as the

effect of the death of God's Son, as far-reaching as Adam's

offense. Now we shall deal with the acceptance of this

favor on the part of men and consider only those who re

ceive the Conciliation. The effect of such an acceptance is

not limited to the weak outlines of the type. Let us con

sider the points in which it excels.
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Let us suppose for a moment (may He forgive the

thought!) that the favor shown exactly corresponds to the

type. Then it would just recover from the effects of the of

fense, and we would have just what Adam had in innocence,

with the tree of knowledge of good and evil untasted, its

fruit prohibited and the tree of life withheld. Righteous

ness we would not have, for Adam stood under law; holiness
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we could not appreciate, for it cannot shine except in the

darkness of sin. And all the precious fruit of the love of

God, which provided righteousness at the cost of His

Christ's life—all these would be lost.

But no; we have infinitely more than mere recovery from

the effects of the one offense. We are not under law as

Adam was, liable to fall at the first assault of the Adver

sary. Instead we are accounted righteous apart from our

own acts altogether. Whatever we have done or may do

does not affect our rightrr^<?r»r?s, for it is as immutable as

the One Who gave it to us. iw fact, it is His own righteous

ness. Prove us unrighteous while we are sheltered under

the blood of Christ, and God Himself is proven so. How

vastly this exceeds the innocence of Adam!

But there are minor chords in our grand harmony. Bet

ter than His gifts is the knowledge that we have Him. We

know God as Adam never could, even though Jehovah had

communed with him in innocence through all the days since

then. His offended heart gave place to death, but now that

it is conciliated, His favor flows in such redundant measure

that it takes us infinitely beyond whatever we had lost by

Adam's fall.

There is another count in which the gift far supersedes

the sin.
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A single offense on Adam's part sufficed to bring in the

sentence of condemnation. Jehovah did not wait to find the

average tenor of his life, or whether he would repeat the of
fense. A single act, and judgment has its session. Ood

Himself is Judge, the guilty man confesses his sin and

the sentence is pronounced against him.

If such summary justice was served out for a single fault,

what must the multitude of flagrant offenses call for? And

is the gift of righteousness sufficient to recover from one of

fense only and thus fulfill the type? Far be the thought!

That would leave us in as bad a case as ever, for we all of

fend in many things. The favor shown to us cares nothing

for the number of offenses. Nay, it rather glories in their

multitude and provides a clear acquittal for every offense

for everyone whose cause it pleads.

And still another consideration remains, in which the

favor shown throws the type completely in the shade.
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Death entered through the gates left open by Sin and

usurped God's throne.

Not death in the sense that is known among men. That

could never reign. But, instead of the mild acquiescence to

Jehovah which Adam showed before his fall, mankind re

fused to obey God altogether. Their conduct, instead of

being based upon His presence, in fear of His displeasure,

was founded upon His absence, taking advantage of the

fact that He did not come upon the scene of each offense and

judge it on the spot as He had done in Adam's case, but set

a future day in which all would be judged at once. Thus

they were ruled by the fact that He was not present to in

terfere, and gave full swing to the unbridled desires of their

own hearts. Death thus usurped the sceptre God alone

should hold.

Let us set this right, and what have we? Death must

be dethroned. God must be enthroned. That would satisfy

the type. But we have more than this by far. They were

merely Death's subjects. But we are not only subjects to

our God, but are the objects of His unstinted favor, the

recipients of His best gifts, and honored with a place in

His dominions far above the rank of subjects. We are

called upon to reign.

Such are the particulars in which the estrangement falls

short as a type of the Conciliation. The favor shown in

finitely surpasses the offense taken; the deliverance is not

merely from a single sin, but many offenses and does not

lead to innocence but righteousness; the reign of Death is

but a dim counterpart of the glorious reign of those who

accept of His overflowing favor.

And here we find ourselves at the very kernel of the

whole matter. We have been saturated with the thought

that the "atonement" falls far short of even restoring to

God what He had lost; that the Divine adventure has been

a losing venture! But as we learn a little of God's wisdom

and power and love and drink more deeply of His Word,

we may perhaps conclude that, after all, He may restore

all to pristine perfectness. But suppose He did? What

reward is that for Calvary and the patient passion of the

eons ? Why should we be ground beneath His chariot wheel
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only to find ourselves restored? Who would break down a

building only to restore it to its former state? Who would

go on a journey only that he may return to his native na

tive land ? Who would be tortured that he may be healed ?

Yet the world has been wrecked, Christ has journeyed

from afar and has been bruised beneath sin's burden.

Was all this for naught?

No! A thousand times no! The absence of sin and

transgression are negative blessings which will restore all

as it originally was, but far, far more delicious than this is

the fruit of sin's travail—the joyous, the exultant reconcil

iation. The effectionate sweetness which can be tasted only

after estrangement—this is the nectar which will banish

and balm all the dregs which it has been our lot to drink.

Death was but the delegate of Sin, whose sway was not

broken by the law's advent. But the law shed its light upon

the scene and what once was merely sin became a transgres

sion and an offense. But this did not hinder Sin in the

least. It turned the law into an ally and through its death-

dealing commands established itself still more firmly on

the throne.

GRACE REGNANT

The law could not dethrone Sin, because it could not ban

ish Death.

But a mighty Conqueror has come upon the scene, and

Sin has been vanquished! Death has been defeated!

And what is this Conqueror's Name?

Grace!

Sin is no longer on the throne! His despotism has

passed away!

Grace reigns now with undisputed sway.

Shall we still acknowledge the despot when such a king

adorns the throne?

As Sin robbed men of God's presence and blessing, so

Grace restores them to His smile. To enjoy His favor and

the gifts He gives is life—unending life. The flaming

sword and the cherubim which kept the way of the tree of

life no longer bar the way. The ages may come and the

ages may go, but no one can change His mind towards those

who are the objects of His unmingled favor.
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And all this bounty and blessing is as free to all as sin.

Everyone will acknowledge that Adam's offense has made it

most simple to sin. It is not laborious, or expensive, or

difficult. And I deny that it is a whit more difficult to

profit by Christ's one just act.

Grace reigns! No wonder the question immediately

arises, "Shall we continue subjects of Sin that Grace may

abound?" Emancipation from the tyranny of Sin by means

of death and enslavement to God in resurrection is the an

swer. Sin has no jurisdiction over us, for we are not sub

jects of Law, but subjects of Grace.

Then if we are not under Law, shall we commit sin?

But here we find ourselves beyond the Law's jurisdiction,

for the Law cannot reach beyond death into the resurrec

tion life we now enjoy.

The law of Moses promised life to those who kept it.

But the Spirit's law emancipates all under that law by giv

ing life in Christ Jesus. Sinai's law was the sword of Sin

and Death. The Spirit's law, giving life by Christ Jesus,

is the only way in which its just exactions may be met and

Death defeated.

The law condemned. Grace conveys us beyond the pos

sibility of condemnation. No such thing as an adverse de

cision is possible in our case, for it was passed upon Christ

when he bore our sins. He has satisfied all the claims of

Justice.

The law separated. But now that Grace reigns, we are

persuaded that neither death nor life, neither angels nor

suzerainties, neither things present nor impending, neither

powers, nor height, nor depth, nor tiny other creation shall

be able to separate us from the love of God, which is in

Christ Jesus, our Lord.

This is Reconciliation : free, full and forever!

A. £. K.



THE DOGMA OF ETERNAL

TORMENT

An exhaustive examination of the doctrine before us

would require more space than could be profitably allotted

to it in the pages of a magazine. The reader must there

fore be prepared for a suggestive, rather than an exhaus

tive treatment of the subject; and not be disappointed

should he find here but seed thoughts requiring mental

effort in their proper development.

We cannot rise from nature up to God; nor can we

ascend from theory to truth. When we know God, then
we can descend to an intelligent and enjoyable knowl

edge of nature, for then we have the key which unlocks
the mysteries of the material world; similarly, when we

possess truth we are in a position to analyze theory, for

only then can we accurately discriminate between the vari

ous elements of which each and every theory is composed.
There is no truth (as held by man) entirely free from

error, nor any error altogether devoid of truth; indeed, not

a few doctrines which we call false are but grotesque truths

—orthodoxies become heretical by distortion, exaggeration,

or under-statement. The theory of everlasting punishment

is no exception. It has elements of truth without a doubt,

elements which have never failed to commend themselves
to such as are "spiritual"; but, because other of its ele

ments are "carnal," or earth-born, these latter have ever

been the producing causes of heart-pain and soul-misery,

the entire doctrine being accepted, nevertheless, supported

as it apparently is by What purports to be a translation of

the words of God, but which in reality is merely a tran

scription of certain theories of the translators. This is

no reflection upon the personal integrity of the translators,

nor upon the general excellency of their version, their work

being referred to only so far as it touches upon the
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subject of human destiny. The truth of this will become

evident as we proceed.
The dogma of endless torment rests upon a threefold

basis, viz.:

(1) Assumption;

(2) Translation ; and

(8). Tradition.

These are the three main props of an unsound doctrine,

the strength of each depending to a large extent upon its

fellows. We shall see how they bear the test of investiga

tion.

(1.) Assumption. Speculation—the mother of assump

tion—has, of course, no power for either good or evil in

itself, it being simply a wild hazard at possible truth—

drawing the bow at a venture, as it were; but when errone

ous speculation crystallizes into unquestioned dogma, when

its assumptions are foolishly and blindly accepted as incon

trovertible fragments of absolute Truth, then it acquires

an authority, and wields a tyrannous despotism, to which

it can advance no rightful claim. The baneful effects of

such folly may be found in abundance in the sphere of

Science, where learned men have fathered not a few absurd

ities and, on the discovery of their mistakes, have attributed

them to this very practice of accepting certain assumptions

as being so obviously true as to require no proof. Many
a scientific dogma has collapsed the moment its assumptive

basis was called in question.

Taking things for granted, receiving without question

certain propositions the truth of which is supposedly self-

evident, has produced its own evil harvest in the domain

of Theology. Thus, having preconceptions as to what God
cannot be, we interpret every Scripture which declares what

He is in such a way as will not conflict with those pre

conceptions of ours; having assumed that Heaven cannot

be this or that, we read every Biblical reference to it in the

light of these suppositions; having nffirmed that the only
way the saint can leave the world is through death, we
explain (?) every allusion to the Second Coming in har
mony therewith. The Church has found to its sorrow that
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its assumptions in regard to these and kindred subjects

have been but so many barriers and obstacles in the way

of entering into the mind of God on such topics, and that

real progress only commenced with a searching criticism

of theories we had brought to Scripture, rather than de

rived from it. But we have been slow to question the

assumptions on which the dogma of endless torment is

founded, assumptions just as gratuitious as those which

have hindered progress in the other subjects referred to.

Now when Scripture describes the duration of punish

ment it does not do so in terms expressive of eternity. The

Grr^Vr language was not without terms descriptive of end

lessness, but the Holy Spirit, in revealing the truth of

God, persistently refused to use those terms in connection

with either sin itself, or its consequences. Instead of those

terms—terms which man unquestionably would have em

ployed—the Spirit of God made use of others, denoting

not endless but age-long duration. Whether the "ages"

are eternal or not is a question which obviously cannot be

determined by the word itself. In order to settle this point

appeal must be made to that which alone can define the

meaning of words, i. e., usage.

Just at this point we would mention one of the self-

evident axioms of literary interpretation, namely, that to

understand the scope of a writer's terminology we must

study—not some other author's usage, but—the usage of

that particular writer whose meaning we would obtain.

If the writer himself defines the sense, and points out the

limitations attached to the words he employs, then it would

be sheer idiocy to try and force upon them the sense which

other writers ma}' have attached to their use. If Aristotle

was the author of the New Testament Epistles, then Aris

totelian usage would define New Testament terms; but,

seeing that Paul was the Apostle whose pen was used in

their production, common-sense itself demands that we

consult the Pauline usage.

Had Paul's use of words been studied, the assumption

that the age-times are eternal would never have been made.

Had that assumption not been made, the dogma of endless

torment would never have been foisted upon the Church of
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God; but once made the sluice-gates were opened to admit
a torrent of semi-philosophical trash into the crystal stream

of Bible truth. It is our urgent duty to filter out the

adulterations as rapidly and as thoroughly as we can, de
pending on our gracious God for the ability necessary in

such an important ministry.

As this—the definition of terms—is an important point,

we will be pardoned for repeating ourselves a little. What

the writer desires to emphasize is, that even if it were

granted that Grecian philosophers conceived the ages and

eternity as being synonymous terms, that would not prove

that Christian writers intended to convey Pagan concep

tions, especially when the New Testament use of the terms

forbade such a supposition. To say that because Christian

writers and Heathen philosophers employed the same terms

they must therefore have used them with exactly the same

associated ideas, is equivalent to saying that because this

terms "aions" was used to describe personal emanations

from Deity—beings midway in station between Creator
and creature—that consequently Paul taught the same Gnos

tic ideas when he also employed that word.

The theory that the ages are eternal is the main assump

tion on which the dogma of endless torment rests, being
always appealed to in fact as the final "proof" of every
other assumption it contains. Think of appealing to one

error in order to prove others! Imagine a heretic appeal

ing to heterodoxy in order to prove his heresy! A chain,

we are told, is only as strong as its weakest link. This

link in error's chain is not only weak, but FRAGILE.
Hitherto we have considered the purely assumptive basis

on which the dogma of eternal torment is founded. God

said this, but as men thought He meant that, they found

no difficulty in omitting the words He used, and employing

instead such words as they felt sure He meant to use!
Alas for the day when Theology undertook to correct Rev
elation !

It is now in order to mention some other assumptions
which have given to this dogma whatever consistency it
possesses. Proving these assumptions false we destroy its

consistency; and, its consistency destroyed, further belief

in it is an affront to both revelation and reason.
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The ideas of endless torment and the soul's inherent

immortality are closely related; endless pain being impos

sible apart from conscious endless existence. And it is in

keeping with this, that if men derived their doctrine of

the ages from Aristotle, they should derive their doctrine

of immortality from Plato. They are therefore related in

their being so dependent on each other, as well as in hav

ing their sources amongst the Gentiles, to whom without a

doubt the Oracles of God were not entrusted.

The supposition that immortality is the birthright of the

natural man, without any reference to his moral fitness for

such a priceless treasure, is one absolutely foreign to Bib

lical revelation. So self-evident is this, many advocates of

the doctrine feel constrained to claim, "Immortality in

Scripture, is nowhere revealed but everywhere assumed."

The point they would wish to make is that inherent im

mortality was so obvious a truth it required no statement!

Gladstone, in his "Studies of Butler," remarks that the

doctrine of immortality "crept into the church by the back

door" and his concluding remarks on the "History of Opin

ion" are of value:

"Another consideration of the highest importance is that the
natural immortality of the soul is a doctrine wholly unknown to
the Holy Scriptures, and standing on no higher plane than that
of an ingeniously sustained, but gravely ana formidably contested,

philosophical opinion. And surely there is nothing, as to which
we ought to be more on our guard, than the entrance Into the
precincts of Christian doctrine, enter without authority or by an
abuse of authority, of philosophical speculations disguised as
truths of Divine Revelation. They bring with them a grave re
straint on mental liberty; but what is worse is, that their basis
is a pretension essentially false, and productive of rational retri

bution of other falsehoods."

How true is his closing statement, "productive by rational

retribution of other falsehoods!" One error must be sus

tained by another error; one assumption demands another

in its support. "Taking for granted" something about the

Ages of Time, is quickly followed by "taking for granted"

something about the souls of men. And if the assumption

concerning the ages produced evil fruit in its effect on re-
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lated subjects, so also did the acceptation of Philosophy's

"grand guess" in regard to the human soul weave a web

of enchantment over every doctrine affected by it.
The Scriptures defined the limits of the Ages, and clearly

distinguished them from the Eternity of which they formed
a part: men, blinded by false pre-conceptions, defined the

Ages to be Eternity, and not merely a part of it. The

Scriptures emphasized man's mortality: men, under the
glamour of Philosophy, wrote poems about their immor

tality. The Scriptures spoke of the Creator as a God who

suffered from sin, who could love and hate with the inten

sity of an emotion unknown to man: men taught that God

was beyond being affected by men's misdeeds. We can

not illustrate such methods of interpretation by the Phil
osopher's Stone, for whereas that mythical wonder-worker

turned all it touched into gold, this method transformed

the gold of divine truths into the dross of human deceits.

To examine in detail the otltfr assumptions on which

this doctrine is founded is hardly necessary just now, it

being desired to merely emphasize the fact that these pre

conceived theories concerning the endlessness of the ages,

the immortality of the soul, and the impassivity of God—

theories which have so largely moulded current theology—

are but assumptions, and consequently are not to be re

garded as clinching proofs of such a tremendous doctrine

as the one before us.

Translation. The second great support of this dogma

is to be found in our "versions" of the Bible, which we

should ever bear in mind are not Scripture but translations

of it. When the Bible was written, in its various parts, it

was not written in English, French or German, but in

Hebrew and in Greek; and, therefore, whenever a question

of doctrine arises, resort must bo made to the very terms

God used, in order to obtain the very idea which God meant

to convey. That the assumptions made by translators in

fluenced their translations of the Bible is an undeniable

fact, patent to every student who compares a literal trans

lation with the ordinary version. For instance, where we

read in the authorized "everlasting" and "eternal," in

Young's Literal Translation, we find the term "age-dnring"
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—the latter leaving the question open as to whether age-

duration is eternal or not. The assumption that age-dura

tion MUST be eternal led the translators of most versions

to use infinite terms to describe a duration which the very

Bible they were translating proved could not be endless.

False philosophy having produced this false translation,

finds most of its strength and proof, to the great mass of

Bible readers, in its own production. If Englishmen

thought that the framers of the Magna Charta meant some

thing other than just what they said, and altered it accord

ingly, subsequently appealing to this altered document as

proof of their ideas, the situation would be analogous to

the one before us—theologians appealing to the translation

of their own views in order to prove them.

Tradition. Next, we find the element of stability which

tradition yields. Tradition is the time-element in both truth

and error; it does not make the truth a whit more certain,
nor does it in the least detract from the falsity of error.

Buddhism is older, but not truer, than Christianity. Sin

itself is hoary-headed.

If we but grant the premises on which the dogma of

endless torment is based, we cannot deny the rationality of

the doctrine itself. The doctrine, as developed, may be
manifestly inconsistent with the attributes of God, and

still retain a logical consistency with its own arguments.

Viewed in relation to its premises it may have a logical

consistency: viewed in relation to the divine perfections it

may manifest a moral inconsistency. The mental conflict,

which the doctrine lias occasioned in the minds of men

whose orthodoxy cannot be questioned, cannot be attributed

to any glaring, logical absurdity in itself—if all its prem

ises were correct, the absurdity would lie with those who

would contradict it. If sin be eternal, there is nothing

illogical, and certainly everything is moral in the conclu

sion that eternal suffering is eternal sin's natural concomi

tant. We therefore find a logical consistency in the doc

trine's agreement with its premise, but a moral inconsis

tency in the relation of that rashly-conceived premise with

the known attributes, and revealed truths, of the God who

made man for Himself.
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Assumption, Translation and Tradition are then the

triple foundation on which this mighty dogma rests. The

assumptions may have been made by very wise men; the
translations made by men of vast literary skill, who had

accepted these assumptions; and the doctrines, thus sup

ported, may have been accepted in unquestioning sim

plicity by very good men—AND STILL BE WRONG ! In

order then to regain the Word of God, in all its purity,

we must pass by good men, learned men, and wise men,

not because they have been wise, good, or learned, but just

because they were MEN, and get back to GOD. We must

let God speak for Himself, and instead of moulding His

words into conformity with our philosophies, rather mould

and fashion all our thinking into harmony with His truth;

and instead of vitiating His divine revelations with our

human premises, find all our premises as well as our

conclusions in Himself alone, who is the Alpha and the

Omega of Truth. A. Burns.



HIS GLORIES

Our Lord; Jesus Christ, has many glories. These vary

according to their source, their character and the sphere of

their display. He is the Light, and, like the spectrum of

the sun, seven of His glories are of peculiar and sur

passing splendor. Three of these are of chief and primary

importance. They are crystallized in His titles Christ and

Lord and in His personal name, Jesus. He is God's Christ;

He is our Lord; while Jesus identifies these high dignities

with the Man of Bethlehem and Calvary and Olivet. But

besides these, He has four appellations, which are grouped

together by the common denomination "Son." He is the

Son of Man, the Son of Abraham, the Son of David, the

Son of God. The expression "Son" defines His relation to

Adam and Abraham and to David and to God. Whatever

honors or privileges or possessions pertain to any one of

these four, He appropriates them with perfect and undis

puted right.

Has dominion in the earth been committed to Adam and

his race? It was, even though mankind has forfeited it

through sin. And He, as the Son of Man, restores this

sceptre to the hands of humankind by taking it up Him

self. By His benign sway He restores to Adam's fallen

race full more than they have forfeited.

And does the promised land belong to Abraham? It

does, even though Abraham's sons have lost it to the other

nations. For He has bought it back, and, as the Son of

Abraham, now holds its title deeds in His own name—for

He is Abraham's promised Seed.

And is the throne secured to David? It is, and David's

greater Son will yet restore the sceptre to the royal line,

for He is not only of the Seed of Abraham, but springs

from the royal line as well. In Him the promises to David
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will be fulfilled and Israel will yet delight to call Him

King Beloved.

These are earthly dignities. David's realm embraced all

Israel; from river to river is Abraham's land; Adam's juris

diction was as wide as all the earth. These glories are con

fined to earth and humankind.

And is God's Kingdom over all? It is, in face of all the

facts that seem to deny His sovereignty. For though mean

while His creatures are rebellious, and, from the mightiest

spirit messenger to the meanest of mankind, the majority

are now estranged from the Deity, the Son of God has

been awarded the universal throne. All once found its

Head in Him and God has greatly purposed that all shall

yet again own Him as Head and Suzerain. And not only

shall all creatures celestial and terrestrial and infernal

own Him their Lord, but all shall be reconciled to God

through Him until the once lost universe shall no longer be

estranged and distant and distressed, but all shall be re

stored to His God and Father and bound to Him with the

crimson cord of redeeming love.

Christ Jesus, our Lord, has many glories. Indeed, He

is the Lord of glory. All glory is His. Some are higher

than the heavens; some unfathomably deep; some are of

ficial; some personal. Some have been fulfilled; some await

their time. To explore them all is the task of ages; to

search and revel in them now the delight of all who have

known Him and His grace.

Vain indeed are eyes that tell us only of the blazing

brightness of the sun. 'Tis but a shadow of Him Who is

the effulgence of the Godhead. Vain the ears that drink

the words of men, if they hear not Him Who is the Word of

God. Vain the touch that never felt the velvet softness of

His hand. Vain the tongue that never tasted of His prec

ious fruits. Vain, vain, indeed are all his senses who has

never breathed the incense of His presence, who has never

known the sweet savor that He is to God.

So, too, all men are vain except they show Him forth.

What are the great world rulers for, but to shadow forth

His great dominion? Why should there be a king but to
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tell us of the Son of David? Why should men be allowed

their millions of acres but that thus we may be reminded of

the Son of Abraham? And what are sons for but that they

can in a faltering way outline Him Who is not only subject

to the Father, but Who possesses all His majesty and

might?

He is God's Christ, our Lord, Jehovah the Saviour. Such

are His titles and such His name. As the Anointed, He will

execute all of God's will. He has bought us; we belong to

Him. He is Overseer, we his slaves. His name, though

borne in lowliness, from the manger to the cross, will yet

be set above every name in heaven, on earth, or in the under

world.

His holy word, with prism-like effect, scatters the blend

ed rays and shows us each glory in its peculiar shade and

color—the scarlet, the blue and the purple, the beginning,

the middle and the end of all the colors that our eyes can

see, reveal Him to our gaze as a royal King, as a heavenly

God, as a bleeding Man. And in between we find the var

ious shades that tell of blended glories, in unutterable har

mony and infinite variety.

Let us surfeit our hearts with delight as we behold the

Glorious One.

When Adam sinned, God spoke of a seed, His Son. To

Abraham and to his Seed the promises were made. To

David's son the Kingdom was to pass. So also His Own

Son He has appointed possessor of all things. The domin

ion of Adam, the promises of Abraham, the Kingdom of

David—each was to pass to the son. But Adam's first

born was murdered and his second son was slain. And so

we are given a key at the outset, if we will but read. His

second son is type of Him Who was slain at His brother's

hands.

And so in Abraham's case. Not Ishmael, but Isaac, was

the promised seed. He, too, was slain in figure, but was

brought to life again.

And Solomon was not the first of David's sons, and yet

he bears the glory.

And so we look beyond them all to Him who was slain,
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like Abel, raised like Isaac, and Who will yet be enthroned

like Solomon—the Son of Adam, and the Son of Abraham

and David's greater Son.

Beyond all this He was the Son of the Father, the near

est to His heart. And here we find the motive of it all—the

love His Father bore Him. Isaac was like Him in this

regard, for God could speak of Isaac as "thine only son

whom thou lovest." And in this love we find the delightful

and sufficient cause of all the dignities and glories He in

herits from His earthly fathers—Adam and Abraham and

David—and the ineffable glories of His heavenly Father,

Gotf.

These, briefly told, are some of His glories. What higher

task can we set ourselves than to scale these heights ? What

greater profit can we find than in their appreciation? What

more grateful employment can we give our hearts than to

linger over these delightful glories?

A. E. K.



THE SON OF MAN

The Height of earthly dignity and dominion is heralded

by the title Son of Man. In the Hebrew this is equivalent

to Son of Adam, for adam is the common name for man as

well as for the head of the human race. There are other

terms translated "man" in the English versions. One of

these, ish, speaks of a man as contrasted to a woman, who

was called isha. Another term, enosh, means mortal. Still

another, geber, means powerful. But adam means either

the man Adam or the race of which he was progenitor.

This term includes both sexes and distinguishes human be

ings from the animal creation below and the spirit world

above. It refers to human kind, humanity. And so, in the

Greek scriptures, our Lord is called, not the Son of Adam,

but ho hyos anthroopos, the Son of Humanity.

All earthly dominion was centered in Adam. The souls

of land and sea—all were subject to his sway. This is the

dominion which belongs to humanity.

So it was in the beginning. Adam was the lord of all,

as Cowper, "the Christian's Poet," sings:

"Man scarce had risen, obedient to His call
Who form'd him from the dust, his future grave,
When he was crown'd as never King was since.

God set the diadem upon his head
And angel choirs attended. Wondering stood
The new-made monarch, while before him pass'd
All happy, and all perfect in their kind.
The creatures summoned from their various haunts

To see their sovereign, and confess his sway.

Vast was his empire, absolute his power,

Or bounded only by a law whose force

'Twas his sublimest privilege to feel
And own—the law of universal love."

"But sin marred all; and the revolt of man,
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That source of evils not exhausted yet,

Was punished by revolt of his from him.

Garden of God, how terrible the change

Thy groves and lawns then witnessed! Every heart,

Each animal, of every name, conceived
A jealousy and an instinctive fear,

And, conscious of some danger, either fled

Precipitate the loathed abode of man,

Or growled defiance in such angry sort,

As taught him, too, to tremble in his turn.

Thus harmony and family accord

Were driven from Paradise; and in that hour

The seeds of cruelty, that since have swelled

To such gigantic and enormous growth,

Were sown in human nature's fruitful soil."

This is God's way. He Himself is absolute. "None can

stay His hand, or say to Him, 'What doest Thou?' " Adam,

His image and likeness, had no authority in the hosts of

heaven, but upon earth he was supreme. No creature ques

tioned this. Some may have been stronger, some swifter;

some could ascend into the airy heights and some into

depths inaccessible to him; and yet all bowed willingly to

that one will. How fit a picture this of God and His do

minion ! His will is done in heaven; and the day will come

when, in answer to the prayer He taught His own, 'twill

even so be done on earth.

Before man dared to cross the will of God, the creation

under him was duly subject by constraint of the superior

place he held. His arm alone could not enforce his will.

The lion had more strength than he. The eagle soared be

yond his ken. But force was foreign to his realm. While

he himself was subject, all were subject unto him. All was

a fair picture of the reign of God over all His creatures.

And thus we see how needful that, when Adam rose

against His will, and sinning fell, the creatures, too, should

rise, and, in a measure, rid itself of man's hateful sover

eignty. So, even in its fall, creation continues to picture

forth the attitude of man to God. And, as man, estranged

from the life of God, was not only dead to God, but in his

body suffered corruption and death, so the creation, in its

turn, has become subject to the bondage of corruption for

man its master's sake.
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Great indeed was the goodness of God to have crowned

Adam with the honor and glory of that primeval scene.

But much greater goodness, or much rather grace, shines

forth, when He mingles mercy with the righteous judgment

passed. Amidst the curses shines the beacon light of hope.

The woman's seed, though bruised Himself, would yet crush

the serpent's horrid head. How fondly did their hopes re

vive when their firstborn came. "Cain" they called him,

doubtless thinking him the promised seed, which, by their

merits, they have "acquired" to fulfill the promise God had

given. But, when another son came, they had already

learned their mistake and so they called him Abel—"vain."

How vain their hope in man!

For Cain, their hope, reddens his hands in his brother's

blood, and all their fond expectations were dashed to the

ground.

And since that time, the sons of Adam have not yet re

gained the sovereignty and the power which is theirs.

Adam himself, the lord of all, has returned to the dust

from which he came. Sin has left its sting in all, and all

have died. The foul corruption festered all the earth until

the judgment of the flood brought temporary relief.

After the flood, the sceptre of Adam was replaced by the

sword and man was given the authority of life and death

over his fellow man. As a result of this, the world has

already seen three world-wide kingdoms and is looking for

another. These are most appropriately revealed to Ne

buchadnezzar under the figure of a human colossus, for it

figures the dominion of man.

Man's rule is fast filling the world with injustice and

misery. Might and riches are the only right he knows.

And so savage is his sway fast becoming in these last days,

that we are constrained to acknowledge the aptness of the

figures God has used to describe the kingdoms of the end

time. These are a lion, a leopard and a bear. But even

the fiercest wild beast is inadequate to describe man's final

world empire. It is a beast of iron teeth and claws of brass,

a terrible and dreadful monster. The kingdom that shall

be will have the agile figure of the leopard, the power of

the bear's paw and the maw of the lion. It will have seven
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heads and ten horns. "And the dragon gave him his power

and his throne and great authority." (Rev. 13:2.)

Satan has succeeded! He has found the man who will

fulfill all his will! The kingdoms of this earth are openly

Satan's. No other one is acknowledged. Satan is their

god.

This is the height and climax of man's attempt to attain

to the sovereignty of the earth. He is Satan's dupe, Satan's

tool. And when at last he attains the pinnacle he sought so

long, he finds himself the very antithesis of all he hoped to

be. He would be lord; but he becomes a slave.

This is the climax of human government, for the do

minion and glory and kingdom, including all people and

nations and languages, is taken away and is awarded to the

Son of Man. (Dan. 7:1-14.)

Not only have the nations failed, but Israel, the chosen

nation, through whom the government of the earth is to be

administered, has also failed. They crucify their King, but

cling to the hope of dominion to the last. Feeble in num

ber and might, they cannot cope with the gentile world

powers among whom they are dispersed. But the time is

fast approaching when they, too, will grasp after world do

minion by means of their enormous wealth. The Jew has

the world in his power. The nations have become bankrupt

by their savage and ferocious militarism. It only waits

for the Jew to foreclose and he will have a kingdom over

the kings of the earth. (Rev. 17:18.)

Not thus, however, shall God's purposes be fulfilled, for

in one hour shall great Babylon, the seat of their dominion,

be utterly destroyed.

Though Adam forfeited all, yet God's original purpose

shall stand and He has reaffirmed that purpose in the

seventh "praise" or psalm.*

*It is commonly reckoned the eighth, but the ninth and tenth

together form the eighth. This is because the first and second
psalm are one. The ninth and tenth are also one. The best

authorities read Acts 13:33 "the first psalm". The LXX as well

as some Hebrew manuscripts and early versions give psalms nine

and ten as one psalm. The key to all these discrepancies lies in

an understanding of the psalm titles. It is probable that every
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7 (8) A Psalm op David

"0 Jehovah, our Adonai,

How august is Thy Name in all the earth I
Who givest Thy splendor to the heavens,

From the mouths of infants and sucklings

Thou hast founded strength,

On account of Thy distresser,

To cause the enemy and the avenger to desist.

When I see Thy heavens, the feat of Thy fingers,

The moon and stars which Thou dost direct,

What is a mortal that Thou rememberest him?
And a son of humanity that Thou dost notice him?

Thou madest him to lack but little of the pods

And dost garland him with glory and majesty.

Thou makest him to rule over the tasks of Thy hands;

Thou dost put all under his feet.

All sheep and cows: yea even the beasts of the field,

The birds of the heavens and the fish of the sea,

And whatever crosses the paths of the seas.

O Jehovah, our Adonai,

How august is Thy name in all the earth!"

To the precentor, on death to the son.

The opening and closing strains of this lovely little

psalm are in closest harmony with its main melody. Adonai

—the title which crowns Him ruler of the whole earth, in con

trast to Jehovah alone, which shows His relation to Israel—

Adonai finds its true and proper place in the prelude and

postlude, which celebrate His name as it is known in all the

earth. And in that earth, which seems so insignificant

among the mighty orbs in heaven's vault, He has placed

mortals such as us: more insignificant than the tiny sphere

which we inhabit. Truly we may say,

"What is a mortal, that Thou art mindful of him?

And the son of humanity that Thou visitest him?"

Yet He has made man but little lower than the gods and

has crowned him with glory and honor. That this is not

the portion of mankind now, we are taught by bitter ex-

psalm had a title. Those which have none are to be considered
as fragments of preceding psalms. In the following version we

have omitted the first clause in the title because that is manifestly
the subscript to the foregoing psalm. We have likewise added

the first clause of the next title because it refers to this psalm.
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perience. Even as man has rebelled against his rightful

Overlord, so the creatures under him have rebelled against

man's sway. But the spirit of God not only certifies to the

correctness of our experience, but holds out the hope that

the ideal of human dominion will yet be realized. In Heb.

2:5-9, we read:

For He does not subordinate the future inhabitants of the
earth, concerning whom we are speaking, to angels. But some

where someone certifies, saying:

"What is man, that Thou art mindful of him?
Or a son of man, that Thou art visiting him?

Thou makest him a whit less than angels,

Thou dost garland him with glory and honor;

Thou dost subordinate all underneath his feet.''

For in the subordination of all to Him, He leaves nothing

insubordinate.

The world to come will find man's lost sceptre restored

to his grasp. But now we see not yet all things put under

him, but we see Jesus, crowned with glory and honor with

a view to the suffering of death.

Thus are we turned from the sons of humanity in whom

there is no help to The Son of Man, Who, through death,

will restore to humankind far more than even Adam lost.

HIS HUMILIATION

We are first introduced to Him in the sacred record by

one of the most pathetic utterances which even He has

spoken. Evening comes after a heavy day of healing of

head and heart and hand. Evening comes and with its

weariness so great that even the tempest did not awake

Him. But was it not far worse than physical weariness to

have a scribe come and announce, "Teacher, I will follow

You wherever You go!"

"Teacher!" Yes, He was indeed a Teacher, but unlike

all other teachers, His great subject was Himself! And if

His teachings were at all apprehended it would call forth a

much higher title than mere "Teacher!" He was Master!

He was Christ! But in grace He takes none of these, but

reminds the scribes, "The foxes have holes, and the birds of

the air roosts, but the Son of Man has not where to pillow
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His head." That weary head, Whose dominion extended to

all earthly creation, was denied even the comforts of a

lodging for the night when the lowest creatures in His do

mains had each his place of rest. Let us note and ponder

the pathos of this passage. The foxes and the birds were

subjects of Adam's dominion and are among the humblest

in the realm of the Son of Man. They were provided for,

but He—Whose weary uncrowned head was still their sov

ereign—He found no spot in all this nether sphere to pil

low it!

But mark the change! The last time that we meet Him

on the sacred page His head is mentioned once again, but

now it wears the victor's wreath, the chaplet of a Con

queror. (Rev. 14:14.) Not now in lowly weariness, but in

might and majesty reaping the harvest of the earth.

These two occasions give us a brief epitome of His hu

miliation and His glory. Sin entered the world through

Adam, and so we ought not to be surprised to find that

Adam's son suffers for His father's defection. His betrayel

and sufferings are linked again and again with the title

Son of Man. As such He was crucified. As such He was

three days and three nights in the heart of the earth, and as

such He was raised from the dead.

HIS AUTHORITY

But though the halo of humility is the most marked of all

His glories while He was yet upon the earth, He did not

hide the true and proper dignities which associate them-

eslves with Him as Son of Man.

The Sabbath, He said, was made for humanity, hence He

was its Master, because all that was peculiarly the property

of human beings was under His control and direction. As

Son of Man He could pardon sins; and not only so, but as

Son of Man all judgment has been delegated to Him. (John

5:27.) How unhurried He is to put it into execution is seen

when we see Him still standing when Stephen is stoned,

waiting for the repentance of Israel. (Acts 7:56.) And it

is in this character that we often meet Him in the Revela

tion. First, indeed, judging among the assemblies in Je-
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hovah's day, even as Peter had written, for "judgment must

commence at the house of God." (Pet. 4:17.) The very

fact that this title does not occur in Paul's letters is proof

positive that He sustains no direct relation to us as Son of

Man. And this amounts to certainty when we remember

that our enfranchisement is in heaven where the Son of Man

has no jurisdiction. We are most intimately associated

with Him as the Son of God in the celestial spheres. But as

Son of Man His sovereignty is confined to earth.

HIS SALVATION

"The Son of Man is come to seek and to save that which

was lost." Many a lovely little scene shows forth the grae-

iousness of the Son of Man when, as the Son of David, He

might have used His iron rod.

Zacchaeus was a traitor. His position in the sycamore

or wild fig tree before the Master corresponds to his position

before God as one who was upheld and exalted by Rome.

Israel nationally is Jehovah's fig tree. All other nations

are but wild iig trees. Zacchseus was a tax gatherer, de

spised and looked down upon by his countrymen. This is

pictured by his small stature. But he got above his neigh

bors because of this very same smallness. He got ahead and

above them by using the hated tax upon his own country

men as a ladder. This is pictured by his running before

and climbing into the wild fig tree.

But when the Master comes, He is not pleased with his

position. "Hurry up, come down," is His first word to

him. Then Zacchaeus takes the low place he deserves,

where the Son of Man can deal with him in mercy.

Being a servant of Rome, he was outside the jurisdiction

of the Son of David. Indeed, the Son of David could only

frown upon this mean and despicable traitor.

But Adam's sway extended over all mankind. And

Adam's Son is suzerain of every earthly power. He now

claims the homage of this traitor on the broad ground of

earthly sovereignty, which Adam lost.

"The Son of Man is come to seek and to save that which

was lost." That which—not simply "those who." For the
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salvation of the Son of Man not only includes Adam's sin

ful race, but all that Adam lost—his prestige and authority

and dominion and possessions. The earth was Adam's and

his rule was absolute. Since his day there have been sev

eral world powers. Nebuchadnezzar notably approximated

somewhat of the vastness of the dominion which Adam lost.

Other world powers have tried to grasp all the reins of

government in a single hand. But the dream seems further

off than ever, yet may be very near. For, before the Son

of Man is revealed Satan will try once more to confederate

all earthly dominion (which he has usurped) into one hu

man head and thus realize the ideal. But alas! Man

pledged earth's sovereignty to Satan and his obsession of

the Man of Sin far from restores it to human hands.

But how will it be regained? How will earth become

once more man's property and its administration restored

to Adam's greater Son?

It was a law in Israel that an allotment could not be for

feited forever. Land was not really sold, but leased until

the year of jubilee, and might be redeemed before. (Lev.

25:24-32.) In the fourth chapter of Ruth we have an inter

esting example—Naomi's husband is dead, and her two

sons are also dead. Death had taken possession of the

allotment. But Boaz, the kinsman redeemer, comes. He

buys all of the allotment which was Naomi's thus redeem

ing the inheritance from the hands of Death. By his mar

riage with Ruth he becomes the progenitor of Him Who was

yet to come Who is the Goel or Redeemer of all, Who be

comes the Abolisher of Death.
Another most instructive transaction is recorded in Jer.

32:6, where Hanameel, Jeremiah's cousin, sells him his al

lotment. In the course of the transaction two "evidences"

are mentioned, one open, the other sealed. This word "evi

dences" is the ordinary word for book and no doubt was a

scroll such as was used for legal instruments in those days.

The earth belongs to God. Man was placed in possession,

but he has sold out to Satan. The papers have been made

out, as it were, and sealed with seven seals. It lies upon

the right hand of the Enthroned, and the strong angel pro

claims: "Who is worthy to open the scroll and to unloose
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the seals thereof?" And no one in heaven or on the earth or

underneath the earth was able to open the scroll, neither to

scrutinize it. And I wept much, seeing that no one could

be found to open the scroll or to scrutinize it. And one of

the seniors is saying to me, "Do not weep! Lo! The Lion

which is of the tribe of Judah, the Root of David, gains the

victory so as to open the scroll and its seven seals." (Rev*

5:25.)

No man is able to redeem the lost allotment. But lo! a

mighty Redeemer is found. The Lamb as it had been slain

—He is able to open the seals because he has paid the price

of redemption with His own blood. The purposes of grace

have stayed the execution of earth's redemption, but the

time will come when the opening of seven seals will rid the

earth of the usurper and make room for the Son of Man

and His beneficent sway.

HIS GLORIES

Like lightning shall be the coming of the Son of Man.

No longer lonely and lowly, but coming upon the clouds of

heaven with great power and glory, accompanied by all His

holy angels. Then He shall gather His elect from the four

winds. And then He will sit upon His glorious throne, and

before Him shall all the nations be gathered and He will

judge them according to their treatment of His earthly

Israelitish brethren. Then He will allot the rule according

to an allotment made at the disruption of the world.

As the Son of David, all Israel is subject to Him; but as

the Son of Man all the other nations own Him as their

Suzerain, the great Emperor of all God's terrestrial domains.

No one yet has seen a real man—that is, as God created

him. The groveling, humiliating degenerates we behold are

only ruins of a noble creature which will be seen once more

when Adam's Son restores his long lost heritage. Then the

creation, too, will be delivered from its bondage, and lib

erty—of which we only know the name—will be proclaimed

throughout the earth. Righteousness will reign, and peace

shall spread its pinions over all.
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"0 scenes surpassing fable, and yet true,
Scenes of accomplished bliss! which who can see,

Though but in distant prospect, and not feel
His soul refreshed with foretaste of the joy?
Rivers of gladness water all the earth,
And clothe all climes with beauty; the reproach

Of barrenness is past. The fruitful field
Laughs with abundance; and the land, once lean,

Or fertile only in its own disgrace,

Exults to see its thistly curse repealed;

The various seasons woven into one,
And that one season an eternal spring.

The garden fears no blight, ana needs no fence,

For there is none to covet, all are full.

The lion and the libbard, and the bear

Graze with the fearless flocks; all bask at noon

Together, or all gambol in the shade

Of the same grove, and drink one common stream.
Antipathies are none. No foe to man

Lurks in the Serpent now: the mother sees,

And smiles to see, her infant's playful hand
Stretched forth to dally with the crested worm,

To stroke his azure neck, or to receive

The lambent homage of his arrowy tongue.

All creatures worship man, and all mankind

One Lord, one Father. Error has no place:

That creeping pestilence is driven away;

The breath of heaven has chased it. In the heart
No passion touches a discordant string,

But all is harmony and love. Disease

Is not; the pure and uncontaminated blood

Holds its due course, nor fears the frost of age.

One song employs all nations; and all cry,

Worthy the Lamb, for He was slain for us P "

Cowper, The Task,

—A. E. K.



IN DEFENSE

We are glad to note that the subject of reconciliation is re

ceiving some of the consideration which it deserves. While we

shall steadfastly refrain from all debate, we consider it but

just and loving that we should not ignore those who present

Scriptures in order to disprove our message.

A recent answer in Things to Come (Jan. 1913) gives this clear

statement as to the meaning of katallassoo conciliate: "changing

the relation of one person or thing towards another." Apokatal-

lassoo, however, is defined as complete or absolute conciliation on

God's side only. "It is He who is conciliated by the atonement of

Christ and not ourselves. * * We are convinced that the interpreta

tion of the word "reconciliation" which connects it with two

parties is a misunderstanding; * * ".

In answer to this we need only quote Col. 1:20-91: "Seeing

that it delights all the fulness to reside in Him and through Him
to reconcile the universe unto Him (peace being made through

the blood of His cross) whether that upon the earth or that in

the heavens. And you, being once estranged and enemies in your

mind, in wicked deeds, yet now He reconciles. * *". God's side,

the conciliation, is expressed in the phrase "peace being made."

This was "through the blood of His cross." This is, however, only

the basis of the reconciliation which is to be effected "through

Him." That the reconciliation here spoken of is more than God's

attitude is made doubly sure by the statement "And you * *
He reconciles now" The statement "He reconciles you" cannot
mean God. The Colossians it was who were changed from being

estranged and enemies. Reconciliation is on man's side also.

Conciliation is never "unto Him" for He it is Who is conciliated.

Reconciliation is "unto Him" because the change is in us. That

God is conciliated is admitted. That the Colossians were recon

ciled is evident. Therefore we conclude that apokatallassoo recon
ciliation includes both parties.

When conciliation is mutual, the Greek strengthens the simple

word conciliate with a preposition, much as we change concilia
tion to re-conciliation. When both parties were once on friendly

terms, but both are angry, then they prefixed the preposition dia

through, aptly descrbing the change from friendship through
reconciliation to friendship again.

But far different is the case between the sinner and God.

We never were His friends and He is not now our enemy.

He is conciliated and we receive it. (Rom. 5:11). In such a case

apo from is prefixed to signify our change from enmity to amity.

That God was not conciliated by "the atonement of Christ" but
rather by "the death of His Son" (Rom. 5:10) we have elsewhere

pointed out (see No. £, page 84).
The usage of the Word of God denies that reconciliation is

confined to a change on God's side. It includes our reception of

that change and will be extended to the whole universe.

That which has been destroyed during the eons is not anni

hilated but will be raised and reconciled at the consummation.
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THE MYSTERY OF THE GOSPEL

THE NATIONS GRAFTED IN

In the Divine summary of the Roman epistle there are two

controlling themes. These are called "my gospel" and "the

secret." The latter is enlarged upon, but the former, "my

gospel/' is barely mentioned. (Rom. 16:25-27.)

MT GOSPEL

And, if we recall how the epistle opens, the reason for this

will be clear, for there Paul's peculiar service, as it differed

from "the twelve," is set forth at length.

What difference is there between that good news and the

secret?

It was promised beforehand through His prophets in the

sacred records. But those writings will be searched in vain

for any trace of the secret, which He "hushed up" during

the age when the prophets lived. Even the apostle himself,

during the ministry now about closed (Acts 19:21; Rom.

15:19, 25) had not proclaimed this secret by word of mouth,

for it is just now being made known by prophetic writings.

The God of Ages has just promulgated the decree to herald

it abroad. This epistle itself and the second epistle to the

Corinthians, also written at this juncture, are examples of

these prophetic writings. Here we have a two-fold key to

unlock the secret, and to distinguish it from the "Gospel of

God" which he calls "my gospel."

Soon after Paul was separated to his gospel he stands up

in the synagogue at Psidian Antioch and delivers a sample

sermon which may well stand as an index to the doctrine

which he proclaimed during this, his itinerant, ministry.

The most salient point is justification by faith, for law

breakers, including those of the nations who believed as well

as the Jews. Our Master is presented as the Son of God,
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but His relationship, by physical ties, to David is also

pressed. (2 Tim. 2:8.)
This description of the sermon at Psidian Antioch will

also do for the first four chapters of our epistle. Justifica

tion by faith, apart from the law is the absorbing topic.

Abraham's justification before being circumcised opens the

door of faith to the nations. Nevertheless, our Master is

still the Seed of David, and the Jew is still first. (Ch.

1: S and 2:9.) This clearly shows that the first four chap

ters do not contain a secret, hitherto unrevealed.

But then a change comes over the face of the epistle.

THE MYSTERY

We leave the court room and the Judge's righteous bench

and enter the presence of the Eeconciler, seated on His

throne of grace.

Abraham and Israel's narrow pale is left behind as we

learn that Adam's one offense and its awful consequences

to the whole human race is the type, inverted, as it were,

of that most marvelous grace—The Conciliation.

Where, in all the sacred scrolls, could be found a hint of

such a thing? Whoever dreamed that so black a page could

silhouette such wondrous glory? The type was there, it is

true, yet surely the secret was successfully "hushed up."

In Isaiah's vision a gleam of its glory seemed to pierce

the gloom of Israel's dark defection. The prophet did not

see the glory involved in the vision of Adonai, but wished

the duration of his people's blindness to be as short as pos

sible. When our Master is about to leave his disciples they

ask the question, "Wilt Thou at this time restore the King

dom to Israel?" To have answered it would have involved

the disclosure of this secret. But He, in closest harmony

with His God, "hushed up" all inquiries of this sort. "It

is not for you to lqiow the times or the seasons which the

Father has reserved in His own jurisdiction."

The apostle, during his journeys, went about in the char

acter of a priest. Now a priest is appointed for men in

Divine affairs. He stands between men and God. He en

ters God's presence for them. But those who have access
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by virtue of the Conciliation need no priest, nor indeed, will

they tolerate anything between them and their God, with

whom they are reconciled. Even Israel's priesthood van

ished in the new earth when God once more dwells with

mankind.

The Gospel of God was proclaimed to the nations by

word of mouth. But this secret was unfolded by written

communications, corresponding with its spiritual character.

It takes, too, the form of a decree from the God of the

Eons, which is heralded to all nations, by ambassadors of

peace.

THE RECONCILIATION IN THE SECRET ECONOMY

Before proceeding to consider its national aspect, as

brought before us in our text, let us define the relations it

sustains to the present secret economy. The very fact that

this secret was made public some years before the secret

conomy is enough to distinguish the two mysteries. But the

Conciliation did not touch Israel's prior place. The na

tions on the new earth will be reconciled, God Himself

tenting amongst them, yet Israel in the holy Jerusalem will

be the seat of all earthly government. They will gladly

acknowledge her sway, even when her priestly offices are

not needed and no temple but God Himself exists. But

the secret economy ignores all such privileges. The nations

are the peers of Israel in that marvellous celestial favor.

A heavenly destiny is a necessity in the secret economy,
for Israel on the earth can brook no equal. But we search

in vain for the thought of heaven in connection with the

Conciliation before the secret economy was made public.

The celestial side of the mystery of Messiah had not yet

been proclaimed, and even heaven itself would be a dreary

place with Messiah enthroned upon the earth.

The third item of the secret economy, that the nations

should be fellow partakers of the promises by Messiah, is

founded upon the Conciliation.

Let us revert, then, to the aspect of this wondrous truth

as revealed in the text which heads this chapter. We
will call it
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THE NATIONAL ASPECT OP THE CONCILIATION

God is sovereign. Even the reign of Sin could not subvert

His purposes. If lawlessness itself must bend beneath

His iron will, how much the more shall grace serve will

ingly? The cross has made it possible and meet that He

should pour out unrestrained the inexhaustible treasures of

His grace. Peace is proclaimed to all. No one can prove

that he is unprovided for. But the efforts and the will of

man are all opposed to God, and can only lead him to his

doom. But let our hearts delight in this, that God is sov

ereign, and by His wisdom seasons all His acts of grace.

All had been done to make us His long before we knew

Him. Nevertheless many of His own are suffered to spend

years in the service of Satan before He calls them to Him

self. His grace is not unbridled, but obeys His wise com

mands. Every blessing God bestows is founded on the

death endured on Calvary. By virtue of its power, man,

with all the creatures under him, will join and sing redemp

tion's song, and new heavens as well as a new earth will yet

display the many-sided glories that, as yet, lie dormant in

its folds. Each blessing waits its proper season.

And so it was with the Conciliation. It was accomplished

on the cross when the Son of God laid down His life, but

it did not take immediate effect. First God will magnify His

grace to Israel. He proclaims to them anew the Messiah

they had rejected and crucified.

Full forty days Messiah lingers with His own, speaking

of the things concerning the Kingdom of God. How natural

that they should ask the question which Isaiah and all the

prophets entertained: "How long?" "At this time?" They

did not know that they were trespassing upon God's secret

things. The era which they were about to enter must first

run full forty years before this question could be answered.

Almost all commentaries on the book of Acts proceed to ex

plain it upon the assumption that this secret was well known

instead of being positively concealed. That an era, in which

the plentitude of the nations was to be gathered in, should

intervene, was not only unknown to them, but unknowable.

God hid it from them. Even when they asked point blank
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about it, He refused to divulge this secret. And the book of
Acts can never be understood apart from this ignorance.

The Acts knows nothing of the Conciliation. Excuses and

explanations abound whenever God, in grace, reaches out

beyond the narrow pale of Judaism. It is not until after

its various ministries have failed or ceased that we read that

"God's salvation is sent to the nations." (Acts 28:28.)

"Has God cast off His people" forever? The Concilia

tion did not commence till they were thrust aside, but how

long will it last? God dealt with Israel as a nation quite

apart from any personal ties which may have existed be

tween Him and the godly remnant always present in the

nation. So, too, He deals with the nations, as such quite

apart from the true believers in their midst. What peculiar

blessings have come to the nations through the Concilia

tion? These are the pressing questions at the present stage

of our inquiry.

The first two queries we have already answered. One

little word "until" limits Israel's blindness to the present

ingathering of the nations. The last question is best an

swered by considering

The Lesson of the Trees

the vine

The Kingdom of God is righteousness and peace and

joy by the energy of the Holy Spirit. Though it does not

consist in food and drink, the very physical sustenance of

that day will form an index of its spiritual characteristics.

In most exquisite symbolism it is known as a day when the

Sons of Israel shall sit under their own vine and their own

fig tree. This will doubtless be true as to fact, but the fig

tree will also be the protection of a righteous government,

the vine, the spiritual cheer which Messiah brings.

In the eightieth psalm we are told how God brought a vine

out of Egypt, and cast out the nations, and planted it. The

remainder of the psalm describes its growth and desolation.

Jehovah, by Jeremiah, laments, saying "Yet I had planted
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thee a noble vine, a right seed; How then art thou turned

into the degenerate plant of a strange vine unto Me?"

Through Hosea He cries against them: "Israel is an empty

vine: He bringeth forth fruit unto himself."

Jotham, in his parable of the trees, which is most inter

esting in this connection, tells us that the function of the

vine is to cheer both God and man. But God found no joy

in Israel.

So, when Messiah came, He could say: "I am the real

vine." And of His disciples he could add, "Ye are the

branches." And of the others, "If any one finds no lodg

ment in Me, He is cast forth as a cutting and is withered;

and they gather them and cast them into the fire, and they

are burned." How true a prophecy* of that unbelieving

nation!

The parable of the wicked husbandman shows how little

return Israel gave to Jehovah for His bounty. But from

His own the Master gathers much joy in those days of His

earthly ministry. When He is about to leave them He tells

them "I will never drink henceforth of the vine until that

day when I drink it new in My Father's Kingdom."

In that day the regenerate nation will bring forth the

fruits of the vineyard. Then, at Jehovah's marriage feast,

His law will be transformed into brimming cheer, just as

the water was in Cana of Galilee.

Some among the nations, not heeding the word that He

spoke to them, that He would abstain from wine until that

day, have thought themselves fit to take Israel's place as

the vine. But we are sure that He has not tasted of the

vintage which they offer Him.

THE FIG TREE

Within the vineyard of Israel, God had planted a fig

tree. But, when our Master came, He found no fruit on it.

Three years He looked for the sweetness and good fruit

Israel should have yielded to Jehovah. Instead of real

righteousness He found but leaves, the same covering Adam

tried before God gave him the coat of skins.
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How touching and sad the scenes we find clustered around

His final entry into Jerusalem! Each step, each incident,

pictures forth a moral truth. The day was fast approaching

when Daniel's prophecy concerning Messiah the Prince

must be fulfilled. Since the edict to restore and build

Jerusalem sixty-nine heptads had nearly run their course,

and He was about to offer Himself for the last time to the

apostate nation as their King.

The wild fig tree, Rome, ruled over them. Zaccheus, a

tax gatherer for the imperial government, desires to see

Jesus. He climbs into a "sycamine" or wild fig tree, thus

harmonizing his physical environment with his true moral

condition. His high station above his fellows was by means

of the office he held at the hands of the oppressors of his

people. And so the Master's first words are, "Come down."

Office in a hostile kingdom ill suits the occasion when the

true King comes.

In those last days He comes to Bethphage, "the house of

green figs." But unripe figs are quite unpalatable and can-

not satisfy His hunger. He goes to the city and returns to

Bethany. When He goes towards the city the next morn

ing He is still unsatisfied, for He is hungry yet. A fig

tree hangs over the way. According to the law, a tithe of

its fruit was His. But, far from claiming His due as the

great Lawgiver, He takes the place of the poor and the

alien, and gleans among its branches. But the tree had

been stripped of its fruit by its avaricious owner, contrary

to His holy law. And so the great Lawgiver's curse de

scends, and the tree withers away "until that eon." Not

"forever." For, though Israel is withered and fruitless,

yes, even without leaves (for they cannot cover their un

righteousness), though they have no national standing, the

day seems not far distant when the fig tree will bear an
abundant harvest. Even now its branches seem tender and

its leaves are striving to come forth.

The nations, with all their talk of civic and national

righteousness, will never displace Jehovah's fig tree. They

are wild and their fruit is valueless.
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THE OLIVE TREE

If national righteousness and national joy are figured by

the fruit of the fig and the vine, what figures that other

characteristic of God's Kingdom, peace?

This is symbolized by the olive tree. (Rom. 11.) Since

the dove came back to Noah with an olive leaf, the olive

branch has been a symbol of judgment overpast. Such is

the lesson of its leaves, but its fruit is far more precious

still.

The oil of the olive is the source of Divine illumination.

The only light by which Jehovah's glories might be seen

in the Tabernacle or the Temple was furnished by the oil

of the olive berry. The oil is eminently the symbol of

His Spirit. It was used for anointing, and typified the

spirit which He poured upon His messiahs and in unstinted

measure upon His Anointed, the Messiah, our Master,

Jesus.

This gives it the pre-eminence among the trees: indeed

it was their first choice for king. The righteousness of

the fig tree is good and pleasant for man, but what does

it profit God if men are righteous? As the real vine is

Messiah Himself, God and man both may rejoice in Him.

And God and man both are honored by the Spirit of which

the olive oil is the emblem. And that is the great issue now

—God's honor. National righteousness and national joy

are not in view and are not attained. But by the olive tree

God's Name has been greatly magnified among the nations.

Before the Conciliation the olive tree was confined to

Israel. And, even yet they are the root and trunk and

some of the branches. All Divine Light came through

them. Our Master could say to them, "Ye are the light of

the world." To them were entrusted the oracles of God.

The source and strength of Divine revelation are the sacred

writings which were their peculiar treasure.

The nations never can be the olive tree. The berries of

the wild olive, or oleaster, yield no light giving oil. God

has grafted them into the good olive tree in place of some

of the branches which were broken off.

To graft a wild fig tree into a good stem would be ruin-
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ous to both. Our Master expects nothing from the wild

fig tree. Neither can you graft a wild grape into a good

vine and obtain good vintage. No more can the nations

take His nation's place and produce grapes fit for pressing.

But, strange to say, God has been able to bud the wild

olive graft into the good olive tree and get berries bearing

the precious oil.

No patriarchs or prophets or apostles are raised up from

among the nations. The root and trunk of the olive tree

remain the same. But, while a few of the branches remain,

the great bulk are wild grafts. A few of Israel's sons are

enlightened by God's spirit and publicly uphold His word.

But, with these few notable exceptions, God is using other

nations to spread abroad the knowledge of Himself. All

the philosophies of Egypt and Greece and India cannot

afford a single ray of light. It is only as the nations leave

their own wild fancies and uphold the enlightening verities

of that Book which was once the exclusive boast of Israel,

that they can draw the true unction from the root of the

good olive tree.

Thus we see that the righteous government of this earth,

as figured by the fig tree, was never transferred to any other

nation. Every new attempt at rule lands mankind one step

further from the benevolent despotism which this earth will

yet enjoy under the reign of Israel and Israel's Messiah.

Neither has the cheer of that millennial day come true as

yet. But one great boon has come to the nations. God

no longer treats them as His enemies, but entrusts them

with His most precious gift—the Divine oracles. The

light has left Israel and dwells with aliens. The nations are

God's testimony in the earth.

Viewed from the standpoint of the individual who be

lieves God, this present day of grace immeasurably sur

passes the coming day of Jehovah. But this is not the

proper view point here. We are considering nations, as

such, not individuals. In this light we can see that, if

Israel's default brought such wealth to the world as comes

through the Conciliation, how much greater shall be this

earth's blessing when they are blessed!
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Earth's blessing is wrapped up in that nation. It is

useless to look for it apart from them. The Conciliation

leads to transcendent spiritual joys, but it does not prom

ise temporal earthly happiness. It imparts a power to turn

trials into occasions of rejoicing, but does not avoid or

remove them from us. Israel will not exult in trials in that

day for then they will be a token of the Divine displeasure.

They may be a sign of His favor now.

So, then, we see that, though Conciliation was effected at

the cross, it could not be effective until Israel was set aside.

We find that it established peace between God and the

nations, but did not bring about the righteousness and joy

of Millennial days, which can only come through Israel.

The nations, viewed as a whole, are put in trust with His

Word, so long as they uphold that Word and shed its light

abroad.

For a time Grace holds the scepter and the nations sus

tain God's testimony in the earth.

THE APOSTASY

"Thou standest by faith." If we would know the posi

tion of the nations at the present day as regards the Con

ciliation, all we need to inquire into is their attitude towards

the Word of God. So long as they believe God it is well.

But if they refuse to believe Him, then they are about to be

cut out of the olive tree and lose the place of privilege they

have held so long.

A cursory review of the course of Christendom will show

it to be but a series of apostasies, with a few, feeble returns

to the truth, but never has there been such complete apos

tasy as at the present time even in the very bodies which owe

their rise to a return to God's word. Catholicism, as ex

hibited in the Greek and Roman churches, has never in all

these centuries of apostasy, been guilty of the repudiation

of the sacred writings but rather they have hid it—hid it

from the laity; hid it with a covering of superstitious leg

ends and observances, hid it as the scribes had covered it of

old, with such a thick crust of tradition that the very cus

todians of the truth did not know the Truth Himself when
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He came, but inquisitioned and crucified the living expres

sion of His Father.

The Greek Church, to its great credit be it said, has

always cherished a knowledge of the original and has striven

at various times to revise its versions to conform to it. While

the Roman communion opposed the Reformation, the Greek

Church inaugurated a similar reform but was opposed by

the people. Nevertheless, the national religion has become

so firmly established by custom and usage, and is so far

divorced from the vital realities of Holy writ that it seems

almost useless to disturb the palsied lethary of theological

opiates.

So much has been said against the Roman communion

by Protestants that it is needless to enlarge upon her crime

in withholding the Scriptures from the people and so utterly

misrepresenting God as to lead them to suppose that He is

bartering His favors for their penance and their pennies.

They make merchandise of His gifts to enrich themselves.

Should they teach the truth of a conciliated God, their gains

would all be gone.

Protestantism and its progeny has torn off some of the

traditions of Rome, especially restoring the truth of justi-

cation by faith.

But even this truth has been practically disowned by

the various state churches which were founded upon it.

It still remains in their creeds, but finds only a scattered

individual recognition among their members.

The various dissenting bodies seem to have been called

into being by the apostasy of the national churches, especi

ally as respects vital godliness. It is lamentable to notice,

however, how prolific apostasy has been, even in these bod

ies. Take one notable instance, Methodism. Itself a

protest against lax living it is repudiated on this ground

by Free Methodism. This in turn is succeeded by the dis

tinctively Holiness movement, but this, in turn, is dis

counted by the "tongues/' which is itself split into various

and discordant divisions. But what is the secret of this dis

integration? Founded upon a human supposition—the free

will agency of man (and the subordination of God to human
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free will)—it has finally arrived at the stage where Divine

revelation is practically superseded by the teaching of

spirits not at all in accord with God's holy word.

The so-called Brethren movement was perhaps the most

real return to the faith, bringing forth the blessed hope of

our Lord's return. Had the devout scholars who inaugurated

this movement been suffered to continue their search they

would doubtless have discovered still more of the treasures

which still lay buried beneath centuries of tradition. "But

alas! the human element has prevailed and their followers

give their words, their opinions about the scriptures a

higher place than the sacred text itself.

Of the various bodies who have seized upon some of the

truths the early Brethren taught, few have added aught of

value and if they have it has only been to meet with oppo

sition, sore and unsparing. Many who received the blessed

truth of our Lord's return have fallen off from the high

place which grace affords into the slough of legality, and

have dared to add to the Word of God.

In the schools and colleges of theology the apostasy is

openly taught. Faith is foolishness to modern "criticism."

Once this apostasy was content to skulk and hide or openly

rebel, but now it finds a comfortable seat in the professor's
chair.

Each of these movements seems to have one object—and

that object wellnigh attained. It is to divorce men from the

faith. Let us open our eyes to this fact. The most marvel

ous experiences and visions and tongues coupled with ex

treme sanctity, if it refuses to bow to the word of God,

is proof of the apostasy. The ripest scholarship which dis

cards aught of Divine revelation is proof of the apostasy.

The most godly disciple of a doctrine which is butressed by

hoary suppositions and sacred traditions may think that he

is opposing the apostasy and still be its most efficient ad

vocate !

The greatest danger to those who love God's word lies,
not in the carping critic, not from those who live on their

emotions, for these do not exert nearly so great an influence

as those defenders of the faith who are honestly endeavor
ing to oppose what they deem error.
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Where is there safety then, you say? Safety lies only in

such a recognition of the prevalent apostasy as will lead us

to pass by all human authority and supposition and tradition

and found all our faith upon the facts of the Word of

God.

Nor do we exclude ourselves from the list of those who

should not be followed. We are human as the rest. But we

hope that all who read these lines may be able to grant us

this one grace—the highest compliment that we can crave—

that the burden of our message is a return to God's word;

and that the facts as they occur in the original are truthfully

and impartially presented for the consideration of our read

ers. Apart from these facts there is no possible return to

His Word, no possible escape from participation in the pre

vailing apostasy.

To conclude, the drift of all the diverse movements of

modern times has been away from the word of God. Move

ment after movement has been made towards the recovery

of the truth, but, like the receding tide, the oncoming waves

flow back faster than they come and leave the faith stranded

and forsaken.

Christ was crucified in the midst of God's chosen people

and the faith is being crucified in the midst of its professed

friends. The Conciliation has wellnigh run its course. The

time has come for the faithless nations to be cut out of the

olive tree!

A. E. K.
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Lord "quickly" come, no longer stay,

We weary here with Thee away;

We long Thy loving face to see,

That with and like Thee we may be.

We miss Thee, for in all this scene,

JTis but the place where Thou hast been;

But now, that Thou art far away,

There's nothing here that's worth our stay.

Excepting, that it is that we—

May bear a witness, Lord, for Thee;

For this alone we want to stay,

And work and wait the coming day.

But soon Thy coming in the air

Will draw Thy saints together there;

That Head and members one in heart,

No longer shall be kept apart.

Thy "quickly" seems to me so long,

It seems it never will be gone;

O give me patience, give me grace,

To wait, in hope to see Thy face.

But "quickly" is Thy word to me,

It calls to earnest work for Thee;

And so, Lord, Thou dost linger still,

That I may quickly do Thy will.

And so, O Lord, it is but meet,

Until Thy body is complete;

That I should haste, Thy message bear,

And preach the gospel everywhere.

My willing feet would quickly run,

From morn until the setting sun;

That work, Thou hast committed me,

Ere Thou shalt come, may finished be.

And then, how gladly I will meet,

And lay the sheaves at Thy dear feet,

Made glad if Thou shall say "Well done;

Come, rest thee now, My faithful one."

W. H. W.



UNIVERSALISM AND

ANNIHILATION

Having considered the soul-crushing dogma of endless

torment, it becomes us to make brief reference to its alter

native doctrines. Before dismissing from our minds, how

ever, the Augustinian doctrine—as it is called—of endless

woe, we must be permitted to remark that if the assump

tions on which that dogma is based are correct, and harmon

ious with Scripture, no matter how strange it may appear

to us, nor how foreign it may seem to our conceptions of

truth, we must, in the name of reason as well as faith, bow

unquestioningly before the utterance of the Omniscience to

which alone the entire and unbroken circle of truth can be

familiar. The same reason that insists upon a thorough

criticism of every'human interpretation demands, with equal

insistence, an unquestioning acceptance of every divine

revelation. The mere whisper of God into the listening

ear of faith is more conclusively final than the loudest

thunder of unaided reason. "Unaided reason" we say, wish

ing to distinguish between that misnamed "reason" which

seeks to wrench the secrets of the Universe from God by

sheer force of mental powers, and the "reason" which most

amply evidences its rationality in a recognition of its own

limitations. Nor should we forget that reason is as much

of a necessity to faith, as is faith to reason—to an idiot,

bereft of reason, faith is impossible. Without faith reason

degenerates into agnosticism: without reason faith declines

into superstition. Faith, then, is not irrational; it may be

opposed to sight, but should not be spoken of as if it were

in opposition to reason. If then faith exists not apart from

reason, and if reason be blind apart from faith, the ques

tion presents itself, will the truth as touching human

destiny produce such a mighty conflict between the two as
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history and personal experience shows to exist in relation

to the dominant doctrine? The consequence of such a

conflict has been that some have doubted that to be faith at

all which could so disagree with reason, and others have

denied that to be reason which could be so out-of-joint with

faith.

True reason acknowledges that sin must be met with

punishment, and acquiesces in the thought that punishment

must continue as long as sin endures. With such a doc

trine it is not reasonable to quibble. But the theory to

which reason objects is that of endless sin and endless pun

ishment as necessary factors in a universe supposed to come

from the creative designs of a perfect Deity; and the pic

ture of a universe eternally midway between chaos and

perfection—eternally half-damned—is one to which reason

has never been able to reconcile itself. It is obvious that

such a conflict was bound to give birth to doctrines which

would bear evident marks of their distressful origin; some

being mere expressions of an intense desire to see reason

bludgeoned by faith; others manifesting a desire equally

intense, to reciprocate such an attitude by dispensing alto

gether with belief.

Universalism, however, is not the product of either faith

or reason, but the result of a sentimental shrinking from the

facts of life, and the stern necessities of moral govern

ment—in short, it is neither rational nor believing. It is the

extreme of two other extremes—the third point in a triangle

of opposing theories; Materialism deifying reason and

excluding faith; Orthodoxy exalting faith to the denial

of reason; Universalism denying both by its misuse of

sentiment. The Augustinian dogma failed to preserve the

equipoise of the divine attributes, and sustain the har

monious relation of every divine perfection, but the Uni-

versalist did not right the wrong by merely shifting the

undue emphasis from one set of attributes to another. Nor

does a system commend itself to us which, in order to evade

all thought of future punishment, found the fulfilment of

every prophecy of judgment in the fall and ruin of Jeru

salem. We may, therefore, brush Universalism aside with

out further comment and proceed to the less objectionable
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views of Annihilation, or as its advocates prefer to call it,

Conditional Immortality.

The doctrines of Endless Torment and Conditional Im

mortality have this in common that both view the sin

ner's punishment as being eternal in its infliction—the

first consciously so, the second unconsciously. Further, both

doctrines are based upon assumption—the former assum

ing the endlessness of the ages, the latter assuming the

endlessness of death. The prematurely accepted theory of

the infinity of the age-times yielded strong support to the

assumption concerning death's endlessness; for, the pun

ishment of sin being revealed in Scripture as age-lasting,

and that punishment being death, the supposed endlessness

of the ages naturally attached itself to the wages of sin.

The advocates of Eternal Torment declare that, once

sentence has been passed upon the offender against law, that

offender can never come from under the law's decree. In

this the exponents of Conditional Immortality agree. Both

schools, therefore, are united against any possible restora

tion of the lost; the Augustinian finding the impossibility

of such restoration in the fixed character of the punished;

the Annihilationist finding it in the nature of the punish

ment. The Augustinian reached his dogma by a series of

presumptions as to man's being: the Annihilationist reached

his by presuming that death in its final infliction is instan

taneous instead of being a process spread out over the

periods of the Eons; or, of acknowledging its infliction to

be protracted, by concluding that the sinner's destruction

is such as will preclude all hope of his resurrection in a

body minus that depravity of nature which so loudly de

manded its own eradication.

The problem which confronts the Annihilationist, of the

dead being raised to die again, those once punished being

raised in order to suffer a repetition of their punishment,

is one of those, jagged difficulties which no line of reasoning

can ever remove from the doctrine of Conditional Immor

tality as generally formulated. But the suggestion that this

resurrection of the wicked dead has reference to a ful

filling of God's gracious purposes in them is one which the

Annihilationist must reject in consequence of his assump-
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tions regarding death, even as the Augustinian must equally

reject it because of his assumptions regarding the eternity

of eonian time.

The Universalist exaggerated the scriptural terms de

scriptive of universal bliss—i. e., exaggerated them by

ignoring, or minimising, the import of those scriptures de

scribing God's punitive attitude towards sin. No attempt

was made to explain, or reconcile, the discord between

these two classes of scripture, but one class was taken and

the other, by a process of gross misinterpretation, simply

ignored or explained away. The Annihilationist, on the

other hand, lacking a full-orbed conception of the divine

wisdom, and failing to perceive how those threats of destruc

tion could be reconciled with the promises of salvation, by

minimising the extent of the promises, exaggerated the real

import of the threats. The problem as to how there can be

a real and complete fulfilment of the threats, and yet an

equally real and complete fulfilment of the promises, is but

the old problem of how Law and Grace can both be fulfilled,

without being fulfilled at the expense of either. It is but

the old problem re-stated in the future tense—the problem

of soteriology become eschatological. Nor is the problem

made more difficult of solution when considered in relation

to all men than when considered in relation to but one. If

God's righteousness and mercy both are abundantly mag

nified and satisfied in the salvation of one soul, it is ample

intimation that the restoration of every soul, without dimin

ishing or dimming the glory of that righteousness, is not

within the sphere of improbability.

Augustinianism involves the idea that some grim necessity

demands the continuous maintenance of an eternal inferno

within the bounds of the universe. Men have tried to apol

ogize for such conceptions, and have not hesitated to teach

that the terror of such a spectacle will effectually prevent a

repetition of sin's entrance into the heavenly realms. A

universe dependent for its stability partly upon love, and

partly upon hideous terror—an apology as nauseating as is

the concept for which the apology is made.

Annihilation involves the view that whereas puny man

possesses the unlimited ability to resist the will of God
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indefinitely, God is limited in His power to overcome that

resistance, unable to influence the human heart so as to re

move all rebellious feelings, unable to control circumstances

so that by bitter experience itself man may learn the un

profitableness of sin, and turn from it to find true life and

liberty in obedience to the divine will. We must choose

either horn of the dilemma. Either God is limited by man,

or else man is encompassed by divine limitations, which,

while they do not interfere with the freedom of the creature,

still prevents ultimate suicide on his part. On our doctrine

of destiny will depend our belief whether God, in creating

man, created him so that he could never really get beyond

the reach of his Creator's love and enabling grace, or else

made him as the pioneer engineers constructed their ex

perimental locomotives—without a safety-valve.

The three great theories of human destiny may conse

quently be described as three great exaggerations. The

Augustinian exaggerates the duration of punishment. The

Annihilationist exaggerates the nature of punishment. And

the Universalist exaggerates certain elements in the nature

of God. Each and all of these views amply illustrate what

we referred to in the introduction as being "mistranslations

of the divine perfections in the terms of our doctrinal state

ments." The final truth we must look for elsewhere, satis

fied that when found it will combine the truth common to

each, while eliminating the error attached to all.

We may talk, and write, as we please concerning the

Creator's right to do as He pleases with those He creates;

but we must not forget that the Will of God is not some

thing which can be understood apart from the Nature of

God. "Show me Thy glory," was Moses' plea, and God

revealed it to him in the statements of His power and free

dom to confer forgiveness upon His erring creatures. God

is not experimenting in human life. He does not adventure

at His creature's risk. He does not gamble on chance, or

trust to a lucky turn of the wheel of life to bring a possible

handful of His creatures back to Himself. In order to

save one soul He is not compelled, by some hideous neces

sity, to damn a hundred. When His purpose in human life

is completed, no debris will remain to mar the finished per-
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fection of His work. The circle of human freedom is itself

enclosed within the larger circle of the divine decrees.

"Known unto God are all His works." Sin's entrance into

the Universe was no accident, nor did it take the Almighty

by surprise. God knew what it would do when He allowed

it to enter; and when sin finally vacates the scene it will do

so defeated in every particular, not even a partial victor over

any that God brought into existence for Himself. Sin will

not remain in the Universe, either as wielding the lash of

endless torment, or holding the sceptre of endless death.

Death itself shall die, and destruction be itself destroyed.

That such a glorious end is to be the grand climax of

eonian time it is now our province to show from the store

house of God's revealed truth.

A. Burns.



THE EONIAN TIMES

Time is divided into three grand divisions, which are char

acterized in Scripture as "before the eons/' "the eonian

times" and "the consummation/' which follows the end of

the eons (1 Cor. 10:11).

The accompanying chart is confined to a graphic presen

tation of The Eonian Times. It cites every reference to

these times, so located as to show its significance at a glance.

The occurrences are grouped according to the phrases in

which they are found. For the convenience of the English

reader the Greek is replaced by exact and consistent trans

lations. Everyone is urged to check up each reference, com

pare it with its context, and judge whether any other ex

planation can possibly account for the facts.

The eons divide duration into three grand divisions.

Counting the five eons, there are seven secondary segments

to all time. Such a division into three primary and seven

secondary divisions is in perfect accord with both nature

and revelation, for light itself—which is a true token of the

Divine essence—for God is light—is composed of three pri

mary and seven secondary colors. Yet not only are there

seven periods, but these are symmetrically grouped about

that grand moral center of the universe—the cross of

Christ.

The pre-eonian times and post-eonian times have much

in common, chiefly, indeed, that sin is absent from them

both. In the first it is unknown: in the last it is well

known but conquered.

The third eon, in which we find ourselves, and the com

ing eon, of which the Scriptures have so much to say, are

often referred to in holy writ, so that we have a large

fund of information concerning them. Not so with the first

and second or the last eon. They are not directly men

tioned as such in the Scriptures. But that there were eons
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before the present one is evident, for we read of eons

in the past as well as eons in the future. So there must

have been more than one before the present.

A remarkable expression occurs in Eph. 2:2. It is liter

ally, "the eon of this world." That is to say, the eon

which corresponds, or pertains to, the present cosmos, or

order of things. So we only need to determine when this

cosmos, or world, began in order to find out when this eon

began. And we need only know how many and what worlds

there were before the present world and we will also know

what eons have preceded this one. The fact is, the eons and

the worlds synchronize. They are but two views of the

same thing. A radical change in the constitution of affairs

is called a new world and the time which this world charac

terizes is called an eon. These must not be confounded with

less radical changes in administration which are called eras

or economies or dispensations.

In 2 Pet. 8:6 we have a reference to the world before the

disruption of the second verse of Genesis. That world

"perished." At the same time the eon with which it was asso

ciated passed away. The first short stroke on the chart

between the Beginning and the Disruption represents this

time.

In 2 Pet. 2:5 we have another reference to a past world.

This one, however, came to its end in the deluge of Gen.

6:17. So here we have another eon. The second short

black line on the chart between the Disruption and the

Deluge represents this eon.

The present eon began with the deluge and will con

tinue until the day of wrath of which the deluge was a

type. The long line from the Deluge to the Day of Wrath

shows this on the chart.

This inaugurates the coming eon in which Christ will

reign for a thousand years. The line between the Day of

Wrath and the Judgment represents this time.

When this is finished there is a new creation over which

the Son of God rules until the consummation. The last

short stroke between the Judgment and the Consummation

stands for this eon. Thus each eon after the first is intro

duced by judgment, remedial and world-wide, and the reno-
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vation of things mundane, and by an entirely new and dis

tinct constitution of affairs.

The second eon is ushered in by the grand cataclysm of

Gen. 1:2 and the restoration of the succeeding verses.

Whatever may have been the nature of the previous world,

it is quite certain that it had no sea and no human beings.

Now, however, the land is divided by waters and a man is

placed over the earth.

The deluge was the precursor of the present eon. Man

is given the right to rule over his fellow. It is the eon of

human government. In this it is radically distinct from all

other eons.

Man's misrule draws down the day of wrath which makes

way for the coming of Christ. The kingdoms of this world

become kingdoms of our Lord and of His Messiah. Israel

becomes a kingdom of priests and rules the other nations.

The irruption of Satan and the great white throne judg

ment, which close the fourth eon prepare for the fifth and

final of all the eons. In this the Son of God is supreme,

and God once more dwells with mankind as in the garden,

so that the priesthood of Israel is no longer needed. Dele

gated dominion continues until it vanishes at the consum

mation, when the death state is abolished and God is All

in all.

This explanation of the chart is only intended to be sug

gestive. The proof will be presented as we consider in de

tail every occurrence of the word eon in all its forms and

phrases.

Some will ask at the very outset, "Why use the word

'eon' rather than 'age'" ? What has been already pre

sented makes it clear that the thoughts commonly associated

with the word "age" are, in many important particulars,

diverse from that which is brought before us by the Greek

word aioon eon. The period suggested by "age" in common

usage is not nearly long enough to fit the thought of the

eons. It will not do to put this new wine in old wine skins.

It will be confusing to incorporate the thoughts clinging to

"age" into the new conceptions which a thorough study of

the eons will harvest. So we will use "eon" which is good

English, yet not so much used as to be contaminated with

unscriptural suppositions.
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To make our study simpler, let us consider first every

passage in which the word is used in the singular. Later

we will take up those texts where the plural form occurs.

Then we will explain the phrases where the word is used

twice in the same phrase.

REFERRING TO THE PRESENT

The Present Eon. In Gal. 1:4 we have this present

time characterized as "the present wicked eon." This

ephithet cannot be applied to the two coming eons, yet may

be used of either of those which have gone before. We may

conclude from this expression, then, that there are not only

a number of eons, but that some of them are wicked, like

the present, and others which are not so described.

The Eon Which Now Obtains. The same thought is en

forced in the three passages in which the word "now" is

associated with eon. Sobriety and righteousness and god

liness are foreign to its nature (Tit. 2:12). Its riches are

treacherous (1 Tim. 6:17). Demas is an example of those

whose love for it have marred their service for God (2 Tim.

4:10). None of this would apply to the eons which are

to come.

This Eon. In this phrase there is always a latent con

trast with another eon in which its wicked ways will no

longer obtain. Indeed in Luke 20:34 "that" eon is put in

direct antithesis with this. Those of this eon who are

counted worthy to obtain that eon will be sons of resurrec

tion and will no longer enter the marriage state as at pres

ent. And in Eph. 1:21 the glorious name of our Lord

is exalted above every name, not only in this eon but in the

impending eon as well. Now the Son of Man may be

spoken against (Mt. 12:32), but the Holy Spirit may not

be spoken against, neither in this eon or that which is about

to be revealed. In Rom. 12:2 we are entreated not to fol

low the fashions of this eon, with its walk (Eph. 2:2), its

worries (Mt. 13:22), its unrighteous wealth (Lu. 16:8),
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its wisdom (1 Cor. 2:6; 3:18), its disputers (1 Cor. 1:20),

its rulers (1 Cor. 2:6, 8) and its god (2 Cor. 4:4). Its

religion and politics and philosophy and business and cus

toms are all at variance with the spirit that we have re

ceived.

For the Eon. As will be seen on the chart, this phrase

is divided between this eon and the coming eon. Only

the context can enable us to settle which particular eon is

referred to. As the coming eon was so constantly before

the minds of the true Israelite (for in it alone would they

find their blessing) it is generally that eon which is referred

to. In either case we must limit the time to a single eon.

A study of each passage will demonstrate this fully.

It has been customary to render this, literally, "unto the

eon." But a comparative study of the Greek prepositions

leads to the conclusion that eis means "into," while the

thought of unto is distributed to pros "to" or "towards,"

mechri "as long as" and achri "up to." But when eis is used

of time our English idiom will not bear the word "into,"

but requires the somewhat indefinite "for." See Mat.

6:34; Luk. 12:19; Heb. 9:9; Rev. 9:15; and all the scrip

tures quoted under this phrase and those under "the eons

of the eons" and similar phrases.

We have a striking confirmation of the limitations of this

phrase in Mt. 21:19 and Mk. 11:14, where the fig tree is

withered "for the eon." It figures the Nation of Israel

who are withered away. But they shall be restored (Rom.

11:26) and the sign of their restoration is the budding of

the leaves and tenderness of the fig tree (Mat. 24:32;
Mk. 13:28).

During the absence of Christ, He sends a Paraclete or

Consoler who would be with them for the eon. This is not

a denial that they would have the Holy Spirit in the

coming eon, even more than of old, but when Christ comes

again, what need for the spirit in the character of a con

soler? As such the Spirit remains with them only so long

as their Messiah is away. (John 12:34). This same careful

ness and exactitude is apparent in many other passages,

though the denials of Peter (John 13:8) and Paul (1 Cor.
8:13) need not be so precise.
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In by far the greater number of instances the context

refers this phrase to the coming eon. Who has not been

perplexed by the Lord's statements in John's gospel such

as "If any man eat of this bread he shall live forever"

(John 6:51) ? But later on (v. 54) we read "He that eateth

my flesh and drinketh my blood hath everlasting life, and

I will raise him up at the last day." How can He raise

him up if he has "never" died? And yet He repeats (v. 58),

"He that eateth this bread shall live forever." It is a stub

born fact that those who believed on Him have died and

He will raise them up. They do not live "forever." They

will live "for the eon" which is coming, which is preceded

by the resurrection of the just. These passages will all

come before us again when considering that eon.

From the Eon. A notable proof of the commencement

of the eon prior to the time of David lies in Zacharias'

prophecy in Lu. 1:70. The prophets which foretold the

Davidic glories of Christ have been "from the eon." But

Acts 3:21 is even more definite, for it goes back to all the

prophets which have foretold the restoration which Mes

siah's advent in glory shall bring. Acts 15:18 clinches it

by a reference to the nations. Now there were no nations

in the eon before the flood. There were none until Babel.

So that the phrase "from the eon" not only makes it im

possible for "eon" to mean eternity, but serves us with cor

roborative evidence that the present eon began after the

deluge.

Out of the Eon. The miracles of our Lord were the pow

ers of the coming eon. When the blind man is healed he

rightly remarks that "From out of the eon it is not heard

that He opens the eyes of anyone that has been born blind."

Such signs as these are not characteristic of this eon, but

rather of that which is to come. (John 9:32).

Of the Eon. Mk. 4:19 has already been referred to in

connection with "this eon." Eph. 6:12 is omitted by the best

editors.

The Conclusion of the Eon. This phrase alone ought to

be sufficient evidence that eon does not mean forever.

Eternity cannot have a conclusion. It is used three times

in the thirteenth of Matthew. In explaining the parable of
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the sowing He explains that the harvest is at the con

clusion of the eon (vs. 39, 40, 49). In Mat. 24 :3 it is asso

ciated with His presence. The whole chapter is a commen

tary on the force of this phrase. It proves the conclusion

is that part of the present eon which immediately precedes

the coming eon.

REFERRING TO THE NEXT EON

The mere mention that there is to be another eon after

the conclusion of the present should be sufficient to rob the

word of every idea of eternity. Not only is the next eon

a distinct segment of time, but it is so different in charac

ter, such an advance upon the present, that it connot pos

sibly be confounded with it. It is the fruit of promise

and prophecy, the era of God's regeneration of the earth.

The Coming Eon. In Mk. 10:30, and Lu. 18:30, this

phrase is put in contrast with "this era." Now persecu

tions are promised, but in the coming eon eonian life.

The Eon About to Be. In Mt. 12:32, and Eph. 1:21,

there is a contrast between "this eon" and that which is

about to be. In Heb. 6:5 the powers of the pentecostal era

are characterized as those which belong to the future.

That Eon. Here again "this eon" is set over against

"that eon" in which resurrection from among the dead will

alter the condition of those who have been raised to enjoy

its blessings (Lu. 20:35).

For the Eon. This famous phrase contains the solution

of many glaring discrepancies which have been allowed to

mar the pages of holy Writ without so much as a protest.

We read of mercy shown to Abraham and his seed "for

ever" (Lu. 1:55), in spite of the fact that they have been

thrust aside and will yet endure the severest of the storms

which break in the day of wrath. We are repeatedly told

that those who believe will live "forever" and they have

died long since; that those who do the will of God will

abide "forever," and where are they? We are told that

"If a man keep My word he shall never (i. e., "not for
ever") see death." Many have kept His word and yet they

have all died. And the context itself is proof that our Lord
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never intended to give such an impression by the words He

used, which our translators have rendered "forever."

Let anyone turn to John 6:47-58 and note carefully that

in spite of repeated assurances that those who ate the heav

enly bread should live "forever/' yet at the same time He

assures them that He would raise them up at the last day

(John 6:54). This all becomes beautifully clear and sim

ple when we change "forever" to "for the eon." When He

raises them up then they will live for the whole of the thou

sand years of bliss. Not, indeed, that they will necessarily

die at its close. What is beyond is outside the scope of this

promise.

The same truth is apparent in John 11:25: * * he that

believeth on Me, though he die, yet shall he live: and who

soever liveth and believeth on Me shall never die." Two

classes are here. Those who die before that future eon

and those who are alive at its commencement. The latter

shall not die "for the eon." This casual evidence shows

that "for the eon" does not commence until that future eon

commences. This testimony is peculiarly valuable because

of its incidental nature. There seems to be no hint as to

the time when the latter statement will be true. We can

understand that those who have died shall live. But we are

forced to the conclusion that it is those who are alive at the

resurrection who will by no means die. How very apt then

to find that this very time is indicated in the phrase "for

the eon." A similar blemish, more grave and glaring still,

is found in John 8:51. "Verily, verily, I say unto you, 'If

a man keep My saying, he shall never see death.' " This is

repeated and altered by the Jews to "never taste death."

This is most solemn, for, explain it as we may, those who

kept His sayings have seen death. That the Lord most

emphatically meant what He said is seen in His "Verily,

verily," and by His retort to the Jews, when He repudiates

being, "a liar like unto you."

The same difficulty is seen in Ch. 10:28, for "perish"

means more than death.

What shall we do with these statements? Shall we im-

punge the veracity of Him Who is the Truth simply in

order to cling to an ancient and recognized tradition ? Shall
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we blandly refuse to see the distinctions which He made

when He chose various phrases to convey His meaning, and,

because we see them not, convict Him of uttering self-con

tradictory statements which have not stood the test of time?

Let those who insist that all these distinct expressions have

the one invariable force of "forever" face this solemn di

lemma and clear Him of this stigma!

The position here taken that "for the eon" is not endless

duration, but refers to a distinct period of time is once more

enforced in a series of passages in the epistle to the He

brews (Ch. 5:6, 6:20, 7:17, 21, 24, 28). All concern the

Melchizedek priesthood of Christ. Now it is the very es

sence of this priesthood that He be a King as well as

Priest. We know that He does not as yet rule as King.

That waits until the time when "the kingdoms of this world

become the kingdoms of our Lord and of His Christ" (Rev.

11:15). His Melchizedek priesthood also waits that glor

ious day when He shall sit a Priest upon His throne.

Nor is it less clear that this priesthood is not eternal. A

priest is an intermediary between God and man. And long

before the consummation, at the very beginning of the day

of God, He tents with mankind once again and the temple

with its priestly mediancy vanishes when He makes all

things new (Rev. 21:8-5). So that the Melchizedek priest

hood is proven, by entirely independent scripture, to be

literally "for the eon" and not forever. This priesthood

vanishes even before His Kingly prerogatives are laid aside.

We need only to remember that thirst (John 4:14) and

the distinctions between slave and son (John 8:35, 35) and

the mediatorial glories of Christ are adapted to eonian con

ditions and are impossible and out of place in a perfected

universe, and all these scriptures will find a far fuller and

more precious meaning than the mere thought of endless

ness. As living "for the eon" is equivalent to eonian life

(John 6:51-58) the discussion of these passages will come

before us in dealing with that phrase. Suffice it to say that,

to begin with, it waits the resurrection for its inception and

merges into the life of the next eon, finally losing its dis

tinctive character, but not endlessness, in the resurrection at

the consummation when all receive eternal life.
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Righteousness is the most notable characteristic of the

coming eon. This alone will be enough to insure all the

blessings which it brings (2 Cor. 9'-9)>
The declarations of Jehovah will be fulfilled during the

next eon. It will not pass until all be fulfilled. So that we

read "the declarations of the Lord remain for the eon."
(1 Pet. 1:25. The phrase in verse 23 is an interpolation.)

The fact that this phrase reaches to the horizon of the He

brew prophets and the twelve apostles of our Lord is kept

before us in the promise that "he that doeth the will of God

abideth for the eon" (1 John 2:17), as well as in the state

ment that the truth "shall be with us for the eon" (2 John

2). "The truth" here referred to is fulfilled in that eon, so

that the phrase is far more appropriate than "forever"

could possibly be.

The last example of this phrase gives us the same im

pression. Jude, in speaking of the false shepherds of

Israel, calls them "wandering stars, for whom the blackness

of darkness hath been reserved for the eon." They should

have been bathed in the sevenfold light of that blessed day

(Is. 30:26), but instead are given up to eonian darkness

until the judgment of the great white throne.

The mere fact that there is a phrase in the plural "for

the eons" will be sufficient, not only to bar this phrase from

meaning "forever," but will cause to confine it to a single

eon.

The Conclusion of the Eon. Matthew's gospel is the

record of the rejection and return of the King. How fitting

that it should not close without a foreview of that eon when

all authority is in the hands of God's Messiah! And He is

with them to the very conclusion of the eon (Mt. 28:20).

All that we assay to prove at this time is the fact that

eon in the singular is not a synonym for eternity. But we

trust that our brief review will enable us to grasp and en

joy the marvelous message which this word brings to us if

we only heed the Holy Spirit's voice. Never was there

so much need of accuracy and never has the great Author's

words been less regarded than in the rendering of this

word. But for those who hear and heed there is a rich re

ward.
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In our study of the plural form of eon (should we still

cling to the orthodox view) we are at once confronted with

a grave difficulty. If one eon spans eternity, what place can

be found for the other eons ? If "for the eon" is equivalent

to "everlasting" what does "for the eons" signify? If

"from the eon" is "eternal," what of "from the eons"? If

the "conclusion of the eon" means "the end of the world/'

what shall we understand by "the conclusion of the eons"?

Each of these occurs in both the singular and plural form.

But once we acknowledge the truth, all our difficulties van

ish into a clear and accurate, a sufficient and satisfactory, a

grand and glorious apprehension of the doctrine of the eons.

The Eons. Nothing so manifests God's multifarious wis

dom as a view of the purpose of the eons (Eph. 8:11).

Each separate eon has a purpose, and a grasp of each is

necessary to appreciate God's mind. Yet there is a pur

pose common to them all and that is the revelation of God

as Love and Light. This is His essence. His various at

tributes are called forth by the problems of the eons in order

to display Him to His creatures both in the heavens and on

earth.

The eons were made through Christ Jesus our Lord, the

Son of God (Heb. 1:2).

Creation also was His work, both in the material and the

moral sphere (Col. 1:16). This filled the universe of

space, but made no provision for its career—the greater

and grander work of redemption and reconciliation which

should bind it with bonds unbreakable to God's heart.

For this end He made the eons. They begin with Christ

as the Head of all creation; they chronicle its ruin and its

redemption through His humiliation; they end when He,

once more the Head of all, presents God with a redeemed

and reconciled universe. Their purpose preceded this com

mencement; the consummation proclaims its fulfillment.

During these eons the Son of God is the effulgence of God's
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glory and the impress of God's assumptions. One of these

assumptions is that of King. He is the King of the eons

(1 Tim. 1:17). All sovereignty and authority is centered in

Him and is derived from Him during the eons. Before the

eons there was no such thing as a King, just as there will

be no delegated authority after they have run their course.

The history of the eons as revealed by the prophets of

old was amply detailed so far as they dealt with the earth

and the eonian people, Israel. Now that they refuse their

blessing and God turns to the nations during this secret

economy, there is a readjustment of the eons to conform to

this new departure. In truth, there is a premature spiritual

fulfillment of the eons for us who believe during this mar

velous economy. But what of the Hebrews who had be

lieved the preaching of our Lord and His apostles? This

change calls for some explanation, lest they deem God un

true to His promises. And this is given them. "Now faith

is the assumption (the same word we translated assumption

in Heb. 1:3) of what we are expecting, a conviction con

cerning matters we are not observing; for in this the elders

are testified to. By faith we are apprehending the read

justment of the eons by a declaration of God, that what we

are observing to have come to pass is not derived from ap

parent causes" (Heb. 11:1-4). Then the Hebrews are

given the same place which the worthies before them had

occupied. They died in faith, looking for the future fulfill

ment of all the promises.

From the Eons. That there have been eons in the past

we learn from the fact that God hid the present secret econ

omy from them (Eph. 8:9; Col. 1:26). Christ among the

nation of Israel was not hid, but Christ among the other

nations was a closely guarded secret (Col. 1:27).

For the Eons. That there are eons in the future is clearly

shown by Christ's reign over the house of Jacob for the

next two eons (Lu. 1:38). It is during these two eons that

the results of His suffering and shame and death will reap

its rich fruition. They are the eons of blessing in a very

notable way—such as could not be the case now and as will

hardly be appropriate after the consummation. And this

fact it is that blends in blessed harmony with the doxologies
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which ring His conquest over sin (Rom. 1:25), His relation

ship to the eonian nation (Rom. 9:5), the truth that not

only all things are from Him and through Him, but will

be for Him in these eons (Rom. 11:36), the full realization

of the reconciliation (Rom. 16:27), and its ministry by the

apostle (2 Cor. 11:31).

The Hebrews are the eonian nation. Their God is the

eonian God. And in close accord with this we are told that

Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today and for the eons.

Then, when God gives all a place of nearness to Himself,

their peculiar privileges would be intrusive and disappear.

And Christ, with all His work fulfilled, no longer needs to

hold the place supreme, but lays the scepter at His Father's

feet. (Heb. 18:8).

The Impending Eons. Sweet indeed is the thought that,

in the impending eons (Eph. 2:7),- when God's grace is

poured out so richly over all the earth, He will not point to

them as the highest effort of His love. The transcendent

riches of his favor is lavished upon us in this secret econ

omy and even in the eons filled with tokens of His grace He

will point them to us as the supremest pinnacle and perfec

tion of His favor.

The Day of the Eon. This is a Hebrew idiom.

In Mai. S'A we are told that when the Lord comes into

His temple again the sacrifice of Juda and Jerusalem will

be pleasing as "in the days of the eon" (LXX). This was

not eternal in the past is evident, for neither Juda nor

Jerusalem date that far back. Peter, in referring to that

future day when the Lord will come, calls it "the day of

the eon." In this apt phrase he combines the Lord's day

with the coming eon into "the day of the eon."

The Conclusion of the Eons. A puzzling passage is

found in Heb. 9:26. "Else He must often have suffered

from the disruption of the world; yet now, once upon the

conclusion of the eons, the setting aside of sins through the

sacrifice of Himself is in a state of manifestation." It is

clear that His sacrifice was neither at "the end of the

world" nor at the conclusion of the eons. But since His sac

rifice, the setting aside of sin is in a state of manifestation.
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We have now reviewed every passage but one where the

plural occurs. It seems hardly necessary to insist that they

not only prove a single eon to be terminable, but also are

equally unanimous in the verdict that, even in the plural,

they have both a beginning and a consummation. This fact

will aid us in considering the remaining occurrences and

especially the phrase "the eons of the eons/' which is the

final appeal of those who are determined that eon in some

form must mean endless.

The crowning and convincing evidence as to the limita

tions of "eon" is presented by the fact that, in the Greek,

there are three distinct phrases used by the Holy Spirit in

which one or more eons are said to be derived from another

eon or eons. These phrases are:

The Eon op the Eon,

The Eon of the Eons,

The Eons of the Eons.

In English the little word "of" is very indefinite. It has

been suggested that in this case the thought is "ages

tumbled upon ages" or "ages succeeded by ages." But the

more precise Greek will not bear such a loose paraphrase.

If "on" had been meant, why did the Spirit avoid using

the preposition which expresses that thought? The rela

tion which is sought to be expressed here by "of" is the

genitive case, which points out that from which anything

proceeds. We may, therefore, expand "of" into "derived

from" or a similar phrase. On the chart we print "of" in

italics and located it between the two eons or groups of eons

to which the phrase refers. A discussion of the introductory

preposition "for" instead of the usual "unto" is found in

the introduction to the phrase "for the eon."

It might be profitable for those who hold that eon means

"forever" to confine their study to these phrases, and re

frain from final conviction until they are able to explain the

differences between them on such a supposition. We cannot

conceive of the possibility of any such explanation and re-
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fuse to believe that the Spirit of God intended none simply

because we are not able to follow through previous prejudice.

We have, in these phrases, a final and unanswerable

proof that the eons are limited in extent and distinct in

character. The fact that "eons" in the plural refers to only

two is in accord with New Testament usage which never

uses the dual, even when only two are undoubtedly intended.

Before taking up each separate phrase with its occur

rences let us sum up what we have learned as to the char

acter of the various eons. A moment's reflection will re

mind us that the present and all past eons have been essen

tially wicked. The powers of evil as represented by the

Adversary and man, his dupe, have been the chief factors

in characterizing the eons up to now. How different are

the future eons! They will be administered by Him as

Christ and as the Son of God. So that the eons naturally

fall into two groups. In the former evil is in the ascendant

and sin seems to triumph. There is little in them for God.

In His purposes they are only the seedbed in which He

prepares for the administration of the two last eons. In

the former eons Satan and man revolt and Death reigns.

Christ dies and is buried and rises again. So that these

eons, in spite of (rather, because of) their evil character,

provide the basis on which the future will build. God now

leaves mankind to prove its own impotence and folly, but,

in the eons to come He will appear upon the scene in the

person of His Son, and there will be divine government

and divine glory such as could not be revealed while He

refrained from intervention in human affairs.

These considerations alone will be sufficient explanation

of the phrase

THE EONS OP THE EONS.

A reference to the Greek will show that the word eon

occurs first in the accusative case and latterly in the geni

tive. And this is in perfect accordance with the line of

thought we have been pursuing. For the accusative tells

us what is under consideration, but the genitive whence

these eons proceed. This is important, for if our explana

tion seems ever so sure yet disagrees with the grammatical
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forms used by the Holy Spirit, we would do well to cast it

all aside and acknowledge that the minutest touch of God

confounds all our apparent concord.

It is notable that this expression occurs most frequently

in the Apocalypse and Peter's epistles in conjunction with

the day of wrath, which, as the chart shows, is the very pivot

on which the phrase turns. A glance will show that it de

scribes the last two eons as being the result and fruit of all

those which precede them.

Two characteristic and conclusive occurrences are Rev.

11:15 and 22:5. These describe the reign of Christ and His

slaves. That Christ's reign begins here the text itself

shows. Now we know that all sovereignty and authority

and power will be abolished at the consummation (1 Cor.

15:24). Delegated government cannot be without these.

Not that there will be a return to insubordination, but the

opposite; for the Son Himself will take a place subordinate

to the Father, that God may be All in all. This phrase,

then, accurately describes the two eons in which Christ and

His people will reign and at the same time links them with

the preceding eons in which the suffering of Christ Himself

laid the basis of that reign and the suffering of His people

prepares them for their place with Him.

Now the fact that Christ's reign comes to an end, that He

will take a place subordinate, may seem, at first thought, to

be derogatory. But the exact opposite is the truth. It is

the very highest praise, for He reigns only as long

as there is insubordination. When He brings the universe

to a perfect state of loving subordination, then the active

exhibition of such glories as might (1 Pet. 4:11, 5:11; Rev.

1:6, 5:13) and power (cf. 1 Cor. 15:24 and Rev. 7:12) will

be obsolete because they have been perfectly administered.

There is eonian glory (2 Tim. 2:10) which we who believe

receive, in contrast with the portion of those who will be

raised in the consummation who will have no part in the

eons.

Deliverance out of the present wicked eon prepares us

for fellowship with Him, one of Whose glories is that of

Deliverer. That this glory is confined to the eons is clear,

for there will be none needing deliverance after they have
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run their course (Gal. 1:4). The same is true of His rich
provision for all our needs (Phil. 4:20). "The King of
the eons/' as He is called (Tim. 1:17), is most emphat
ically a title limited to the eons. As such the honor and
glory are His for the last two eons—the eons of the eons.

Salvation for the heavenly Kingdom is the basis of Paul's

doxology (2 Tim. 4:18). The eonian covenant with Israel
introduces the only remaining doxology connected with this

phrase. That both of these are bounded by the consumma

tion has been shown.

The phrase "they shall reign for the eons of the eons"

shows that this form of expression has no reference to the

present or preceding eons. In these they do not reign.

Similarly the formula "who liveth for the eons of the eons"

has no reference to the present eons. But let us not infer

from this that He was not alive during all the previous

eons! But the characters in which He is presented—as

Judge (Rev. 1:18), as Enthroned (Rev. 4:9, 10 [5:14]), as

Enraged (Rev. 15:7) as manifesting His power in the

seven thunders (Rev. 10:6)—are not assumed until the

coming eon and as such He lives—in contrast to the lifeless

gods of the nations—until the consummation. Then judg

ment and indignation are removed for conciliation, that God

may be All in all.

Three scriptures remain. They are concerned with the

torture of those who worship the beast (Rev. 14:11), of

false Babylon (19:3) and the beast, false prophet and the

Slanderer (Rev. 20:10). To refer these words to any one

outside of this category, as is so constantly done, is to in

vite the fearful curse of those who are adding to the words

of this book (Rev. 22:18), and is like the attempt to fasten

the "eternal punishment" of the apostate living nations at

our Lord's return to all the wicked dead. These three pas

sages are solemn and awful, and we have no desire but to

acknowledge both the desperate deeds and dreadful doom of

those who are so justly condemned. These all find their

place in the lake of fire and sulphur, which is the second

death (Rev. 20:14, 21:8). A comparison of 1 Cor. 15:26

with this statement will show that the lake of fire is to be

abolished at the consummation. It is the last enemy. It
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would take too much space to dilate upon the nature of the

death state. But this is quite unnecessary, for the lake of

fire is stated to be the very thing which is to be ultimately

abolished. This abolition of death is quite distinct from

the statement that there is to be no more death (Rev.

21:4), for the lake of fire is still in evidence at that time.

These are all the occurrences of "the eons of the eons."

That it refers to the last two eons as the time of the revela

tion of such of His glories as blossom out of the previous

eons is manifest, and that these glories are eclipsed by the

greater glories of the consummation becomes clearer the

more we meditate upon that august and loving ultimate.

Let us remember that, when there is no death, it is useless

to insure life, when there is reconciliation it is positively dis

paraging to provide against insubordination and sin.

THE EON OF THE EONS

But it is not the mere explanation of these passages

which constitutes the strong foundation upon which our

cause rests, but the fact that when the Spirit of God de

parts from the usual formula, it is not only possible to fol

low the Spirit's distinction, but the context in such varia

tions supports and sustains the meaning at which we arrive.

The two eons which are yet to come have distinct char

acteristics. The first is pre-eminently associated with Him

as Messiah. Rule is with a rod of iron. Righteousness

reigns. Israel is near, but the nations are kept at a dis

tance from God. But in the following eon, which is more

particularly associated with Him as the Son of God, much

of this is changed. Righteousness dwells peacefully among

a reconciled race, whose God is once more on intimate

terms with humanity as a whole.

The burden of the Ephesian epistle is reconciliation be

tween Jew and Gentile and the atmosphere one of love

rather than an iron rod. How apt, then, for the Spirit to

leap over the lower glories of the coming eon to that glor

ious time, when, once again, the Jew and Gentile are in close

accord and the surpassing love of Christ is in full display

to the other nations! Hence in Eph. 3:21 we read of "the

eon of the eons."

The stable character of the last eon is seen in the fact
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that there is no more death, no more defection, no more

change in the forces for good or evil. He that is righteous

is righteous still. He will continue so for the whole eon.

So also with the unrighteous. It is notable that the word

"still" is the same one used in the Greek translation of
the Hebrew phrase olam va ed, for the eon and "still." In

both cases we are carried on to the consummation (Rev.

22:11).

THE EON OP THE EON

The LXX translates the Heb. olam va ed of Ps. 45:6 by

"for eon of eon." The Holy Spirit supplies the article be

fore each "eon" in Heb. 1:8. The sceptre of the Son of

God, which will be the token of His sovereignty in the new

heavens and the new earth, is the successor of the iron rod

of millennial rule. During the day of Jehovah the relig

ious ascendency of Israel hinders His intimacy with the

other nations, and, at the same time, prepares for it. So

that the last eon is, in a very special sense, the eon of, or

derived from, the previous eon. This is shown graphically

on the chart.

What a marvel of exactitude we find here! Christ—the

Divine Executive, the Messiah of Israel, the power and wis

dom of God—this is the title which glories the coming eon.

But the Son op God, in Whom God displays Himself rather

than His attributes, by Whom reconciliation is effected—

this is the title which illumines the last eon and this is the

One Who abdicates the throne which He had filled so per

fectly that its functions vanish in its very perfectness.

So that, in very truth, the Kingdom of the Son is for "the

eon of the eon." It is the choice fruitage of the Kingdom of

Christ and its glorious consummation. Unlike every previous

eon it closes without a cloud. Death alone is devoured and

sin alone is slain, and the halo of humility once more hovers

over the head of Him who has laid all His diadems at His

Father's feet.

As much of the confusion with which this subject is

clouded comes from a loose and inadequate conception of

the consummation, it will be profitable at this juncture to

examine briefly the passage which sets it forth. The tre

mendous issues involved prompt us to give the original text
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as well as a strictly consistent interlinear translation so ar

ranged as to show the balance of the argument.

The thoughts are grouped on the page so as to enforce

the literary form which will enable us to grasp the argu

ment more readily as well as the vital relation of each

thought to the whole and its companion passage. The three

classes of those who are made alive are each given a separate

line. The description of the consummation is shown to be

an epanodos, or reversal, as indicated by the vertical lines

connected by dots, in which the handing over of the king

dom is shown to be equivalent to the subordination of the

Son; the abolition of all mediate rule with the subordination

of all; the reign until all is beneath His feet is repeated

in the subordination of all beneath His feet. But the cen

ter and core of the consummation, as it relates to resurrec

tion (or rather, making alive), lies in the statement that

"the last enemy to be abolished is Death." This explains

why the consummation is spoken of as though it were the

third class of those who are made alive. This explains how

it is that all shall be made alive. There is no need of defin

ing who are included in the last class, for it is already certi

fied in the "all" and is further substantiated in the abolition

of the death state. Whatever we hold as to the nature of

the death state, let us let this truth sink deep into our hearts:

Death is to be abolished. Let those who are accustomed to

the thought that it is merely meant to indicate the cessation

of the act of dying (for which the Greek has a different

expression) substitute that thought and see what place it

can possibly have in the apostle's argument. What connec

tion has it, first of all, with the thought of "making alive"?

How does it prove that all are to be made alive? How can

it refer to a distinct class from those who have been pre

viously raised? The argument demands the abolition of

the death state and will not be satisfied without it.

/yap ovrcos *cai

just-as For thus also

iv t<jJ 'AScI/ul kv r<p Xpior^
in the Adam in the Christ

irdvre? airo0vTJcrKovaru/ iravres £<ooTroi7]0rjo'ovT(u
all are-dying all shall-be-made-alive.



"Ekcuttos Se iv r<S i8i<i>
each yet in the own class:

X/)urrds,
its Christ,

2) eireiTa ol tov Xptoroi) iv Ty irapovalq, avrov9
Thereupon th[os]e of-the Christ in the presence of-Him,

3) clra to Tekos—
thereafter the consummation—

oTav irapaStSol ttjv fSaaikeiav t<$ ©cgI koi IlaTpi,
whenever He-should-hand-over the kingdom to-the God and Father.

orav KaTapyrjCTQ iracrav apxtjv
whenever He-should-abolish all sovereignty

Kal Tta(rav iijovcrtav Kal Bvvafiiv.
and all authority and power.

Set yap avrov fiaaikevuv
must For He toreign

axpi* od Ofi TrdvTas tovs ix^povs
up-to which He-may-put all the enemies

V7TO TOVS TToSaS OVTOV.
under the feet of-Him.

I^ ^p Kapayevrai 6 ®ai/aros.
Last enemy to-be-abolished the Death.

TidvTa yap vneTagev
all For He-subordinates

vtto tovs TroSas avTov.
under the feet of-Him.

mav Se ctTrjj art irdvTa VTrorera/cTat,
whenever yet He-should-say that all has-been-subordinated,

SrjXov on 4ktos tov vwoTafjavTo? avT<p ra irdvTa*
evident that outside of-the [One] subordinating to-Him the all.

orav he viroTq.yfl avr<j> ra irdvTa,
Whenever yet should-be-subordinate to-Him the all,

Tore [ical] avros 6 Ttos VTroTayyjaerai
then [also] Himself the Son will-be-subordinate

tS viroTa^avTi avTto tol irdvTa,
to-the [One] subordinating to-Him the all,

Xva $ 6 ©cos Hdvra iv iracriv.
in-order-that may-be the God All in all.
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THE UNIVERSALITY OF THE RESURRECTION

Death was introduced into the human race by a man; and

resurrection likewise is brought to mankind by a Man. For

as in Adam all are dying thus also in Christ shall all be

made alive. It is instructive to notice that it is not said that

all shall be raised, though that will be fulfilled at the judg

ment of the great white throne. They are made alive, as we

shall see, at the consummation. But the main point to be

insisted on here is its universality in both cases. In Adam

all are dying. Thus all shall be made alive in Christ. This

has been met by the contention that only those "in Christ"

are meant. But the passage conveys that force without the

addition of "all" and it would be quite redundant.

THE THREE CLASSES OF THE RESURRECTION

Three classes are made alive. These are:

I. Christ the firstfruits (in the past).

II. Those who are Christs (at His presence).

III. The balance of mankind (at the consummation).

This is the "explanation" of "As in Adam all die, so also

in Christ shall all be made alive." But when will this

occur? Even as there are three classes so also there are

three distinct times when they will be made alive. Christ

has already been raised to die no more. Others have been

raised, as Lazarus, and the widow's son, and Jairus' daugh

ter, and the sons of the Shunamite (2 Ki. 4:35), and the

widow of Zarephath (1 Ki. 17:22), but the resurrections here

alluded to are not of this character. Many arose after His

resurrection, but they are not counted here because, in the

strict sense of the word, they were not "made alive" beyond

the reach of death. If some should say that "it is appointed

unto men once to die * * "we only need remind them

of the fact that this word "once" means no such thing (as

a glance at a concordance will show), and that the very

term "second death" denies it. Those who are Christ's are

to be raised "at His presence." This term "parousia is no

special term to denote a particular event connected with His

coming. As here, it denotes simply His being present.

It includes our out-resurrection and the spoiling of Israel's

tombs as well. All who are Christ's are then raised to die

no more.
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The next resurrection is at the judgment of the great

white throne. But it is not even alluded to here because,

as in the cases already adduced, those who appear before

its awful light shall not live, but die the second death.

When, then, is the third class "made alive"? At the con

summation, for then the death state itself is abolished,

making it clear once more that "in Christ all shall be made

alive."

Considerable mystery has been attached to an interpreta

tion of Isa. 26:14. The conclusion reached is that the

Rephaim shall never be raised from the dead. This, how

ever, is not warranted by the Hebrew word "rise." It

means to "stand up" and is so rendered in Ps. 1:5. Let us

translate that passage thus: "The wicked shall not be

raised in the judgment," and we immediately see that the

Rephaim, or whoever is referred to, may be raised, yet not

stand up. We would merely suggest that the passage prob

ably should read, "Feeble ones do not stand up."

The time of Christ's resurrection need not even be stated;

the saints are raised at His presence; but the resurrection

of the rest is at a time which is carefully and conclusively

fixed by the great fact of the abolition of the death state.

The enemies of Christ are not conquered all at once. Con

quest follows conquest and victory victory until there is only

one enemy still left to vanquish. Death holds the ungodly

in his grasp, whose graves, as it were, still cast their gloom

upon the uncursed ground and whose memories haunt that

fair paradise as though it were the cemetery of Sin. But

every enemy must be subdued. And then shall be fulfilled

the saying that is written:

"Death is swallowed up in victory!

Where, O Death, is your victory?

Where, O Death, is your sting?"

This was the shout at the resurrection of the great First-

fruits ; this will be our challenge at our own awakening; but

this will be finally fulfilled at the consummation.

But when shall this occur? The reign of Christ and His

people begins after their resurrection. It is characterized

by the sovereignty of Christ Himself and the authority
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which He delegates to His people and the power with which

His decrees are enforced. But now we read that all sover

eignty and authority and power is to be abolished. The

word rendered "rule" is inconsistent and misleading. It is

never so translated elsewhere. Strictly speaking, all rule

is not abolished, for the Kingdom itself does not cease when

God takes it over from His Son. But rule in the hands of

intermediaries, as delegated to subordinates, as administered

by sovereigns and authorities and powers, such rule becomes

obsolete. God no longer governs mankind through these

agencies, as He does during the eons, but administers His

affairs directly. This condition is brought about by the

fact that Christ and the saints continue to reign up to (achri,

see Mt. 24:38; 1 Cor. 11:26, etc.) the time that every enemy

is beneath His feet. That every enemy is not beneath His

feet at the end of the millennium is clear from the fact

that after it Satan is loosed, not subdued, and Death is not

abolished, but the second death begins its operations after

that eon has run its course. Furthermore, there are kings

on the new earth (Rev. 21:24). The reign of Christ and

His slaves extends far beyond the millennium because they

reign for the eons, while the millennium is only one eon

(Rev. 22:5).

The reign of Christ and His saints spans the interval be

tween their resurrection and that of the ungodly at the con

summation. Their reign results in the complete subordina

tion of the universe and at the last Death itself delivers

up its denizens and is abolished. When every enemy is gone

God no longer needs to govern through the medium of His

saints. He is in sympathetic touch with all His creatures

and does not mar their perfect fellowship by subordinating

them to one another. He will have them find their All in

Him. So He takes over the kingdom as a Father and trans

forms into one great filial family.

What kingdom is it that is handed over to God the

Father? There is no need of confusion here. It is specifi

cally stated to be the kingdom of Christ, or Messiah, and

the sovereignty of the Son. The context shows that Christ

hands over the Kingdom to God and the Son subordinates

Himself. It is useless for us, denizens of the dust, to gild

the glories God has granted Him. The abdication of the
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Son is not an abasement. It is no disgrace. Should He

reign forever and never accomplish the object God has in-

view, that were failure and defeat, and it is those who in

sist upon it who defame His blessed Name. Far from it!

His subordination to the Father tells us that His work

is finished, that it is perfect, that further effort can have

no further effect. When He was on earth He finished the

work His Father gave Him to do. The work accomplished

on Calvary needs no recurrence. And so with all His

work. It is finished when it is done, and every effort brings

the universe nearer to its goal. And, strange as it may

seem to our skeptic hearts, there is a goal to gain, a purpose

to attain, a destiny decreed by Deity Himself; and all the

antagonism of the Adversary, the hostility of humanity and

the opposition of His own dear people will not prevent Him

from reaching the point which He has proposed. God will

be All in all and the greatest and most glorious guarantee

of this lies in the fact that, when the Son has subordinated

all else to God then He subordinates Himself—for in no

other way can God be All in all. If this be heresy, then

make the most of it; but if God has spoken, why wage a

war against His words ?

But the Kingdom itself, which is endless, must be distin

guished from those who administer it. Who would think

of limiting the Kingdom of Israel in the past to the reign

of David? When the Kingdom is handed over to God its

character is so changed that it has little likeness to the gov

ernments to which we are accustomed, yet it supplies the

place which the Kingdom occupied and cannot well be

described by any other term.

Note carefully, then, these two scriptures;

1 Cor. 15:28.

The SON also shall sub

ordinate Himself * * that

God may be All in all.

Heb. 1:8.

But of the SON, he says "Thy

throne, O God, is for the eon
of the eon."

It has been admitted by one of the most bitter opponents

of this truth that if the sovereignty of the Son is to come to

an end, then our point is attained. But if the plain word

of God is unheeded, what use is there in adding ours ?
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THE ADJECTIVE EONIAN

Since the eons are confined within the bounds consti

tuted by the beginning and the consummation, that which

is eonian must be likewise limited. Our previous studies

will have shown that much which is called eonian is clearly

temporal, yet there are some passages which, at first glance,

may present difficulties to those who have been accustomed

to current interpretations. The former will be lightly

touched upon. The latter set forth at greater length.

TIMES

We have already considered the phrase "the eonian

times," for it provides us with the name of the chart. The

first occurrence (Rom. 16:25) gives us the added thought

that that which is eonian need not (as the broken line on

the diagram is intended to suggest)—it need not last through

all the eons. The thought of time is not the most important

element in the adjective. It is descriptive rather of the dis

tinct character of these times as compared with those which

come before and after. The secret of the gospel was

hushed during eonian times. Since Adam sinned God had

not been on terms with mankind. But now that Concilia

tion is proclaimed, it is not longer a secret. Here we have

a clue given us of the chief characteristic of the eonian

times. They are the eons of sin and estrangement and

death, of salvation and mediatorial government and glories,

in contrast to the pre-eonian times and the consummation,

when these are absent and God is All. The same thought is

impressed upon us in 2 Tim. 1:9, where we are assured

that, far from our works influencing God's calling, His pur

pose and grace was given us in Christ Jesus before eonian

times—before there was any corruption or death or any

need of salvation. That primeval purpose is now appar

ent through our Saviour, Jesus Christ, Who abolishes

death and brings life and incorruptibility to light through

the gospel. The statement that Christ abolishes death is

another infallible foundation for the reconciliation of the
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universe. It is important to note, however, that the time is

indefinite. It is not correct to translate "hath abolished"

either from the standpoint of grammar or fact.

The remaining occurrence is very similar. "In expecta

tion of eonian life, which God, Who does not lie, promises

before eonian times" (Titus 1:2). Here we have eonian life

presented as a pre-eonian promise and present expectation.

LIFE

When we speak of the believer's life being eonian, rather

than "eternal" or "everlasting," the invariable inference

seems to be that the Scriptures do not guarantee endless life

to the believer. The very reverse is the fact. The word of

God has gone forth that death shall be abolished. It shall

find fulfillment at the consummation—1for Death is the last

enemy (1 Cor. 15:26). Then both believer and those who

had not believed will have endless life, simply because death

will have been banished. In the meanwhile the unbeliever

receives the punishment due his sins, while the believer has

the happy portion of eonian life and eonian glory.

Thus apprehended, how much grander is the gift of

eonian life than mere endlessness! This, indeed, is in

cluded by the very nature of the case. But eonian life

promises far more. It insures salvation from eonian judg

ment and condemnation and is a guarantee of glory as well

as life. It includes fellowship with Christ in His reign and

with the Son of God in reconciliation. It is a priceless boon

bestowed only on believers. They "reign in life through the

One, Jesus Christ" (Rom. 5:17).

Let us foolishly suppose that, in the consummation, Sin

conquers, Death reigns and Satan deposes the rightful

ruler of the universe. Then, and only then, would there be

any fear for the faithful, and unending agony for the unbe

liever. But as we have God's word that the consummation

is the very opposite of this—as is evidenced by the absence

of death and the absolute abdication of authority and power

—we are prepared to see that endless life will be the por

tion of all, yet eonian life will be the peculiar privilege of
those whom He selects and invites and justifies and glori
fies.
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The first three evangelists have two groups of occurrences

in which eonian life is viewed as a future reward (Mt. 19:16;

Mk. 10:17, Lu. 18:18; and Mt. 19:29, Mk. 10:30, Lu.

18:30). This is expressly limited in two instances by the

phrase "in the coming eon." A very similar passage is

found in Lu. 10:25. It is evident that eonian life is not

to be obtained by deeds but rather by the work of the sym

pathetic Neighbor Whom they despised.

Eonian life is spoken of nearly a score of times in John's

gospel. In close correspondence with this gospel, which

commences with His rejection (Ch. 1:11), but carries us

immediately forward to His future glory (Ch. 1:51), the

signs of the Kingdom, such as the marriage of Cana (Ch.

2:1-11), the cleansing of the temple (Ch. 2:13-17), and

the birth from above (Ch. 3:1-10, cf. Ezekiel 36:24-28),

the removal of the temple from Jerusalem to the holy obla

tion (Ch. 4:21, cf. Ezekiel 45:1-2), the healing of the im

potent man (Ch. 5:1-15), eonian life is viewed as a present

possession. All this is anticipatory, and significant of the

glories which will yet be His portion in Israel in the com

ing eon. That eonian life does not preclude death in this

eon, but rather insures resurrection in view of the next eon,

is conclusively shown when He promises those who have

eonian life that He "will raise him up at the last day"

(John 6:54).

The significance of the third chapter of John's gospel

has been much obscured by the "appropriation" of John

three sixteen to modern gospel preaching. Our Lord

taught Nicodemus a truth which Nicodemus ought to have

known. It concerned the entrance into the Kingdom of

God of which the prophets had spoken in the Hebrew

Scriptures. It will not be seen by any except those who

undergo the change which Ezekiel had foretold, and which

our Lord describes as a birth from above. The Kingdom

of which He spoke still waits until the time when "the

Kingdoms of this world are become the Kingdom of our

Lord and of His Christ" (Rev. 11:15). It has no place in

this eon, but occupies the coming eon. It will be inaugu

rated by unparalleled world-wide judgments.
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In this light we read that "God so loved the world that

He gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth

on Him should not perish, but have eonian life."
In this light we are reminded of Moses and the serpents

in the wilderness, for the nation was once again to aposta

tize before they emerge from the wilderness into the prom

ised land and Kingdom.

A passage which presents a difficulty to some is the state

ment that "He that believeth not the Son shall not see life"

(John 8:86). But when we examine the context it is evi

dent that the scope of the action is limited to the time

when all things are still in the hands of the Son, during

which time the believer has eonian life.

How refreshing are the figures of eonian life used by the

Lord (John 4:14, 86). A flowing spring (not a well) and

luscious fruit set forth the delicious satisfaction which it

conveys.

Immunity from judgment is promised those who pos

sess eonian life. Indeed, so sure is he of its enjoyment

that, in spirit, he has already passed out of death into life

(John 5:24). Yet the context seems to indicate that resur

rection is the portal of entrance, as indeed it will be to all

who are not alive at His blessed appearing. The Jews

thought to get this blessing out of their Scriptures, and so

they could if they had but heeded their testimony to Christ

(John 5:89).

Eonian life is not only comparable to welling water and

delicious fruit, but is sustained by the Bread of Life. The

manna sustained life in the desert, but those who ate it were

strewn along the line of march as though it were one long

funeral procession. Not so with those to whom the Son of

Man will give the Living Bread which will sustain as long

as any sustenance will be needed (John 6:27);

As in chapter five, eonian life is immediately followed

by a reference to resurrection in chapter six. "And I will

raise him up at the last day" is the explanatory phrase

(vv. 40, 54), which assures us that eonian life is not mere
continuity from the present throughout eternity, but that it

has its beginning in the resurrection and its continuance
during the coming eons.
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The people of our Lord's day were more anxious for a

good meal than the true Bread. So when He insists that

"the flesh profiteth nothing: the statements which I speak

to you are spirit and are life," many of His disciples for

sake him. "Will ye also go away?" He asks the twelve.

Then Simon Peter answers nobly, "Lord, to Whom shall

we go? Thou hast the statements of eonian life. And we

believe and are sure that Thou art the Christ, the Son of the

Living God" (John 6:68).

Eonian life is associated again and again with the ac

tivities of Christ and the Son of God. And how natural to

connect it with the time as well as to color it with the char

acter of His victorious administrations?

So complete will be the conquest of Christ in the coming

eon that those to whom He gives eonian life are out of

reach of all danger (John 10:28). That this world is not

the normal sphere of eonian life is seen in the enigmatic

statement: "He who is fond of his soul loses it; and he who

is hating his soul in this world is guarding it for eonian

life" (John 12:25). And in the next occurrence (John

12:50) the context once more occupies us with "the last

day," the time of the resurrection.

The last two instances in John's Gospel (Ch. 17:2, 3)

give us at once the subjects and the objects of eonian life. It

is for those whom the Father has given the Son and it is

given to them "in order that they may get to know Thee,

the only true God and Jesus Christ Whom Thou dost com

mission."

The rejection of the Kingdom by the Jews proved their

unworthiness for eonian life, so (Acts 13:46) Paul and

Barnabas turn to the other nations. And as many as are

ordained for eonian life, believe. (Acts 18:4»8).

The opening argument of Romans sets forth God's right

eous ways. (Rom. 2:6-10). If anyone, by good deeds, is

seeking glory and honor and incorruption, He will repay

them with eonian life. Since none such exists, all are shut

up to His grace in Christ, for eonian life is a free gift

(Rom. 6:23). As it is pointedly put in the previous verse,

it is characterized by freedom from the bondage of Sin.

Indeed grace reigns for eonian life (Rom. 5:21).
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The same truth is forcibly presented to the Galatians,

" * * he who is sowing for the spirit, from the spirit will

reap eonian life" (Gal. 6:8). Here again eonian life is a

future reward.

Paul presents God's long suffering to him as an outline

to be filled in by those who were about to believe for eonian

life (1 Tim. 1:16), and exhorts Timothy to take hold of the

eonian life for which he was invited, and gives directions

how those who are rich may also take hold of it by means

of their riches (1 Tim. 6:12, 19) (though this ought to

read real life, with all the editors).

These Scriptures hint at the future aspect of eonian life,

but Paul's epistle to Titus, after all hopes of the earthly

Kingdom were temporarily abandoned, puts it plainly as

an "expectation" (Titus 1:2, 8:7).

When we enter John's first epistle we find ourselves once

more in the atmosphere of his gospel. But here, too, now

that the Kingdom is postponed, eonian life is called a prom

ise (ch. 2:25). This life is in His Son (ch. 1:2, 5:11,

13, 20) and can dwell only in love (ch. 3:15).

The last occurrence links love and eonian life together

and its realization is fixed in the future. Jude exhorts his

brethren to keep themselves in the love of God, "looking for

the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ for eonian life."

By comparing these various passages, some of which, in

John's writings particularly, assure a present possession

of eonian life, and others, in the earlier gospels, and Paul's

epistles especially, which make it a future expectation, we

may be perplexed as to the real Scriptural teaching on the

subject. Had the Kingdom come it would have been the

portion of all who believed without death or resurrection.

But now this life is "in His Son" (1 John 5:11). The grand

exhortation of Paul, based on the fact that our life is hid

with Christ in God (Col. 8:3) is, however, decisive. "When

Christ Who is our Life/9 shall be manifest, then shall we
be manifested with Him in glory. Eonian life, then, though
the inalienable portion of every believer, is safely treasured
up in Christ. His life is a resurrection life. Eonian life is

also resurrection life. He is hid, and as He is our life, it,
too, is hid. He will be manifested, and then His abundant
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life will find its first real manifestation. In the meanwhile

let us "lay hold" of it in joyous expectation.

The Hebrew people are the "eonian nation." They in

herit an eonian kingdom (Heb. 9:15, 2 Pet. 1:11), and glory

(1 Pet. 5:10), based upon an eonian covenant (Heb. 13:20)

which is made good by an eonian salvation (Heb. 5:9), and

redemption (Heb. 9:12). It is striking, to say the least,

that all of this is written of them in those epistles which be

long exclusively to them.

That the eonian gospel is not "everlasting" is evident

from its character (Rev. 14:6-7). "Fear God" is an echo

of the eons and is not at all possible when reconciliation

has been effected.

A like restriction applies to eonian consolation (2 Thess.

2:16). Consolation may be a balm now, but it would be

a slight and an insinuation in a sinless universe.

A trinity of passages tell us of the eonian glory to which

the faithful of Israel are called in Christ Jesus (1 Pet.

5:10), which accompanies the salvation of the elect (2 Tim.

2:10), in the light of which our present distress seems but

light and momentary (2 Cor. 4:17). The glories which are

the especial portion of Israel are those associated with them

as a kingdom of priests. But even in the new earth their

priestly functions vanish even as their dominant position

does when the kingdom is handed over to God.

To Timothy it was that the apostle wrote, exhorting that

petitions, prayers, intercessions, thanksgiving be made for

all mankind * * * for this is good and acceptable in the

sight of God our Saviour. Who wills all mankind to be

saved and to come to the realization of the truth. For

there is one God, and one Mediator between God and man

kind, the man Christ Jesus, who gave Himself a ransom for

all, the testimony for its own eras" (1 Tim. 2:1-6). And

again: " * * * we trust in the living God Who is the Sav

iour of all mankind, especially of those who believe. These

things charge and teach.'*

In the illumination afforded by these words we may ap

prehend Paul's explanation of his sufferings. "Therefore

I endure all things for the elect's sake, that they also may

obtain the salvation which is in Christ Jesus with eonian
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glory. Faithful is the word: for if we die with Him we

shall live with Him; if we endure, we shall reign with

Him also; if we deny, That One will deny us; if we are

disbelieving, That One is remaining faithful, for He cannot

deny Himself."

There are two classes included in the "all mankind."

On the one hand there are those who believe and endure

and die with Him. These are the elect who receive His sal

vation coupled with eonian glory. On the other, those who

disbelieve and deny "That One," as the Greek puts it. Will

He also prove faithless to them? No! For He cannot

deny Himself. God wills the salvation of all mankind.

And He works all things in accord with the counsel offered

by His own will (Eph. 1:11). But He does not will that

all should have eonian glory. This is reserved for His

elect.

Satan is the god of this eon (2 Cor. 4:4), for in it he is

able to obtain the homage of humanity. To speak of God

as an everlasting God adds nothing to our knowledge of

Him, for, being God, His endless existence is a matter of

course. But how much more do we apprehend whenever

we learn that, during the eons, He decrees that all shall

honor the Son even as they honor the Father (John 5:23),

and that all approach to the Father is through Him. Thus

He becomes the God of all the eons. The great object of

the eons is to reconcile the universe to God. And accord

ingly the decree to make known the Mystery of the Gospel,

the Conciliation, is promulgated by the eonian God (Rom.

16:26).

When we insist that eonian punishment (Mt. 25:41-46)

must not be forced upon all mankind, it is only because we

do not wish to add to the word of God. While we believe

that the punishment of the wicked will be eonian, we refuse

to intrude that thought in the passage in point. God deals

with various classes of offenders in a variety of ways, cor

responding to the nature and gravity of the offense. Here

we have the nations who refused to succor His people Israel

in their distress. Those who helped them are invited into

the eonian kingdom. The rest are pruned off, as it were, and

cast into the fire, prepared for the Accuser and his mes-
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sengers—a fate to which the two Beasts had already been

consigned (Rev. 20:10). Not being superhuman like them,

they are not said to be there when the thousand years are

finished.

The word here rendered punishment is literally "prun

ing" and always refers to corrective discipline in ordinary

Greek. It is so described by Clement of Alexandria. It is

defined as "for the sake of the sufferer" by one of the great

est Greek authors. The only reason it was allowed its vin

dictive version is because, being associated with "everlast

ing/' the punishment could not be corrective, because such

discipline cannot be endless. But if eonian be given its

true meaning, we are at liberty of allowing kolasis correc

tion its accustomed force.

We have already dealt with the question of "eternal" sin

(Mk. 3:29). As "for the eon" is limited, eonian must like

wise be limited. Eonian destruction (2 Thess. 1:9) and

judgment (Heb. 6:2) and fire (Jude 7, Mt. 18:8) are all

limited. Indeed, we are expressly told (Eze. 16:53) that

Sodom's captivity shall be turned. The fact that it is set

forth as an example assures us that the city of Sodom is

meant. Even in the coming eon it may be included in the

"marshes" which are not healed by the river which proceeds

from the house of God (Eze. 47:1-11). But in the new

earth all things are made new (Rev. 21:5) and nothing

more accursed (Rev. 22:3).

Our translators all seem agreed to advise us to "make

friends by means of the mammon of unrighteousness," that

they may receive us in "eternal tabernacles" (Lu. 16:9).

What a theology this is! What right have we with riches

unjustly obtained? And if we had it, could we buy a foot

stool with it in the eonian tabernacles? We may be sure our

Lord gave no such advice. Let us rather read it as a ques

tion, "Say I unto you * * * ?" No, indeed, for "He that is

faithful in little is faithful also in much; and he that is

unrighteous in a very little is unrighteous also in much. If

therefore you have not been faithful in the unrighteous

mammon, who will commit to your trust the true riches ?"

The scripture that seems to contain the strongest argu

ment for "eternal" is the statement that "the things which
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are seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen

are eternal." The contrast with "temporal" seems conclus

ive. This is only a specimen of numerous instances in

which the English reader is at the mercy of the translators.

They have not only assumed the meaning of eonian to be

endless, but they have not hesitated to change contexts to

support their assumption. This is why an appeal to the

English context is often misleading. The word here ren

dered "temporal" is nowhere else so rendered, but rather by

such phrases as "for a while" (Mat. 18:21), "for a time"

(Mk. 4:17), "for a season" (Heb. 11:25). It denotes that

which is transient, temporary, not that which abides the

course of time. Fleeting appearances are going to give way

to eonian realities. (2 Cor. 4:18; 5:1).

The doxology to the blessed and only Potentate, the King

of kings and Lord of lords ascribes both honor and power to

Him for the eons. The very character in which He is pre

sented confines this ascription to the time when might will

be displayed, but it would be far from pleasing to Him to

import it into the consummation, for it would reflect upon

its most blessed and powerless perfections. (1 Tim. 6:16).

In Philemon (v. 15) eonian is contrasted with an hour.

The only remaining instance of eonian is instructive.

The eons, as we have seen, are the scene of sin and of re

demption. An eonian spirit is one which grapples with

these mighty intruders into God's creation. So that it was

through this spirit that Christ offered Himself to God (Heb.

9:14).

This concludes the list of passages in which eonian is

used. We trust that this hasty survey will not only relieve

it of the incubus of endlessness, but provide an entrance

into the treasures of wisdom and knowledge which it

contains.
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We have cited every occurrence of the words eon and

eonian in God's holy Word. We have shunned not so much

as one lest some should say that our discussion was partial

and prejudiced. Only one passage have we left which has

not been discussed. It contains the phrase "the ENDS of

the eons/' or, as we prefer to render it, "the consumma

tions of the eons" (1 Cor. 10:11), for they not only come to

an end, but culminate in the accomplishment of the purpose

(Eph. 3:11) for which they were made (Heb. 1:2).

Again and again holy men and good have denied that the

eons have any end. Overwhelming evidence has already

been adduced to show that they had a beginning and will

have an end. But now, at the close of our weak and un

worthy effort, we take our stand, not on unmistakable evi

dences and undeniable proofs, but upon the bare word of

God Himself, and declare that He is true when He speaks

of "the ends of the eons." Though great men are against

us and good men defame us, yes, though all men should ca

lumniate us—here we stand; we cannot do otherwise. May

God Himself defend His holy word f

That the word "end" really refers to a winding up of the

eons, is seen when we examine all of its occurrences which

refer to time. Thrice it is in contrast to the "beginning"

(Heb. 7:3, Rev. 21:6, 22:13 [Rev. 1:8]). It is used thrice

in the well known phrase "he that endureth to the end"

(Mat. 10:22, 24:13, Mar. 13:13). Many other instances

might be cited where it has this force, but perhaps one will

suffice the most critical. We are told that "of His Kingdom

there shall be no end." As we have often been reminded, the

Kingdom never ceases, but is handed over to the Father. It

has no end.

In the passage under consideration the word telos end is

in the plural. So that, instead of the eons having no end,

the fact is they have many ends! This may seem para

doxical to English ears, but the truth is not very difficult to

grasp. There was a beginning of the eons, but not all the

factors which characterize the eons began at that remote era.
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The beginning of mankind was not until long afterward.
Human government was not introduced until much later.

So it will be with their "ends/' or consummations. The

purpose and perfection of the final consummation is par

tially anticipated and realized beforehand. In the prepara

tory eons there is type and prediction and promise. But

when the crisis created by the cross is reached all this gives

place to fulfillment. The righteousness of the Kingdom,

the reconciliation of the new creation—all these are fulfill

ments of the purpose of the eons. All these are consumma

tions, though in English, we hardly may call them "ends."

The final consummation, then, is not immediately introduced

by world-wide judgments or the instant arrest of a revolt or

a new creation (though these are steps necessary to bring it

about), but is rather the deposition of a perfect universe

into its perfect depository—God. It is marked only by the

subordination of the Son after all else has been subordi

nated. And this perfection is but the result of previous

consummations.

In this light we can understand the apostle telling the

Corinthian saints of the arrival of the consummation of the

eons. Now the time had come for the fulfillment of the

types.

But, in a far deeper and closer sense, are we, as well as

the Corinthians, associated with the consummations of the

eons. The rejection of Israel has made way for a spiritual

fulfillment of all for which they wait more than a thousand

years. Our justification is more than millennial, our recon

ciliation exceeds that of the new creation (for we are already

a new creation) and we are consummated or mature "per

fect" A. V.) in Christ (Eph. 4:13, Phil. 3:15, Col. 1:28).

In our own spirits we have an indubitable foretaste that the

eons are accomplishing the purpose for which they were

made. And every accomplishment of His purpose is but one

of many consummations which presages the grand final per

fection—the end and object of God's primeval purpose.



THE EONS IN THE HEBREW

SCRIPTURES

In the Hebrew Scriptures the word olam and its combina

tions is the equivalent of the terms we have been discussing.

The following table gives the most important of these and

their customary rendering in the Greek version.

THE USUAL HEBREW AND GREEK EQUIVALENTS

IN THE SEPTUAGINT

tov aitovos or far9 atcovos

!>=&s rbv <ua>va or oV atcovos

DWtyi?=€is tovs aiwvas

tov ai&vos or I(o$ al&vos

tov aluivos /cat I<os tov aiwyos

tov aiwa, /cat ets tov atwva tov aiwvos

Nothing would more speedily convict the translators or

convince the honest seeker after the truth than a study of

the passages in which olam is used of the past. When

it is used of God it is always "everlasting" or its equivalent.

When used of men it is never so rendered. There are times

when it is right to translate a word by two different expres

sions in order to show our reverence for God. But never

are we at liberty to use terms of entirely different sig

nificance, as is the case here. It is no more derogatory to

speak of God "in ancient times" than "from everlasting." As

it is impossible to conceive of man "from everlasting," the

word has no such force, even when applied to God. When

used of Him it refers to His assumptions during the eons.

In the future the case is still more convincing, if that may

be. It is often applied to things which are expressly de

clared to come to an end. Its limit is reached when this

earth is consumed in the great final conflagration.



ENDLESSNESS

If these words do not convey the thought of endlessness,

how can it be expressed? This is often asked, so we will
give a few instances. It will be noted that each one is con

nected with the Kingdom, which, as we have often stated, is

handed over to the Father when all become one great fam

ily and nothing but filial relationships remain to replace

the political powers of the great Potentate. It alone, of all

we have in Scripture, is really endless, for it alone becomes

perfect. Every other kingdom is destroyed by its enemies

or subjugated by the Son of Man at His appearing. Not

so this heavenly kingdom. The dominion of Christ over

that kingdom is an eonian dominion (Dan. 7:14), for He

shall sit upon the throne of David to establish it and uphold

it with justice and with righteousness . . . even for

the eon (Isa. 9:7), for the Lord God shall give unto Him

the throne of His father David and He shall reign over the

house of Jacob for the eons (Lu. 1 :32, 83). But the King

dom itself is not confined to the eons for it shall not pass

away or be destroyed (Dan. 7:14*), but of the increase of his

government and of peace there shall be no end (Isa. 9:7), so

that of His Kingdom there shall be no end" (Lu. 1:33). In

each of these three Scriptures we have a marvelous example

of the surpassing purity and exactitude of God's words. Let

us enjoy the wealth which comes to us through observing

their precision and infinite perfection!

Endlessness, then, can and is expressed in the word of

God. And it is most simply phrased by means of a negative

and the use of the word telos end, which, in turn is ex

pressly predicated of the eons. If the Kingdom has no

end and the eons have an end, they cannot be coeval—

and this ought to be the end of the whole matter.

UNQUENCHABLE FIRE

The unquenchable fire (Mat. 3:12; Mk. 9:48, 45; Lu.

3:17) and its equivalent "not quenched" (Mk. 9:44, 46, 48)

is often given as an example of endlessness. In the latter

form it is used of Jehovah's anger against Jerusalem (2

Kings 22:17), which indeed was not quenched, but burns

itself out until the time of her restoration. Compare also

Isa. 1:21, 66:24; Jer. 7:20, 17:27; Eze. 20:47).



SOME DIFFICULTIES DISPOSED OF

Most who will read these lines have profited by rightly

dividing the word of truth and will readily grant that end

less confusion is avoided by leaving each truth in its own

time and place. But if this is true of the dispensations, how

much greater is the need to "rightly divide" the eons! And

still more urgent is the necessity to keep eonian truth and

conditions out of post-eonian perfection. Most of the diffi

culties connected with this subject vanish once this princi

ple is apprehended.

To serve as a sample we will suggest the solution to a few

difficulties which have been brought to our notice.

THE SALVATION OF THE UNBELIEVER

It is evident that, during the eons, God, by His Spirit,

works in His saints, fitting them for fellowship with Him

self. These operations vary, not only in each individual, but

in the various dispensations. With Israel it is character

ized as a birth from above; with us it is a new creation.

While sin is still on the scene, God interposes various bar

riers between Himself and mankind. He imposes condi

tions, such as repentance and baptism, for entrance into

the earthly kingdom. As we have already, in spirit, antici

pated the coming eons, and are a new creation, we are in a

position to determine whether the way to God grows more

complex or whether the barriers are removed as we ap

proach the consummation. Every consideration points to

the fact that, the more the work of Christ is applied and

the more its power is experienced, the easier is the approach

to God. In fact, when sin is gone, all barriers are removed.

But even those who believe look forward to resurrection

as the full release from sin and for perfect fellowship with

God. Thus it is during the eons.

But after them, what is needed for the unbeliever, who

has suffered for his sins, but the resurrection life of Christ

to fit him for God's presence in that sinless scene? He

will surely experience in fact what we experience in faith

—that he has passed out of death into life.
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THE UNDERWORLD

It is evident that the phrase, "in the heavens and on the

earth/' when applied to the creation, does not limit the

preceding phrase, "the universe." It does not insinuate

that the creatures in the sea and in the underworld were

created by another hand. That is the very Gnostic error

which the apostle is refuting. So also with the reconcilia

tion, for its scope is exactly the same as the creation. Why,

then, are not the sea and the underworld specifically de

clared to be reconciled? Is this a case of looseness on the

part of the Holy Spirit's words, as some might imagine?

Far be the thought! It is a case of man's loose compre

hension, but of God's exactitude.

It is a notable fact that the word aretz land (earth)

does not include the sea. So that the statement, "In the

beginning Elohim created the ... earth," gives us

to understand that there was no sea on the primeval earth.

In the new earth we are told, "and there was no more sea."

(Rev. 21:1). So that an earth as God made it and as He

will yet have it has no seas. In this the first and last eon

correspond—in neither is there any sea.

How accurate, then, in describing creation, to omit any

mention of the creatures in the sea, for these were put there

afterward. And how intensely accurate to describe the

reconciliation in the same terms, for then once more the sea

will be absent.

The same is true of the underworld. Though now (Rev.

9:1-3) it contains creatures with which God will scourge the

world (and even should it be referred to the graves of

humankind), is the new earth no such underworld will find

a place and to speak of its reconciliation would betray an

ignorance of conditions at the consummation which the

Spirit of God is careful to avoid.

THE DAY OF SALVATION

"Now," we are told, "is the day of salvation," (2 Cor.

6:2) and there is no other day of salvation. But a refer

ence to this scripture will show that its original intent is

not for the present at all, but refers to Israel's future de

liverance (Isa. 49:8). So that (to follow out this reason

ing) this is not the day of salvation at all I There is only
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one and that is for Israel! A mere glance at the inspired

original will show that this is not the day, but only a day

of salvation. In such a day God succors. But this does not

preclude another day of salvation for His people Israel, nor

still another for all mankind, to fulfill what is written that

God is Saviour of all mankind. * * " (1 Tim. 4:10).

THE CASE OP JUDAS

"Well were it for that man if he were not born." The

thought which is usually derived from this passage is well

crystallized in its almost constant misquotation as "if he

never had been born." From this it is inferred that the

entire compass of his existence is in view. What is stated,

however, is simply that the life to which Judas' birth in

troduced him was worse than no life at all for all the pains

and penalties his betrayal would incur. The scope of the

thought is entirely within the sphere of this life and the

judgment. It does not deal with the resurrection life, which

is his only as a gift from the very One Whom he betrayed.

It must needs be that offenses come (for otherwise God's

purposes must fall), but woe to those through whom they

come! Yet even these (who are no worse than the chief of

sinners) shall justify God for His dealings with them, and

be reconciled at the consummation.

"ALL IN ALL"

Before the beginning God was All in Himself. Now He

is All in Christ and the saints. In the consummation He

will be All in all. All in all—what an epitome is this of

God's purpose! What a compendium of universal history!

What a pledge of His perfection and the perfection of all

His work!

That God was All in Himself none will deny, for there

was no creature to be insubordinate.

That He is not All in all at present is all too true, for

only a feeble few have faintly felt that God was indeed

All to them. Some have seen Him as their Saviour, some

have acknowledged Him their Lord, some have found Him

their All. Happy they who know Him thus! They have

tasted of the cup ineffable, which quenches every thirst and

brims with every blessing.
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But our God has foretold the blessed era when He shall

be All in all How can that be? Are there not some too

refractory to bend to His omnipotence? Let each one who

knows Him their All give answer thus: "He who has

broken my stubborn will and brought me to His feet can

lead the most obstinate to Himself." His will is more

than a match for any man's. Were it His decree to become

their Doom, they could not say Him nay. But as it is His

will to become their All (which is a far nobler, greater

goal) their All He shall become. His indignation may

destroy for the eons, but His love will last endlessly.

He will be All in all. As each class is delivered from

the domains of Death God's great purpose becomes more

and more apparent. When Christ arose from among the

dead, the great Firstfruits, He was but the herald of a

universal harvest. For at His future presence all who are

His will be raised to reign with Him. But so long as He

rules there must be insubordination, there must be those

who do not find in God their All. Yet so perfect does the

rule of God's Son become, so potent are His judgments,

that at the consummation all are perfectly subordinate.

Death, the last enemy, is abolished, resurrection is universal,

and the last flicker of opposition has been snuffed out.

Christ has accomplished the work His God had given Him

to do. The Son of God has effaced all disaffection from

the universe. And still God is not fully satisfied. He is

not All in all.

His Son has brought the universe to His feet. His Son

rules until sovereignty itself has become obsolete. Is not His

Son eternally entitled to the dignities He has won? He

would never have it so! For when He has attained the

zenith of universal glory and dominion He lays it all at

His Father's feet! The humble One He ever was, as

witness Bethlehem and Calvary. And the brightest halo on

His blessed head for all eternity will be humility. For He

steps down from His high place and prestige to present

His God with the prize for which His love had longed and

labored. He presents Him with a universe subordinate to

His will, satisfied with His wisdom, thrilled with His

love, and takes His place subordinate. Thus only can

His God be All in ALL. A. E. K.
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PUNISHMENT

Most who will read these lines have learned that the eons

are not endless, but as each eon had a starting point and

also had a terminal point, so there is also a limit to the

entire number of the eons. They in their entirety had a

commencement and will also have a consummation.

The Bible range of vision falls into three great divisions:

pre-eonian, eonian, post-eonian. The "purpose" and "prom

ise" which we read of in connection with the times before the

eons (2 Tim. 1:9; Tit. 1:2) attain to full fruition in the

times that lie beyond them. During the eons the Divine

purpose is being wrought out and carried on amidst opposi

tion.

The postscript to the Roman letter gives us an index

to the character of the eons (Rom. 16:25-27). The mystery

of the Gospel—the conciliation—silenced during the "eon-

ian times" is now promulgated among the nations by decree

of the "eonian God" with a view to their obedience to the

faith. Here we learn that the eonian times are times of

estrangement, and the Divine activities throughout their

course are directed towards recalling mankind to the path

of filial obedience. The great obj ect of the eons is to recon

cile the universe to God. Thus the eons are a connecting

link between the times before and after them which are char

acterized by the absence of sin and its resultants, a gigantic

span of time devoted to the banishment of sin, and may be

compared to a flight of stairs on which the universe rises,

step fcy step, out of the darkness of the abyss to the unend

ing bliss of absolute sinlessness.

These considerations should impress upon us the necessity

of keeping each truth in its proper place and guard us

against importing eonian truth into post-eonian perfection.

As an example of the mischievous results flowing from

ignoring the divisions here insisted upon, we may instance
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the much debated doctrine of the Fatherhood of God. Some

affirm that God is the Father of all men; others insist that

He is the Father only of believers. In this bitter con

troversy the usual theological tactics have been followed.

The advocates of one view fling at their opponents an array

of "proof-texts" favoring their position and either ignore or

gloss over those uncomfortable scriptures on which their

opponents rely to prove a contrary opinion. The doctrine

of the eons effectually disposes of the difficulty and shows

that the supposed contradiction between these views in

reality does not exist at all. The reason why men have

made mistakes here is because they have always considered

the Scriptures which speak of God's Fatherhood of believ

ers as referring to the same time as those Scriptures which

speak of Him as the Father of all men. The truth being

that the two classes of Scriptures do not refer to the same

identical period, but His Fatherhood of believers has its

place previous to the time when Hje becomes All in all.

The one fact is true during the eons; the other becomes true

at their close. We thus see that while contradiction and

confusion must exist in human theory, it does not exist in

Bible truth.

The doctrine of the eons renders its greatest service in dis

crediting the intolerable ideas prevailing on the subject

of punishment. Though the dogma of Endless Torment

is hoary-headed and has become so firmly established that

it seems almost sacrilegious to ask for its credentials, it is

actually founded, not upon Scripture, but upon translations

colored with the ideas and creed of the translators' age.

Basing themselves on those translations, and even regarding

them as "inspired,"—which translations fuse two ideas by

speaking of the eons in terms of eternity—it was both logical

and inevitable that men should conceive of "everlasting

punishment" and "eternal judgment." We are not striving

to get rid of punishment. That would be contrary to Scrip

ture and reason alike. We merely protest against the false

theological notion regarding its character and duration.

The thought that sin must be met with punishment is an

instinct divinely implanted in the human breast. Proof
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of this is to be found in the universal disposition to unite

wrong with punishment. Nations at the antipodes of civil

ization are one on this point. The bushman of South

Africa, the savage of Patagonia, the cultured Anglo-Saxon—

all alike visit misdeeds with punishment. But human

thoughts on this subject, as on every other, are being con

stantly modified by increasing knowledge and experience;

harsh conceptions are softening with the march of progress.
The ferocious medieval views have been slowly outgrown

and replaced by milder and more humane principles. Men

begin to perceive the real end of punishment to be the refor

mation of the culprit rather than a mere infliction upon him

of a measure of suffering commensurate with the nature and

extent of his offense. Sociology at last discerns the truth

that the function of punishment is corrective rather than

expiatory, while an ever-increasing number of people ac

knowledge that whereas punishment is justifiable as a means

aiming at good results, punishment as an end is as unprofit

able as it is fiendish. Now, if judgment be "eternal", it fol

lows as a matter of logic and clear thinking that it is an in

tegrant part of God's forepurpose, and that involves a con

ception of His nature which makes Him akin to the cruel

and vindictive gods that reigned on Mount Olympus.

In this connection, it may be remarked that the belief

of Christendom in the permanence of evil is demanded by

its false cosmogony. Taking the work of the six days as

the primeval creation instead of what it really is—a re

habilitation of its ruins—Theology has transferred into

Christianity the Pagan dogma of the inherent evil of matter.

If Gen. 1:2 is an amplification of the preceding verse,

then evil springs out of the original constitution of things,

and if the very substratum of the universe is vicious, and

evil intimately interwoven with the constitution of things,

then evil is indeed eternal, there can be no ground of hope,

no possibility of redemption. But the One who knows His

creatures best sees in them an abyss of mystery, an orig

inative, inscrutable, intense, supernatural element, and in

that element He finds the genesis of that evil by which the

universe is cursed; and as evil originates in the error of the
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creature's will, it ceases at once if the erring will be brought

into sweet correspondence with the will of the Creator.

This dawn of hope in the abyss of our despair brightens

into day when we learn of the purpose of God to reconcile

the universe to Himself through His Son.

Judgment and punishment are corrective agencies, hence

Scripture speaks of them as "eonian" (Heb. 6:2; Matt.

25:46), that is, belonging to the system of things peculiar to

the eons. The biblical terms and examples and prophesies

and doctrines are eloquent in proclaiming their remedial

character. Moses admonished Israel, "Who led thee through

the great and terrible wilderness, wherein were fiery ser

pents and scorpions, and thirsty ground where was no water

. . . that he might humble thee, and that he might

prove thee, to do thee good at thy latter end" (Deut. 8:15,

16). To do good at the latter end—that is the one and only

aim of the punitive means which Deity employs.

In the individual life we find a ready and apposite illus

tration both of the function and effect of punishment on a

lower plane. In the days of youth we were kept to duty by

the austerity of our masters; a whole system of minute and

coercive measures was necessary to overcome our laziness,

cur love of indulgence, our waywardness. The punishments

incurred were bitter indeed to some of us; yet we now know

it was essential to our progress that we should have been

subjected to such coercion. But, growing to manhood, we

conceived a passion for knowledge, art, business, duty; larger

views opened to us, nobler motives made themselves felt,

a sense of dignity and responsibility was created in us;

the spur within took place of the spur without, and the

whole work of life is now done in a freer, happier spirit.

A change corresponding to this is being wrought in hu

manity at large. During the eons mankind learns the les

son of the unprofitableness of sin. By means of judgment

and punishment God breaks down in men the tyranny of

sin which is the secret of humanity's woes, and enthrones

within their soul the power of love. He will utterly destroy

in mankind the egotism, pride, greed, envy, wrath, which

render the emulations of society so bitter and destructive
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at present. No physiological defects, no mental limitations,

no perversity of heart can hinder Adam's race from attaining

that glorious pattern of manhood of which the person of the

Risen Man is the concrete expression. His power shall

never cease to work until every individual is transfigured

into the glorious likeness of the Saviour.

The prophet reminds us that judgment is God's "strange

work" (Isa. 28:21); that is, work which seems altogether at

variance with His glorious character, and with His gracious

purpose. And yet judgment is not malevolent, but benign;

in spite of its unamiable character, it is constructive, more

than it is destructive; its action is to save, to heighten, to

perfect. In the prophets, God is represented as a Destroyer

with a plumbline in His hand (Isa. 84:11; Amos 7:7-9)«

Now, a plumbline is usually employed for the purpose of

building up, but God is represented as using it for the

work of destruction. Jehovah is represented as using the

plumbline in pulling down, inasmuch as He carries out the

reverse of building with the same rigorous exactness as that

with which a builder carries out His well-considered plan.

The grand idea pictured by the prophets is, that in judg

ment God accomplishes His purpose of bringing the erring

back to Himself. God destroys as He builds, with line

and plummet. What a-mighty comfort it is, then, to know

that the seeming irrationality of judgment is not real, and

that all punishment is adjusted to capacity and need! Amid

all the confusion, waste, ruin, sweat, pain, tears, and blood

of the eonian times, God stands with the measuring-line,

dealing to every generation judgment, as He assigns to

every man duty, according to its capacity and need.

Elihu questioned Job, "Dost thou know the balancings

of the clouds, the wondrous works of Him who is perfect in

knowledge?" No, we do not know the balancings of the

clouds—how God supplements one dark thing with another,

how He neutralizes one dark thing with another, how He

completes one dark thing with another, how He makes

all dark things agree to a bright consequence—all this

we do not understand; but we do know that He does bal

ance the clouds, that He sets one thing over against another
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with such subtle and gracious wisdom that they unfailingly

work out the individual and universal advantage. Clouds

and darkness are round about Him, but every shadow, bolt,

lightning, hailstone, belonging to the economy of darkness

is governed by absolute love. The hand of God limits and

regulates the severities of life, so that they may serve and

not destroy us. We may sing with the poet—

"High-throned on heaven's eternal hill,

In number, weight, and measure still

Thou sweetly orderest all that is."

not merely when life flows smoothly, easily, happily, but

also in the presence of storms, earthquakes, hurricanes,

plagues; though these seem to imply only confusion, reck

lessness, purposelessness. The blizzard owns the same rule

as the zephyr; the storm that scatters is measured as

delicately as the sunshine that ripens; one gracious will

fashions the flower and points the thorn.

In all ages men have felt the austerity of nature, and

the older the world grows, the more fully do we realize, the

more keenly do we feel, the severity of the laws of the

physical universe. The reign of law is universal; it is

inevitably associated with unorganized matter, with or

ganized matter, and with sentient beings. Nature knows

nothing of indulgence; she makes no concessions to ig

norance, folly, or weakness; her profound arrangements are

to be respected; and those who dare to defy them are forth

with wiped out. A lofty and unyielding commandment is

written over all things, and behind law is a hand capable

of enforcing it to the utmost, of exacting the last farthing

of the overwhelming penalty.

The stern laws which at present govern the majestic

proceedings of nature are neither primeval nor eternal:

once milder laws and happier conditions prevailed; but

since the earth has been modified by sin's intrusion, natural

law had to be correspondingly altered to meet the exegiencies

of the new situation. The laws of Nature, as we know

them—imperative, uncompromising, terrible—are only

temporary, being designed to regulate the intruding evil
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forces and turn them to good use. Students of nature have

shown with great clearness and power that the severity

everywhere discerned is at bottom merciful; for if the stern

system of physical laws were relaxed, the creation would

sink to mud and chaos. The scientist is reconciled to

austere nature, recognizing the fact that "she chooses a

lesser evil to prevent a greater".

Like the administration of nature, the government of

God in human society is marked by a severity men often

shrink from, and yet it works out glory and blessing. By

laws most exacting and rigorous, God governs the race and

conducts it to ultimate perfection. As the catastrophies of

nature are preventive of greater calamities, so the strange

conflicts and sorrows of individuals, communities, and races,

are like a wall of fire securing their salvation from degra

dations, retributions and miseries. The epigram of The-

mistocles, that "ruin had averted ruin", often finds palpable

illustration in the history of men and nations; but it is

only considering "the purpose of the eons" that we fully

understand the whole sweep of the policy—by ruin, ruin

is averted; by constantly encompassing the course of the

eons with ruin, Heaven averts tie ruin of the race in its
highest powers and hopes.

Commenting on the visions of Isaiah, Renan says:
"They have been the smoke of the incense with which humanity

has intoxicated itself during many centuries. Powerful narcotics

consoling mankind by imaginary paradises for the sorrows of

reality will never cease to be necessary until humanity attains the

state of natural comfort which renders the dream useless. Now,

if humanity should ever reach such a state of dull beatitude, it

would be so quickly corrupted, so many abuses would be produced,

that it would require to rise out of this putrid stagnation a new

sacrifice of heroes, victims, expiations, of servants of Jehovah.

This is the eternal circle of all life. Stung by adversity, allured

by dreams, society is to develop itself until it reaches a state of

rich material comfort; but that state without struggle is to

prove a dull beatitude, and is soon to be corrupted and dissolved.

Without hunger, difficulty, woe, all things are to sink into a putrid

stagnation, out of which society will not arise until the law of

agony again once more asserts itself. This is the eternal circle of

all life."*

""History of the People of Israel"; vol. Ill, p. 405.
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The brilliant Frenchman has seen through the historic

ages,, that in suffering men and nations have become strong,

only to collapse utterly when they attained to wealth and

security, and he thinks that this is the eternal order. He

would have been perfectly right had he said "eonian order",

for, until the ushering in of the consummation, nations are

nourished into strength and faculty by the stern law that

will not allow the peoples to go to sleep, but involves

them in perpetual anxiety. But revelation teaches that this

state of things exists only temporarily for ends of disci

pline, lesser evils permitted for the prevention of the

greater; that the whole eonian order is not the carrying out

of the original programme, but an unnatural condition of

of things forced by disobedience which is to ultimately give

place to a happier state of things. It declares that once

reconcilation has been ushered in mankind will need no dark

background to enjoy felicity, and that the ultimate state

will be preserved wholly by the soft yet irresistible power

of love, which during the eons has been allowed only in a

very imperfect manner to assert itself.

A lady recently related in one of the journals how she

went through a veritable blizzard to view a flower-show.

With one step she passed out of the wild night, the deep

snow, the fierce wind, the biting frost, into a brilliant hall

filled with roses, tulips, hyacinths, azaleas, heliotropes, and

orchids. So it will be at the conclusion of the eons. Those

who had tasted to the full of the bitterness of punishment

will emerge from the Second Death leaving sin behind them

and will become Sons of God and heirs of all things. The

state of affairs during eonian times is only seemingly cruel;

the keen strife going on everywhere between plant and plant,

animal and animal, bird and bird, insect and insect, the in

ternecine, interminable strife, the push and pull, the storm

and strain, the toil and trial of the whole creation, will lift

this world out of the bondage of corruption.

V. G.



THE BIBLICAL DOCTRINE

OF DESTINY

What men teach about destiny we have seen. It is our

province now to enquire what God has to say concerning it.

THE EONS

The reader will bear in mind that the words "eternal" and

"everlasting" are not a translation of Scripture but an

interpretation of it. Where man has "for ever" the original

has "for the age", or "for the ages"; indeed, whereas man

always defines the duration of punishment in terms of in

finity, the Word always definies it in terms of age-duration.

The original words, therefore, would leave the question in

a somewhat unfixed state, giving the terms defining time,

or duration, in such form as would leave them subject to

that progress of truth which has characterised God's revela

tion of His ways to man. The Holy Spirit, in other words,

left unsettled the question whether the ages were eternal

in duration or not; left untouched the matter of their being

limited or unlimited, number or numberless; and, in the Old

Testament at least, preserved silence as to whether they were

enclosed within bounds or otherwise; in fact, we might

say that God, in using these terms, and in using them in

such an undefined way, left the door of revelation "on the

latch" for such subsequent definition and enumeration as

He would be pleased to give. But the door that was thus

divinely left ajar was rudely bolted and barred by the

human attempt to crystallize and petrify expressions which,

when given, were given in a fluid state. So well—or ill—

did the attempt succeed that our expressions "eternal," etc.,

are at best but stalactites representing, in their fixed form

and rigidity of meaning, the arrest with which Theology

checked the progress of divine revelation.
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The perversion of the idea contained in the Scriptural

terms may be seen in the fact that whereas the Hebrew

and Greek words preserve and in fact emphasize the age-

broken, or periodic character of that portion of Eternity

within the scope of revelation, the English terms obliterate

its age-divided peculiarity, and state the idea of duration

in the form of monotonous changelessness. As long as

progress will be possible change will be necessary, for where

there is no change there can be no progress. The Biblical

term "ages" in itself, without any additional word, sug

gests this idea of progressive change. When all possible

perfection is attained change (as associated with progress)

will become obsolete. Of such a state the terms "eternal"

and "everlasting", with their atmosphere of iron-bound

rigidity, might well be used, as they are ill-used when

applied to the changing seasons of imperfect though prog

ressive age-time.

What God revealed (and man concealed) was that sin

and its punishment are age-during, and what He did not

reveal was that age-duration is eternal. But that which God

was silent on—the extent or number of the ages—upon

that man became trumpet-tongued. What God (in the

Old Testament) had left undefined, that man hastened to

stereoptype into an exact term. God's foolishness was in

this, however, as in everything else, wiser than man's wis

dom, and God's silence more eloquent than human speech;

so much so indeed, that it is more necessary we should

have a right understanding of what God left out of the

words He used in describing duration, than that we should

have clear ideas of what man brought into them. Such

phrases as "the endless ages of eternity", so remarkably

present in religious literature of every description, are just

as remarkably absent absent from the inspired literature

of the Bible. The phrase "immortal soul" is a similar un-

scriptural expression.

The full doctrine of the eons and the final truth of des

tiny are to be found in the Pauline epistles. The endeavor

to find the doctrine of the ages in the Old Testament, can

only be likened to an attempt to read the detailed doc-
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trine of Romans into the prophecy of Isaiah. True, it

may be granted that as we have germinal beginnings of

the apostle's masterpiece in Isaiah's "Old Testament Gos

pel", even so the intimations of the Hebrew Scriptures in

volve the subsequent teaching of Paul concerning the eons.

Nevertheless, whatever may be said as to the involved truth

of the Old Ttestament, it is only in Paul's writings that we

find the evolved and complete doctrine of the ages. In

Paul's epistles we therefore find the key to Old Testament

teachings on this subject, and the solution of the entire

problem.

If the traditional theory that eternity and the ages are

synonymous is correct, then obviously the ages can never

have had a commencement, and can never come to a con

clusion. If the age-times define the entire span of the

divine existence (as we are told they do), it must be patent

that as God has never had a beginning, neither can the

ages have had one either; and, as God cannot die, neither

can the ages cease. As to the definition of the duration of

Deity, supposedly found in the linking of the ages with

the name of God, we will remark in passing that age-terms

so used do not define the duration of the Self-Existent,*

though they do define the duration of certain manifesta

tions of His character, manifestations or assumptions which

are not eternal but transient. In other words they denote,

not the existence of God in Himself, but of God in certain

aspects of His Being, aspects necessitated by the very ages

which define their continuance. When faith learns the

secret of the eons it can rejoice "with joy unspeakable" that

these manifestations are but transient revelations of the

eternal God, and that even eonian life, blessed though it

be, is also transient, merging into a higher state of bliss and

glory than is suggested in even that priceless gift.

To sustain the claim that eternity is a synonym for age-

duration it must be shown that what is said of one can,

*The name Jehovah—I Am reveals in itself, and without any
adjective being prefixed to it, the duration, or perhaps better the
being of the Creator, which is the ground of all duration in the

Universe of Time and the Universe of Things.
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with equal propriety, be also said of the other. Eternity,

like space, is shoreless; passes comprehension; and de

fies measurement. Not so with the ages. These, as spoken

of in the Pauline epistles are measured, or numbered;

unlike eternity they had a definite beginning; and, unlike

eternity, will also have a definite end. If this be proveable

from the Word of God, then "eternal" and "eonian" are

not equivalent terms, do not convey the same meaning, and

are entirely unsuited for interchangeable use. There is

something imperious, it is true, in the claim that the ages

must be eternal, but the demand of faith for divine, rather

than merely human dicta, is more imperative still. The

seeker after truth who has paid attention to the character

istics of Biblical age-reference, and its marked silence as

to their supposed endlessness, will perceive that the matter

before us is one that demands investigation rather than

declamation, and patient analysis in preference to obstinate

dogmatism.

In 2 Tim. 1:9 Paul uses an expression which is abso

lutely opposed to the theory that the eons and eternity

are synonymous terms. The words used are "pro chronon

eonion", which we find in our English Version thus: "before

the world began." Now the word for "world" is not "eon"

but "cosmos," and as we do not find "cosmos" in the text,

but "eon," it is apparent at our very first glance that here

was something in Scripture which its translators did not

understand and which their translation was certain to keep

anyone else from understanding either. Giving the word

"eon" its rightful meaning we translate the phrase thus:

"before the times of the ages." (See also Titus 1:2, and

1 Cor. 2:7.) Eonian time is recognized, but so also is time

not eonian. Eternity cannot have had a beginning, but here

we learn that the eons, or "ages," did have one. They are

therefore not synonymous terms. If it be said that the term

"everlasting" or "eonian God" makes the eternity of God's

Being dependent upon the eternity of the age-times, how

can we square such an assumption with such plain state

ments of the Word? If there was a past eternity in which

the ages had no existence, is it not patent that then, at
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least, God could not have been spoken of as the "eonian

God?" And, should it be still insisted upon that God's

existence is defined by terms descriptive of age-duration,

shall we be logically consistent: the ages had a beginning—

did God have one? And if we acknowledge that the Being

of God overlaps the eons in past time, shall we not acknowl

edge the possibility of its overlapping them in the future

also? But many will acknowledge that the ages were not

eternal in the past, and yet insist that they must be eternal

in the future. We are obliged therefore, not to meet one

opinion with another equally groundless, nor to affirm in

counter-dogmatism what we think they must be, but to in

quire humbly what God reveals they will be.

Our attention is first drawn to the fact that the ages are

numbered. It is unnecessary to point out that this ill con

sists with their supposed endlessness. In Eph. 1:10 Paul

makes reference to the administration with which the eons

conclude. He speaks of it as being "the economy of the

pleroma of the seasons". Pleroma is not a term which can

be consistently translated by a single English word. Its

meaning varies—though but slightly—with its context.

When applied to the attributes of Deity it signifies that

their totality dwells in the ascended Christ. When used

of a liquid, or that which can be measured, it signifies full

measure. When applied to that the quantity of which is

determined by a weighing process it means full weight.

When used of persons, or things, or years, or anything else

which is enumerated by units, it describes their full num

ber. As we are dealing with ages, or periods of time, which

we compute by neither measure, nor weight, but by number,

in this case it denotes their totality, or full number. It

may be objected that the ages could thus be numbered and

still be endless—by the last, or concluding age, being an

eternal one. To sustain such an objection it will have to

be shown, in the first place, where any age is spoken of

in Scripture as being endless; and, secondly, it will have

to be remembered that what constituted the preceding por

tions of time "ages" was the fact of their being finite, and

hence should the concluding "portion". become infinite it

would then cease to be an age.
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But God does not "re-head" the universe in Christ merely

because the clock of the ages strikes the appointed hour.

He does not thus consummate His purposes merely because

the right time has arrived, but because the right time is

accompanied by the right condition. The husbandman

gathers in his crops, not merely because it is harvest time,

but because the crops are ripe. This is beautifully shown

in the suggestive use of the word kairos seasons, instead

of the customary chronos times. It reveals that crowning

economy as being not merely a period of numerical com

pleteness, but also one of moral ripeness for the Headship

of God's Anointed One.

In connection with all this it is pertinent to draw the

reader's attention to such New Testament phrases as "the

ages of the ages"—that is ages, two or more, which are

distinct from all preceding ages; and "the age of the

ages"—the crowning eon of all the eons, the grand goal of

eonian time, in which will be found that "economy" which

marks the numerical completion and moral maturity of the

eons. The ages will cease when the universe is ripe for

eternity.

The truth of the preceding becomes very plain, when

viewed in connection with what Paul further reveals con

cerning the eons. In Eph. 3:11, R. V., we read "according

to the purpose of the ages." It is here intimated that the

eons witness the working-out of a divine plan, and that they

are necessary factors in this plan. In this passage Paul

looks to the commencement of the ages, when they came

into being; as in chapter 1:10 he views their consumma

tion when they pass away. The ages, therefore, are but

the scaffolding which marks the building process of the

Temple; but, when the Temple is completed, each jewelled

stone in its rightful place, with God All in all, then is the

scaffolding of the eons removed, their work being com

pleted, God's purpose in them being attained, the further

continuance of such scaffolding but marring the divine per

fections of God's dwelling-place. Well may we speak of

the eons as being the workshop of God, beyond which lies

the sabbath of His. eternal rest.
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Contrary then to the popular idea, the ages are not the

treadmill of time, on which Eternity steps in ceaseless

motion, but at best, or most, a mere by-path, a temporary

digression from the broad and endless highway of Infinity,

from which they take their course, and to which they find

an ultimate return. A. Burns.

M tfte €ro** toaa not Cmptp,

Why a cross in world as beautiful as this?

Why a cross, has something gone amiss?

An enemy has set to work to thwart God's plan,

Spoil His fair creation, ruin man.

Who occupied that cross, and why?

Who was it, gave Himself thereon to die?

It was the blessed Son of God,

None other could, none other would.

What has been accomplished since He died?

Sin has been put away, God has been glorified;

In proof of this, the One who died

Is now exalted, at His Father's, side.

It is the message of the empty cross I bear;

'Tis mine, to give that message everywhere;

To testify to men by sin undone,

The only question is about the Son.

And what about the Son must I declare?
That He is risen, is no longer there;

He entered and passed through death's gloom,

And now an empty cross and empty tomb.

If the cross was occupied,
'Twould matter not, e'en though He died;

'Twould be a vanquished God we'd see,

And all things left in hands of enemy.



But in the empty cross there comes to me,

The fact, and glorious certainty

That all my sins were covered o'er,

In Jesus' grave for evermore.

Now as I gaze upon the throne,

I see Him there, but not alone;

But in the One who lives for me,

I see myself for ever free.

I take the empty cross, and hold it up.

I cry to sinful man, there's hope;

For He who once was crucified

Is seated at His Father's side.

'Tis here the guiltiest may find hope,

But nowhere else but here;

An empty cross, an empty tomb,

Both sin and man have met their doom.

Suppose the cross still occupied,

God's plan could ne'er completed be;

9Tis empty, this the guarantee,

The travail of His soul He yet shall see.

An empty cross and empty tomb

Takes away from earth its gloom.

A throne now occupied in heaven

Eternal life to man is given.

W. H. W.



THE MYSTERY OF THE GOSPEL

THE ADMINISTRATION OF

THE CONCILIATION

(2 Cor. 5:14—6:18)

For the Christ's love is constraining us, when

we judge this, that one dies on behalf of all,

accordingly they all die. He dies on behalf of

all in order that the living shall live no longer

to themselves, but for Him Who dies and is

aroused for their sakes.

So that, from now on, we are recognizing no

one's physical relationships, and, though we have

acknowledged Christ's physical relationships,

nevertheless, from now on, we are acknowledg

ing these no longer.

So that, if any one is in Christ, there is a new

creation. Primitive things pass by. Lo! they

become new! Now all is of God, who conciliates

us to Himself through Christ, and gives to us

the administration of the conciliation, how that

God, in Christ, was conciliating the world to

Himself, not reckoning their offenses to them,

and has placed Himself in us as the expression

of the conciliation. For Christ's sake, then we

are conducting an ambassy, as though God were

entreating through us. We are beseeching for

Christ's sake: "Be conciliated to God! He Who

does not acknowledge sin is made sin for our

sakes in order that we may become God's jus

tice in Him."

Now your fellow workers are entreating, too,

not to entertain the grace of God to no purpose.

For He is saying: "In an acceptable era I

hear you, and in a day of salvation I help you."

Lo! now is a heartily acceptable era. Lo! now

is a day of salvation.

Now do not be stumbling anyone in anything,

lest the dispensation be criticised. But in
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everything recommending yourselves as God's

dispensers; in much endurance, in afflictions, in

necessities, in distresses, in disasters, in duress,

in tumults, in weariness, in vigils, in fastings;

in chastity; in knowledge; in patience; in kind

ness, in a holy spirit, in unfeigned love; in ex

pression of the truth; in God's power; through

the weapons of justice on the right hand and

on the left, through glory and dishonor;

through contumely and commendation; as

deluders and true; as not understood and ap

preciated; as dying, yet, lo! we are living! as

corrected and not put to death; as sorrowful,

yet ever rejoicing; as poor, yet making many

rich; as having nothing and retaining every

thing! .

Our mouth has opened towards you, Corin

thians! our heart has expanded! You are not

being cramped in us, yet you are being cramped

in your own compassions! Now, for a recom

pense in kind (I am speaking as to offspring)

you, too, expand!

God is Conciliated ! This is the key to the preaching that

pleases Him. How much there is of "Christian" work that

flies in the face of this wondrous truth! Men are told that

God is angry, when He smiles. They are told to make

their peace with Him, when He made it for them. They are

constantly exhorted to pray to His unwilling ear in utter

disregard of His unparalleled condescension in beseeching

them. God does the praying now, so far as the unbeliever

is concerned. Nothing can so effectually stop their ears to

His entreaties as the din of their own petitions.

God is conciliated in this economy, but He certainly will

not be during the period of wrath which succeeds the present

economy, nor during the thousand years, blessed as that

time will be. Then the nations cannot approach except

through His priest nation. It is only on the new earth that

we see Him once again among men as He was wont to be

in Eden's garden. Then there will be a new creation.

A new creation—such is the present portion of the be

liever, too.

Earth's tardy eons have never yet presented us with a
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picture of the present grace. Even the longed millenium,

the brightest bloom that this old earth will bear, cannot out

line its transcendent glories. Not until the ashes of the

present earth are displaced by an entirely new creation can

the eye rest upon a scene which will portray it for us.

Let us not confound creation with birth. Adam was never

born. He did not attain to manhood through the gates of

infancy and youth. He sprang full-grown, perfectly ma

tured, fully ripened, from the hands of the Creator. In

stature and in understanding he had reached his assigned

limit and needed no increase. He was unique among the

creatures God created, with powers and faculties adapted

to his environment. How different with his progeny! In

stead of coming fresh from the hands of God, with all the

perfectness which that implies, we are ushered into the world

as helpless babes, and, by a tedious growth, hardly approxi

mate what Adam was the very moment of his creation.

Creation implies perfection: birth, a renewal through the

avenues of infancy and youth.

These are the thoughts called forth when God counsels

to give this earth a fresh start and calls it the "Regenera

tion" (Matt. 19:28); and, when that has failed, He de

stroys the whole by fire and makes an entirely "New Cre

ation" (Isa. 65:17; 2 Pet. 3:18; Rev. 81:1). These are

the thoughts, too, which come before us in the spiritual

counterparts of these two. The Regeneration figures God's

gospel as set forth by the apostle, who was "prematurely"

born (1 Cor. 15:8), up to the crisis when the epistles to the

Corinthians were written. Like that future glorious day

of Jehovah, the nations approached God through the medi-

ancy of a priest of Israel. The physical relationship of

that nation to the Messiah gave them an ascendency which

Paul had acknowledged up to this time. But thencefor

ward the Regeneration ceased to picture the attitude of

God towards mankind.

Henceforth, by His Spirit, He no longer confines Him

self to Israel—physical ties are all ignored (2 Cor. 5:16).

In spirit, the words of the apocalypse become true: "Be

hold, the tabernacle of God is with mankind, and He will
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dwell with them and they shall be His people, and God

Himself will be with them, and be their God." In spirit,

too, "the former things have passed away". (Compare 2

Cor. 5:17 with Rev. 21 :i.) Then He will say: "Behold, I
make all things new." And so it is now: "All things are

of God." Not of Jehovah, Israel's God, but of God the

Reconciler.

Just as in that day the death of Christ will be the basis

of blessing for all the nations (as well as for Israel) so it

is even now. The narrow minded Jew, as the apostle him

self once was, would naturally deny blessing to the nations.

But the love of Christ constrained him to think differently

now. And even if blessing should leak out for the other

nations, they would think it but in meagre measure, in

stinted style. But Christ's love contradicts that, too.

He died for all, not Israel alone. And since He must

needs descend into death to rescue men, it follows that all

are in that dark domain. But those who are alive through

Him, for whom He was raised, whose hearts have responded

to the love which led Him to die on their behalf—are they

still to be shut out, kept at a distance, as aliens ever were?

Not so! Their lives henceforth had a new object. Once

they had their own weal in view. Now they have Christ's

fame at heart. They live to Him. Not merely as a dis

tant foreigner, but as those close knit to Him by ties of

love which He Himself had made. Not in the sense so

common nowadays of working for Him to pay off the debt

they owe. Far from it! Living is not working. True life

is the enjoyment of His favor.

But since all those who are alive, live to Him, or, as

we would say, breathe the ozone of His gracious presence,

what becomes of the distinctions till now maintained be

tween the Jew and those of other nations? The Jews

were of kin to Him, and, in the present old creation, must

ever stand between Him and mankind.

All through Paul's ministry until this crisis he had not

only preached to the Jew first, but had given them the prior

place in blessing. As he had been preaching the kingdom,

this must needs be so.
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But now that ministry is fulfilled. The Gospel of Mes

siah, or, "my" gospel, as he called it, had been fully

preached even as far as Illyricum, and that proclamation

was ended (Rom. 15:19). Even in Corinth itself the

apostle had recognized the physical ties of Christ.

From this point onward these ties are no longer recog

nized.

THE CONCILIATION FOREIGN TO THE MINISTRY OF THE OTHER

APOSTLES.

No such crisis as this can be discovered in the career of

the other apostles.

Paul called the ministry to which he was separated at

Antioch "my" gospel to distinguish it from the ministry of

the twelve. But the conciliation is even farther removed

from their preaching and teaching.

Peter and James and John, the apostles of the Circum

cision, continued to recognize physical distinctions to the

very end, as is witnessed by their letters, written after this

time. A careful investigation of these writings will show

that they ignore the conciliation altogether, and their words

apply to God's future resumption of His dealings with

Israel. They do not apply to this day of favor to the

nations.

James recognizes the physical distinctness of Israel by

addressing his letter to the twelve tribes of the dispersion

(Jas. 1:1). He speaks not only to the faithful amongst

them, but also to the sinners and friends of the world (Ja.

4:4,8). The coming of the Master is proclaimed; not, how

ever, as He will come for us, in the character as Saviour, but

as the Judge (Ja. 5:9).

Peter also writes to this dispersion. Instead of telling

them of peace, he tells them that judgment must begin at

God's house (1 Pet. 4:17). He not only recognizes them

as a "nation" (1 Pet. 2:9), but exhorts them as to their

conduct among the other nations (1 Pet. 2:12).

John's epistle concerns "that which we have heard, which

we have seen with our eyes, which we have looked upon,

and our hands have handled" (1 John 1:1). Messiah's
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flesh is the great point insisted on in connection with His

coming. "Every spirit that confesses Jesus Christ's com

ing in flesh is of God; and every spirit that does not con

fess Jesus Christ coming in flesh in not of God" (1 John

4:2, 3). It is written with reference to the presence of

Antichrist (2:18) and deals with the spiritual side of the

Regeneration, the birth from above (8:9, 10). In that day

there will be blessing for all the nations through the seed

of Abraham. So we read: "And He is the propitiation for

our sins:.and not for ours only, but also for the whole

world" (I John 2:2). Being fulfilled in the day of Jehovah,

which typifies Paul's early ministry, it has much in common

with it.

Jude, the warning cloud which precedes the storm of

apocalyptic judgments, is far removed from peace.

These brief hints might be expanded indefinitely, but

enough has been brought forward to show that the concilia

tion is not to be found outside Paul's letters, and that his

purpose to ignore the privileges connected with a blood

relationship with Christ was not shared by the twelve

apostles and those of the Circumcision who were reached

by their ministry.

They knew nothing of any new creation except that which

follows the day of Jehovah.

WHAT ARE WE TO PROCLAIM?

It behoves us, then, in our endeavor to discern what God

would have proclaimed in this present period, to confine our

selves to Paul's writings, and particularly those letters which

were written at this crisis and afterwards.

The effect of such a course would revolutionize present

day preaching, even amongst those who seem comparatively

enlightened. The conciliation leaves no place for the

preaching of judgment and the "new birth", common topics

with the more faithful preachers. Baptism and all other

ceremonies and "means of grace" have no part in this

ministry at all. And the constant exhortation to the sin-
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ner to pray for himself, or to request the prayers of others,

becomes a fearful stumbling block, because it practically

denies that God is conciliated.

What, then, is the message we are to proclaim ?

First of all, to be fitted to proclaim it, the herald must

know its power in his own heart. He must not only re

joice in acquittal by faith, but have entered into peace

with God and the enjoyment of the sunshine of His un

clouded favor. 'Twere impossible to deal this out to others

without its joyous strength. It is those who have received

the conciliation, who have been allotted its administration.

GOD HIMSELF THE RECONCILER.

There is a fearful misunderstanding in the popular mind

and in the creeds of Christendom as to the part God plays

in the "atonement". He is represented as highly offended,

with upraised rod, ready to strike down the sinner upon the

slightest pretext. This He would do but for the interference

of Christ on behalf of the poor penitent. Thus Christ and

God are supposed to be differently disposed towards man

kind. God is angry, but Christ is merciful. At least one

of the most influential and popular of the Protestant relig

ious systems has this thought embodied in its creed.

Nothing could be further from the truth. Throughout

Messiah's earthly life He insisted that nothing that He

did and said originated with Himself nor was it done by

Him. "I can do nothing of my own volition" "because I

do not seek my own will, but the will of the Father Who

sent Me" (John 5:80).

And this marvelous abandonment to the will of the Father

is clearest at the cross. As its dark shadows began to close

around Him, the only thing which sustained Him was His

Father's will.

"Father, if Thou be willing, remove this cup from Me:

nevertheless, not My will, but Thine be done" (Mat. 26:42;

Lu. 22:42). "And it pleased Jehovah to bruise Him; He

put Him to grief" (Isa. 53:10).

Nothing is clearer than that God Himself was there, and

that it was His work, though done through His Messiah.
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NOT IMPUTING THEIR OFFENCES UNTO THEM.

"Not imputing their trespasses unto them" makes us miss

the force of this passage. As a matter of fact our "tres

passes" were in view at the cross. Not so with our offenses,

which is the real force of paraptooma (Gal. 6:1; Ja. 5:16).

Sin and transgression must be dealt with there in keeping

with the inflexible rules of righteousness. But what neces

sity was there to deal with these at all at that time? Why

not wait until the day of judgment and give each his due

deserts? What claims had His creatures which outweighed

the request of His Anointed that the cup pass from Him ?

If God had taken account of the reproaches and scorn

and contempt men heaped upon Him in the person of His

Son, would He not be highly offended? In such a mood

would He have remained firm in the face of Christ's re

quest? O, how gloriously His grace shines even in Geth-

semane! Men's sins and transgressions He lays upon

Christ, but their offenses, which well might turn Him

against them, are all ignored.

Think you He would have provided such a Sacrifice in

any other mood ? Men's foul and flagrant offenses abounded

the more He had revealed Himself. And now they red

dened their hand in the blood of His Christ. No greater

provocation could be offered. But, instead of imputing these

offensive deeds to them, He retreats within Himself and

finds the imminent love upon which He founds His sweet

revenge.

GOD PROVIDES THE SIN OFFERING HIMSELF

But, though their offenses may be thus ignored, His jus

tice requires satisfaction for the ruin wrought by their sins

and for the breach of His holy law. These must be expi

ated. Offenses may be overlooked, just as God pleases,

without tarnishing His Name, but sin and transgression

must be taken into account if God is to sustain His righteous

and holy character. For these He Himself provides a

Sacrifice. Christ is His Sin Offering.

And so conciliation proceeds. Offenses ignored, sin and

transgression put away—and what is left between God
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and His creatures? Nothing on God's side! And on man's

side nothing—but the reception of the conciliation.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE CONCILIATION

God has left it with us to express this to others. Strictly,

this is Christ's work. For Him, then, we are conducting

peace negotiations, as though God were entreating through

us: "We entreat for Christ's sake, be conciliated to God."

If any one should gather from the peculiar weakness of

the English idiom that this is an appeal to man to forgive

God, we desire to enter a vigorous protest. "Be conciliated

to God," in the original, implies a change on the part of

one side only. Such a change is manifestly needed on man's

side, but no longer on God's part. He has already con

ciliated the world to Himself. It remains for men to receive

this conciliation, and thus, in turn, be conciliated.

How much this appeal is needed God alone knows. The

great world knows not that He is entreating it to be con

ciliated to Him. The majority of those who have been ac

quitted by the death of Christ have never responded to this

exhortation in any perceptible degree.

The feeble flicker of faith sometimes lights up His

Word and they rejoice to find their sins are gone. But

ever and anon they plunge into darkness and despair. O,

that they would leave their sins and feelings and every

thing and enter into His peace! God Himself entreats

even them to receive the conciliation. Acquittal is but one

of His gifts. It should lead to an acquaintance with the

Giver.

It may seem strange to some to beseech those who are

saved to receive this favor. Yet when the Corinthians were

first called it was still a secret and so it could not have

been proclaimed to them. It has been pointed out that, in

the passage before us, the insertion of the word you, mean

ing the Corinthians, is without authority. While the orig

inal does not contain the pronoun, a correct rendering of

the first few words of the succeeding chapter shows that

Paul meant it for them, too. There he says, "your fellow
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workers, too, are entreating you". From this it is evident

that God had been entreating the Corinthians. Now that

this favor is first made public the Corinthians are entreated

to receive it and respond to its unparalleled grace.

It is far from our thoughts to create class distinctions

between God's people. But a real revival among His be

loved saints can come only through this one channel. There

is urgent need to proclaim peace to the fearful saint as well

as to God's enemies.

We are ambassadors. This title alone gives a clue both

to our message and to our behaviour. The moment war is

declared between two countries the ambassadors are with

drawn. Before God begins His strange work in the great

day of His wrath He will take us—His ambassadors—out

of this scene. Our presence here is a true token of peace,

which must continue until we are called home.

It is the policy of ambassadors at all times to avoid giv

ing offense. This is especially the case when relations are

strained and the home government is for peace and concil

iation. God, at this time, is for peace, and it behoves His

servants to conduct themselves accordingly.

Elijah called down fire from heaven which consumed the

captain and his fifty men who were sent against him. The

disciples suggested a similar course in the case of the Sa

maritans who would not receive Elijah's Master simply

because He wended His way towards Jerusalem. But He

rebuked His disciples, saying, "Ye know not what manner

of spirit ye are of". They had an illustrious example and

the Scriptures as a basis for their suggestion, but they failed

to apprehend the spirit of the times. How little does the

restless host of Christendom know the manner of spirit

which it should show! Actual warfare with weapons of

steel was once its resort. And even now that this is no

longer its mode of conflict, how offensive is the proud front

it presents to the so-called "heathen" nations!

The ambassador of the court of God who apprehends his

mission is careful not to give or take offense. God does

not take offense. He conciliates. His ambassadors should

do likewise. This is the great guiding rule in the adminis

tration of the conciliation. It should mold every circum-
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stance into a renewed offer of peace and another oppor

tunity to entreat men to accept God's gracious gift.

It is nothing to be at peace in the midst of friends and

comforts and popularity. But in adversity and trials, in

calumny and want, when all men and every thing seems

against us, by act as well as word, is an opportunity to

express the conciliation. It will teach us to be pliant and

yielding in spite of the intensest enmity. It will expand

the heart beyond the stress of circumstance.

Chief of the gracious qualities the ambassador should

display is endurance. The apostle enumerates nine desert

fields in which it feeds. Next to endurance comes chastity;

then knowledge; then patience; followed by kindness and a

holy spirit and love that is genuine. These cannot fail to

commend God's servant and make way for his message,

backed by the power of God.

Yet, while seeking in every way to commend himself as

God's servant, the ambassador must be prepared for dis

honor as well as recognition, for defamation as well as

acclamation. Though charged with deception, misunder

stood, chastised, grieved, poor and penniless, yet he is

acknowledged to be true, he rejoices in all his sorrows, dis

penses many a fortune, and knows everything as an item

of his inventory.

How marvelous is such a ministry! The cramped and

straightlaced dogmas of the self-centered Jew have all

vanished in the brightness of this grace. The love of Christ

has enlarged his narrow heart and his affections flow un

restrained to the alien and uncircumcised.

We, too, need enlargement to contain a tithe of this ex

panse of affection. It is only as we know and exult in the

great Reconciler, that we will keep our hearts from the

common constricted creed. O, that every reader of these

words would charge his heart to enlarge its borders to in

clude all that His affection has provided, and so equipped,

may link hearts with the apostle as he prays "that utter

ance may be given unto me, that I may open my mouth

boldly, to make known the mystery of the gospel, for which

I am an ambassador in a chain, that therein I may speak

with liberty as I ought to speak.9*

A. E. K.



When the holy war is over

Will this cry through Heaven rings

"Billions to the prince of darkness,

Tens of billions to our King?"

He who over faithless Israel

Through long ages wields the rod,

Woos her into glad submission—

Is He not the Gentile's God?

He who said "Until He find it",

Will for some His word prove vain,

And the faithful seeking Shepherd,

Foiled, return to God again?

Nay, our God is ever Victor,

And His love is ever true,

Not to win to Him the many,

Letting Satan take the few.

Did the Christ go forth to battle?

Scabbard ne'er His sword shall see,

Until every blood-bought captive

Is from sin and death set free.

Lift your heads ye heavenly portals!

Captives, pass beneath the rod!

Every sin-cursed son of Adam

Now become a son of God.

Changed into the glorious likeness

Of His own beloved Son;

This the fruit of grace abounding,

These the spoil in battle won.

Tune your harps ye hosts of glory,

Let the vaulted heavens ring

With the triumph of our Saviour,

With the praises of our King.

Every voice in earth and heaven,

Echoes now from shore to shore,

"Glory to our God be given,

And the Lamb for over more".

D. Buchanan.



THE CASE OF JUDAS

The adherents of the dogma of unending torment, in their

efforts to disprove universal reconciliation, seize on Scrip

tures having no bearing on either punishment or final destiny

and draw from them arguments to maintain their doctrine.

The words of our Lord respecting Judas Isacriot, "Good

were it for that man if he had not been born/' are sup

posed to militate against the final salvation of all mankind.

It is argued that, if all are to be restored to God, it would

be good to be born.

In the New Testament, the 69th Psalm is applied both to

Israel (Rom. 11:9, 10) and to Judas (Acts 1:20). In

the first instance, Paul quotes vv. 22 and 23 of the Psalm

as evidence that Israel's apostasy was both foreseen and

foretold.

And David saith,

Let their table be made a snare, and a trap,

And a stumbling block, and a recompense unto them:

Let their eyes be darkened, that they may not see,

And bow thou down their back alway.

Bow thou down their back alway. Do these words imply

there is no future for Israel? Do they annul the prom

ises and prophecies of a coming restoration? Do they

disprove the assertions of the same apostle in this very

chapter of the blindness of his people being only temporary?

or that all Israel shall be saved? or that the broken off

branches of the olive are to be grafted in again? Certainly

not. The teaching of the chapter, as well as other portions

of the Bible relating to the same subject, restrict the alway

to the period of national dispersion. The fact is, at the

point in the discussion of the Jewish question where the

words of David are quoted, Paul has in mind not the

entire future of the Chosen Nation outlined in Scripture,

but only the period during which the fulness of the nations

is brought in.
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The case of Israel finds a parallel in that of Judas. As

the fall of Israel does not deny its restoration, neither does

the fall of Judas preclude his ultimate salvation. If the

nation guilty of our Lord's betrayal is yet to be forgiven

and blessed, why not an individual? Does not the fact

of the same Psalm being applied to both intimate that their

fate is not dissimilar? What is said of Judas in Matthew

can neither contradict, disprove nor set aside the clear and

unmistakable assertions of other Scriptures respecting the

ultimate salvation of mankind. Our Lord,, like Paul, views

not the entire compass of his existence, but only the life

bounded by the cradle and the grave.

It is a canon of interpretation not to array one Scrip

ture against another Scripture. We must adhere to this

fundamental principle of interpretation at all times and not

merely when it suits our own convenience. Our opponents

hold—and rightly so—that the failure of Israel can not

possibly invalidate the unconditional covenant-promises of

reinstatement. To be consistent they should likewise ac

knowledge the truth that no threat of destruction can set

aside the pledge of the final salvation of all mankind. No

casuistry of man, no trick of exegesis, no metaphysical

subterfuge, no plausible argumentation of men prejudiced

by early training can ever demolish the hope of mankind.

There it stands in the Scriptures of Truth, immovable and

invincible like its Author. Let us look at some of them.

"Behold, the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin

of the world" (Jno. 1:29). Sin is not confined to human

kind: it has invaded other regions, and affected other crea

tures : it pervades the entire world. The sacrifice of Christ

is as far-reaching as sin. He is the Savior of the World.

We should not allow our native selfishness to limit either

the scope or efficiency of His death to man alone; it is for

all sinning creatures. "He tasted death for all, God ex-

cepted" (Heb. 2:9). To declare that the death of Christ is

limited to man, is to turn toward the crude opinions of man's

primitive state, when, in his consummate vanity, he re

garded himself as the centre of the universe and its final

purpose; the pride of the earth and the admired of heaven;
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when all the stars of the celestial sphere made daily

obeisance around his little planet. And when in his su

preme arrogance he scorned to think himself subject alike

with all things to nature's laws; when in fine, he surveyed

himself as the exclusive and unremitting object of Divine

attention. But Scripture conducts us to wider, nobler views,

not less reverent, but more humble.

"God is the Saviour of all men, specially of them the be

lieve" (1 Tim. 4:10). From the mass of humanity, all of

which is to be saved, the apostle singles out a class—"those

who believe"—which is saved in a "special" sense. The

doctrine of the eons provides the explanation. All will be

saved at the consummation; not all are saved during the

eons. Those who believe reign with Christ during the eons

following His advent, unbelievers do not thus reign with

Him. The specialty of the believer's salvation consists in

the possession of "eonian glory" (2 Tim. 2:10).

"God willeth that all men should be saved, and come to

the knowledge of the truth" (1 Tim. 2:4). We should not

presume to place God on a level with the wretched slave of

Romans seven who pathetically laments his impotence, "for

to will is present with me, but to perform that which is good

is not." What God wills He is able also to perform.

"So then as through one offense unto all men to con

demnation; even so through one act of righteousness unto

all men to justification of life" (Rom. 5:18). The question

of sin.and redemption is wholly outside ourselves. Both

depend on an individual act fraught with universal conse

quences. In Adam all men were condemned: in Christ all

men shall be justified.

"As in Adam all die, so also in Christ shall all be made

alive" (Cor. 15:22). This sweeping statement, as I tried

to point out in my paper on the Resurrection, is far more in

clusive than we are disposed to think. The implication is,

not merely that all will be resurrected, but that all will be

raised to share the resurrection life of Christ, for God

"quickeneth all things" (1 Tim. 6:13). The word "quicken"

(zoopoieo) here is the same as that rendered "made alive"

in 1 Cor. 15:22, and that it is not synonymous with resur

rection is clear from Jno. 5:21, where the "quickening" of
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the dead is distinguished from their rising up. The mean

ing and force of "quickening" is established by such pas

sages as 2 Cor. 3 :6 and Gal. 3:21, where the current versions

render it "giveth life." A comparison of 1 Cor. 15:22 and

1 Tim. 6:13 brings out the thought that, at the consum

mation, all men will be quickened as the members of the

body are now quickened, by the power of the risen Christ

to fit them for the presence of God (Col. 1:19, 20). The

circle of reconciliation is as inclusive as the circle of crea

tion. The Creator of all things is the Reconcilor of all

things, all that came forth from Him will return unto Him

after the travail of ages. There is no waste in God's econ

omy. After feeding the multiudes, our Lord said to the

disciples, Gather up the fragments, that nothing be lost. It

is rational to conclude He is as careful to prevent loss

of life. The march of God leaves no wreckage behind.

"He is the propitiation for our sins; and not for ours

only, but also for the whole world" (1 Jno. 2:2). Propit

iation is a term used in connection with the sacrificial sys

tem of the Jews. The propitiation which is in His blood,

like its type, was at first confined to Israel's pale. Later

Jesus "gave Himself a ransom for all" (1 Tim. 2:6). The

contrast here is between Israel and the rest of the world.

The force of "our" may be perceived from such passages

as "our tongue" (Acts 2:11), "our law" (Acts 24:6). In

perfect harmony with this is the concluding statement in

Paul's discussion of the Jewish queston.

"For as ye (the nations) in time past were disobedient to

God, but now have obtained mercy through their (Jews) dis

obedience, even so have these (Jews) also now have been

disobedient, but by the mercy shown to you (the Gentiles)

they (Jews) also may now obtain mercy—for God hath

shut up all (Jews and the nations) unto disobedience, that

he might have mercy upon all (Jews and nations)" (Rom.

11:30-32). Such is the wondrous climax of His ways. The

concluding verse of the doxology reminds us of

(1) The origin of all things—of Him,

(2) The preservation of all things—through Him,

(3) The destiny of all things—for Him.

V. G.
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EDITORIAL

With the going forth of this number Unsearchable Riches

completes its fourth year of ministry, and we seize the op

portunity to thank God for His blessing. We have greatly

rejoiced to find that God has not only given the message,

but that he has prepared hearts to receive it. We wish, also,

to thank those who have sent us letters of commendation

or encouragement or have subscribed or sent donations.

In the coming year we hope to allow more latitude in

treating a greater variety of subjects, for it is our aim not

to specialize on any one truth, but to deal with the truth

as a whole, insofar as this is possible to our finite minds.

We shall, however, continue such subjects as Inspiration,

The Problem of Evil, Punishment, What is Man?

What Is Death? What Is the Soul? etc. By the time this

issue reaches our readers a pamphlet, entitled "All in All"

will have issued from the press. It is a symposium of recent

articles on Human Destiny, the Eonian Times, Universal

Justification, Vivification and Reconciliation. It aims to

present a complete view of the goal of the universe. Un

questionably the final outcome of God's achievement is the

question of questions. Nothing else equals it in practical

importance. It vitally affects man's existence in this life

and in the next. It concerns every individual and touches

every problem of enduring interest. It deserves world-wide

consideration. May we affectionately urge our readers

to aid us in bringing this truth before as wide a circle of

readers as possible? We wish to send the book to both

the secular and religious press for review. Send us the ad

dresses of magazines and periodicals to which we may send

it. Let us spread this glorious message far and wide! The

battle is not ours, but God's. While setting forth the glorious

outcome of God's ways, "All in All" is a plea for an inter-
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pretation of the Scriptures which allows each truth to have

full play while rigidly keeping it in its proper place. A

wider recognition of such a method of Bible study will yield

a rich harvest of results.

The one great aim of the adversary is to discredit God's

word. He accomplishes this in two ways. First, by flatly

denying or contradicting the truth of Scripture, as when he

said to Eve, "Ye shall not surely die." Second, by empha

sizing one truth at the expense of another, as when in urging

our Lord to cast Himself down from the temple ledge, he

bases his appeal on Ps. 91:11, 12. This is by far the most

effective way of perverting the truth. By spiritualizing, con

founding things that differ, emphasizing one Scripture at the

expense of the other, good and holy men are often instru

ments in helping onward the great apostasy.

Our Lord indicated the true and sound method of inter

pretation when he replied to the tempter: "It is written

again." In saying this He declares that one Scripture is

dependent upon another, that each must be taken at its

face value and allowed full scope, that one Scripture can

not negative or set aside another. The conflicting theo

logical systems are founded on one-sided interpretation.

The Annihilationist lays the entire emphasis on those Scrip

tures which threaten the sinner with death, while glossing

over those Scriptures which speak of death's destruction;

the Universalist magnifies the declaration of God's love at

the expense of His justice; orthodoxy lays undue stress

on punishment and seeks to get rid of those Scriptures which

speak of reconciliation by exegetical inventions. The doctrine

of the eons affords deliverance from these narrow and one

sided theologies by showing that those texts which speak of

death, punishment, and sin have their place during the eons,

while the texts which speak of reconciliation find their place

at the close of the eons.

Those wishing meetings near Los Angeles will kindly

communicate with the editors.



INSPIRATION

"God, having of old time spoken unto the fathers in the

prophets by divers portions, and in diverse manners, hath

at the end of these days spoken unto us in His Son . . .

having at the first been spoken through the Lord, was con

firmed unto us by them that heard him." (Heb. 1:9> 2;

2:3.) In these verses we have a complete statement as

to the nature of the methods by which God's revelation has

been conveyed. They contain a summary view of the

more special dealings of God with man. They embrace

the epoch of patriarchs and prophets, the ministry of our

Lord, and the apostles.

"By divers portions and in diverse manners" is the char

acteristic phrase which describes the methods by which

God conveyed His messages to man.

The expression "divers portions" means that the revela

tion of God to man has not been made all at once. It

has been a long process and a gradual one; a process broken

up into parts and those parts fitting into each other, so as

to form not only a continuous chain but an articulate whole.

Furthermore, God's revelation has also been made in

"diverse manners." There may be unity of purpose, but

there is diversity of means. God's revelation is expressed

through the medium of many individualities differing in

spiritual make up and mental calibre. Moses is one;

Isaiah another; Peter is distinct from both, and yet more

Paul. To sum up the statement of those verses of the

Hebrew letter, God revealed Himself through a long period

of time embracing almost two millenia, through the pa

triarchs, the prophets, His Son, the apostles, in ways

which were partial and differing in individuals though

blending together, so as to form a harmonious whole.

This continuity of the Bible, from first to last, is most

impressive. It forces in upon the mind the conviction, which
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cannot easily be shaken, that there has been at work in

it something "more than natural," the influence—the sus

tained and vitalizing influence—of a Higher Power.

How powerful is that widening stream of enlightenment

and truth which grows broader and deeper, and gains at

every stage in volume and force, as prophet succeeds

prophet, and the law makes way for the Gospel!

No one at all familiar with the Bible will deny that

it claims an inspiration of some sort, and that, too, in

a very positive and decided manner. The fact of inspira

tion is explicitly affirmed; but the manner of inspiration is

nowhere defined: it must be inferred from incidents and

statements scattered here and there through the sacred

volume.

Let us first of all take a rapid glance at the history of

the doctrine of inspiration. The writers and teachers of

the early church—the so-called fathers—firmly believed

the Scriptures to be God-breathed, but admitted without

hesitation what we might call slips of the pen. Origin ad-

mittd positive error in the historic narrative, though

not in the spiritual teaching of Scripture. Commenting

on the differences between the Gospels, he says that, "if

one were to set them all forth, then would he turn dizzy,

and either desist from trying to establish all the Gos

pels in very truth, and attach himself to one, ... or,

admitting the four, grant that the truth does not lie in

their corporeal form." And Augustine was committed

to views which, at least in so far as the Gospels are con

cerned, implied considerable freedom of handling. He de

scribes the Second Gospel as an "epitome" of the First,

in which case the Evangelist could not have adhered to

his text very closely.

Coming to the era of the Reformation, it is well known

with what latitude Luther expressed himself on the sub

ject. He formulated the theory of "a Gospel within a

Gospel," and applying it to the various parts of Scrip

ture endeavored to establish various degrees of inspiration.

He went so far as to pronounce the Epistle of James an

epistle of straw, because it did not contain the doctrine for

which he looked.
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His followers did not share his views on this point. It

was the great aim of the Reformation to throw wholly up

on the Bible the weight of authority which had hitherto

been shared by it with tradition. The watchword of the

Reformed churches was, the Bible, and only the Bible.

Hence, the authority of the Bible was jealously safe

guarded, and everything done to enhance its prestige, as it

was felt that the foundation on which the faith rested

must be without flaw.

The desire to establish the supremacy of the Bible

in matters spiritual led to some palpable exaggerations.

It was held that the original text, in its passage from gen

eration to generation, had been miraculously preserved from

errors of copyists, and that the Spirt of God overshadowed

editors, transcribers and translators alike, so that their

work partook of the nature of inspiration.

With the Rennaissance came the revival of Greek and

Hebrew. The scholars of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries began to regain little by little the knowledge

which had been lost. They traced without difficulty the or

igin of the Greek and Hebrew texts. When the various

manuscripts came to be compared with one another, theie

was found to be a great diversity among them. It was

further found in regard to the Greek texts that, roughly

speaking, the older a mnuscript was the more widely it

differed from the other printed copies. In regard to

the Hebrew text of the Old Testament it was ascertained

that, in course of transmission, the face of the text had

undergone continual change; that the orthography had

been dealt with more or less systematically; that the Phoe

nician characters were replaced by the so-called "Assyrian,"

and the spelling was modified by inserting the quiescent

letters. It was made out that ancient Hebrew—the He
brew of the Old Testament—was written purely in con

sonants without vowels. The vowels were added by a guild

of diligent scribes in the sixth and seventh centuries after

Christ. These scribes stereotyped upon the text such a

meaning as they approved, and were guided in their work

by individual preference. Thus arose by degrees the sci-
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ence of Textual Criticism, which by comparing the differ

ent manuscripts and by the use of other available sources,

aims to establish what was originally written. In a word,

it was established that the Bible has not been exempted

from the fate of other books; it has been copied, and in

the process of copying, its text has been corrupted; it

has been transmitted across centuries of declining knowl

edge ; it has passed through the hands of scribes who were

both ignorant and careless, and whose ignorance and care

lessness has not done as much harm as the well-meaning

but unfortunate attempts to account for them by exegetical

inventions.

All these discoveries exploded theories of inspiration

which had been derived from antecedent ideas of what it

should be and not from the evidence of what it really is.

They warned us against presuming to determine what an

inspired Book ought to be and what it ought not to be,

and taught us that there is no need to have recourse to

doubtful theories of external authority, but to make our ap

peal to the Bible, which bears witness, and satisfactory

witness, to itself. They taught us the lesson that definite-

ness is not always a gain; the certainty which springs

from the absence of questioning and of search is a differ

ent thing from the certainty which comes after search and

inquiry.

Our course is clear. We must search the Scriptures to

derive facts on which to base our ideas of inspiration.

We must not shrink from inquiry; we must squarely face

the facts and modify our views accordingly. Truth is

not such a brittle thing that it must break in pieces as

soon as it begins to be handled. Nor can we think that

He Who gave us His Word will have left upon it His

Image and Superscription so faint that the observant eye

cannot see it. Let us inquire into the question of in

spiration.

Many there are who would have us believe that the Bible

is inspired in the same way as the works of ordinary litera

ture. Literary works are the product of experience, ex

periment, study, observation, research. Hence, they repre-
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sent either the formulated teaching of experience, a brood

ing over the lessons which life has brought; or system

atically arranged »results of experiment and observation;

or a setting forth of information gleaned from the accumu

lated knowledge of generations. Impelled by impulses from

within, men take up certain lines of study or research,

arrive at definite conclusions, and then set these down in

writing.

Let us see how the case stands with the writers of the

Bible. Most of the prophets tell us the circumstances un

der which they came to assume their ministry, and how

they came to regard themselves as exponents of the Divine

will. The first of the line is Moses, that typical figure

on which—as you will remember from Deut. 18:18—not

only the whole subsequent revelation of the Old Testament,

but even the culmination of prophecy in the New Testa

ment, was to be modelled. The call of Moses is a familiar

story. He was tending the flocks of his father-in-law,

among the mountains of the Sinaitic peninsula when a re

markable sight arrested his attention. The point which

I desire more especially to notice is the reluctance of Moses

to accept the commission to deliver his people. "And Moses

said unto God, who am I that I should go unto Pharoah,

and that I should bring the children of Israel out of

Egypt." And then follows a long expostulation, in which

one difficulty after another is urged. Moses ended by

pleading his incapacity of speech, until the anger of the

Lord was kindled against Moses, and Aaron was ap

pointed as spokesman unto the people.

It is clear from this narrative that the whole role of

prophet is forced upon Moses very much against his will.

It precludes, as strongly as anything could preclude, the

supposition that the weighty message which Moses deliv

ered to his contemporaries and the revolution which he

wrought by it was purely a product of his own imagina

tion. Nothing can be clearer than that the very opposite

of this is the case. Moses was really an instrument in

the hand of God, and the words which were put in his

mouth to speak were put there by the Spirit of God.
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The Prophet Isaiah, in the sixth chapter of his book,

describes his call to the ministry just as the book of Exo

dus describes the call of Moses. The two narratives differ

so radically in their range of symbolism and outward set

ting that no one would think of suggesting the literary de

pendence of the one upon the other; and yet, in both pas

sages the nature of the relation between the prophet and

the source of his inspiration is the same. At the sight of

the vision Isiah becomes conscious of unworthiness and

exclaims, "Woe is me! for I am undone; because I am a man

of unclean lips/' Thereupon a seraph touches his lips

with a live coal from off the altar, after which the prophet

receives his message.

The first chapter of Jeremiah relates his appointment to

the ministry. The Lord said unto him: "Before I formed

thee in the belly, I knew thee, and before thou earnest

forth out of the womb I sanctified thee; I have appointed

thee a prophet unto nations." Jeremiah, humble and diffi

dent, replies: "Ah, Lord Jehovah! behold, I know not how

to speak; for I am a child." But the Lord answered, "Say

not, I am a child, for to whomsoever I shall send thee

thou shalt go, and whatsoever I shall command thee thou

shalt speak." Then, the Lord put forth His hand, and

touched Jeremiah's mouth, saying unto him, "Behold, I

have put My words in thy mouth: see, I have this day set

thee over the nations and over the kingdoms, to pluck up

and to break down, and to destroy and to overthrow, to

build and to plant."

Head also the first two chapters of the Prophet Ezekiel.

Here, perhaps, the symbolism of the vision shows some

dependence on Isaiah, though an individual stamp is put

upon it. The time and place of the beholding of the vision

and the receiving of the scroll containing his message is pre

cisely dated. It was in the thirtieth year, in the fourth

month, in the fifth day of the month, by the river Chebar.

Nor is it only at the commencement of his career that

the prophet experiences a crisis which is not self-caused.

Scattered through the writings of the prophets are ex

pressions showing that they passed through many such
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crises. We subjoin a few examples. "For Jehovah spake

thus to me with a high hand, and instructed me not to

walk in the way of this people" (Isa. 8:11). "I sat

alone because of thy hand; for thou hast filled me with

indignation" (Jer. 15:17). "So the Spirit lifted me

up and took me away; and I went in bitterness, in the beat

of my spirit; and the hand of Jehovah was strong upon

me" (Ezek. 3:14). "The hand of the Lord Jehovah

fell then upon me" (Ezek. 8:1; 40:1). These expres

sions, which could be multiplied indefinitely, prove that

the message came to the prophet with mighty, irresistible

force and determined his attitude toward all current ques

tions and events. It is extraordinary how in one book after

another, the same feature of the prophet's unwillingness

is reproduced. The process is always extremely different

from what it would be if the prophet had arrived at his

insight into things Divine by the sheer exertion of intel

lectual powers or by the tentative efforts of his genius.

The foregoing examples bring out with great distinct

ness the fact that the message invariably came to the

prophet as an overpowering force from without, against

which he struggles in vain. "Men spake from God, being

moved by the Holy Spirit" (1 Pet. 2:21). Nor must

we overlook the fact that, in certain instances, the mes

sage conveyed did not coincide with the prophet's own ideas

and wishes. The case of Balaam and Peter are notable

illustrations of this fact. But, perhaps, the most striking

example is that of Jonah. He fled to Tarshish to evade

the mission thrust upon him, and when by a most extra

ordinary combination of circumstances he was forced to

proclaim repentance in Ninevah—even after his mission

had been discharged he continued to complain because

Jehovah had shown mercy to the Ninevites.

Thus, if we speak of the works of ordinary literature

as inspired, the inspiration of sacred and profane lit

erature presents the following striking points of contrast:

The source of the one is from without, of the other from

within; the knowledge of the one is imparted, of the other

acquired; the prophets express ideas distinct from, and
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often opposed to, their own; whereas literary works em

body the writers' own ideas.

We must ever bear in hind the patent fact, though it is

generally overlooked in Biblical studies, that no matter

how far into the future the vision may have carried the

seer, he spake primarily to his contemporaries in regard

to events in which they were immediately involved; no mat

ter how clear and distinct the reference to a distant ob

ject or person may seem to us, the primary reference was

always to an object or person near at hand. If it be ob

jected that there are prophecies of the future which have

no primitive aplication, it is sufficient to reply that such

predictions formed part of the messages which arose out

of historic situations, and we are dealing with prophecies as

a whole, not with separate predictions which may occur in

them and which had no primitive application. Prophecy

certainly had its own limitations. The gift of prophecy

was a special gift, in reference to particular circumstances.

It was called forth by those circumstances; and if it did

look beyond them it did so as giving expression to pirn-

ciples which were capable of a wider application than the

particular issue. The fundamental point in the activity

of the prophet was his insight into the principles which lie

behind the Divine ordering of events. His knowledge

of these principles was borne in upon his mind in a way

that he felt to be due to an influence from without. He

knew that all that he said was put into his mouth by God,

so that the utterances which from his point of view and

from the point of view of immediate circumstances could

have been described as accidental were not really accidental

but bore relation to some more distant part of the Divine

plan. For instance, when the prophets made those utter

ances, which the New Testament recognizes as Messianic,

they may not themselves have been thinking of the Mes

siah, and yet their words and the facts corresponding to

them were ordered by the Spirit of Prophecy so as to be

rightly applied to features in the Person and work of the

Messiah. In the Old Testament we find principles link

ing themselves to the New; we see the root principles of
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the Old Testament merging into the New, and there at

taining developments which were present to the Divine

mind—though they could not have been present to the

minds of those who were the conscious organs for the

expression of His will. But to say this is different from

saying that a prophet possessed "all mysteries and all

knowledge," beside those of which the Spirit of God

made him the special vehicle. He spoke the words that

were put into his mouth, but outside those words and out

side the range of facts which came under the same general

principles as those to which he was giving utterance, his

knowledge did not differ from that of his contemporaries.

We must dismiss from our minds the idea that a prophet pos

sessed all knowledge. Paul tells us that the apostles spake

each as God gave him (1 Cor. 3:7), and Peter assures us

that he found in Paul's letters "things hard to be under

stood" (2 Pet. 8:15, 16). Inspiration works through hu

man faculties: it does not supersede them. However much

we may feel that the Spirit of God itself is present in the

Bible, and speaks to us through its pages, there can be

no question that He speaks to us through human media.

It was the hand of man which held the pen. The words

written down were human words. They are governed by

the ordinary laws of language; and the forms of expression

which they assume are not always perfect as men count

perfection.

The fact is, biblical writers shared the scientific beliefs of

their own day and expressed themselves in the language

that was currently used all around them. They were not

exempted from some, at least, of the general character

istics of their own contemporaries; they shared the liter

ary peculiarities of men of their own nationality and sta

tion: they were not supernaturally raised above the level

of knowledge to which their contemporaries had attained in

matters of science. The Lord opened the minds of the

disciples to understand the Scriptures (Luke 24:45); thus,

they became mighty in the Scriptures, and their exposi

tions of them in the Acts, as well as the additional truths

embodied in their epistles, are infallible representations
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of the Divine mind and purpose. But Christ did not open

their minds to understand all knowledge: they were ignor

ant men, and, outside the Scriptures, they remained so.

When the Lord needed one possessed of secular knowl

edge, He chose one who had acquired it at the feet of

Gamaliel. Paul did not receive his knowledge of phil

osophy and literature by revelation of Jesus Christ, as

he did his Gospel, but gained it in ordinary ways, the

same as other men.

What is needed at the present time upon this subject

is something positive—not exactly, as it is often urged,

positive teaching, or dogma, for which men do not see the

reasons, but positive reasons, few, simple, fundamental,

which everybody can apprehend for himself and on which

he can take his stand.

V. G.



THE BIBLICAL DOCTRINE

OF DESTINY

DESTINY IN ROMANS

The doctrine of the eons is by no means an isolated one,

but is intimately associated with every other Biblical doc

trine. Clarity in this doctrine is essential to clearness in

others, and error here will inevitably produce confusion

elsewhere. Proof of this is very evident in the epistle before

us, the very lack of anxiety, or carefulness, on the author's

part to prevent the reader from accepting his teaching in

a full racial sense being only equalled by the corresponding

anxiety on the part of his interpreters lest his words should

be construed to have that meaning. Why Paul should have

been so careless, and his modern expositors so careful,

shows, if anything, a difference in point of view between

him and them. Should we accept the Biblical doctrine of

the eons, then Paul's choice of terms will be appreciated

by us; but, should we prefer the Pagan notions concerning

them, Paul's lack of restrictive language will become a

matter for wonder, if indeed it does not become a fit subject

for our criticism.

The most casual reader of chapter five must recognize

that the author deals in universal terms. He does not

balance a universal over against an elective expression, but

when writing of sin's ruin and redemption's scope employs

the same unrestricted word in both connections, without

even a passing hint that we should understand sin and

salvation as being other than co-extensive. He does not

contrast "all" with "some", nor "many" with "few", his

parallels are consistently drawn, and show that his object

is not to present a numerical contrast but a moral one—

the number involved remaining unaltered throughout his

argument, the same quantitative words being used, where

different qualitative terms are employed. The marked

contrast between the qualitative words is no more evident
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than is the lack of contrast between the quantitative ex

pressions. Paul's object then is not to show the difference

between one part of the race and another, nor between a

majority in one condition and a minority in another, but

to develop the difference between the race as related to

Adam in nature and the race as related to Christ in grace—

a moral and not a numerical contrast.

The mischievous assumptions concerning the ages

effectually paralyze every attempt to interpret this great

chapter in a way that will allow such obvious facts as these

to have their proper force. The taking away of the limita

tions with which Scripture has surrounded the eons compels

the adding of limitations to the revealed extent of recon

ciliation. Adding to Scripture in one respect necessitates

taking fromJScripture in another. The introduction of the

eternal element into the age-terms leads naturally to the

elimination of the universal element from the redemptive-

terms. The commentaries of Christendom are witnesses to

the beggarly shrinking processes which men have resorted

to in order to make Romans five utter the shibboleths of the

Augustinian dogma.

Crediting the average man with an intelligence sufficient

to express his thoughts in adequate language, it ill becomes

us to question the ability of the divine Author of Scripture

to reveal His mind in terms remarkable for their delicate

and exquisite precision. When the Word declares "the

many shall be constituted righteous", why should we find

it necessary to whittle down, or discount, such a state

ment into meaning no more than that they shall have an

opportunity to become righteous presented to them? If

what God meant was different to what God said, shall we

conclude from that that God was at a loss for the right

word when Romans was indited? Perish such thoughts!

And yet the reader who would seek to learn the very

thoughts of God by closely scrutinizing His very words

must recognize that his method must ultimately lead to

believing what God has taught concerning the finite eons,

and enjoying what He has revealed concerning His infinite

grace. The belief that the words used by God in revela-
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tion adequately and exactly reveal His thoughts will not

so much enable us to interpret the Scriptures as it will

manifest how wonderfully the Scriptures interpret them

selves.

Without the doctrine of the eons Romans five becomes

a labyrinth, or maze, which the truth-seeker, bewildered

by a thousand conflicting thoughts, and harassed by a

myriad theories, may well hesitate to tread. With the key-

truth of God's eonian purpose grasped, the passage loses

its terror, and invites the simple to enjoy the rich banquet

it sets before them. It reveals the awful potency of a

single sin to ruin the race of man but shows on the other

hand an act of righteousness no less potent in effecting

its redemption. In Romans Paul declares: "By one man—

sin; by one man—righteousness." In Corinthians he pro

ceeds: "By one man—death; by one man—resurrection."

Throughout the entire Pauline literature, the Apostle ex

hausts the possibilities of both logic and language in show

ing the super-ability of God in dealing with His erring

creatures. Romans five is especially remarkable for the

manner in which it combines an exposition of "the love

that all will not be denied", with an exaltation of the right

eousness that will not be stained.

Human sin and divine righteousness—what are they but

the antipodes of the moral universe? How then can the

righteousness be maintained, the sin condemned, and yet the

sinner saved? We are writing on destiny, shall we then

bring in the cross ? Nay! rather, how shall we write of des

tiny and leave it out? It is the cross which has made grace

possible. It is the cross which has made grace righteous.

The eons find their centre in it. Before they had being,

it loomed—the altar of the sacrificial lamb—in all its

crimson majesty, full in the vision of Deity. And the eons

face crossward, bearing onward to its sacred base the

humanity committed to the restoring discipline of Time. The

cross is the grand foundation on which grace alone can

build, and the appointed ground for the divine dispensation

of life.

What would the reader have? Whittle off, and pare
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down the terms which Paul employs in our chapter, contract

the language of the Apostle, and the glories of that cross

must inevitably be dimmed. View it as the triumph of

Infinite Wisdom over the finite folly of the race, and we bow

in worship before the One who planned it, and Him whose

blood has stained it red. Widen its sphere of triumph and

we deepen our conceptions of it as the instrument of Omnip

otent Grace. The cross is adequate to the task of cleansing

the Adamic race from the moral pollution of sin. May our

faith prove adequate to believing that glorious truth!

DESTINY IN CORINTHIANS

Romans reveals to us the coming triumph of divine right

eousness over human sin: Corinthians discloses the ultimate

victory of resurrection life over Adamic death. The resur

rection of all is involved in Romans five; the righteous

ness of all in 1 Corinthians fifteen. In both epistles na

tional distinctions are not touched upon, but both right

eousness and resurrection are viewed in their racial issues.

In line with the method adopted in the previous articles,

the writer is more anxious to point out the erroneous as

sumptions which have moulded current theology, than to

give a detailed exposition of each passage. When we suc

ceed in reading out of the Scriptures the many additional

phrases which men have read into them, then the way be

comes clear to enjoy the truth as Paul wrote it, and as God

inspired it. Allowing the Bible to be its own interpreter;

receiving its definitions as needing no correction by us;

paying strict attention to what it says, and how, in order to

learn what it was meant to reveal; and accepting its

language as requiring neither contraction nor expansion by

us, has shown itself to be the only method of interpretation

worthy of being called exact. We mention this because

the unhappy process, and habit, of "discounting the grace

of God", and the unfortunate position which compels those

who occupy it to be perpetually explaining how the terms
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descriptive of salvation's scope really mean much less than

they appear to convey on their surface, is as apparent in

comments on 1 Corinthians fifteen, as it is in those on

Romans five.

It is of course self-evident that if limitations be intro

duced into Romans five similar limitation's must be also

introduced into 1 Corinthians fifteen.

The doctrine of Romans forbids our contracting the

scope of resurrection in 1 Corinthians fifteen—in fact the

revelation here can only be limited by ignoring the Scrip

ture evidence concerning the eons, by changing or weak

ening some of the words employed, and by interpolating

others.

It is generally conceded that in verses 23 and 24, resur

rection is spoken of as taking place in three grand divisions,

or companies. Now, the only method by which allowance

may be made for three resurrection groups, in order not

to conflict with the daring assumption of endless sin and

torment, is to divide them as follows:

(1.) The resurrection of Christ; "Christ the first-

fruits."

(2.) The resurrection of those in Christ; "those

that are Christ's at His coming."

(3.) The resurrection of those out of Christ; "the

end when Christ delivers up the kingdom."

But it is evident that the Scripture under consideration

challenges such a classification, for while the above analysis

makes the third and last rank, consist of the unsaved dead

—those out of Christ—the passage itself refers only to the

raising of those in Christ. To be "in Christ" means righte

ous and life; "out of Christ" means condemnation and

death. To read the resurrection of Revelation twenty,

with its dread uprising of sinful men to meet their doom,

as if it could thus be described as a resurrection "in Christ,"

is but to betray a deplorable ignorance of the precious and

fragrant truths which cluster around these immortal words.

But if Paul's language forbids our reading the rising of

the lost-into these three orders, or ranks, what shall we

do with the third resurrection group spoken of here, which
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consummates the ranks, and which the context shows syn

chronises with death's destruction?

How impossible it is to read Revelation 20 into 1 Cor

inthians 15 may also be seen from what both passages have

to say about death. In the Apocalypse we learn that, at

the close of one thousand years of the reign of Christ,

death is limited to the lake of fire. Nothing is said about

death's destruction, nothing about its cessation, but on the

contrary its continuance for "the ages of the ages" is re

vealed. In Corinthians we read not of its limitation, but of

its destruction. To interpret its destruction as being ful

filled in its localization is not to distinguish between things

that differ, and in short, is but to quarrel with God's

choice of terms, and question His mastery of man's vocabu

lary.

The attempt has been repeatedly made to identify the

reign spoken of here (v. 24) as being Messiah's reign as

Son of David, an attempt which may only succeed when

the testimony of the context is either explained away, or

placidly ignored. It is evidently as the divine Son that

He finally subordinates Himself, and as Father that God

takes over the kingdom rule from Him. As the reign of

the Son is not located in the "impending eon/' but in the

"eon of the eon" (Heb. 1:8), it becomes evident that the

"end" or "consummation" spoken of here, has nothing

whatever to do with the events connected with the transi

tion from the thousand years to the new creation. The

truth is the event of Revelation 20 is not so much as

touched on, or referred to in our chapter, the order of resur

rection being:

(1.) The outrising of Messiah from the dead:

(2.) The out-resurrection of those who are Christ's at

His presence; and,

(3.) The resurrection of all who become Christ's in

the "age of the ages."

The final rank rises in the last eon, that age which wit

nesses the termination of the eonian reign, the triumph of

eonian love, and the full and final extermination of death—

God's last enemy.
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The design and purpose of all creation is that it might

be the temple of its Creator, God. Before ever a creative

fiat went forth, the purpose that He should be "all in all"

was formed—not All in some, not Much in All, but ALL

in ALL. But, if death be eternal, God must necessarily be

excluded from being all in some. Should eternal death be

spiritual, then God must be excluded from the most kingly

part of many of His creatures; should it be physical, His

design of being All in all is just as impossible of attain

ment. But the destruction of death, connected as it is here

with resurrection, shows that He will be All in all physical

beings; while their being raised "in Christ" shows that He

will be All in all spiritual beings. It is in.reference to

this purpose of the Eternal that death is reckoned as an

enemy. Spiritual death can never be other than an enemy

of God. Physical death may be used by Him in carrying

out His pre-eonian plan. But when spiritual death—the

fallen creature's antagonism and enmity—is finally over

come in the crowning triumph of reconciliation, physical

death is then denuded of its spoils and abolished, having

no further function to perform in the perfected Universe

of God.

That the ultimate subjection of the Universe to God

will be internal and spiritual, rather than merely external,

may be gathered from verse 28. In the matter of the

"orders" of resurrection, as detailed in verse 22, we drew

attention to the way in which all those ranks were grouped

together under the common designation "in Christ." Here

we notice that the subjection, to be shared in by all crea

tion, is one which knows no difference in its intensity or

reality, is no more perfect in some than in others, but

equally perfect in all, and indeed, linked as it is with

the subjection of the Son, intimates that their subjection

is not different in kind from His, nor His from theirs. It

is true of course that the acts of Christ in both resurrec

tion and subjection are unique, for He is the First in resur

rection, and the Last in subjection—the Alpha of the one,

as He will be the Omega of the other; but, as His resurrec

tion is the ideal norm, or type, of all subsequent resur-
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rections, so will His subjection be the glorious crown and

consummation of all preceding subordinations. The ex

ponents of endless torment must be sadly conscious of the

infinite difference between that merely external subjection

which they consider possible in the outer darkness of the

damned, and that true and spiritual submission which will

characterize the attitude of the redeemed, and the filial sub

jection which the divine Son will render to His Father—

God. Recognizing such distinctions, let such find them, if

they can, in the language before us.

Here let us direct our attention to the result of God's

eonian dealings. God is ALL in ALL. The kingship has

been delivered up to God, even the Father—as if to sug

gest that the family, rather than the kingdom, characterizes

the ultimate state. The Adamic dead have all been raised

in Christ; and now, perfected in His perfections, God

Himself becomes ALL in them. Humanity in the Son,

and God in humanity—do we wonder if the eyes of faith at

times have blinked when called to gaze upon that wondrous

goal ? And God will have it ALL; He has written it ALL;

and He meant to write ALL, and not a weaker word. Nor

is it over all," as He could only be, in part at least, were

millions damned in endless antagonism to His will. Nay!

nay! Faith, too, will have it "God all in all/'

DESTINY IN THE PRISON EPISTLES.

In our remarks on the teachings of Paul's earlier epistles,

we noted that the burden of their message concerned the

"things on the earth"—in other words, the Adamic race.

In them we found no definite allusion to the future destiny

of fallen angels, except so far as it was involved in, or af

fected by, that of humanity. But, if explicit mention of

the "things in heaven" is absent from Paul's earliest writ

ings, that certainly cannot be charged to his later epistles,

Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians. These, forming
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perhaps the smallest group of the New Testament writ

ings, have the largest scope of any of the groups. They

contain a digest of universal history, a compendium, we

might say, of "the ways of God with men," and angels,

too, the moral glories of which are sufficient to their own

justification. The group is a complete Bible in itself,

though compressed within the narrow confines of a trinity

of sacred writings. These epistles especially (and not the

writings of Plato, nor the philosophic guesses of any other

heathen writer) contain the solution of the problem of uni

versal destiny, as Paul's earlier writings solve the ques

tion of human destiny.

Pharisaism is of many kinds. There is, for instance, the

individual Pharisee, who, priding himself upon his fancied

attainments, duplicates in every age him who, "speaking

within himself," said "God, I thank thee." Again, we have

the national Pharisaism so sadly prominent in Israel's his

tory, which looks upon special national place and privilege

as being the result of, instead of an incentive to, a greater

holiness than that manifested by those nations who were

not so favored as they. And we also have a racial Phari

saism which speaks, and reasons, as if the children of

Adam had a peculiar right to divine grace, a title to

mercy, and a claim on God, not shared by any other race

or rank of beings, in all the vast spaces of the universe. It

is but the "I more" spirit of Saul the Pharisee drawn to

the scale and magnitude of the human race. The publican

(whether an individual, a nation, or a race), who draws

nigh on the ground of sprinkled blood alone, is surely not

the one who should dictate to God as to who shall, and

who shall not, be partakers of the bounteous largess of

grace divine.

In Ephesians, where the vision of faith is directed on

ward to the "economy of the full number of the seasons,"

the all things, heavenly and earthly, angelic and human,

are seen as re-headed up, consummated and completed, in

God's Anointed One. There is not the slightest indication,

in the language used, of a special class who are excluded

from the universal Headship of Christ. It is apparently a
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"heading-up" of the universe which knows nothing of an

exclusion from, nor a distinction within, its sphere.

In Colossians, where the same words ("the all things")

are used in different connections, first as created products

and then as the subjects of reconciliation, we are reminded

of Romans five, where, throughout the argument, the

quantitative terms remained rigid and unchanged, and en

tirely unaffected by the constant flux in the qualitive ex

pressions.

Philippians will be found to combine in one the teach

ings of both Ephesians and Colossians. In Ephesians we

have Messiah's future Lordship, or Headship, over the "all

things." In Colossians we find Him reconciling these "all

things" unto Himself—for He must first cleanse in blood,

before He may crown with glory, the sin-stained creation

which He by grace has made His own, though it were al

ready His by virtue of creative power. Philippians, with

out drawing distinctions of extent or degree, brings the en

tirety of universal being within the sphere of Jehovah-

Jesus' name. "In.the name of Jesus," or Saviour,—not

"at the name," which could imply a merely external, or

formal acknowledgment-—"every knee shall bow." Here

we have the Colossian grace, as we are now to view the

Ephesian glory. "And every tongue confess Jesus Christ

as Lord"—the Headship of Ephesians, and the perfect

submission of Corinthians, in one precious verse. As we

remarked the absence of distinction between different kinds,

or degrees of submission, in the Corinthian epistle, so must

we likewise notice how distinguishing expressions are simi

larly absent from the passage before us. The acknowledg

ment of Jesus as Lord is not to be the product of the lash

in some, and in others the luscious fruitage of redeeming

love. The bended knee of all creation will be the uniform

token of a universe whose heart is bowed in loving worship

before the divine Joshua of God.

In Colossians we had a passing glimpse of the cosmos

as it came fresh from the hands of its Creator. "In Him

were the all things created, in heaven, and on earth." Then

ensued creation's swift descent into chaos, moral and phys-
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ical. But Philippians discloses One "mighty to. save"

standing by, who looked not unmoved upon the sin-wrecked

scene. The glory of the "form of God" is laid aside, and He

who bore it begins to empty Himself, in order that He

might fill creation's uttermost expanse. From depth to

lower depth He goes, unfaltering in His love, and visits

every plane of universal life which sin had marred by its

defiling touch. If ruin had entered by means of hateful

pride, redemption comes by way of Him who "humbled

Himself." If vain pride expressed its nature in acts of dis

obedience, He (whose glories were past the telling) "made

Himself of no reputation" and "became obedient." The

cross itself could not deter Him who already had sacrificed

so much, from becoming Himself the crowning sacrifice of

God upon the accursed tree. Sin had emptied heaven and

earth of God; He takes upon Himself the emptying

of earth and heaven of sin. To this end does He bear sin

to the tree, there to judge and condemn it in the full righte

ous blaze of an ever-holy God. And the result? Who can

find words which will bear the burden of glory the answer

holds ? He who lay a lifeless form within the tomb, breaks

forever the iron rule of death, and claims the captive un

derworld for His own. He died, but not for Himself. He

lives, and it is still for others. Heaven, earth, and the un

derworld, which each and all had witnessed the grace of

His downward stoop, now shares without restriction in the

glories of His upward rise. And if redemption had its

genesis in the abdication of His rights on the part of the

Lord of All, it finds its apocalypse in the abdication of all

rebellious self-will, and insubordination, on the part of

those who, in every sphere, have questioned and denied the

authority of God. Beginning with the laying aside of glory,

Phil. 2:6-11 ends with the ingathering of all the glory

gladly rendered by a redeemed universe. Nevertheless, He

who "thought equality with God not a thing to be grasped,"

receives not the glory to Himself alone. The Self-subor

dinating One of 1 Cor. 15 is the Self-emptying One of

Phil. 2, who lays the glories of a restored creation, in all

its parts, at the feet of "God the Father."
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CONCLUSION.

We have but barely suggested the Biblical doctrine of

destiny. An exhaustive exposition would require many

volumes. Nor have we more than outlined the false meth

ods, and the baneful results, of traditional interpretation.

The "exegesis" which would seek to crush the idea of eter

nity into the time of the eons, which would inject a sup

posed numerical contrast into the moral contrasts of Ro

mans five, which would insist that the raising of those

"out of Christ" at the end of the impending eon is identical

with the final rank of those raised "in Christ" at the end

of the eon of the eon, as revealed in 1 Corinthians 15, and

which would make the limitation of death to the lake of

fire the fulfilment of its destruction, bears its own refutation

in the confusion which its methods create. It is not to be

wondered at if such modes of interpretation necessitate the

continual introduction into Scripture of countless interpola

tions and distinctions, the inspired omission of which can

be appreciated by us when we start our inquiries with an

acceptance of the Biblical doctrine of the ages, but which

becomes a baffling mystery when we seek to open the locks

of Scripture with a key forged on the anvil of Pagan

philosophy. ALAN BURNS.
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There's nothing between my soul and my God,

There's nothing between, all's cleansed by the blood;

In joyous acceptance before Him I stand,

In Him who is placed at the Father's right hand.

There's nothing between—no vail now to hide,

There's nothing between to keep from His side;

Dread Sinai's voice for ever is gone,

Grace now embraces the guiltiest one.

There's nothing between, no priest to be seen,

There's nothing between, for gone is my sin;

Through His perfect offering who died on the tree.

There's no condemnation for ever for me.

There's nothing between, no ritual now,

There's nothing between, not even a vow;

No bargain to make, no law to obey,

But walking with Him, this now is the way.

There's nothing 'twixt me and the children's place,

There's nothing between my standing in grace;

In freedom I come to my Father above,

And bound to His arms, a child of His love.

There's nothing between but infinite grace,

There's nothing between—I stand in His place;

For He on the cross hath all my sin borne,

I now have a place with Him on the throne.

There's Nothing between—no experience of mine.

There's nothing to mar the work is all Thine;

And whether I now feel happy or not,

Does not affect my standing a jot.

There's nothing between the communion so sweet,

In gladness I take my place at Thy feet;

Delighting, in Him, to look in His face,

This, this is the outcome of infinite grace.

There's nothing between the coming in air,

There's nothing between the glory up there;

Next moment caught up for ever to be,

In body and spirit conformed unto Thee.

There's nothing between—no merit of mine,

There's nothing between—the work is all thine;

So now and for ever the glory shall be,

Ascribed unto Him who died on the tree.

W. H. W.



UNIVERSAL RECONCILIATION

Giving thanks to the Father,Who qualifies us
for a share of the saints' allotment, in the light;
Who rescues us out of D a rkne ss' jurisdiction,
and removes us into the kingdom of His
beloved Son, in Whom we have the redemption,

the "pardon" cf sins.

Who is the Image of the in vi si ble God,
Firstborn of every creature, since in Him
the universe is created—in the heavens and
on the earth, the visible and the invisible,

whether thrones or dominions, whether
sovereignties or dependencies—the universe
has been created through Him and for Him;
and He is before all, and the universe has

subsisted in Him.
And He is the Head of the body, the ecclesia,

Who is sovereign, Firstborn fromamong the dead,
in order that He maybecome supreme among a 11,
since it delights a 11 the fulness to reside i n Him
and through Him to reconcile the universe
f o r H im (when peace is made through the b loo d
of His cross) whether that on earth or that in the

heavens.



THE MYSTERY OF THE GOSPEL

RECONCILIATION UNIVERSAL

All Glorious is the God of heaven and earth, Who,

though now He seems dishonored by His rebellious crea

tures, has laid the groundwork for a reconciliation of both

heaven and earth, upon a scale so vast, a scope of such

appalling grandeur, and discovering the depth of such

fathomless affection, that our very words of adoration

seem to shadow its effulgence!

In our meditation upon the conciliation of mankind, we

left matters in much the state that will obtain upon the

new earth, as described at the end of the Revelation.

There the nations are reconciled. God tents among them

as He did in Eden. But they are subordinate to Israel,

partakers of her blessedness.

A remarkable fact claims notice here. Years after the

time when Paul wrote this letter to the Colossians, the

Apostle John saw heaven's door ajar and viewed the

heavenly activities during the judgment scenes and the

thousand years. But in the new creation which follows,

he is vouchsafed nothing but an exterior view of the new

ly created heavens, though he fully describes the new

earth.

This new creation is the third of the three heavens

and earths of which we read. The destruction of the first

is recorded at the very threshhold of revelation. The sec

ond is our present earth and heaven. The great bulk of

revelation is concerned with it. But it, too, shall be de

stroyed.

The new creation, then, will contain the third heaven.

To this it was that Paul was caught away soon after

his separation from the rest of the apostles. Here it was

that he heard words which might not be uttered at that time.

In Paul's later writings he unfolds the revelations thus

received, and to his later epistles we turn for an account
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of that which John does not record. John tells us that

the earth is happily reconciled, but what of heaven?

Here sin first raised its venomous head. And shall the

heavenly realms be unreconcilable to the Deity?

This is our theme: this is the problem before us.

Before considering this, let us note that none of the

passages we have heretofore considered, except Ephesians,

accord the saints of this era a heavenly destiny.

We have found that our Master, as the Son of God, lays

the foundation for the conciliation of mankind. As the

Son of David, He inherits David's throne, He is con

fined to Israel, related to them by ties of covenant and

kinship. As the Son of Abraham, the land belongs to

Him. As the Son of Adam, or the Son of Man (Adam

is the Hebrew for man), He inherits Adam's sovereignty

over all the creatures upon the earth.

But God is not confined to Israel, nor even to the earth.

He is a Spirit and acknowledges no physical ties what

ever. His Son, like Him, knows no relationship but those

of spirit and no limits but the universe. Indeed, in a very

real sense God is not the God of the present world-sys

tem at all, but is called the God of Heaven. As such

His Son's sovereignty extends to the utmost boundless

universe.

All earthly power is rightly His, and, as the Son of Man,

He will yet assume earth's throne. But the heavens, too,

though they are yet the stronghold of Satan's opposing

hosts, are His domain as well.

THE DELEGATES OP DARKNESS

These dark spirit realms are the real rulers of the

earth. Not only did the Serpent compass Adam's fall,

but ever since, beside being monarch of the aerial do

mains, he guides the affairs of mankind by means of his

confederate spirit messengers. He has usurped God's

place as the object of man's worship, and he has robbed

Christ of His place as earth's King. But men, his pup

pets, stalk upon the stage in utter ignorance of the cords

that pull them in the grooves he has prepared. Like the
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law breaker, he chooses to work in the dark, unknown by

the very tools who carry out his fell designs.

Men sigh for a universal empire and the benefits which

such a rule should bring. If they only knew it, they

are already serving a sovereign, who, though his proper

sphere is in the air, has annexed the whole of earth to

his domains. He has been its suzerain for the last six

milleniums. Wise beyond all human ken, powerful be

yond man's utmost strength, and urged on by the pride

that prompted his primeval ruin, he strives to show what

he can do for humankind now that they have given him

their allegiance. All this will be plain when finally he

takes human form in the obsession of the Anti-Christ. It

will then be seen that his opposition is not directly against

mankind, but against Christ and against His God. In

deed, like Antichrist, he does his very best for the com

fort and happiness of his dupes, if he can only keep them

estranged from God. Thus, we see that, until Christ

comes back to earth again, Satan is earth's spirit suzerain.

This is the kingdom from which God has rescued us.

It is a spiritual one and by no means displaces the king

doms of this world. And so, too, the kingdom of God's

Son, unlike the kingdom of the Son of Man or of David,

is a spiritual kingdom, by no means displacing earth's

monarchies or republics. We are not taken out of these

earthly realms, but are bidden to be subject to their com

mands. But we have been rescued from the delegates of

darkness, the hateful spiritual world empire that ener

gizes the governments of earth and enthralls mankind.

We have been removed into that other spirit realm whose

Monarch is God's beloved Son—the very One Who lives

for us and is our assurance of salvation from every ad

verse foe.

But let us not confine Satan's horrid headship to the earth.

His rule is at present entrenched in heavily regions, where

our controversy with him is carried on.

Satan has no right but to the realm and power ac

corded him by his Creator. All accessions to his domin

ion have been the outgrowth, not of inherent capacity or
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reward for excellence or service, but of that inordinate

pride and self-exaltation which could not brook the sov

ereignty of El Himself.

We are to witness the kingdom of God's Son extend

to universal bounds. But first let us inquire, What en

titles Him to such a peerless place? What right has He

to such imperial majesty?

THE IMAGE OP INVISIBLE DEITY

"Show us the Father and it sufficeth us/' said Philip.

"He that hath seen Me hath seen the Father" is our Mas

ter's answer.

God Himself is invisible. As such He cannot be known

by any of His creatures. Since creation's burden is to

manifest His excellence, it must needs be that somewhere

in the universe exists a perfect Image of His essence.

Fragments are everywhere. His power is in the wind.

His light is in the sun. Monarchs faintly mirror His

majesty. But each of these is limited, as He is not, and.

each lacks qualities which other fragments hold. But

the chiefest lack is love. Nature, as well as man, seems

heartless and relentlessly cruel.

But there is one Image Who is perfect. The Son of

God, the visible manifestation of God, is the only One

Who answers every attribute which Deity demands.

THE FIRSTBORN OF CREATION

He is Creation's Firstborn. Like the eldest son, He

inherits all the dignity and estate which are His Father's.

The figure is a human one and is much weakened in these

democratic days when the eldest son has but little pre

eminence above his younger brethren.

We are apt to confine creation to material substance.

But the creation we are now considering is not that of

the heavens and the earth, but that which is in the heavens

and upon the earth, that is, the spiritual powers which

populate them, whether visibly embodied as upon the

earth, or the unseen, but far more potent heavenly host.

The creation of the heavens and the earth is not the only
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one recorded in the first chapter of Genesis. This is

dismissed in one brief statement. What follows does not

describe that creation, but, the remodeling of the earth

after it had become waste and void. There is no further

creative act until the "living souls" are created in the

waters and in the sky. After that man is created in the

image of God to bear rule, not over the first material

creation, but that sentient soul-life which needed not "mak

ing" merely, but creating on the fifth day. The third day

had witnessed life as seen in herbs and trees, but these

were only made from previously created material. Ani

mals, it is true, were also composed of the material al

ready to hand so far as their bodies were concerned. They

were brought forth by the waters. But a "moving soul"

and a "living soul" each required a distinct creative fiat.

We, however, are not concerned with the first two cre

ations, but with the third (which partook of the material

of the first, the soul of the second) and its dominion, by

virtue of the "breath of lives" which Jehovah Elohim

breathed into his nostrils. This dominion may be either

political or private. It may be based upon prestige or

ownership. It is seen in the king upon the throne or in

the master with his vast estates and slaves. Political

power is itself divided into two classes of widely differ

ing rank. There is imperial power which brooks none

higher; and there is delegated authority, held at the ap

pointment of the former. Caesar was imperial; Pilate

was his delegate. These examples are taken from the vis

ible creation upon the earth. But let us not forget that

each has its heavenly counterpart. Myriads of invisible,

spiritual beings populate the heavens, holding possessions

there, forming dominions and dependencies ruled with im

perial sway or inferior delegated power.

When the seer of Patmos beholds some of these heaven

ly dignitaries, they compass the Enthroned One, sitting

upon twenty-four thrones. These are the elders or seniors

of the heavenly administrations. They are the pattern

after which the earthly temple worship was modelled. As

priests they represent their angelic subjects in the Divine
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presence. This is their Godward aspect, which is upper

most in the vision. But as they are seated upon thrones,

it must needs be that they are kings as well. As such

they rule the subjects whom they represent. This is God's

way. It is only the Priest who abides in His presence

who is fit to go out and rule as king over the creatures of

His hand.

And how beautifully do they acknowledge the truths

which we are pondering! When the Living Ones give glory

and honor and thanks to the Enthroned One Who lives for

eons of the eons, the twenty-four seniors fall down and

worship Him Who lives for the eons of the eons and cast

their crowns before the throne, saying, "Thou art worthy,

O Lord, to receive glory and honor and power, for Thou

hast created all, and for Thy pleasure they exist and were

created I"

The latest revelation of the mystery of Christ puts

Him at the head of heavenly as well as earthly sovereignty,

when the cycle of the eras has been completed. He alone

will hold the reins of government in that day. The title

deeds of the whole creation will be vested in Him alone.

When thus gathered together into one, it will all be "in

Him" (Eph. 1:10). Just so it was in the beginning.

Before either heaven or earth knew aught of rule or own

ership, the Son of God, in His solitary sublimity, held un

disputed sway and complete possession of creation from

center to circumference, in the heavens, as well as upon

the earth.

And when, later, the heavens were filled with a shining

host, each prince received his power directly through Him.

And, later still, when man came on the scene and do

minion over the creatures of the earth was delegated to

him, he, too, derived it from the Son of God.

In the beginning it was "in Him." Down the eons, it

is "through Him."

Such are the Son's honors in that first and perfect

creation, fresh from the hand of God. He was supreme.

But sin has come upon the scene. Satan seeks to rob

Him of every glory that He has. And (so to garner
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greater glory in the end) he is allowed to gain the alle

giance of humanity. Men join the heavenly host of traitors

who seek to thrust Him from His throne. Like the ves

sel which the potter marred upon the wheel, but frag

ments of the original cosmogony remain. The fair crea

tion has been destroyed and lies in the dust of Death. And,

meanwhile, in His dishonored work, the Son of God is

Himself dishonored. What shall be done to retrieve His

Name and set things right again? The potter did not

mend his marred device. He made another, altogether

new. And so with God. He never mends. Patches and

paint will make man's work quite presentable. Not so

with the perfect, everlasting work of God.

He has determined upon a new creation. Not in the

material realm alone, but also in the spirit sphere. It

was in this invisible spirit sphere that the mischief had

its rise, spreading its cankerous virus to the lower realm

of matter. In the spirit sphere this new creation is already

an accomplished fact. Its public inauguration before the

powers of heaven waits our gathering together unto Him.

And when He comes to earth, then we, too, will display

the powers of a creation for which His earthly saints will

wait a thousand years.

Of old, proud Gnosticism raised her silly head and de

nied these glories, every one. This false philosophy vaunt

ed the hyperspiritualistic theory of the essential evil of all

material substance. It explained creation by a series of

angelic castes, to whom it gave the name of "fullness." These

emanated from the Godhead, and, like the rungs of a ladder,

reached downward to earth. The lowest of these they

blamed, as it were, for the creation of all evil—matter.

Thus, they strove to exonerate the Deity from the creation

of evil.

But these are not God's fullness! Some, at least, of

them would have emptied the Divine Majesty of His glor

ies if they could. The Gnostic pleroma could only create

matter intrinsically evil. But since He alone deserves

the distinct dignity of doing all the work of creation we

may deduce that matter is not evil in any sense, however
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it may be soiled by sin. But more than this, not only

has material substance no immanent evil in its constitu

tion, but it is an agent in sending sin out of the universe!

Conciliation was effected by "the blood of the cross."

Reconciliation is brought about through the death of His

physical body (Col. 1:22).

This "science, falsely so called," not only robbed God

of His glories as Creator, but blotted out the Son of God,

the real "fullness," through Whom all the Divine ac

tivities have flowed, and in Whom alone they find an ade

quate and convenient residence. It insinuated into the

mind a base and inglorious conception of His character,

as though He could, by interposing subordinate powers be

tween Himself and His creation, cast the blame of evil up

on them. But far worse than this, it placed a gulf im

passable between His creation and Himself! Endless

eons might roll on, judgment fires might destroy the whole,

and yet the sting would still remain—a shattered world, a

ruined universe, a thwarted and dishonored God! How

dark a picture this! and yet it serves its purpose well.

The darkest night displays the starry heavens best. And

here we have a cluster like Orion, brightest of the starry

host.

The real "fullness" can find no lodging in the menial

minions of the Gnostic lie. The Son of God alone is great

enough to harbor it. He is God's Image, Creation's First

born, Seed, Agent, Object, Head and Unifier. But, great

er far than all this galaxy of glory, He alone, midst sin

and disaffection, provides both God and His creatures

with all each needs to effect a complete and perfect Recon

ciliation.

THE FULLNESS

Well nigh lost is the dominating doctrine of the pier-

oma or fullness. Gnostics were well acquainted with the

term, for they invented it to support their theory of the

immanent evil of all substance. They applied it to the

spiritual powers through whom God was able to effect

the creation of matter without incriminating Himself.

But the apostle not only transfers all this to the Son of
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God to show His solitary pre-eminence, but also removes

the term to the field of reconciliation. The Gnostic full

ness eternally estranged the Creator and His creatures;

the real Fullness, the Son of God, eternally reconciles them

to their Father.

The reconciliation of the universe rests upon this tran

scendent truth. Apart from the Fullness of the Son,

God could not be conciliated nor could His enemies be

reconciled to Him. In Him is found all that God needs

and all that His creatures need. Nothing apart from

Him is of any avail: anything apart from Him is an affront

to His Father.

While the term pleroma or fullness on God's side is

taken from the Gnostic philosophy, the truth that He is

our Fullness is in contrast with Judaism. God's approach

to His creatures is clear and open through the death of

His Son. Likewise, our entrance into His presence is

unobstructed and unhindered through the death of God's

Son. But before that death and its proclamation God had

carefully hedged Himself with a barrier of Jewish forms

and ceremonies, dwelling alone behind an unrent veil

in awful and unapproachable majesty. But now that

veil is rent, the cleansing flood flows as a river, the vic

tim has bled, the barriers all are down, and, lest we are

yet too timid to approach, God comes forth and takes up

His abode within the spirits of His people. He beseeches

the sinner to be reconciled, He implores the saint to enjoy it,

and we respond—all upon the ground of the Fullness

which His Son is for us both.

THE RECONCILIATION OP THE UNIVERSE

The present supremacy of God's beloved Son is found

ed upon His official glory as God's Fullness. All the

Divine fullness delights to reside in Him; it made peace

by the blood of His cross; and through this fullness He

will yet reconcile the universe to God.

Let all who have learned to love God seek to know

and acknowledge the supremacy of His Son! This su

premacy has two distinct aspects. As the Image of God
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He is the Firstborn of all creation: as the Fullness He

is the Firstborn from among the dead. All creation was

originally in Him; and all the fullness delights to reside in

Him. God did not delegate a part of the work of cre

ation to another; neither does He depute another to do

the work of redemption. In both creation and recon

ciliation He is foremost—not in order merely, but in rank.

The

IMAGE

OF THE

Invisible

God

&upvtmatp of

Colossians 1:15-21

Firstborn of Every Creature

Creates the Universe (ra Vavra)

Heavens and Earth

the Universe Created in Him
through Him

for Him

I He is Before All (as to present position)

| The Head of the Body, the Ecclesia

I The Universe Subsists in Him

I Who is the Sovereign (present tense as above)

Firstborn from among the Dead

Reconciles the Universe (ra. irdvra)

Earth and Heavens

the Fullness residing in Him

reconciles all through Him
for Him

Just as the whole created universe came through Him,

so, too, the fullness finds Him the fit channel to reconcile

the universe after it has become estranged. So that the

creation which was for Him may, in spite of its present

alienation, become in very truth once more for Him as it

never could have been apart from sin.

The

Residence

of All

the

FULLNESS
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Here we stand upon the very pinnacle of His perfections.

He is the First and the Last, the Origin and the Consum

mation of All. Just as the Gnostics sought to rob Him

of His glories as the great Original, so now Christendom

seeks to suppress His glories as the grand Consummation.

It glories in His shame and insists that the vast multi

tude of those whom He originates never find a Consumma

tion in Him! Either He is not able, or, worse still, He

is not willing, or (dare we even suggest the damnable

idea?) He prepared their place and planned their pains

and purposed their perdition. Let us face the issue square

ly. Is He such a God as this? Or, if His heart is right,

has he lost the reigns of the universe or handed them

over to His enemies? If God is God, He is able to carry

out the dictates of His heart. If He admits the entrance

of sin and woe, it must have an object and end; it can

not last forever without revealing a vindictive and a vicious

God. But let us not wallow in human caricatures of the

Diety, but boast in the God Whose Head and Heart and

Hand are all the handmaids of His Love. A God Who

not only proposes to create but to reconcile all that He

creates, since, in His love's wisdom it is well that sin

should estrange them from Him for a season.

O, what dishonor has been brought upon His Name by

the denial of these glories! That God has centered all

creation in His Son is somewhat known and acknowledged.

But how little do we hear of His fame as God's Fullness!

His work upon the Cross has made Him competent to

cope with sin and estrangement of every kind in every

creature.

Three shadows have been conjured up to eclipse the

universal reconciliation. It is said that it is not uni

versal, that it is confined to material things and that it

refers to conciliation on God's part, rather than to a

reconciliation of both God and His creatures.

The moment, however, that we question its universal

ity, we also question the universality of His creation.

The introductory words to the phrase "whether things on

earth or things in the heavens" are never used to limit a
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previous statement as a glance at a concordance will show.

This objection, as well as the contention that things

are referred to, rather than persons, are refuted by the

apostles' declaration: "All things are yours, whether Paul,

or Apollos, or Cephas, or the world, or life, or death, or

things present, or things to come (1 Cor. 3:22). The

"things" include Paul and two other persons. The words

"whether, or," amplify the "all," rather than limit it.

That this is a real reconciliation may be shown in the

same way. We need only refer to the fact that concilia

tion is clearly one-sided, but the word here used is not

the simple form for conciliation, but a strengthened form

the remaining occurrences of which (Eph. 2:16; Col.

1:21) clearly and conclusively connote a mutual recon

ciliation.

PEACE BY THE BLOOD OF HIS CROSS

To create, He was above all; to reconcile, He stooped

beneath all. As the Divine Image He was the nearest

and dearest in the Divine affections; as the Crucified He

was forsaken and the object of His curse. As creation's

Firstborn He was primevally preeminent; when He be

came a "Worm and no man," He was crushed beneath the

heel of the lowest and meanest in His dominions.

The cross of the Son of God! The fullness of man's

insolence and enmity is there displayed. The wrath of

God, their rich deserts, is there diverted from its proper

course and falls on Him Who was the Righteous One. And

there He was made "sin" Who knew no sin. There, too,

we see the weakness of the mighty El, the helplessness of

Him Whose arm spread out the heavens, and He Whose

blessings filled the earth, accursed.

Adam's offense brought down the curse upon creation,

and its groan has not yet ceased. The death of God's

Son upon a cross—that, too, brought down a curse, not

upon creation, but upon Himself. The one estranged the

world from God. The other brought in peace.

Thus reconciliation rolls along from heaven to earth,

following fast upon the footsteps of Sin and Death until
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Sin is slain and Death destroyed. During the eons its

conquests comprise the faithful few who are selected for

the special honor of fellowship with Christ in its admin

istration. But when the enmity of the creature is subdued

nothing remains to hinder its universal enjoyment but

Death.

The final of our foes, Death is the last enemy and when

abolished all enmity is passed. God's glorious goal is

gained! The prodigal universe is clasped to the Father's

heart! The joy of heaven is full, for He has found His

lost and erring creatures! They have been forgiven much,

and much will be the measure of their love!

All strayed and sinned and suffered and succumbed to

death and now all are revived and all are restored and all

are reconciled.

And this will fill every cup with cheer and every heart

with overflowing joy. God will be vindicated on every

point. And then we will realize—as yet we cannot—that

ALL is of Him and through Him and for Him. To Him

be glory for the eons of the eons!

And now we plead with those who love Him not to drag

down the Son of God from the high honors God has

given Him. What though we do not understand how it

can be possible, what though it jars our theology, what

though it seems to us contrary to some other of His state

ments—these are no excuse for denying the record of God

concerning His Son.

His Son is Supreme! And His supremacy depends

upon His Reconciliation of the universe. Deny this and

His grandest glory is gone, His work unwrought, His

effort a failure. But let it be ours to realize and ratify

God's impregnable purpose for His Beloved, and chal

lenge all, both saint and sinner to dethrone Him if they

dare, for He shall be

UNIVERSALLY SUPREME!



THE SAVIOUR'S EXALTATION

Wherefore God also highly exalts Him and

graciously gives Hun the name which is
above every name, in order that in the name
Sft&uti every knee may bow, celestial,terres-
trial and subterranean, and every tongue

confess that the Lord is Jesus Christ, for the

glory of God the Father.

There are some seven salient statements in this Scrip

ture which prohibit our supporting the exaltation of the

Saviour upon a heartless subjugation of His enemies.

These are:

1. God graciously gives Him the highest name.

2. All bow the knee.

8. In the name.

4. The name itself signifies Saviour.

5. It is confessed.

6. All both bow and confess.

7. It is to the glory of the Father.

First, then, the words "graciously give" introduces us

into an atmosphere of grace, ill suited to the thought of

judgment. It is used once before in this letter. "To you,"

says the apostle, "it is graciously given, on Christ's behalf,

not only to be believing on Him, but also to be suffering on

His behalf." (Phil. 1:29.) The saints have the privilege

of suffering at the hands of His enemies; the Saviour has

the higher privilege of effecting their salvation. All, we

are told, will bom the knee. This is a sign of fealty and

worship. In one of the darkest days of Israel's defection

God reserved seven thousand men who had not bowed the

knee to Baal (Rom. 11:4). It is clear from this that this

is no mere perfunctory performance, but that it involves a

hearty homage. If He spared those who did not bow the

knee to Baal, how much more will He save those who bow

the knee to the Saviour of His selection? And this is
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vastly strengthened by the proposition here employed. It

is not merely "at," but "in." The Revisers were forced to

make this correction. Its meaning is manifest in the open

ing of the chapter: "If there be any consolation in Christ."

And again in vv. 19, 24, 29, "in the name," has the force

of "by virtue of the name," "in the power of the name,"

as is evident from its other occurrences, (vide Mat. 7:22;

10:41; 18:5-20; 21:9; 24:5-9; John 2:23; 5:43; 16:24-26;

Eph. 5:20; Col. 3:17). This gives us the key to the pas

sage, which is the divine declaration (Rom. 14:11;

Is. 45:23):

"SteJfiibe, . . .

$fo fflt eberp fenee tffjaU koto,

Qnb tbtvp tongue confe&tf to &ofe."

When this august oath is fulfilled it will be found that

it was only by virtue of the name of a Saviour that every

knee shall bow and tongue confess.

The name "Jesus" signifies "Jehovah the Saviour."

Hoshea, the Son of Nun, has his name changed to Jehovah-

Hoshea, Joshua, as a token that salvation was not in man,

but in God. The Christ was given this ineffable name be

cause "He shall save His people from their sins" (Mat.

1:21). Never is it used alone in connection with judgment,

but always in conformity with its import. To bow in this

name can indicate but one thing, the acceptance of Him

as their Saviour and all the benefits which that involves.

A concordance will show that a simpler form of the

word confess, to avow, is always used in a voluntary avowal

without the least suggestion of constraint. Those who

avow Him before men He will avow before His Father

(Mat. 10:32). The Jews had agreed to put out of the

synagogue anyone who should avow Christ (John 9:22).

Even some of the rulers believed, but did not avow Him

(John 12:42). But a most conclusive passage is that

where we are assured that if Jesus is avowed as Lord,

salvation results (Rom. 10:9). The word in Philippians,

however, is the strengthened form which- occurs when we

read of the confession of sin (Mat. 3:6; Mk. 1:5; Acts
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19:18; Jas. 5:16). And yet it comes so close to worship

that twice it has been rendered "Thank" (Mat. 11:25;

Lu. 10:21), while the Revisers suggest "praise." That

it is by consent, not constraint, is notably conceded when

the Revisers render (Lu. 22:6) "he consented." It never

denotes a forced confession in the Scriptures. And this

is confirmed and clinched by the fact that every knee and

every tongue are included in these acts of adoration. It

must include saints as well as others. They, at least, have

already bowed the knee and confessed to God in His name.

How unlikely that they should ever need compulsion! But

this is inevitable if these words have any such force. There

is no distinction between believer and unbeliever in this

passage at all. How beautiful to see that His exaltation

detracts nothing from the glory of the Father, but rather

is the means of its display! But how can God's Father

hood be revealed in crushing God's creatures beneath His

heel? Would a Father be glorified in grinding his enemies

into subjugation? God, as Father, has no relation to retri

bution or wrath. As Father He may chide His children,

but the exaltation of Jesus here enforced must be estab

lished on grace and its gifts, for it leads to God's recogni

tion as a Father and glorifies that phase of His effulgence.

To appreciate these points at their best, the words we

have emphasized should be carefully considered by means

of a concordance. These seven statements, which culmi

nate in the glory of the FATHER, conspire with all other

Scripture to crown the work of Christ with consummate

kindness in the consummation, when comes surcease of

eonian sorrows and the Fatherhood of God becomes the

heritage of all His creatures.
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